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This illustration is a doorway in the

Fairfax High School, Los Angeles, Cal.

The tile decoration is a replica of that

used in the Casa de Greco, one of the

show palaces of Spain.

Tiles of Moorish design are particu'

larly well adapted to the decoration of

Spanish type buildings.

Their very distinctive and virile dc'

signs, combined with their charm of

color and texture, bring a touch of old

Spain to the western world.

These tiles permit of the widest scope

in their application- wall panels, foun-

tains, stair risers, borders, friezes, pools,

mantels and wainscots afford suitable

uses for these wonderful tiles.

The everlasting glazes arc obtained

by long sustained high temperatures in

fLOOR AND WALL 'TILE FORI VERY PURPOSE

Mantels Garden Walls
Fountains

Kilns and Factory

Southgate

California

Gateways Stair Risers

Pavements

i
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TEL. METROPOLITAN l8oj

Ojfices and Exhibit

321 West Third St.

LOS ANGELES
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BROWSLEE APARTMENTS H V. (.. SM ITH, ARCH ITECT

Ornamental • Iron
Elevator cars and enclosures, folding gates, cast iron

and wrought iron stairs, spiral stairs, fences, and gates,

fire escapes, sidewalk doors, wire guards. <^ Manufac-
turers of "California Steel Windows."^ Catalogues on
steel-sash, wire work, sidewalk doors, etc. mailed on

application.

Iron Works
Harrison '^D TenthStreets

SANFRANaSCO. C4UF.
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THE BILTMO
4 BY HARRIS A

HE importance of the Bilt-

more Hotel, in the architec-

tural development of Los
Angeles, has somewhat over-

shadowed its neighboring
building in which is housed
the Biltmore Theater. It was,
naturally, planned to har-

monize in design and ma-
terial and color with the hotel. While it cannot
be said to suffer by comparison, it certainly
fails to receive the attention that another loca-

tion would have ensured.

Except for a few minor points there is dis-

tinctly more character to the architectural de-
sign than the hotel can claim; and rightly so.

Its purpose as a house of entertainment is evi-

'l*^Zo.S

I^^J^

2Z

1

RE THEATRE ^ '

LLEN, A. I. A.]!- ^•j4/.Lc>

denced, without ostentation or excess of orna-

ment. The composition is interesting and well

studied, and the wall texture very mellow and
satisfying. The treatment of the first story in

the two pavilions is not happy; the need of a

large motif is felt, instead of this mixture of

small features. The ornamental detail is excel-

lent, crisply modeled and well scaled.

The interior treatment is noticeable for its

restraint. It is rich without being gaudy; the

photographs do it poor justice, for the color

scheme is in a very low tone which produces a

remarkably harmonious effect. The walls are

painted a rather dark ultramarine, which is re-

peated in richer key on the asbestos curtain.

This curtain is said to he the onlv one of its

kind in the West to be treated as [
'^°°pt:,^=^«'"'
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BILTMORE THEATRE, LOS ANGELES, SCHULTZE& WEAVER, ARCHITECTS. SCHOFIELD ENGINEERING-CONSTRUCTION CO.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS. MAC GRUER & SI MPSON, PLASTERING AND EXTERIOR ARTIFICIAL STONE CONTRACTORS

MacGruer & Simpson
Contracting Tlasferers for

Tlain and Ornamental

CEMENT, STUCCO, ARTIFICIAL STONE
AND ART PLASTER, MARBLE FINISHES

ALSO HIGH GRADE SCAGLIOLA

San Francisco Office and Showrooms

166 TEHAMA STREET
TEI.EPHONE GARFIELD $12.

Los Angeles Office and Showrooms

1438 EAST i8tH STREET
TELEPHONE HUMBOLDT 764I

WE ALSO SPECIALIZE IN TEXTURE PLASTER AND COLORED AGGREGATE FINISH
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PROSCENIUM BOXES, BILTMORE THEATRE, LOS ANGELES, CALITORNIA. SCHULTZE & VVEAVLR, ARCHITECTS
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SMOKING ROOM, BILTMORE THEATRE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. SCHULTZE «c WEAVER, ARCHITECTS
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IN A DIGNIFIED ITALIAN FACADE, THE GROINED VAULT OF THE ENTRANCE
LOGGIA CEILING GLOWS LIKE A JEWEL. TO CARRY OUT THE ARCHITECT'S VISION,

TWO CRAFTSMEN SPENT WEEKS REPRODUCING THE EXQUISITE DESIGN IN FREE-

HAND AND DEVELOPING THE COLOR SCHEME OF BLUE-GREEN, BROWN, MAROON
AND RED ON GOLD AND BLACK GROUND, BLENDED WITH "aNTIQUe"" GLAZE.

HUNTINGTON APARTMENTS, SAN FRANCISCO, WEEKS A .V D DAY, ARCHITECTS,

A. QUANDT & SONS, PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.

'Co-Operation for Quality'

A-OyANDT • er .SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET • SAN FRANCISCO • 33I9 CENTRAL AVENUE LOS ANGELES

"^PAINTERS AND DECORATORS SINCE 1885 J>
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THE WALL WITH WINNING WAYS
•{by ESTHER MATSOnJs-

WALL that hath a way to win our

hearts—can such a thing be? Truly

the mere sound of the word wall is

forbidding, yet there are walls and
walls. Like the little girl in the

nursery rhyme when they are good
thev may be very, very good and
when bad simply intolerable. There
are some walls that we associate

with prisons, some that we associ-

ate with stuffy houses, and some
again that serve to make the more effective certain garden

gates or openings into some near-Paradise.

As a matter of fact both house and garden walls may be

attractive and recently our architects and artists and our

landscape designers have been vieing with one another to

make them positively enchanting. They have turned to

Europe for classic and renaissance examples. From these

thev have taken hints as to color and form and decorative

detail and thev have dared some interesting experiments

in our new-world homes and gardens.

Sometimes thev have given the wall itself a flat tint of

soft buff or dull rose the better to make it harmonize with
flowers and foliage around it. Sometimes they have made
insets of colored tiles. Again they have judiciously placed

a plaque or bas relief against some part of the wall where
it shall most happilv focus our attention.

We all know how wonderfullv the famous Delia Robbia
bambini in the wall of the Foundling hospital in Florence

illuminate its side of the Piazza dell" Annunciata and how
much of interest indeed is added to streets, courtyards and
cloisters in Italy bv the sculptured figures and the medal-
lions of colored terra cotta which one comes upon every

now and again set over doorways, windows and walls.

A pleasant adaptation of this idea has been made bv
Mrs. Eldridge M. Fowler at Chino. The site chosen for

the California George Junior Republic, which she has so

generously sponsored, and for her own residence close at

hand, is rich in suggestion of the Italian hill-countrv and
her house and grounds are modelled on Italian lines.

One feels a peculiar aptness therefore in her use of

Italian masterpieces on both house and garden walls.

They also harmonize with the atmosphere of the place.

Such a use of plaques and bas reliefs mav besides prove
hintful to some of us who take delight in the cultivation

and adornment of the lesser gardens. Many times, even in

connection with the viry small galden the quickest and
most feasible way of gaining seclusion is by means of a

wall of masonry. But immediately then there arises the

problem : how to soften—how to mollif\—the stiffness of

this. "Time's pencil," John Sedding assured us, is bound
to soften every garden and this same pencil we know will

eventually tone down even the most untoward and for-

ward wall of stone or stucco. Most of us, however, have
scant patience to wait for Nature to do her work unaided
and so we welcome all possible ways of taking the raw-
ness away from a new wall. The moment such a wall is

finished our first thought is for vines to climb over it,

shrubs to veil portions of it, and annual flowering plants

to make an interesting foreground for it. When all these

things are done it is worth while to ponder whether we
may not take a step further. Then perhaps we may dis-

cover that the addition of some reproduction of a famous
Donatello or Delia Robbia relief—some group of dancing
genii or of singing boys—or some gleaming blue and
white medallion of the Madonna and Child will lend

precisely the touch of art required to turn our garden

wall into a veritable enchanter.
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SKe Biltii©re^
SCORES of white/hot kilns in the

yards of Los Angeles Pressed Brick

Co. are today burning the brick and tile of

the greater Los Angeles of tomorrow.

Each day the skyline changes—new buildings

rear their walls. Night and day these fires

burn on— perpetually.

The Biltmore, the new Union Oil Building,

the Pacific Finance, the new building of the

Southern California Telephone Co., the new
M. E. Church and many others are "fresh

from the kilns"- fused into everlasting per/

manence from the clay of California.

"OieStandardcfQualiij in Clq)> Products'

L*A*I^ressed BrickCo
ENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR,,,... FROST BLDG

Secondand Broadway TRinity 5761

140

FACE BRICK

LOS ANGELES

HOLLOW TILE ROOFING TILE TERRA COTTA, ETC.
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THE MATSON" BUILDIXO. SAX F R A XC I SCO . C A L I F O R X I A, BLISS Si FAVILLE, ARCHITECTS

GLADDINGMcBEAN&CO-
•TERRACOTTA-

660 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

GLADDING, McBEAX & COMP.\NY'S terra cotta

has great adaptability to form and color. Also to

different styles of architecture. It is permanent— tire

resistant to the utmost—water-proof—impervious to

dirt and oil, and easily cleaned. A simple washing with
soap and water will always restore this beautiful

building to its original color.

SOUTHERN REPRESENTATIVES

TROPICO POTTERIES, INC GLENDALE LOS AXGELES CALIFORNIA
WRITB FOR INFORMATION, DEPT. T. C.

(£
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S a new year dawns
we pledge ourselves

to a continuance of
the same high stand-

ards ofservice that have earned
us the right to be known as

Technical

T^aint Specialuts

Our booklet covering wall fin-

ishes and full specifications is

now ready to mail; a postcard

request will bring you a copy

THE BRININSTOOL- COMPANY
TECHNICAL PAINT SPECIALISTS

908-910 SOUTH MAIN STREET LOS ANGELES, CAL.

SOUTHER WAREHOUSE, iyOI SIXTEENTH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Qy/QO,
O,

^
^

O^

$<

5<
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OXiNARD SCHOOL, OX-NARD, LALIPORNiA.
Allison & Allison, Architects. Daniels & Farm, General Contractors. R. G. Blessing, RoofingCentractor.

ConHru^ed ofSimons Brick Cofs Common Brick

Roofed With Simons Brick Cofs Spanish Tile

• •

SIMONS BRICK COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS

WALTER R. SIMONS, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
1X5 WEST THIRD STREET, LOS ANGELES

J, A. DRUMMOND
ROOFING CONTRACTOR

1744 FOLSOM STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, PHONE MARKET 12-73

845 SEWARD STREET, LOS ANGELES
PHONE HEMPSTEAD 392.9

R. G. BLESSING
ROOFING CONTRACTOR

316 B. SOUTH DATE AVENUE, ALHAMBRA, CALIFORNIA
PHONE ALHAMBRA I505 M.
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RESIDENCE OF MR. B. F. SCHLESINGER, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. CLARENCE A. TANTAU, ARCHITECT
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THIS is the new Fenestra

Casement Book. Itcontains

practical descriptions, illustra'

tions of this new Fenestra prod-

uct, together with complete
installation details, stock and
standard types, sizes, etc. We
will be glad to send you a copy
free upon request.

FENESTRA
CSiSE^ME^HTS

THE architectural beauty— the lasting beauty of case'

ment windows is best exemplified by the innumerable

English homes in which they have played an important

part. The old world charm of these steel windows has been
enhanced as the years have rolled by.

And now these same qualities of beauty have been built

into Fenestra types and made available to the builders of

American homes. And they, too, are built to endure and to

foster this old world preference for steel casements in the

home of moderate cost.

Beside their beauty, beside their enduring qualities,

beside their correct architectural details which conform to

all construction needs, Fenestra Casements have many
advantages that appeal directly to the user. They can be

easily cleaned from the inside of the building, because wide

extension butts swing the sash away from the frame, as it

opens, leaving a space of four inches when the window is

fully open. They can be easily secured at any angle by an

unobtrusive staybar, strong enough to hold the window
in any wind short of a hurricane. Attractive bronze

hardware locks them securely.

These Fenestra features and many more are fully described and illustrated

in a new book, "Fenestra Casements". We'll gladly send you a copy.

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Division of Architectural Construction

C-2286 East Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
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ONE OF THE 2.1 BUILDINGS OF THE U.S. VETERANS HOSPITAL AT LIVER MORE
Major W. H. Raiichjfe, Sup.T/neetiiijru of Construction. Howard WitliamSy General Contractor, Emit Ho^berg, Masonry Contractor

WALLS OF DICKEY MASTERTILE

Second Qreat Qovernment Hospital

Built of Dickey M^astertile

THIS great construction job will be completed about January

ist. Like the Palo Alto Base Hospital and many barracks and

similar Government structures throughout this Corps Area, it

furnishes a significant example of the advantages of hollow tile

construction.

The Government desires fire-resistant, permanent buildings which

prove low in upkeep cost. It wants dry, quiet, comfortable, health-

ful building interiors. It wants the greatest possible economy in

construction. It has found that Dickey Mastertile fulfills these

requirements.

Architects are respectfully urged to consider Dickey Mastertile's

fire safety, permanence, and economy when they plan hospitals,

schools, apartment houses, hotels, factory buildings, and similar

structures.

Dickey masieriile
Builds walls that defy fire, time, and weather

DICKEY CLAY PRODUCTS ALSO INCLUDE

Face Brick, Fire Brick, Partition Tile, Paving Brick

Sewer Brick, Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

Made by

CALIFORXIA BRICK COMPANYand LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS
AssociatedCompanies

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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TWO VIEWS OF THE HOME OF MRS. W. J. LEET, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA. CLARENCE A. TANTAU, ARCHITECT
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We offer you some very valuable data

regarding the use of Hydrated Lime

IT
has been demonstrated

in much fine plastering
that Sierra Hydrated Lime,

manufactured under the air

separation process, cannot
"pop to the injuryof dehcately

tinted plaster, because Sierra

Hydrated Lime will pass
through a screen loo mesh
fine. It is manufactured under

chemical control, with a

special mixing process that

has been positively proven
correct in every detail. Natu-
rally this important hydrat-

ing process cannot be left to

men of no experience. Good
plastering ana resultantsatis-

faction, with enduring, sur-

faces are assured.

Specifications for all coats of interior plastering calling

for hydrated lime exclusively may be had on application.

Our representatives, and our experience and facilities are

at your service.

SIERRA Hydrated Lime is More Plastic tlian

Quick Lime for Mortar and Finishing Putty

Our representatives will be glad to prove this statement

or demonstrate the scientific reasons why the architects

who have specified Hydrated lime will never go back

to slaked lime.

PACIFIC
PLASTER

I

SIERBA

Distribatid in

SAN FRANCISCO
h

ATLAS MORTAR
COMPANY
58 SUTTER STREET
DOUGLAS 938

I

LIME AND
COMPANY

Dhtributid hi

OAKLAND
h

OAKLAND LIME &
CEMENT COMPANY

FOOT OF SE\ENTH WV..
MERRITT 75

Maniifiicturecl at Sonera, California

WE SHIP .\ N Y \V H E R E ON SHORT NOTICE
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CALIFORNIA PALACE OF THE LEGION OF HONOR, SAN FRANCISCO. GEORGE A. APPLEGARTH, ARCHITECT

THE entire exterior finish including all cast work and statuary was done with
California Stucco. The stone imitated was surpassed, the structural value of the

building was increased, endurance and permanence for ages is assured and a saving of

$150,000 over the cost of stone veneer was realized. Specitications and description of

this work upon application.

CALIFORNIA STUCCO PRODUCTS COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
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RUST-PROOF STEEL

TRACK
BRASS

SLIDING SHOE

BRASS
RIVET

The II iHiioiiS fully reverse. Both surfaces

are cleaned from the inside of the room.

BRASS

RIVET a WASHER

specification

The Universal Reversible

Casement Fixture is a self-

containeJ unit. The arms,

hinges and traciv are of a

rust-proof steel. The shoe

is of brass. All rivets and
washers are made of brass.

All screws are galvanized.

FULL REVERSIBLE
WINDOW FIXTURE
^HIS FIXTURE has an established
^ reputation for strength and dura-

bility-Two hundred and fifty thou-

sand now in use -Costs no more than
a semi-reversible - Practical - Its op-
eration is smooth, easy aud positive

-It reduces insurance because of ab-

solute safety in cleaning windows
both inside and out. Easily installed

on any sash - No special milhvork re-

quired. Allows for anv degree of ven-

tilation control without the use of

anv locking device whatsoever - It in-

terferes in no way with the operation

of window shades or screens - Posi-

tivelv eliminates rattling.

NO SPECIAL MILLWORK REQUIRED
Fixtures easily installed on any sash

UNIVERSAL WINDOW COMPANY
GENERAL S.\LES OmCE, I916 BRO.\DWAV, OAKLAND, CALIFORNMA

HARDWARE SALES REPRESENTATIVE, ALDEN GLAZE i.'t CO., I45 SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

A^i lit s in oil I h s fr 1 n i 1 p a I c i t 1 1 s of t h t V >i i 1 1 il S t a t t s



Public Interesl in ArchiteHure

In the November "Spokesman," the journal of

the Un versity of California Extension Divi-

sion, there is printed a paper by Gertrude Page,

a student in the correspondence course in Art i,

on stimulating interest in city architecture. Her
suggestions show such an intelligent grasp of

this problem, and contain such possibilities of

practical fulhllment, that we take pleasure in

quoting the paper in full. It may be noted that

an Extension Course has been started in Los

Angeles, entitled "Introduction to Architec-

ture," to explain fundamental principles of de-

sign, form, plan, etc.

"Two of the most important problems of art education

in America are:

First, to cultivate a seeingeyeso that people will realize

whether their surroundings, such as houses, streets, parks,

shops, public buildings, are good or bad, and why;
Second, to train people from the start in the elementary'

schools in the principles that govern the production of

beautiful and appropriate forms in every department of

life, so that thev can, themselves, to some degree mould
and shape their own surroundings tastefully and intel-

ligently.

In my own community, I would begin, not with a

spoon, as Mr. Neuhaus suggests, but with larger, more
conspicuous things. If I had the power, I would persuade

the "art committee" of one of our large clubs for women
to devote itself to local architecture for a year. I would
have lectures, with large screen illustrations, explaining

for instance what an architectural gem we possess in Los

Angeles in the Universitv Club Building by Allison and

Allison. I would have the audiences taught to see why
this building is beautiful as a whole and in detail, so that

even the fire-escapes give a joyful sense of rhythm. I

would have them told why the architecture of this build-

ing is called Italian. I would trace its historical origins

and suggestions—alwavs with copious illustrations. Then
I would take the Friday Morning Club Building by the

same architects and the Woman's Athletic Club, also by

the same men, and trace resemblances in style, and differ-

ences in treatment due to different requirements and

resources.

I would take the new St. Paul's Cathedral here as the

subject of another series of lectures, with two or three

other good churches that have been built recently. I'd

take a few atrocities, too, and tell why they're bad,

always with illustrations.

The American Institute of Architects, Southe.-n Calif-

ornia Chapter, periodically awards prizes for outstanding

examples of good recent architecture. I would have all

these noted, explained and illustrated. I would be inter-

esting to have different sections of the city and its en-

virons reported on for discussions of the style of archi-

tecture, of streets, of gardens, or public squares, of

electroliers, of signs. Bridges, viaducts, should also be

reported on for comments on their artistic worth.
When the outside aspects of the city have been suffic-

iently exploited, then I should begin on the furnishings

of certain distinguished buildings more or less open to

the public.

I would trv to have experts talk to the audiences on all

these questions, to get some leading newspaper to run an

architectural 'feature' every Sunday.

A vear of actual study of our own surroundings would
teach us to look with a more seeing eye and with the

beginnings of a more discriminating taste."

Signs of Coming Co operation

Two state conventions were held recently which
were of special significance in the building in-

dustry. The Millwork Institute, held in San
Francisco, is a quarterly meeting of mill owners
to discuss their mutual problems, and to im-

prove conditions by working jointly for the

reduction of waste, and for better relations with
architects and with each other. We shall look
for much from this undertaking.

In Oakland, a meeting of City Building In-

spectors considered the standardization of build-

ing ordinances. A big subject; not to be settled

at one sitting. But progress has been made in

this direction, and more may be expected. Why
are not the architects taking a more active part

in this work, of so vital a concern to their

profession?
* * *

A Billjor Services

Architects will appreciate the story going the

rounds about a doctor who sent a bill for $io

for two professional calls to a grouchy client

and was greeted with a vigorous complaint

about the amount. So he itemized his statement

and in the revised form it read
:

" "Getting out of

bed at three o'clock, waking up wife, cranking

up the flivver, driving three miles, saving pa-

tient's life, driving back three miles, \\*aking up
wife, getting back into bed, $io." And he

added, "no charge for the second visit." It is

too bad that some similar way of bringing

home to the client the real value of services per-

formed is not possible to all professional men.
* * *

A Busy Year Ahead
Signs are favorable for a prosperous year, for

members of the architectural profession and
those interested in building. Projects deferred in

1914 are now going ahead and great surplus cap-

ital is launching others. If happiness depends

on keeping busy, it seems that all are assured a

Happy New Year in 192.5.
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American Club
Kohler, Wisconsin

TKe \'\\\age of KoKler, a Jelighi w
cit> planners ei-eryuhere. st4rroutui5

ihe making of KohJer proJuco—
enameled plumbing ware and
private electric plants — with an
atmosphere «hic)i fosters qtuilics

/S there any finer bathtub for a tine bathroom than

the Kohler "Viceroy''"' bath— from the architect's

standpoint or the plumber's, the bather's or the

housekeeper's?

We do not think so. No matter whether the bathroom

is to be simple or elaborate, it is difficult to imagine any-

thing more completely satisfactory in practicality, sanitary

titness, and simple beauty, than a "Viceroy" bath with

its graceful lines and its rich and lustrous covering of pure

white enamel.

No wonder that we delight to sign such ware with our

pride-mark— the name "Kohler" unobtrusively fused into

the enamel.

Kohler Co., Founded 187,;, Kohler, Wis. • Shipfing Point, Sheboygjn, Wis.

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Enameled Vlurnbing Ware
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REPORT OF HISTORIC MONUMENTS COMMITTEE
S. R CHAPTER A. I. A.

ITHIN the boundaries of San

Francisco there are but few
buildings which, either from
age or historic interest,could

be classified as strictly His-

toric Monuments. The few
buildings which, through

association with national

events or celebrated person-

ages, had acquired that dignity were, for the

most part, swept away in the fire.

The oldest building in San Francisco is re-

puted to be the adobe Army Officers Club House
in the Presidio, built in 1776. It is all that re-

mains of the quadrangular Fort built by the

Spanish Commandant. The Mission Dolores

was built a few years later. Both buildings ap-

pear to be well cared for as to their preserva-

tion as Historic Monuments.
Fort Winfield Scott was erected by the Ameri-

cans 70 years later, in 1854, and has, therefore,

less significance as to age as a Historic Monu-
ment. Yet "it is a most remarkable building

structurally, as well as historically. As time

goes on it will no doubt gather increasing in-

terest as a Historical Monument.
Few who visit this building realize that all

the material used in its construction was con-

veyed here from the eastern coast by sailing

vessels, or that the skill of the designers and
craftsmanship displayed in this building are

not excelled anywhere.
The plan and arrangement of the building

show careful study of the purposes for which it

was designed, namely, that of an artillery bar-

racks and fort to protect the Golden Gate and
San Francisco.

Here in San Francisco we are prone to register

our architectural history from the Mission
buildings around 1770, and jump from that

date to the period before and after the fire,

without giving much thought to what hap-
pened in between these dates.

If it were not for the noble piece of masonry
at Fort Scott, which punctuates, so to speak,

this span of 150 years plumb in the middle like

an immovable rock, recording, as it does, the
American occupation of our city and coast, we
might have to rely now and in the future solely

upon documentary records for mention of in-

tervening historical events.

This now obsolete fortress, which has with-
stood for many years, undaunted and Vvithout
capitulation, numerous imaginary foreign in-

vasions, as well as the buffeting of the ocean,
presents but little of interest to the mere stud-

ent of architectural composition or the clever

draftsman, and yet its designers evidently knew
their business and achieved results which they
might well have been proud of.

The Fort stands to-day as a discarded govern-
mental relic of the past, a picturesque gatepost
at the entrance to the most beautiful harbor in

the world.

One can imagine the young architectural

draftsman, with his mind full of chaste classic

detail and Renaissance dreams, approaching
this austere building at first and from a distance

with slight interest, perhaps on a blustering

day, and looking for sketchable detail, which
on his near approach he finds disappointingly
lacking. With half suppressed condemnation he
turns away at first to pass on, but instead he
rounds the corner, coming into the full face of

the Pacific Ocean gale, which for seventy years

has assailed the unyielding walls of this ex-

posed fortress. His respect for the building, as

as well as its builders, is at once challenged, and
his viewpoint perhaps is changed to one of

humble admiration, that for all these years,

under the severest weather conditions imagin-
able, there appears so little evidence of erosion

or decay upon the surface of the masonry.
Perhaps as a student he is also interested in

the craftsmanship of the bricklayer, surface

textures of masonry or brick bonding, and
finally in his enthusiasm looks upward to the

crowning belt course of granite, beautifully cut

with a simple drip mold to throw off the ocean
spray, or his eye descends to the huge cut gran-

ite blocks dovetailed and bonded together,

forming the outward bulwark and fending the

fortress from the ocean swell. All this, if he has
imagination, begins to appeal to his sense of the

fitness of things here displayed, and he ex-

claims, "These men knew how to build!" There-
upon he forgets his Renaissance and classic

dreams and begins to investigate. He finally

reaches the entrance on the shore side, with its

massive and heavily studded doors, over which
is carved the date 1854, and passing through
the vaulted archway, finds himself in a gal-

leried courtyard, from the extremities of which
spacious spiral staircases of granite ascend to

the roof and arcaded galleries. From the land-

ing of each story he proceeds through the gun
chambers, lined with the same brick, extending
in from the outside, through walls six or eight

feet thick. The ceilings are vaulted with cut

and rubbed brick, and finely mitred and cut

voussoirs appear at the groining of the vaulted

arches, not a sign of settlement, crack, f^Tagcfs""!
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Perma-Light Gloss Mill White
_a lustrous long-oil paint for spray-

ing walls and ceilings of manufact-

uring establishments, etc.

Perma-Light Gloss Mill White
reflects the maximum amount of
daylight.

HILLHUBBELL & COMPANY
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OFFICERS

J. S. Fairweather, President

John Reid, Jr., Vice-President

AlbertJ. Evers, Sec.-Treas.

'''OCCCl.''^

DIRECTORS

Earle B. Bertz, three years

Will G. Corlett, three years

George W. Kelham, two years

Arthur Brown, two years

J. Harry Blohme, one year

William Mooser, one year

next meeting

THE next reguhir meeting will be held in the rooms of

the San Francisco Architectural Club, 77 O'Farrell

Street, on Tuesday, January 2.0, 1915, at 6:30 p. m. Dinner
will be served at 75 cents per plate. Several matters of im-

portance will be brought up for discussion and Mr. D. D.

Banta, of the Bonded Floor Co., will speak on "Floors

and the Process of Manufacturing Linoleums."
DECEMBER MEETING

The regular meeting of the American Institute of Archi-

tects, the San Francisco Chapter, was held on Wednesday
evening, December 17, 192.4, in the rooms of the San
Francisco Architectural Club, 77 O'Farrell Street. Presi-

dent Fairweathrer called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m.

The following members were present: John Bakewell,
Earle B. Bertz, Albert Schroepfer, Morris Bruce, William
Mooser, J. S. Fairweather, Chas. F. Maurv, Benjamin
Hirschfeld, G. F. Ashley, E. B. Hurt, A. J. Evers.

yourTrmting
The same individuality

and craftsmanship that

go into the printing of
The Pacific CoastArchitect

may be yours in your own
printed literature.

C. Raymond Beran Co.
^Printers

133 KEARNY street:: DOUGLAS 5110
SAN FRANCISCO

At the meeting were also Mr. A. E. Boynton, Mr. Paul
Eliel, Mr. Pierce and Mr. Scheffele of the Industrial

Association of San Francisco; and Dr. P. S. Taylor of the
University of California, as guests of the Chapter.

MINUTES
Minutes of the meeting of November i8, 19x4, were

accepted as published.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
Reports of committees were dispensed with, to permit

of early adjournment to visit the Trade Schools.

OLD BUSINESS

The Secretary read a letter from the Secretary of the
Southern California Chapter, accepting the co-operation
of the San Francisco Chapter in the 192.5 Traveling
Exhibit.

The matter of the transfer of Kenneth MacDonald to

the Southern California Chapter was discussed, and the
Secretary was instructed to write to the Executive Secre-

{.Concluded on page 46 1
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MAJESTIC
AUTOMATIC
HOT WATER
HEATER

I i More abundant hot water

at less cost.

The '

' Majestic' ' is built

with knoivn qualities for

service and durability.

^B The MOST PRACTICAL and

iV'^'V^ik
ECONOMICAL hot Water

--!* service.

\mA^ GAS APPLIANCE

IHil SALES CO.!! Distributors for Nonhern
and Central California

Office and Demonstration Rooms
12 Valencia Street, San Francisco • Phone Market 5482
21st & Grove Streets, Oakland • Phone Oakland 1404

INFORMATION CHEERFULLY FURNISHED
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METPRODCO
REVERSIBLE
WINDOWS

For use in Office Buildings

apartments. Schools

and Churches

Mecprodco Simplex
(Patented) Revers-

ible steel windows
are made with or
without interlocking

meeting rail, in vari-

ous designs to har-

monize with the
architectural design

of the building.

Glass is held in place

either with wire
clips and putty or
with glazing stops

as specified.

utrh hsih rentilatcrs oftii

The view at the
right shows the
lower ventilator
completely reversed

to facilitate wash-
ing from the in-

terior.

Metprodco Reversi-

ble Windows are

also furnished with
Underwriter's Label,

\a which case they

are made to conform
with the specifica-

tions of the Under-
writer's Laboratory.

Sizes of windows

BILTMORE PLASTER WORK FINE

Shsuin^ easy u-ashinf^

mtmh from mtirior

and sizes of glass are limited. Glass is held in

place with glazing angles.

UNITED STATES
METAL PRODUCTS CO.

330 Tench Street. San Francisco

Paulsen Bldg.. Spokane
Bank ot Italy Building. Los Angeles

Provident Building, Tacoma
1105 Second Street. Seattle

Exchange Building. Portland

Alex. S. Sims, B-lOO Bransford. Salt Lake City, Utah

i BY ERIC L. ERGEXBBRIGHT >
LASTER has been extensively used

as an effective medium of interior

decoration in the Los Angeles Bilt-

more Theatre, Schultze is" Weaver,
Architects. The effects achieved
are so unusually artistic that they
have resulted in a great deal of

favorable comment for MacGruer
and Simpson, the contracting plas-

terers who performed the work.
The architraves and that portion

of the theatre walls immediately beneath the boxes is sur-

faced with plaster and imitates faithfully caen stone, both
in tone and texture. The entrance foyer, too, is walled in

the same material. Remaining wall space is attractively

finished in imitation of antique hand-worked plaster, or

Tiffany or texture finish. Two massive stair^vays furnish-

ing access to the first balcony are of plaster-wrought imi-

tation stone.

One of the many unusual features of the theatre is the

decoration of the proscenium arch, all of which is plaster

work at its finest. A draper}', so natural in texture and
folding that only the closest scrutiny reveals it is mod-
eled of plaster and not actually woven of fabric, is draped

from the summit of the arch to a point several feet above
the stage opening. It is supported by a number of great

bands of metallic finished plaster which are pierced for

purposes of ventilation.

Below the draper)- and just above the stage opening are

four plaster plaques of grotesque design. At either end of

the proscenium arch is a figure cast in plaster. Decoration

of the ceiling and of the heavy beams which support it is

all plaster work. Plaster decoration has been done on the

same craftsmanlike scale in lobby, smoking and lounge
rooms and the rest rooms.

The whole structure takes for its motif of decoration

an adaptation of the Renaissance and the color scheme
maintained in the plaster work has been closely adhered

to in the selection of all furnishings, so that all parts of

the finished structure would sustain the general harmony.
On the exterior of the building, as well as through the

interior, the skill of MacGruer & Simpson has been called

into play, and most effectively. The entire exterior orna-

mentation is executed in plaster in simulation of Indiana

limestone. The work as a whole is a revelation of the

possibilities of the plasterers' art. The firm responsible

for this work also executed the plaster work on the Bilt-

more Hotel which has been regarded as one of the finest

examples of plaster work in America and they are now
engaged in finishing for Schultze CT Weaver, the Hellman
Commercial Trust Company's new Building in Los An-
geles. MacGruer CT Simpson were also responsible for

the remarkable imitation marble and other exceptional

plaster work in the California Palace of The Legion of

Honor, San Francisco.

Such singular results as they have been obtaining in the

Biltmore 'Theatre and other notable work recently exe-

cuted by them is not difficult to understand when it is

known that both Robert Simpson and George MacGruer,
the active practical partners in this firm, received their

early training under those world masters of the North of

Scotland, Alexander MacRitchie CTSons, of Dundee.

Ground has been broken by the Detroit Steel Products

Company, for an additional factory unit to be devoted to

the manufacture of steel casement windows. It is expected
that all necessar}- equipment will be installed and in oper-

ation by Februar)- ist.
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CODE OF ETHICS
AS ADOPTED BY THE INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO, THE SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS AND THE SAN FRANCISCO BUILDERS EXCHANGE

I. The owner or architect should not call for unneces-

sary or full estimates on tentative projects, without ad-

vising those asked for estimates that the project is

tentative.

II. The owner or architect should not call for an exces-

sive number of bids. It is recommended that not to exceed

six bids be called for.

III. Collusion in the preparation of bids should not be

tolerated or practiced by contractors or sub-contractors,

and if discovered shall be a just cause for the rejection of

all bids.

I\'. When the owner has determined to build he should

first decide whether he is to let a general contract, segre-

gated contracts, or a percentage contract.

\'. If the decision is to let a general contract, the owner
or architect should call into competition only general

contractors to whom he is willing to award the contract.

He should then award the contract to the low bidder on

the plans and specifications sent out for bids, having re-

quired him to file with his bid the list of sub-contractors

whose figures he has used. He should then insist that the

general contractor let his contracts to the sub-contractors

whose figures he used in making his bid, provided such

sub-contractors are satisfactory to the architect.

\T. If it is decided to let the job by segregated con-

tracts, the owner or architect should only call in as

bidders sub-contractors to whom he is willing to award
the work. Then he should award the segregated con-

tracts to the low bidders on the plans and specifications

sent out for bids.

Vn. If it is decided to do the work upon the percentage

contract plan, the owner or architect should insist that

the percentage contractor, when taking bids, should only

call in as bidders contractors to whom he and the archi-

tect are willing to award the work. Then the owner or

architect should insist that the percentage contractor

award the job to the low bidders on the plans and speci-

fications sent out for bids.

\ III. In case a general contractor or percentage con-

tractor figures or estimates the total job himself when
taking it from the owner, the owner or architect should

insist that if, thereafter, the general contractor or per-

centage contractor decides to let sub-contracts for any
portion of the work, that he take bids only from sub-

contractors to whom he and the architect are willing to

award the work. Then the owner or architect should
insist that the jobs be awarded to the low bidders on the

plans and specifications sent out for bids.

IX. All bids should be opened in public at a set time

and place, except where the architect or owner deems it

impossible.

X. All owners should instruct their architects to write

into all plans, specifications and contracts, a clause re-

quiring all work to be done on the American Plan, and

then the owner and architect should insist on the strict

observance of this clause.

* * *

OBLIGATIONS OF THE ARCHITECT, THE CON-
TRACTOR AND LABOR

XL The architect should always act entirely in a

judicial capacitv in determining contract obligations, in-

sisting upon full performance by owner and contractor;

he should not engage in work in the building trades,

except in his capacity as an architect; he should write

into his specifications clauses providing for the obser-

vance by the contractor of all building ordinances, safety

and sanitary codes; he should never require a contractor

to perform any part of the service which is generally

recognized as the work of the architect; he should not at-

tempt to cover possible oversights or errors by indefinite

clauses in the contract or specifications.

XII. The contractor should insist on enforcement of

building ordinances and safety and sanitary codes; he

should carry compensation insurance; he should not en-

gage independently in any service which is generally

recognized as the work of the architect, either in the

preparation of plans and specifications or the supervision

of the work; he should refuse to deal directly with the

owner where an architect has been employed for super-

vision, and should never submit to the owner directly,

without the architect's approval and knowledge, any
proposals or estimates; he should never improperly in-

crease the cost of work or produce work inferior to that

contracted for; he should deal fairly and justly with the

labor employed by him and make every effort to afford

opportunity to apprentices to learn the building trades.

XIII. Labor employed in the building trades should

never endeavor improperly to increase the cost of the

work or to produce inferior work; labor should never en-

deavor to restrict the quantity or quality of the output of

the individual; labor should co-operate in affording every

opportunity to apprentices to learn the building trades

and, when qualified, to practice their trades. «
San Francisco, California

November 14, 1914

CHIEF ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN
JUNIOR ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN

Examinations for chief architectural draftsman and junior

architectural draftsman will be held throughout the

country on January 7, 192.5. They are to fill vacancies in

the Quartermaster General's Office, Washington, D. C,
at entrance salaries of $1,400 and $1,680 a year, respec-

tively. Advancement in pay may be made without change
in assignment up to $3,000 a year for chief architectural

draftsman and up to $1040 a year for junior architectural

draftsman.

The duties of chief architectural draftsman are, under
general supervision, to perform difficult free-hand or ar-

chitectural drawing requiring judgment, exceptional

artistic skill, a thorough knowledge of the customs and

practices of the architectural profession in expressing

ideas, plans, and data in drawings; or to supervise the

work of a group of draftsmen of lower grade.

The duties of junior architectural draftsman are, under

supervision, to perform tasks in free-hand and architec-

tural drawings and related work requiring artistic

knowledge, skill, and a thorough understanding of this

field of drafting.

Full information and application blanks may be ob-

tained from the United States Civil Service Commission,
W'ashington, D. C, or the secretary of the board of U. S.

civil-service examiners at the post office or customhouse
in anv citv.
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HERE 's the opportunity for

those seeking the joy of a

perfect writing instrument.

Secure the new improved Inkograph
at a reduced price. You have your

choice of either of the two self-filling

models illustrated. The Inkograph
writes with ink as free and easy as

a lead pencil without a miss, skip or

blur. Always a steady uniform flow

of ink. It glides so smoothly over

the coarsest paper that it actuallv

improves handwriting. Won't blot,

scratch, leak or soil hands.

Makes 3 or 4 carbon copies
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Bear down as hard as you like, it

can't bend, spread or injure the point.

Allow anyone to write with your

Inkograph, no style of writing can

distort its hard, smooth, round, ball-

like i4kt gold point.

Draws lines to a ruler without smear-
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prevents clogging. Made of best grade, highlv
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assures satisfaction.
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(Contiuucd from page 3j)

false joint or imperfect brick in the -whole mass
of masonry. By sheer force of purpose it shouts
at you fine masonry and skilful craftsmen! And
the student's respect for the master builders

mounts higher as he ascends to the roof, where,
along the immense brick parapet several feet

thick, he observes the careful workmanship of

the cut brick mitres of the weathered coping,
with no sign of decay, and with perfect joints.

While this building may not as yet have at-

tained to full prestige as an historic monument,
your Committee recommends it for study as a

sermon in masonry and thorough craftsman-
ship.

The building has ceased to serve its original,

or any other useful, purpose, except as a light-

house station and storage for observation equip-

ment. While it has been somewhat altered in-

ternally by the erection of temporary wooden
partitions, it is otherwise as when first erected,

except that the guns have been dismounted.
This building, hoary with time and the salt

of the ocean, has acquired a degree of dignity

from the sheer force of perfection in craftsman-

ship and the simple expression of the purpose
for which it was built.

Your committee recommends that steps should
be taken to remove the temporary wooden
structures now defacing the interior and that

measures be taken to preserve the building as

originally built.

Your committee further suggests that Con-
gressmen from this District be requested to

communicate with the War Office in Washing-
ton with a view to having the building restored

to its original condition as above indicated.

[signed] Committee on Preservation of

Historic Monuments
San Francisco Chapter American

Institute of Architects

Earnest Coxhead, Chairman

LARGE STUCCO CONTRACT
The California Stucco Company has secured the contract

for one of the largest exhibition buildings on the Pacific

Coast, that of the San Bernardino Orange Show home at

San Bernardino. De Witt Mitchen of San Bernardino is

the architect. The structure will have a floor space of

108,000 square feet. It will be 70 feet long and 155 feet

wide. Sixteen tons of California Stucco will be used in the

construction, said to be one of the largest single contracts

for this form of construction ever awarded.

* sic 4:

LOS ANGELES CHAPTER
Newly-elected officers of Los Angeles Chapter, American
Institute of Architects, are as follows: David C. Allison,

president; S. R. Burns, vice-president; A. C. Zimmerman,
treasurer; David W'itmer, secretary; Donald B. Parkin-

son, director for three years; H. C. Chambers, director

for two vears; and C. E. Noerenbcrsj, director for one vear.
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CHAPMAN, KERR, BOWEN, MCLAUGHLIN

SELDOM has San Francisco seen so successful an

annual jinks as that which the San Francisco Archi-

tectural Club presented at Sorosis Hall to the largest

assemblage of members and friends ever known. The
annual jinks, "The Christmas Follies of 192.4'' started

Saturday evening, December 13th, and continued well

into the small hours of the following day.

The splendid program, which contained much of merit,

included an operatic comedy, playlets, singing and danc-

ing acts and many novelties that gave full scope to the

wealth of talent that exists among the members of the

club.

Probably the feature act of a program replete with good
things was a two-act operatic comedy pertaining to archi-

tecture and called, "The Jolly Mayor." It was written

by and staged under the personal direction of Mr. Felix

Reynaud. Its dry comedy, many tuneful melodies, gro-

tesque make-ups of the mayor, the tricky contractor and
the book agent, the appearance of three well-known
members of the club in school-girl costumes and the work
of the chorus all appealed strongly to the audience.

BLACK-FACE REVUE PLEASES

A black-face revue arranged by Mr. Ernest Demick and
titled "The Darktown Follies" introduced vocal solos,

choruses, dances, saxophone solos and banjo music, sup-

plemented by much mirth-provoking comedy, not the

least of which was contributed by the colored "ladies"

dressed in little bright colored aprons and ludicrous hats.

A novelty programmed as a "Superscreen Shadowgraph
Drama," an improvisation of radio and movies, was
greeted with veritable gales of laughter.

Lending even more atmosphere to the program was a

tabloid "tragedy," the action of which took place in the

studio of a Miserable Sculptor, a More Miserable Doctor
and a Most Miserable Architect. Introduction of some
clever stage tricks and the unexpected climax of the piece

made it a huge success.

To review the entire program and give credit to every

performer is impossible in the space available, but it may
be truthfully said that the Jinks this year was clever, en-

tertaining and without one dull moment and established

a new high record mark, demonstrating to the delighted

guests that the members of the San Francisco Architec-

tural Club are a versatile lot and just as much at home in

music and burlesque as they are over a drawingboard.
The entire affair was in charge of Mr. Felix Reynaud,

chairman of the entertainment committee, assisted by
Mr. Carl Schmidts and Mr. Al Williams. The "artists"

who contributed to the entertainment were:Messrs. L. E.

Bowen, Orin Bullock, J. Peterson, \\'ilton Smith, L. H.

Keyset, P. Chapman, C. Trudell, Bob Williams, Dick
McLaughlin, Jack Devitt, Will Garske, Ira Springer,

Jack Courtney, Ernest Demick,Ralf Kerr, Arthur Jannsen,
and A. Voison, but it may well be said that every mem-
ber of the club contributed his share to the success of a

wonderful evening. The music for the comic opera and
darktown follies was in charge of Mr. A. Toluboff.

At the regular monthly meeting of the club W'ednesday,

December 3rd, the nominating committee offered the fol-

lowing nominations for officers to serve during the com-
ing year: Carl Schmidts, president; Ernest Weihe, vice-

president; Ted Ruegg, secretary; and Lawrence Keyser,

director. The election will be held at the next meeting,

January 7, 192.5.

Of interest to the club members is the announcement by

the executive committee of the New York Chapter,

A. I. A., that programmes for the Le Brun traveling

scholarship competition will be issued about December
30th. Any draughtsman between the ages of 2.3 and 30 is

eligible for this competition if nominated by some mem-
ber of the A. I. A. The sum of $1,400 is the award, and

the amount is to be spent in at least six months travel and

studv abroad. Those interested should obtain detailed in-

formation from the secretary of any chapter, A. I. A.
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THE STEEL FRAME
WORK OF THE MEDI-

CO-DENTAL BL'ILP

ING, WHICH WA -

SUPPLIED BY THE
MOORE DRY DOCK

COMPANY.

Constructing the

Medico'Dental Building

IN THE CONSTRUCTION of San Fran-
cisco's new 15-storv building which is

being erected at Post and Mason Streets

to house the medical and dental profes-

sions, only the highest grades of building
materials are being used.

It is significant that the framew^ork of
this million dollar class "A" structure is

composed of steel fabricated by the
Moore Dry Dock Company

!

There is no plant on the Pacific Coast so
well equipped to produce steel for indus-

trial construction as this concern, which
invites inquiries on buildings, bridges,

and all industrial projects.

Because of our advantageous location on the water front

and because our overhead is carried by marine repairs,

ue are in a position to make minimum bids. Address

all communications to Oakland office.

Moore Dry Dock Co.
San Francisco Office: 893 Balfour Building Phone Kearny 5248
Oakland Office: Foot ofAdeline Street • Telephone Lakeside 5280

WHITCO
the easy hardware

:ekt

SASH PiJiTE

^ Wt'teo Hard*.

Insures a dependable installation.

WHITCO is the simplest casement and transom
hardware:

For the architect to specify.

For the contractor to figure on.

For the carpenter to install.

One size fits all sash—WHITCO can be applied to a single sash, a pair of

sash, or to a multiple sash in wide openings without mullions.

365 Market Street

SAN FR.\NCISCO ^fDEaSEOTMCaDMEtrfCiKlMsMf
V MANUFACTURERS VV HARDWARE \iJ) SPECI ALTl ES

6}6-4i. Mass. Trust Bld_e.

BOSTON. M.\SS.
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CALIFORNIA IN MINIATURE, UNUSUAL MAP

Of particular interest to the builder is the fact that all

cities and towns, large and small, are reproduced with
miniature buildings and their area, environment and rela-

tive importance are shown at a glance.

The map, said to be the largest of its kind in the world,

is 600 feet in length. It shows every topographical fea-

ture of the state. The view is exactly as if one skimmed
through the air above the mountains and valleys, cities

and villages of the Golden State, hut it has one great ad-

vantage over an aeroplane trip, since the spectator mav
stop and study any particular section at will.

More than 15 artists, modellers, electricians, geogra-
phers, sculptors and engineers worked more than 16

months to complete the huge relief map. The total cost

approximates $100,000. The work was performed under
auspices of the California Development Association, co-

operating with the 58 counties of the state. The designer
and construction engineer was J. T. Edwards, F. R. G. S.

TRANSCONTINENTAL HIGHWAYS EXPOSITION
Donald McLaren of San Francisco has been chosen as

official landscape architect for this Exposition, to be held

in Reno in 1916, to celebrate the completion of the

Truckee-Reno Highway. A tract of 45 acres along the

Truckee River has been set aside as a site,with wonderful
possibilities for landscape treatment.

>X'hereverYou LiveYour Neighbors TT7 TT^'C T TT7 A HP
Have WARD Gas Floor Furnaces Lr L L O rLlLlX. 1

V^'

PURE

INSTANT

HEAT,

CIRCULATING

HEAT TO
ALL PARTS

PLACE A WARD SEALED 2 -BURNER
HOT AIR GAS FLOOR FURNACE—
m your new or old home, office, store, bank, club, church, hos-
pital, school, cafe. etc. It will heat 8000 cubic feet. 4 or 5 rooms.
Installed complete with a lo-year guarantee. More than ioo.ocK
users. It's safe. No odor, no carbon monoxide fumes, no air, no
oxygen taken from rooms for burner combustion—it's taken from
outside. It's natural, healthful heat. No basement required.

Writt, call or phone for our Hrating Equipment Book. It's frit.

THERE IS .AN .AUTHORIZED .AGENT IN YOUR CTTY

Ward Heater Company
Los Angeles office and sal:sroom :

I 143 SOUTH HOPE STREET, LOS ANGELES
Tcisrhoncv BRoidway 6^41 and TRinity -SPc

A CORRECTION
In the P.ACiFic Coast Architect for May, 1914, a drawing
of three residences in Forest Hill was credited bv mistake
to William A. Newman, Architect. Mr. Newman wishes
us to state that Falch and Knoll, occupying joint offices

with him, in San Francisco, were architects for these
attractive buildings.

BATCHELDER TILES

Pierced tile organ screen, Chapel College of St. Cath-

erine's, St. Paul, Minnesota. H. A, Sullwold, Architect.

Our material used throughout the interior.

BATCHELDER-WILSON COMPANY
26.13 ARTESIAN STREET. LOS ANGELES
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Durable/
GivitigSeirvice

afley14Years

EACH Hoyt Automatic
Water Heater is built

upon our time-tested design,

which heats water quickly and
economically.

Carefully selected materials,
expert workmanship and a

rigid system of inspection en-

able us to produce a heater
that is not only low in first cost
but will'give lasting service for

years to come.

Specify a Hoyt and Solve

the Hot Water Problem

NEW PRICES
No. 2 Wall Type .... $50
No. 2 Floor Type . . . . $53
No. 2'. On Legs $65
No. 3 On Legs $80

WATER ^ HEATER
HOYT HEATER CO.

2146 E. 25th STREET
LOS ANGELES

285 O'FARRELL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA, THE FASHION PLATE
Many tributes have been paid to California architecture
but none more interesting than the following editorial,

which will appear in the current issue of "Metal Lath
News," the national publication of Associated Metal
Lath Manufacturers.

"For residential architecture California is rapidlv be-
coming the fashion plate of America. This is largely due
to the superior plastering that is done in that locality.

Architects have not restrained themselves on the question
of color either for exterior or interior plastering.

Bertram Goodhue once said that architecture depended
upon three elements, design, texture and color and, like

a three-legged stool, would fall if one leg was removed.
A happy combination of these three elements is best

seen in the California residential architecture but cannot
be appreciated without an actual visit, because the print-

ing art has not advanced to such an extent that either

texture or color can be adequately represented on the
printed page. Some California designs seem overdone
when reproduced in black and white alone, while in fact

color and texture act like alchemy in transmitting them
into architectural beauty.

The people who are buying these houses and are moving
to California, attracted in part by the architectural

beauty of the cities, are the same persons who would
have been clients of Eastern architects had they studied

to make the Eastern cities as attractive as the resident-

ial sections of California cities. These residences are not
peculiar—they are only advanced to the state where
color, texture and design are all employed."

* * *

NINE BILLION COMMON BRICK
Imagine a substantial brick wall seventeen feet in height,

starting at Bellingham, in the extreme northwest corner

of the state of Washington, and running the entire length

of the U. S. -Canadian border, tracing the Atlantic sea-

board, around Florida and the Gulf, following the Mexi-
can border, thence north along the Pacific to the point of
starting.

The common brick production in the United States in

192.4 was sufficient to build such a wall 8 inches in thick-

ness, of Ideal construction, along the entire eleven thou-
sand miles of the U. S. boundary, and 17 feet in height.

Such a wall would consume approximately nine billion

brick. This enormous production is the result of co-

operative promotion and development on the part of the

leading brick manufacturers of the country since the in-

ception of the Common Brick Manufacturers' Association

only six years ago.
* * *

REMOV^AL NOTICE
Doyle and Merriam, architects, have moved from the

First National Bank Building, Seattle, Wash., to 140S

Smith Building, in the same city.

Mr. G. H. Carsley, Architect, announces the removal of

his office from Rooms 3 and 4, Power Block Annex, to

633 Mound Street, Helena, Mont.

LELAND & HALEY, ENGINEERS
Probably no part of the construction of the California

Palace of the Legion of Honor, which was described at

length in this magazine last month, has had such an im-
mediate and severe test as the heating and ventilating

systems because the weather has been extreme and varied

enough during the month to give both a test. High praise

has been bestowed on Leland & Haley, Holbrook Build-

ing, San Francisco, the construction engineers, for the

California Palace of the Legion of Honor, for their impor-
tant part in this splendid construction.
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EDITOR'S BOOK SHELF
Picturesque Spain. By Kurt Hieischer.

On our cover this month is printed a typical view

taken from this book. The rare combination of pictorial

and architectural interest is shown in all of the 300 illus-

trations, which were culled from over 1,000 taken by the

author during his five years stay in Spain, cut off by the

war. To use his own words, "I made use of my involun-

tary stav to become acquainted with the country in its

furthermost corners. I roved to and fro from the pinnacles

of the Pyranees to the shores of Tarifa, from the palm

forest of Elche to the forgotten Hurdes inhabitants of

Estremadura."
Every view is an architectural or landscape "composi-

tion"; a perfect picture in itself. The charm of mass and

detail, of texture and shadow, is marvelously brought

out. It is hardly necessary to mention the value of such a

book to a California architect, under the present condi-

tions of popular enthusiasm for Spanish inspirations in

our buildings.

"Picturesque Spain," by Kurt Hieischer. New York.

Brentano's, Publishers.
* * *

PLUMBERS TELL PUBLIC ABOUT FIXTURE PRICES
Because Southern California is being flooded with second

quality plumbing fixtures, being sold under the descrip-

tion "slightly defective," and sometimes even being mis-

represented as first quality fixtures, the plumbing mer-

chants have begun an educational campaign to warn the

public against ftie dangers—to health and pocketbook

—

which arise when second quality fixtures are installed.

According to G. B. Schneider, official of the Washing-
ton Iron Works, "This campaign is designed to reach the

public with information which will enable the layman to

tell the difference between first and second quality prod-

ucts. By instructing the buyer to insist on a lifetime

guarantee and to look for the manufacturer's brand, we
hope to prevent unscrupulous salesmen from representing

that a second grade fixture is in reality a first quality

fixture at a low price.

"In order to stamp out exorbitant profit taking on
these second grade fixtures, the licensed plumbing dealers

have agreed to make their price public. Lowest prices

have been definitely set on all first grade fixtures and we
have placed second grade fixtures in all plumbing stores

so that customers could be shown the difference between
the two qualities."

* * *

HOLLOW TILE CURTAIN WALLS
Because of their economy and other advantages, Dickey
clay products made by the California Brick Company and
the Livermore Fire Brick Works have been showing a

marked increase in popularity during the 1914 building

season. Curtain walls constructed of Dickey Mastertile

were used in the California Palace of The Legion of

Honor. The same material was used also in the Fitzhugh
Building, Pacific Gas <& Electric Co. building, and in

other recent important construction.

There is a tendency, too, to use this material for con-
struction of homes. Dickey Mastertile's growing popu-
larity is said to be due to the fact that thev save weight,
being 51 per cent lighter than solid masonry and 60 per

cent lighter than concrete, they save labor, since eight-

inch Mastertile takes the place of six brick in the wall,

and they save mortar. It has been shown, too, that this

material may be used effectively in a variety of ways,
covered with cement plaster or stucco, faced with brick

or architectural terra cotta, or left exposed, a special

smooth-finished Mastertile being made for the latter

purpose.
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Steel Giants
When the framework
of a great skyscraper

has been joined, the

huge skeleton must
have its steel bones

covered with a stone

even more permanent

than steel.

Then does

RAYMOND
GRANITE

do its -part

It is the stone of pro-

tection.

This wonderful stone

is noted for its uni-

formity of texture and

coloring. It grows old

gracefully—becoming
richer and more dis-

tinctive in appearance

as the years roll by.

Th(n is no finer!

TJ
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iw JJ^VmON® GUAHITE C0MIWIY
INCOR-PORATED

CONTRACTORS
GRANITE -STONE-BUILOING-MEMORJAL

f aPOTREROAVEAwftwma. 1350 PAtMETTO STI«i%(is ^
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THE "WHITE BEAR" BATH COCK

The String shown here is one of the

complete line of plumbing brass

goods manufactured on the Pacific

Coast under the ^^Btar Brand" trade

marlc. To insure quality specif)-

BEAR

All white porcelain covered

—

easily cleaned

—

installed as any
standard style bath cock on any
style tub. Handles and china shield

removable to expose brass body of

fitting.

BRAND

Standard Brass Casting CoyiVANY, Matiufacturers ofHigh Grade Plumbing Brass Goods
THIRD AND JEFFERSON STREETS, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
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Planning a convenient kitchen

is a simple matter of placing definite articles of

furniturein the arrangement thatsuitsvourplan.

These fixtures are easv to work with, flexible to

manipulate. Theyarestandardizedinsize.in fin-

ish. They are interchangeable and permit an

almost infinite number of assemblies.

Write for the "Architect's Handbook" which
gives complete technical information.

Manufactured under patents by BUILT-IN FIXTURE COMPANY
2.608 San Pablo Avenue, Berkeley, California

Sold by

-zpr^-i --laaiB

San Francisco : The Hoositr Start, Padfic Building

Los Angeles; Pterliss Built-in Fixture Corp.

Portland : Cra/ & Co.

Seattle : Sam Hunter Co.

Spokane : Monroe Street Lumber Co.

Salt Lake Citv; Bou-er But/dint, Co.

Pheonix : Walter Dubree

Denver: F . C. Sand;rs

Dallas: Groves Barns Lumber Co.

Santa Fe : Santa Fe Builders Supply Co.

Eugene : Midgely Planing Mills

Oakland: The Hoosier Store , 1410 Mad/son Street

Merced : R C. Balaam
San Jose: Geo. B. McKee Co.

Fresno: H. G. Shirley

Eureka : Jacobs, Ackerman^ Crosier

Bakcrsfield: K/h^ Lumber Co.

Santa Barbara: Ott Hardware Co.

San Diego :]. S. Schirm Commercial Co.

San Bernardino: Pacific Gas Appliance Co.

Stockton: W. E. Zerueck

Sacramento : Cutter Mill& Lumber Co.
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MONTHLY BUILDING SURVEY
•«[ BY R. GILES, OF S. W. STRAUS & CO. j>

OR THE twenty foremost cities of

the Pacific Coast states, San Fran-

cisco, San Diego, Berkeley, San

Jose and Phoenix were the only

ones to report building permits for

Xovember in greater volume than

were issued during the previous

month. This is shown in the Pacific

Coast section of the National

Monthlv Building Survey of S. W.
Straus & Co. Although a total of

$53,^3,503 in building permits issued in 79 major cities

comprised in the Straus survey, shows a comparatively

active building industry, it is 10 percent less than the

total for October and 9 percent less than for last Novem-
ber, but 9 percent greater than that of November of 1912..

Except in California and Nevada, the reduction is at-

tributable in seasonal influence.

NEW SAN FRANCISCO RECORD

San Francisco set a new high monthly record mark for

building f>ermits issued during November, as it did in

October. Its record of 56,358,719 is 3 percent greater than

the October figure, which is 7 percent ahead of the Sep-

tember total. The November record is 63 percent over

that of last November and 142. percent over that of

November, 191L.

Los Angeles issued $9,754,196 in building permits dur-

ing November, the lowest monthly total in t^vo years

with the exception of May of this year. The figure is 11

percent less than for October, 17 percent less than for last

November, and 14 percent under the figure for November

of the year before. This total, however, represents 2.7

percent of the grand total of building permits comprised
in this survey.

In the Los Angeles metropolitan area, 15 municipalities

report a November aggregate of $13,771,699, which is 14
percent below the comparable figure for October, 3 1 per-

cent below that of last November, and z percent less than
for November of 192.1 for these cities. Six municipalities,

ho^vever, show gains over October.

THE FOLLOWING TABLE SHOWS COMPARATIVE FIGURES
Building Permits Percentage of -|- (gain}

Issued in November 3r — (loss)
Oct. 14 Nov 13 Nov. 'ii

to to to

Citv Number Cost Nov. '24 No% • M Nov. '14

Los Angeles 3,648 $9,754,196 — II — — 14
San Francisco 707 6,358,7=-9 + 5 + 63 + M2-
Seattle 748 I.902-.4I5 - 5 -f- 65 + 5'

Portland 1,010 1,118,340 — 11 -1- 2-5 + 13
Oakland 942- 1,104,741 - 19 —

9 - 18

Tacoma 2.10 482.,750 + 43 + '32-

Salt Lake City 85 332^.354 - M — 36 + 10
Long Beach }85 938.566 - 3

—
51 — 11

Spokane '57 158.475 - 38 — 11 + 3

Sacramento 116 2-92-. 742- - 68 — 36 — 34
San Diego 499 1,2.89,711 -1- 18 + 31 - 44
Fresno 107 103,778 - 42-

— 71 - 78
Berkelev 334 805,081 + 11 + 10 + '4^
Pasadena M7 1,067,798 - 31

— 36 + 49
Stockton 97 141,185 - 9 -1- 9 + 19
Glendale 19J. 660,130 - 19 —

r- + 11
San Jose 73 313,560 + 75 + 58 + 103
Ogdcn 35 163,800 Same + 74 + '5'
Phoenix no 195.7^2- + 16 -1- 59 - 34
Everett 85 18.973 - 64 — 67 - 46

-1- -1- + + +

Model No. II

Regiaa—with Haws' Cupless Drinking Fau-

cet attached. Comprising a vitreous receptor,

cast iron concealed strap. Just one of a com-
plete line of Haws' Sanitary Drinking Faucets

manufactured by an organization which has

established an enviable record for intelligent

co-operation with the architect.

HAW^S SANITARY
DRINKING FAUCET
/-l/^Vf r>A Xr"V 1*0» HARMON ST.
\-»i-'i^Hr.r\.I^ 1 BERKELE'f . CA.L.U.SA.

Ticket Booth. Sena tor The.ure. Sacramento. California

Leonard F. Starks, .\rchitect

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON &.

BRONZE COMPANY
SIXTEENTH STREET AND SAN BRUNO AVE. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

TELEPHONE MARKET 10H
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Ijki ON Sjii Jost Eirjtt of Mr. W. H Litt

The estate of W. H Lett of San Jose was
planned and designed toharmonizewith nat-

ural surroundings and architectural styles.

MACRORIE-MCLAREN COMPANY
LANDSCAPE ENGINEERS and GENERAL NURSERYMEN

SUITE 501 PHELAN BLDCSAN FRANCISCO
DOUGLAS 4442
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NARBLE
— and its correct treatment and installation are

matters requiring expert craftsmen. Our splendid

organization is always at the service of

the architect and the builder.

JOSEPH
NU^O SONS-KEENAN

CONPANT
555 North Point, San Francisco

1064 S. Broadwav, Los .\nl;ck•^ 1450 Webster St. .Oakland

THE BILTMORE THEATRE
(Conttnucd from page 5)

a pictured drop, and the old galleon, map and

accessories make the one vivid accent. A gen-

eral tone of old gold marks the finish, with
undertones of dull maroons and blues and greens

and browns. The ensemble is suave and elegant.

The lobby and lounging room are sufficiently

handsome. No city need be ashamed of a build-

ing with as much good taste and substantial

merit as are shown in this theatre.

MONTHLY BULLETIN, A. I. A
(Concluded from page 35)

tary, suggesting that Mr. MacDonald's name should have

been presented for privileged communication as from the

San Francisco Chapter.

The Chapter passed a vote of thanks to Mr. Charles

Duncan, of Foster & Kleiser, for his most interesting talk

on color, which entertained and instructed the Chapter

at the November meeting.

The Secretar}- reported receipt of $168.95 for the Edu-

cational Fund from Mr. Faville, which had been received

as San Francisco Chapter refund from a brick building

competition.

The Chapter passed a vote of thanks to Mr. Faville for

his efforts in behalf of the Chapter.

Mr. Boynton of the Industrial Association spoke to the

Chapter in regard to the Trade Schools of the San Fran-

cisco Industrial Association.

Mr. Paul Eliel gave a more complete description of the

work of the schools and the progress that they have

made since their founding, several years ago.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert J. Evers, Secretary

After adjournment, the Chapter was escorted by the

officers of the Industrial Association to the Trade Schools.

Here the apprentices in the various trades were receiving

instruction, and the visit proved to be of great interest

to all those who had the privilege of making the tour.

The Secretary wishes to express the appreciation of the

Chapter for the opportunity given by the Industrial

Association to see and understand the great constructive

work which they are doing, not only for the building in-

dustry, but for the advancement of the whole city and the

education of voung men who would otherwise be doubt-

ful of opportunities in apprenticeship to the skilled trades.

To those of the Chapter who did not have the privilege

of seeing these schools, the Secretary expresses a very

quiet and guarded suggestion that even an architect

might gain information by a course in these various trade

schools, where practice is pre-eminent over theory.

* * *

WASHINGTON STATE SOCIETY
.-Vt the conclusion of the eighth annual meeting of the

Washington State Society of Architects, the following

officers were elected: Roy D. Rogers, Seattle, president;

Frederick J. Peters, first vice-president; Julius A. Zittel,

Spokane, second vice-president; J. L. NIcCauley, third

vice-president; T. F. Doan, of Bellingham, fourth vice-

president. Harry H. James, four years; Theo. Buchinger,

three years; Charles W. Saunders, two years; board of

trustees; and W. C. Jackson, secretary-treasurer. Many
interesting addresses were delivered, a splendid tribute

was paid to the memory of the late Edgar Blair, and the

history of the organization since its formation in 1916

reviewed was.



PERSONAL GLIMPSES
N few professions is the individual so camera-shy as is the architect. Rarelv docs he receive the recognition

_ that is his due. Never does he seek it. As a result, most of us see only a name or a completed creation of his

and glimpse little or nothing of the personality behind it. In this column each month we hope, in some small

measure, to heed the crv of "Author, Author, "so far as the leading architectural craftsmen of the West are

concerned, bv presenting photographs of them and sketches from life. Nominations for this "small niche in

The Hall of Fame'" are acceptable from our readers. [Shtchts from lift in thii issue by Ramm]

REGINALD JOHNSON
Born in Westchester, New York, i8Si.

Manifested creative genius very early in life, it is said,

by creating a household rumpus when his bottle was not
forthcoming. Outgrew desire for bottle, but creative

instinct flourished and bore fruit, to the enrichment of

California architecture.

Came to California in 1895, attended prep school in

Morristown, N. J., graduated with Bachelor of Arts De-
gree, Williams College in 1907, spent a year in California

training for practice of architecture, entered Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, graduated with Bachelor of

Science degree, 1910. Degree was in architecture, of
course.

After extensive travels abroad both before and after

graduation, returned to California and worked with
Robert Farquhar for a year until he started private prac-

tice in Pasadena. After distinguishing himself in indi-

vidual practice for a decade, he became senior member of

Johnson, Kaufman and Coate, and is now again maintain-
ing individual practice.

In 192.1, Mr. Johnson won the gold medal for primacy
in domestic architecture at the Architectural exhibit in

Washington, D. C.

Typical of his characteristics is the fact that he served
as private in Heavy Artillery during the war.
He is an active and popular member of Allied Archi-

tects Association, Flint Ridge Country Club, University
Club of Los Angeles, University Club of Pasadena, Alpha
Delta Phi, and retiring president of Los Angeles Chapter,
American Institute of Architects.

The professional standing of the man is high but, great-

er still, is the real affection in which he is held by all who
know him well.

His hobby? Looking for that Artillery Corporal who
gave him his first drill.

JAMES EDWARD ALLISON
Born near Pittsburgh, Pa., at an early age.

Began the practice of architecture in Pittsburgh in 1892.

but fled the smoke and grime of that metropolis for the

"great open spaces" of California in 1910, and has been

doing everything in his power to fill those great open
spaces ever since.

How well he has succeeded is evidenced by the fact that

Allison & Allison have designed approximately two
hundred of the finest school buildings in California and
the name of Allison & Allison on plans for a school have
come to have the same meaning as Tiffany on jewels.

Mr. Allison was elected a member of the American In-

stitute of Architects in 1899 and was elected to fellow-

ship in the American Institute of Architects nine years

later. He is past president of the Southern California

Chapter, A. I. A.

He is a member of the University Club of Los Angeles,

and of the Pasadena Golf Club. Also a very active mem-
ber of the Southern California Chapter, A. I. A., Allied

Architects' Association of Los Angeles and Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce.
Besides the two hundred schools which testify that

neither of the Allisons has lived in vain, the noteworthy
work of this firm in Southern California includes many
genuine architectural achievements, among them the

University Club of Los Angeles, the Southern Branch of

the University of California, the Friday Morning Club,

and the Women's Athletic Club.

It is difficult to write of James Edward Allison, the

architect, or James Edward Allison, the man, without
indulging in the superlative. Suffice it to say that in his

professional career and in his private life he has achieved

what the humblest student draughtsman aspires to be.

His hobby? Didn't we mention that he is a member of

the Pasadena Golf Club?
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^^cALEXANDRIA
While in LOS ANGELES

Presidents of the United States; men and women of international fame
have warmly praised the comfortable attention and fine cuisine of this

good hotel.—Yet the rates here are moderate; the rooms large, beauti-

fully furnished and airy—more attractive in fact for these reasons than

where comfort is sacrificed for saving in building costs.

"BEST Harold E. hAjKnop, Alanaier
DOWNTOWN
LOCATION" You will enjoy every minute of your stay

tAMBASSADOK
"A Resort Hotel in the Heart of Los Angeles"

is ideal for those wishing to know California at its best. No other hotel

has so many and varied attractions. Open Air Plunges, Full Length and
Miniature Golf Courses, Termis Courts, Motion Picture Theatre, Pic-

nics and Parties for Guests, 35 Shops and the famous "Cocoanut
Grove" for dancing.

B. L. Frank, Manager

Write for Chefs Booklet of California Recipes and Information

The Ambassador Hotels System
The Ambassador, °7^ra/ Tork

'The Ambassador, cAilantic Qty
The Ambassador, Los o/lngeles

The Alexandria. Los oAngeles
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A touch of colorful

Moorish tile used in the

patio, either as a wall

decoration or in pool or

fountain, elevates such

a feature far above the

commonplace.

Mantels Gateways

Garden Walls Stair Risers

Fountains Pavements

FLOOR AND WALL TILE FOR
EVERY PURPOSE

Offices and Exliibil

321 West Third St.

LOS ANGELES

Kilns and Factory

Southgate

California
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RESIDENCE OF MR. GEO. A. NEWHAIX, BURLIXGAME LEWIS P. HOBART, ARCHITECT

Wrought Iron Tracery and Pylons

Harrison •-• Tsnth Strefts
SAN FliAf<lSCO C4UF
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VOLUME XXVII SAN FRANCISCO- FEBRUARY, 19X5- NUMBER TWO

AN AMERICAN VILLAGE
•sIbY HARRIS ALLEN, A. I. A.]*

HE press agent of a new real

estate "subdivision" recently

gave a news item to the

press in which he proudly
chronicled the building de-

velopment of his tract. He
enumerated twenty-two dif-

ferent "styles" of architect-

ure which were represented

in these few blocks.

A wonderful mental picture arises of the kal-

eidoscopic effect resulting—a patchwork like a

crazy quilt—doubtless the contractor's versions

of Spanish, Colonial, etc. , with an occasional ex-

ample of real architectural handiwork like a stag

at bay surrounded by a pack of drooling wolves.

Why travel, when a map of the world is pre-

sented to your view from vour own front porch?

To be sure, one might develop a sort of esthetic

indigestion—somewhat like the results of a

cafeteria meal of Spanish chile-con-carne, Ger-

man sauerkraut, English plum pudding, French
pastry and New England beans.

Be that as it may—and is—a homeopathic
dose of the world can not hurt us, and possibly

may relieve that distressed feeling.

Let us, then, take a short trip to France—to

Normandy, for example. A rest cure in one of

those quaint and peaceful peasant villages is

perhaps just what we need.
[

G^ncludcd oa
Page 17 ]
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MAIN ENTRANCE, ARLINGTON LODGE, LAKE ARROWHEAD, CALIFORNIA

MCNEAL SWASEY, ARCHITECT, H. C. MCAIEE, ASSOCIATE
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AN EFFECTIVE COLOR ENSEMBLE, FROM BLUE-BROWN VITRIFIED TILE THRU
TAWVIY, ROUGH-TEXTURED PLASTER, PAINTED FRIEZE IN RICH BLENDING OF

EIGHTEEN COLORS, TO SOFT GRAY-TAN STAIN ON REDWOOD CEILING, WITH
BROADLY STENCILED BEAMS; THE UNUSUAL AND SUCCESSFUL SHOWROOM OF

DODGE MOTOR CAR CO., SAN FRANCISCO, MILLER & PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS,

G. P. W. JENSEN, BUILDER, A. QUANDT & SONS, PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.

'Co-Operation for (Quality"

A-OyANDT • Cr •SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET SAN FRANCISCO 3519 CENTRAL AVENUE LOS ANGELES

•{[painters AND DECORATORS SINCE 1885 J-

A Califortiia Kedtvootl Cti t itig, s i^c 42x120 feet
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THE ROOF of the

new Science build'

ing,University ofSouth-

ern California, showing
the Red Granada Roof-

ing Tile, random laid

\vith 'laced' valleys.

oArthur Harris, 1(pofing Contractor

Johnl^arkinson & Donald l^arkinson

Q/irchite^s

'D^eStandiirdof'^ialilj m i'laf Piodncls"

L^A^JPressed BrickCo
ENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR FROST BLDC
SewndandBroadwo)/ TRinity 5761

LOS ANGELES 152
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CHICO
HIGH SCHOOL
CHICO CALIFORNIA

WOOLLETT & LAMB
ARCHITECTS

npHE Terra Cotta, Brick and Roof Tile for this building
iL were furnished by Gladding, McBean Corporation. All
of these materials are composed of the finest quality clay,

which has been burned to approximately 1300-F., consider-
ably in excess of the test requirements for fireproof materials

in up-to-date building codes.

(>fj

Gladding • McBean Corporation
660 MARKET STREET • SAN FRANCISCO • CALIFORNIA

SOUTHERN FACTORY

TROPICOPOTTERIESINC
GLEN DALE • LOS ANGELES COUNTY • CALIFORNIA
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ENTRANCE, RESIDENCE OF MRS. MimiM -\\ ( M il )^ , I \KE ARROWHEAD, CALIFORNIA

MCNEAL SWASEY, ARCHITECT, H. C. MCAFEE, ASSOCIATE
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CALIFORNIA STATE LIFE INSURANCE CO. BUILDING, SACRAMENTO
Gie. C. Srilon &Co., Architicts LiiiJi/rii& Swiiirrton, BiiilJrrs

Rivaling the Beauty ofthe Sunset
is the symphony of color reflected from the rays

of the setting sun by the beautiful Cannon Face
Brick walls of this beautiful structure. Archi-
tects have told us that this view alone is worth

a special trip to the Capital City.

There is a Cannon Face Brick for Every Architectural "Purpose

CANNON &. COm SACRAMENTO
DISPLAY ROOM, No. 400 FORUM BUILDING

REPRESENTATIVE. BUILDERS' EXCH.\NGE,SAN FRANCISCO

Jffi
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THE GREAT HALL, ARLINGTON LODGE, LAKE ARROWHEAD, CALIFORNIA
MCNEAL SWASEY, ARCHITECT, H. C. MCAFEE, ASSOCIATE
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HEBREW HOME FOR THE AGED.
Samuel hithtner Hyman, Architect. ReeJ CT ReeJ, Ati/^wry Coutrjctors. Lantis:aping by MacRorieSlcLaren Co.

Dickey masieriile
WALLS faced ivith brick

Building these walls of Dickey
Masrertile saved weight, labor

and mortar. Dickey Jvlastertile

is 54'^c lighter than solid ma-
sonry. Each S-inch tile takes

the place of six brick in the

wall. The insulation afforded

by the dead air spaces in the

walls gives a drv, quiet building

interior of even temperature.

Non-bearing walls of Dickev
Mastertile have been used in

much important recent con-
struction, including the Pacific

Gas &: Electric Co. Building,

Palo Alto Base Hospital, U. S.

Veterans' Hospital at Liver-

more,Galileo and Mission High
Schools, Fitzhugh Building,
Students' Union Building, etc.

DICKEY CLAY PRODUCTS
Mastertile, Face Brick, Fire Brick, Partition Tile, Paving Brick

Sewer Brick, Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

M.jJ! by

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPAXY^W LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS, IXC.
Associated Companies

SAX FR.\NXISCO A>fD OAKLAND
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MAIN LOUNGE, THE VILLAGE INN, LAKE ARROWHEAD, CALIFORNIA

MCNEAL SWASEY, ARCHITECT, H. C. MCAFEE, ASSOCIATE
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BROOKLYN AVENUE SCHOOL, LOS ANGELES
KG Bltssiii!^, Roof Tilt Contractor

J. F. Atkinson, Gimral Contractor

ConHru^ed ofSimons Brick Cofs Common Brick

Roofed With Simons Brick Co/s Spanish Tile

• •

SIMONS BRICK COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS

WALTER R. SIMONS, PRESIDENT AND GENERALMANAGER
115 WEST THIRD STREET, LOS ANGELES

• •

L A. DRUMMOND
ROOFING CONTRACTOR

1744 FOLSOM STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, PHONE MARKET 2-2-73

845 SEWARD STREET, LOS ANGELES
PHONE HEMPSTEAD 39I9

• •

R. G. BLESSING
ROOFING CONTRACTOR

316 B. SOUTH DATE AVENUE, ALHAMBRA, CALIFORNIA
PHONE ALHAMBRA I505 M.
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Mjnujjctured ut Sonorj, CaLjoi

The Architects who
have specified Sierra

Hydrated Lime will

never go back to

slaked lime ^ because

they have proved its

many superiorities in

actual practice.

We will be glad to prove to you that Sierra Hy-

)
drated Lime cannot "pop ; will pass through zoo-

(

mesh screen; is positively the whitest; and

is not as expensive as
most good barreled lime

specifications for all coats of interior plastering
calling for hydrated lime may be had on apphca-

tion. Our representatives and our facilities

are at your service.

i

\

PACIFIC Lime & Plaster Co.
San Francisco Distributors: Atlas Mortar Co.

58 SUTTER STREET • DOUGLAS 938

Oakland Distributors: Oakland Lime & Cement Co.
FOOT OF SEVENTH STREET • MERRITT /)

WE SHIP ANYWHERE ON SHORT NOTICE
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PERSONAL GLIMPSES
N few professions is the individual so camera-shy as is the architect. Rarely does he receive the recognition
that IS his due. Never does he seek it. As a result, most of us see only a name or a completed creation of his

and glimpse little or nothing of the personality behind it. In this column each month we hope in some small
measure, to heed the cry of'Author, Author,"so far as the leading architectural craftsmen of the West are
concerned, by presenting photographs of them and sketches from Uk. Nominations for this "small niche in
The Hall of Fame are acceptable from our readers. [Shtch.sfrom life in Ms usu. by RaRamw]

%

S. O. CLEMENTS
Born in Centerville, Maryland, 1S85.
Graduate and postgraduate, architectural course, Drexel

Institute, Philadelphia.

Worked with Duhring, Okie and Ziegler, then with
Walter Smedler, both of the Quaker City, and after two
years in Jamestown exhibition office of Parker, Thomas
& Rice, was special student at Boston Tech in 1908.
Worked as draftsman and designer with Codman and
Desperdelle in Boston and was with them when they won
the Brigham Hospital competition. After association
with McGinnis & Walsh, Boston, W. W. Bosworth,
New York, and travels abroad, was in the office of
Grosvenor Atterburv.
Began to sing "California, Here I Come" in 191 1 and

arriving in the Golden State was with Robert Farquhar
three years, and then went into the office of Morgan,
Walls &. Morgan as designer. Spent three years in charge
of architecture for the Frank Meline Company and be-
came partner in the firm of Morgan, Walls & Clements,
in January, 192.1, the Bank of Italy, Los Angeles, being
the first notable work of the new firm.

Prior to this association, Mr. Clements' Savoy Hotel
received the only award made to commercial architecture
by an out-of-town )urv brought to Southern California by
the A. I. A.
With Mr. Morgan, Mr. Clements already has earned

distinction by the development of commercial architect-
ure along exceptionally artistic lines in West Seventh
Street and the firm is now designing a great number of
Southern California warehouses, aiming to establish the
same striking artistry in warehouse design that they have

[Concluded on page 17]

^^X-^r-
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JOHN J. DONOVAN
Bom at North Andover, Massachussetts, a long time

ago.

Is probably the onl\- man on record who ever forsook
the lucrative trade of brick-laying for architecture—and
made it pav.

He learned the brick-laying trade in Boston- and as
foreman-superintendent, built" the Bancroft Dormitory,
Phillips Academy, Andover. Returned to Andover at the
age of 2.4, and after a four-year prep course there, studied
four years at Massachusetts Institute of Technology from
which he graduated in 1906 with degree of Bachelor of
Science in Architecture.

Mr-_Donovan has been a "doer," with an accent on the
"do." He was largely responsible for the Singer Building,
New York City.

He came to California in 191 1, planning to return to
New York on completion of the Oakland City Hall but,
like many others, "became, he saw" and was conquered.
In January, 1911, he was appointed architect and given
contract to serve for $7,000,000 worth of work in'Oak-
land, including Civic Auditorium, schools, completion
of City Hall.

At present is architect for new College of Notre Dame,
Belmont; University of Santa Clara, St. Mary's College,
and for more than 2.50 schools in California, Nevada,
New York and elsewhere.

If one single work of this prolific producer of notable
achievements may be said to stand out from the others, it

is his book "School Architecture," published 1911 by the
McMillan Compan\-. He invented the Donovan Desk,
recently approved by New York City Board of Educa-

[Concludeil on [>agc 17]
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LIVING ROOM, MRS. MODINI-WOODS RESIDENCE, LAKE ARROWHEAD, CALIFORNIA

MCNEAL SWASEY, ARCHITECT, H. C. MCAFEE, ASSOCIATE
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Miller & Pflueger, Architects

-L oi -Mr. How aid BricKcii, ^.^n Francisco

LaTorres & Kiesel, Painters and Decorators

Wm. Martin, Builder

i
i
i

Hill, Hubbell & Go's Perma-Light Enamels
used throughout this latest addition to
San Francisco's many beautiful homes.

^"'"^^

The knowledge we have gained as paint

specialists is always at the service

of the architect

HILL. HUBBELL & COMPANY
PAINT &. VARNISH MANUFACTURERS

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS.ANGELESOAKL.A.ND- SEATTLE NEW YORK

'n^^Sfr^^iSfr^^^^^Sfr^SSfr^^Sf^^
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ABOVE-VAN NUYS RESIDENCE; BELOW-MODINI-WOODS RESIDENCE, LAKE ARROWHEAD, CALIFORNIA

MCNEAL SWASEY, ARCHITECT, H. C. MCAFEE, ASSOCIATE
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THE WIXDOW CLOSED THE WINDOW lULLY REVERSED

UNIVERSAL
MAKES EASE AND SAFETY IN CLEANING

UNIVERSAL
FULL REVERSIBLE
WINDOW FIXTURE
THIS Fixture has an estab-

lished reputation forstrength

and durability - Two hundred

and fifty thousand now in use -

Costs no more than a semi-re-

versible -Practical -Its operation

is smooth, easy and positive - It

reduces insurance because of ab-

solute safety in cleaning win-

dows bothinsideand out. Easilv

installed on any sash - No special

millwork required.

Allows for any degree of ventilation

control without the use of any locking
device whatsoever - Interferes in no way
with operation of window shades or

screens- Positively eliminates rattling.

RUST-PROOF STEEL

TRACK
BRASS

SLIDING SHOE

BRASS
WASHER

Specification

The Universal Reversible

Casement Fixture is a self-

contained unit. The arms,

hinges and track are of a

rust-proof steel. The shoe

is of brass. All rivets and

washers are made of brass.

All screws are galvanized.

$1.75

SELLING REPRESENT.STIVES
ALDEN GLAZE & CO.

143 SECOND STREET, SAN FR.\NCISC0

UNIVERSAL WINDOW COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE, lkjl6 BROADWAY, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

A gf II r t J » all t h t f r i 11 (. i p a I c i t i 1 s of t h 1 United S t a t t s
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LAKE ARROWHEAD COUNTRY CLUB, MCNEAL SWASEY, ARCHITECT, H. C. MCAFEE, ASSOCIATE

AN AMERICAN VILLAGE
[Continued from page 5]

But, since we can hardly spare the two or
three months required for a trip over land and
sea, and air travel has not yet been regulated to

practical working conditions, we will go to

Little Normandv—and, in a day, find ourselves,

to our amazement, in a charming old-world
settlement, rambling among the pines, on the

borders of Lake Arrowhead, California.

Steep gables, pointed towers, tall chimneys,
lift between the trees. Dormers cling to roofs,

like eyebrows. The stripes of half-timber work
echo the lines of the lofty pine-trunks. An oc-

casional Gothic arch accents a vista. A great

many-mullioned window rises above a stone
terrace. Here a path leads to a low doorway
whose easy threshold invites you with informal
welcome; there a flight of broad, low steps

leads to an upper level, where glimpses through
open casements reveal raftered ceiling and gen-
erous fireplace.

An attractive picture, is it not? A pleasant ex-

perience, to leave the busy, modern world and
find this bit of France set down bodily within
easy reach—without one jarring note, one dis-

cordant element.

This may have been an experiment; and it may
not suit the ideas of some, as to what consti-

tutes architecture that is appropriate or con-

sistent or vital or what you will, but certainly

it is a success of its kind, and suitable to its set-

ting, and a most delightful thing to look upon.
There is no moral to this tale, but certain

conclusions can be drawn.

S. O. CLEMENTS
[Coniinucd from page ii]

achieved in Wesc Seventh Street work. Among the many
fine creations under way are included a 14-story building

for the Hollywood Storage Company, a handsome struc-

ture for the W. P. Fuller Co. and the new plant of the Los
Angeles Herald.

Mr. Clements is a member of the Hollvwood Athletic

Club, Allied Architects and American Institute of Archi-

tects. Aside from his professional success, he is liked

mightily by all who know him.
His hobby? Strange as it may seem, architectural design

is a genuine hobby with him.

JOHN J. DONOVAN
[Continued from page ii]

tion. He innvented the Donovan Window, manufactured

bv the Universal Window Company of California and the

Truscon Steel Company of Youngstown, Ohio.
Mr. Donovan is a member of the American Institute of

Architects, its committee on school building standards,

of the Committee of the N. E. A. School Planning and
Construction, honorary member of the National Council

on School Planning; member of Claremont Country Club,

Oakland, Mt. Diablo Country Club, Mt. Diablo; Tech-

nology Club, New York City.

His hobby? Doing things.
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From a Village of Homes
Kohler tn'oducts—enameled plumh'
ing ware andpTixatcclticCrictytiints—are made in a village uhcre notises

are homes and y^iTds are giirJens;

where cixic pride and pride oj good
work go harid in hand

HAVE you ever noticed how happily fixtures of

Kohler Enameled Plumbing Ware lend themselves

to the designing ot beautiful bathrooms?

Theirs is an individuality which the discerning eye will

recognize. Their proportions are sound. Their softly

shadowed contours, unmarred by harsh angularities, merge
smoothly into wall or floor.

The color of Kohler Ware is always the same, pure white,

so effects may be visualized without seeing the actual

fixtures to be installed.

It is fane ware indeed, worthy of the pride-mark which we
place upon it— the name "Kohler" unobtrusively fused

into the enamel.

Kohler Co., Founded 1873, Kohler, Wis. • Sh'.p/Jing Point, Sheboygan, Wis.

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Enameled Plumbing Ware
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_ ~for Fine
Residences
C>?HE patient is always safe with the medi-^ cine which the doctor takes himself.

Prospective home-builders can learn the truth
about building materials by noting what
architects and contractors use when they
build for themselves.

When a prominent builder of fine residences

uses Buttonlath exclusively in building a

beautiful home for himself—you can button
your faith to Buttonlath.

1972 N. Edgemont
A.J.WOODHOUSE
Oil tier ami General Contraetor
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ABOVE — lounge; below -lobby, OLYMPIC HOTEL, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
GEO. B. POST & SON, ARCHITECTS, BEBB & GOULD, ASSOCIATES
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For many home-makers, the clear white

of porcelain or enamel is the essential

seal of cleanliness in bathroom fixtures.

To such, the new Crane Corwith bath

will appeal instantly. Of cream-white

enamel on iron, its lustrous surfaces are

given added interest and distinction by
the graceful modeling in four planes of

its sides and ends. Play of light on these

planes gives the Corwith a character that

is lacking in severely plain fixtures.

You can see the Corwith bath and many
more interesting fixtures at the Crane

Exhibit Rooms nearest you. The range

of styles is wide; prices are within reach

of everyone. All are sold through reg-

ular trade channels. Let us send you
"The New Art of Fine Bathrooms."

CRAN E
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

Branchii and SaUi Officci in One Hundred and Forty-eight Cities

National Exhibit Roomu Chicago, Ne'w York, yitlantic City, San Franciico and Montreal
fVorki: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton and Montreal

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, SHANGHAI
CRANE-BENNErr. Ltd.. LONDON __ /^^

C5 CRANE: PARIS, NANTES. BRUSSELS ^bSS^^V^ mi^

p^\
Crane Vl f fitting
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Here's Why *yL^ -- "K- .!&*,--- - - •:,,

Montgomery'Ward Prefer Fenestra

They needed 36,540 square feet of steel

sash!

They needed it quickly!

They needed it at Oakland, California!

They wanted layouts at once!

They wanted estimates right off the bat!

They put it up to Fenestra

!

And they got what they wanted,

when they wanted it and where
they wanted it.

They found that Fenestra had an organ-

ization near them that could take care of

every phase of the work, a factory at Oak-
land and complete layout, estimating, de-

tailing and erection departments right on
the ground.

Whenever you are in need of steel sash

service for any type of building, at any

point on the coast, call on Fenestra men.

There are Fenestra offices at Seattle, Spo-

kane, Salt Lake City, Stockton, San Jose,

Fresno and San Diego— Sales Offices and

Warehouses at Portland, Oakland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles and a factory

at Oakland.

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Division of Architectural Construction

H-251 Kerny St., San Francisco, California. Telephone, Sutter 1250

enestra
commercial buildings
schools and invitations
homes and apartments
all induVrial Vrudlures
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ABOVE -SANCTUARY OF OUR SORROWFUL MOTHER, PORTLAND, OREGON; BELOW - APARTMENT HOUSE

DOORWAYS, WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON, E. T. OSBORN, SEATTLE, W*ASHINGTON, ARCHITECT
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ENGLISH COTTAGE
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COLONIAL GOTHIC

V

ITALIAN COTTAGE
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GREEK MODERN AMERICAN

m
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EXGUSH FRENCH C.UJFORNIA

Ti6tf Portland Cement Stucco textures here shown are takenfromphotographs ofactual

stucco jobs. Any competent workman in the plastering trade can reproduce these

beautifid, permanent and economicalfinishes.

A Texture for Each Period
Controlled and directed by the creative genius of the architect,

Portland Cement Stucco assures a range of beaut}- obtainable with

no other material. It makes certain a texture and tint that com-
plete harmoniously the stj'le of the period in which the structure

is designed. Have you received your copies of "Portland Cement
Stucco Textures " and "Portland Cement Stucco "

.'* If not, send for

them today. Address the nearest office listed below.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A National Organization to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

D.UXAS IN*DIAN*APOIJS MEMPHIS
BOSTON* DE>r\ER JACKSON-\niXE MILWAUKEE

ATLAS-TA CHARLOTTE, N. C. DE5 MOIS-ES KAN-S.\S CITY MINNEAPOLIS
BIRMINGHAM CHICAGO DETROIT LOS ANGELES N-EW ORLEANS

S-EW TORK PITTSBURGH
OKLAHOMA CITY PORTLAND, OREO. SEATTLE
PARKERSBURG SALT LAKE CITY
PHIL.VDELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO

ST. LOUIS WASHINGTON,
VANCOUVER, B.C. D. C.

Our Booklets are sent free in the United States, Canada and Cuba onl)
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Raymond
Granite

Buildings of

T^aymond Qranite

stand out from
the rest.

There is a dignity

—a strength of
character denoted

by this wonderful
stone that cannot

be duplicated or

imitated.

A building of
'\aymond (granite

is one to which
both its owners
and the public

point with
pride.

\ rs Z]RAYMON© (sRAHITE Co^pakiy
I

INCORPORATED
CONTRACTORS

1 GRANITE -STONE -BUILDING- MEMORIAL
r 3 POTRERO AVE S—Rncaco 1350 PALMETTO ST loth^n

^

WhereverYou LiveYour NeighborswnereverYouLiveYourNeighbors TT? TT'' C T TT-" A '-r-<
Have WARD Gas Floor Furnaces IT 1 1 ^ llliA 1

PURE

INSTANT

HEAT,

CIRCULATING

HEAT TO
ALL PARTS

PLACE A WARD SEALED 2 -BURNER
HOT AIR GAS FLOOR FURNACE—
in your new or old home, office, store, bank, club, church, hos-
pital, school, cafe, etc. It will heat Sooo cubic feet, 4 or 5 rooms.
Installed complete with a lo-year guarantee. More than 100,000
users. It's safe. No odor, no carbon monoxide fumes, no air, no
oxygen taken from rooms for burner combustion—it's taken from
outside. It's natural, healthful heat. No basement required.

Write, call or phone for our Hiating Equipment Book. It's free.

THERE IS AN AUTHORIZED AGENT IN YOUR CITY

Ward Heater Company
Los Angeles office ami salesroom :

1143 SOUTH HOPE STREET, LOS ANGELES
Telephones BRoadway 6341 and TRinicy 7880

Ticket Booth, Senator Theatre, Sacramento, California
Leonard F.Starks, Architect

The many architects -who
have placed their faith in

us for work requiring real

craftsmanship and whole-
hearted cooperation

have never been

disappointed

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON &.
BRONZE COMPANY

SIXTEENTH STREET ANO SAN BRl-NO AVt. • SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

TELtPHONE MARKET ICll



SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
OFFICERS

J. S. Fairweather, President

John Reid, Jr., Vice-President

Albert J.
Evers, Sec.-Treas.

NEXT MEETING

The next regular meeting will be held in the rooms of the

San Franc.s?o Architectural Club, 77 O'Parrell Street on

Tuesday, February 17, at 6:30 p. m. Dinner will be served

at 7S cents per plate.
,,

Mr Roger W. Blaine will give a twenty-minute talk on

his travels in Spain and Africa, showing some of his

sketches. Those who know Mr. Blaine and his work will

appreciate this opportunity.

JANUARY MEETING

The regular meeting of the A. I. A., the San Francisco

Chapter, was held on Tuesday, January 10 1915, in the

rooms of the San Francisco Architectura Club, 77 U i-ar-

rell Street. Presiaent Fairweather called the meeting to

order at 7:45 p. m.
t d j t q -I

The following members were present: J.
K-eid, Jr., i>i-

vain Schnaittacher, R. I. Stringham, A^ R Johnson,

Ernest Coxhead, W. C. Hays, J.
Harry Bohlme E. H.

Hildebrand, Morris M. Bruce, Chas. T Maury, Earle B.

Bertz, Wm. Mooser, Benj. S. Hirschfeld, Wm^ A. New-

man, E. B. Hurt, Harris Allen, Wm. Bliss, J. S. Fair-

weather and A. J.
Evers.

The following guests were present: Messrs. Henry K.

Holzman, of the Illinois Chapter; H. Hilp and D. U.

Banta.
MINUTES

The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as

published.
OLD BUSINESS

A letter of appreciation from Mrs. Willis Polk for the

memorial resolution of the Chapter was read by the Secre-

tarv and placed on file.
, , • r u

the Secretarv reported that the call for exhibits tor the

Traveling Exhibit of School Houses had not met with

great response. It was moved, seconded and carried that

more time be requested from the Exhibition Committee

for anv future exhibitions of this kind.

The'President appointed the following chairmen ot the

various committees for the ensuing year; Competitions,

- Svlvain Schnaittacher; Regulations, Laws and Building

Relations, Clarence Ward; Historic Monuments, Ernest

Coxhead; War memorials, Arthur Brown; Architectural

Relations and Publicitv, Hams Allen; Plan of Washing-

ton and Environs, Ernest Coxhead; Education and Sma

Houses, Earle B. Bertz; Membership, the President will

appoint a chairman for this committee.

report or COMMITTEES

Mr. Coxhead reported for the Golf and Regional Con-

ference Committee. The Secretary was instructed to write

to the Secretary of the Southern California Chapter to

further the meeting in March.
, ,

Mr. Schnaittacher reported on the combined exhibition

in New York from April xo to May 1, 1915.

DIRECTORS

Earle B. Bertz, three years

Will G. Corlett, three years

George W. Kelham, two years

Arthur Brown, two years

J.
Harry Blohme, one year

William Mooser, one year

The President appointed Mr. Schnaittacher as Chair-

man of the Committee and jury to select the exhibits for

the San Francisco Chapter.

NEW BUSINESS

After some discussion it was moved, seconded and

carried that a membership committee be appointed. The

President will appoint the committee at a later date.

Mr. Allen brought up a communication from the Red-

wood Association regarding small house plans for which

thev requested a jurv from the local Chapter. Moved,

seconded and carried that a committee be appointed.

A letter from the Citv Efficiency League was read re-

garding the unsightly newspaper boxes and racks on the

streets'^of San Francisco. It was moved, seconded and

carried that the Secretarv write to Mr. Uhl of the City

Efficiency League, stating that we are in support of his

movement and that the Chapter will start a fund with

ten dollars toward a small cash prize for the Architectural

Club in order to stimulate a competition for the solution

of this problem. ,• j

There being no further business, the meeting ad)ourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert J.
Evers, Secretary

After the meeting, Mr. D. D. Banta addressed the meet-

ing on the manufacture and use of Linoleum and Rubber

T" 1

Mr Henrv K. Holzman of Chicago brought greetings

to the Chapter and spoke briefly upon his travels and im-

pressions.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
The January meeting of the Southern California Chapter

of the American Institute of Architects, held on the 13th

of last month, marked the retirement of Reginald D.

Johnston as President, and the inauguration of David C.

Allison of the firm of Allison and Allison, as the new

president of the Chapter. Mr. Allison will receive the

same loval support awarded Mr. Johnson, for he is held

in the highest esteem as a man, and the Chapter is proud

to claim him as an architect.
. -r, c t

A number of guests attended the meeting. The first ot

these who addressed the Chapter was Mr. Robert Burns,

of the Los Angeles School Board, who praised the co-

operation and the splendid service given the School Board

by Los Angeles Architects, under the Board s present

system of allotment of design.
, , ^ , ,

Mr Paul Langworthv of the Builders Exchange spoke,

expressing his appreciation of the efforts of the Institute

to maintain a high standard of professional ethics. His

address was followed by a short talk from Mr. Alexander

Williams, Secretary of the Award Committee of the Am-

erican Chemical Society, which is offering scholarships

(Concluded on page 43)
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Sxtra Quality

without extra cost

Extra Hrength
that yields a higher

factor of safety;

Extra beauty
because of itshght
color.

These two "well-earned

increments" of Quality,

you secure without extra

cost when you specify

Portland Cement
"Sound as a Bell'

OurWet Process permits

perfect control of the
mix, therefore uniform-
ity throughout.

Portland Cement
Company

Main Office, Standard Oil Building, San Francisco
Plant, San Juan, California

-^ ^
Capacity

8000 Sacks Daily
Made by the wet process

NARBLE
—and its correct treatment and installation are
matters requiring expert craftsmen. Our splendid

organization is always at the service of
the architect and the builder.

JOSEPH
NUSTO SONS-KEENAN

COHPANT
555 North Point, San Francisco

1064 S. Broadway, Los Angeles 1430 Webster St. .Oakland

Striking Sffects in

Striking effects in printing are ob-
tained only by the craftsman who
approaches his task with intelligence.

This craftsmanship comes through
vast experience, plus a genuine love
for type and its uses, a pride of craft

that will not permit a lowering of
standards—plus the right equipment.

\Vc have all these—and are at your
service for the creation of striking
effects in your smallest bit of printing
—or your largest.

May we serve you, too?

C. Raymond Beran Co., cprmters
155 Kli.^RNY ST: D0UGL.\S 5 I lO I SAN FRANCISCO



SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
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DRAWING reproduced in this is-

sue is selected from the work of

students of the San Francisco Arch-

itectural Club Atelier. Several

drawings have been awarded prizes

for being the best solutions of the

respective programs in the class of

Analytiques or Order Problems.

The Atelier season of 1914-2.5

:^romises to be the most successful

the club has enjoyed. Just before

the World War, the Atelier was exceptionally well pat-

ronized, a large enrollment and an enthusiastic group of

students with splendid leadership gave it almost national

reputation. But, during the War, the Atelier came to be

only a memory.
But since then, it has been launched on a new career,

with the inspiration of past achievements to spur it on.

The ever-increasing number of students and the keen but

friendly rivalry in the competitions of the various classes

are developing a spirit of good fellowship and creating an

incentive for better work.
The constantlv increasing precentage of higher awards

in the judgments indicates that the Atelier bids fair soon

again to reach its former high standards.

CLUB OFFICERS ELECTED

Officers for the coming year were elected at the last

business meeting January 7, as follows: Carl Schmidt,

president; Ernest E. Weihe, vice-president; Theo. G.
Ruegg, secretary; Harry Langley, treasurer.

The retiring officers are Ed. B. Hurt, president; Carl

Schmidt, vice-president; Wilton Smith, secretary; Harry
Langley, treasurer. The Board of directors last year in-

cluded Ernest E. Weihe, J. Peterson and L. Bolen. L. H.

Keyser was elected to take the place of Ernest Weihe on
the board. Retiring President Hurt was presented with a

handsome volume of Andrea Palladio, a small token of

the club's appreciation for his splendid effrots.

The boys who put over the Christmas Follies, enjoyed

a little dinner party January 14. Just the particular ones

who covered themselves with glory on and in front of the

stage were present and clever impromptu speeches and
late jokes made the evening one to be remembered.

HEARD IN THE CLUB ROOMS
Fred Kramer attended summer school at Fountainebleau

and is now traveling in Italy. We should hear some in-

teresting stories when he comes home.

Jack Geering is making a name for himself at the Uni-

versitv of Pennsylvania. Just by way of diversion, he

spent his summer vacation with McKim, Mead and

White, New York.
* * *

,
Harold Weeks is holding down W. H. Weeks' Oakland

office. A real job, but Harold is capable.

* * *

Jim McGee has recovered from his nervous breakdown
and is back in the swim again. We're surely glad to see

you.

August Headman is well on the road to recovery from

his recent illness and we all hope he will be back on the

job again soon.
* * *

NEW LABOR-SAVING DEVICE
A portable electric handsaw, which brings the tool to the

work and eliminates costly handling of material, is being

introduced by the Michel Electric Hand Saw Co., 166

East Grand Ave., Chicago, 111. It is to be known by the

trade-name of "Skilsaw," and it is claimed that it will

speed up work and reduce costs for cutting wood, wall-

board, plaster board, plymetl, fibre, linoleum, and many
other materials.

Mark T. Jorgenson is very busy designing theatres and
getting a good organization together. Good luck, Mark.

* * *

Lloyd Cole has gone to Los Angeles as manager of
Gladding, McBcan's southern plant. Even with such a

fine connection, we don't know whether to extend con-
gratulations or condolences. He's south of theTehachapi.

* * *

Ed. Flanders and Leo Starks have joined forces to show
Sacramento something reallv good.

* * *

Stanton Willard has become a "Travertite" expert. We
are proud of you, Stanton. SKETCH BY T. VIERRA
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Constructing the

M.edico-Dental Building

IN THE CONSTRUCTION of San Fran-
cisco's new 15-story building which is

being erected at Post and Mason Streets

to house the medical and dental profes-

sions, only the highest grades of building

materials are being used.

It is significant that the framework of

this million dollar class "A" structure is

composed of steel fabricated by the
Moore Dry Dock Company

!

There is no plant on the Pacific Coast so

well equipped to produce steel for indus-

trial construction as this concern, which
invites inquiries on buildings, bridges,

and all industrial projects.

Because of our advantageous location on the water front
and because our overhead is carried by marine repairs,

we are in a position to make minimum bids. Address
all communications to Oakland office.

Moore Dry Dock
Company

San Francisco Office: 803 Balfour Building • Phone Kearny 5248
Oakland Office: Foot ofAdeline Street Telephone Lakeside 5 1 80

THE OLYMPIC HOTEL, SEATTLE
By Charles W. Meighan

/'^LIMAXING a season of revived activity in Seattle
^-^ building, was the formal opening on December 6,

1914, of the Olympic Hotel, which the owners declare
is the most beautiful and complete hotel of its size in the
world.

And it is also said that the world's record was broken
in the short time taken for the completion of a building
of this type and character. However that may be, Seattle
waited a long time for a hotel that would be in everv
sense a credit to that thriving city but, once started,
rushed through to completion a handsome structure en-
tirely adequate to the needs of the finest citv.

The architects were George B. Post & Sons of New
York Citv, with whom were associated Charles H. Bebb
F. A. I. A., and Carl F. Gould, A. I. A., of Seattle.

The photographs in this issue do scant justice to the
completeness and beauty of the structure and neither
photographs nor words can picture the manner in which
progressive Seattle has taken the new hotel to its collec-

tive bosom and made it the community center around
which revolve all the festive activities of the Washington
metropolis.

It includes every possible provision for the comfort of
its guests. Among the particularly notable features are
the Palm Room, Italian banquet room. Peacock Allev,
assembly lounge, the wonderful ship room, great ball

room, Pompeian Coffee Room, and the attractive Junior
Ball Room. Architecturally, it is said to be one of the
finest structures in the Pacific Northwest.
The hotel is really a monument to civic spirit for it was

built by the Community Hotel Corporation of Seattle,

comprising some 3,100 stockholders. On opening night,
more than 10,000 people passed through its doors and the
tremendous support it has since received has made it one
of the outstanding successes, artistically, commercially
and otherwise, of the Pacific Coast.

STRUCTURAL STEEL HANDBOOK
"Steel Construction" is the title of a booklet just issued

by the American Institute of Steel Construction, which
contains the Institute's Standard Specification, and Code
of Standard Practice. The introduction of the book con-
sists of a mathematical explanation of the development of
the various formulae recommended in the Specification,

for the proper reduction of working stresses. Accom-
panying this explanation is a set of charts which elimi-

nate a vast amount of mathematical calculation in con-
nection with structural steel design. Copies of "Steel

Construction" may be obtained from the executive offices

of the Institute, 350 Madison Avenue, New York, or the

engineering department, 1051 Leader-News Building,
Cleveland, Ohio.

* * *

BACK COPIES WANTED
The Pacific Coast Architect will pav news-stand price

for copies of this magazine of the issue of Januarv, 1914.

rr'FteR-Wall'
ALL METAL FIRE DOORS

Hi^bGrade Sheet MetalandKalamein 1Vork

FIRE PROTECTION PRODUCTS CO.
3117 TWENTIETH STREET, SAN FKANCISCO
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
(.Concluded from page ^y)

at Yale and Vassar for non-technical articles on Chem-

istry written bv High School Students. His speech pre-

sented a splendid suggestion, for if chemistry can be pre-

sented to the public in words of one syllable, surely archi-

tecture, which has a more popular appeal, would find an

equally warm reception. Perhaps the germ of an idea for

the Institute's Endowment Fund might be found here.

Mr. Holtzman of Chicago, three times president of the

Illinois Chapter, addressed the meeting and reminded the

members of the Southern California Chapter that archi-

tects, in order to carry out great professional ideals, must

lose sight of proyincial, small group ideas, and think of

themselves as so many units of a great national organiza-

tions with common national ideals.

Messages of helpfulness and co-operation were also

given by Mr. C. A. Fultz, General Manager of the Mer-

chants and Manufacturers Association; Mr. J. Hunter

Clark, of the Joint Technical Societies; Mr. Godfrey

Edwards, of the Associated General Contractors; and Mr.

Brook Hawkins.
* * *

OXY-CHLORIDE FLOORING AND STUCCO ACTIVE
IN ENLARGED FIELD

Important work has been done in the development of

standards of manufacture and installation foroxy-chloride

flooring and stucco, the two chief products of oxy-
chloride manufacturers.

Much of the work toward the development of standards

of quality has betn carried on in co-operation with the

Bureau of Standards in Washington.
Pointing out to the building and construction indus-

tries that the National Association of Oxy-Chloride
Manufacturers has been in existence, although on a less

active scale, for eight years, and has done much quietly

effective work for its members and the trade served by
them, the officers of the Association, in a statement
issued widely throughout the country, referred to the
enlarged program of activities being entered into: "It is

a sensible, constructive program. There are no fads in it.

Carried out, it will provide protection and chances of
development no single company can provide. The sound
ideas of many members are woven into it. Precedent in

other industries shows its accomplishment is practical."
The organization has established executive headquarters

at 1318 Broadway, New York City, in charge of a salaried
staff.

* * *

CONTINUATION OF WILLIS POLK & CO.
The firm of Willis Polk and Company wishes to announce
that they have moved to 177 Pine Street, Suite 411. The
telephone number will be Garfield 1840, the same as
before

.

The business will be continued, under the firm name of
Willis Polk and Company, by a partnership formed be-
tween James Mitchell and Austin Moore. Mrs. Willis
Polk will have a life interest in the profits of the firm.
Mr. Mitchell, who was long associated with the late

Mr. Willis Polk, will be in charge of design and construes
tion, while Mrs. Polk's son, Austin Moore, will be busi-
ness manager.

* + *

NEW HOSPITAL TILE BOOKLET
"Adaptability of Tile to Hospital Requirements," a re-
port by Carl H. Geister, Industrial Fellow, Mellon Insti-
tute of Industrial Research, University of Pittsburgh, is

the title of a new booklet which will'ne sent on request
to the Mellon Institute to architects, constructional en-
gineers and builders.

for

Small Homes
and

Apartments
—every HOYT is built with

the requirements of the
small house in mind. Even
the largest size, heating
three gallons of water per

minute, is so carefully
planned and so compactly
constructed that it gives

the maximum service while
requiring the least space.

No. 3, Price $80
Heating 3 gallons of water per minute

No. 2 'Wall Type
No. 2 Floor Type
No. 2K Floor Type
No. 3 On Legs

Price $50
Price $53
Price $65
Price $80

See Page 1716, Sweet's Architectural

Catalog, 19th Edition

kDIu torn a fWtit

WATER ^ HEATER
HOYT HEATER COMPANY

2146 E. 25th STREET
LOS ANGELES

285 OFARRELL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

Show Kooms ill the principal cities iii Culijarma
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WHITCO
the easy hardware

MENT

In specifying just say "WHITCO."

When ordering just count the sash. No special

sash or frame detail is required.

WHITCO HARDWARE can be applied either to a single sash, a pair of

sash, or to multiple sash in wide openings without mullions.

For sale by all hardware dealers

MANUFACTURED BY

565 Market Street

SAN FRANCISCO
MANUFACTURERS VV HARDXA/ARE X^i' SPECI ALTI ES

636-41 Mass. Trust Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.

THE STEEL FRAME
WORK OF THE MEDI-

CO-DENTAL BUILD-

ING, WHICH WAS
SUPPLIED BY THE
MOORE DRY DOCK

COMPANY.

Constructing the

yiedico'Dental Building

IN THE CONSTRUCTION of San Fran-
cisco's new 15-story building which is

being erected at Post and Mason Streets

to house the medical and dental profes-

sions, only the highest grades of building

materials are being used.

It is significant that the framework of

this million dollar class "A" structure is

composed of steel fabricated by the
Moore Dry Dock Company

!

There is no plant on the Pacific Coast so

well equipped to produce steel for indus-

trial construction as this concern, which
invites inquiries on buildings, bridges,

and all industrial projects.

Because of our advantageous location on the water front

and because our overhead is carried by marine repairs,

we are in a position to make minimum bids. Address

all communications to Oakland office.

Moore Dry Dock Co.
San Francisco Office: 893 Balfour Building Phone Kcaxny 5248
Oakland Office: Foot ofAdeline Street -Telephone Lakeside 5280
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EXTERIORS THE DOHRMAX HOME, STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, GLENN ALLEN, STOCKTON, ARCHITECT
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BEAR BRAND

r y ^/^
HOT

Fig. 3-B.

"THE OAKLAND" Sink Fixture has convenient swing spout, and slip joint at center tee to facilitate installation.

This tixture is one of the "BEAR BRAND" Line of first quality plumbing brass goods made on the Pacific Coast.

Standard Brass Casting Qoj^^ai>sy, Manufacturers ofHigh Grade Plumbing Brass Goods
THIRD AND JEFFERSON STREETS. OAKLAND, C.-\LIF0RNI.-K

Build convenience mtoyour kitchens

A typical Peerless kitchen. It includes cupboard, Hoosier

"High Boy" cabinet, cooler, table cabinet, broom closet,

ironing board, top cupboards and folding wall seat.

the new standardized unit furniture

'-inFumituire
There are nearly fifty difFerent articles. All of
them utilize otherwise wasted wall space. You
can use as many as you wish, singly or in

combination. Easy to specify. Scores of
convenient breakfast nooks, cupboards
and working aids can be arranged.

Write for '^'Architect's Handbook"

BUILT-IN FIXTURE COMPANY
2608 San Pablo Avenue, Berkeley, California

SOLD BY
B^kcrsficld: King Lumber Co.

Djtias: Gfovc'i Barn>

Denver : F. C SamJcrs

Eugene: Midgcly Planing Mills

Eureka: Jacobi, Ackerman & Crozicr

Fresno: H. G. Shirley

Los Angeles: Pccrtei> Built-in Fixture

Girporation

Mcrtred: R.C. Balaam
Oakland: The Hoosier Store

Phoenix: Walter Dubrec
Portland: Cress & Co.
Sacramento: Cutter Mill & Lumber Co.

Salt Lake City: Bower Building Co.
San Bernardino: PatiticGa*

.Appliance Co.
San Diego: J. H. Schirni

Commercial Co.
San Franti*co: The Hoosier Srore
San Jose: Geo. B. McKce Co.
Sania Barbara: Ott Hardware Co.
Santa Fc; Santa Fc Builderi*

Supply Co.

Seattle: Sam Hunter Co.

Spokane: Monroe Street Lumber Co.
SrtKkton: W. E Zcrwevk
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METPRODCO
REVERSIBLE
WINDOWS

For use in Office Buildings

<iApart?nentSj Schools

and Churches

Metprodco Simplex
(Patented) Revers-

ible steel windows
are made with or
without interlocking

meeting rail, in vari-

ous designs to har-

monize with the
architectural design

of the building.

Glass isheld inplace

either with wire
clips and putty or
with glazing stops

as specified.

Mtrprodco Kceniblc Wniilow

with both vcutilatoTS open

The view at the
right shows the
lower ventilator
completely reversed

to facilitate wash-
ing from the in-

terior.

Metprodco Reversi-

ble Windows are
also furnished with
Underwri ter ' s Label

,

in which case they

are made to conform
with the specifica-

tions of the Under-
writer's Laboratory.

Sizes of windows
and sizes of glass are

place with glazing angles.

Showing easy washing

entirely from interior

limited. Glass is held in

UNITED STATES
METAL PRODUCTS CO.

330 Tenth Street, San Francisco

Paulsen fildg.. Spokane
Bank of Italy Building, Los Angeles

Provident Building. Tacoma
1105 Second Street, Seattle

Exchange Building. Portland

Alex. S. Sims, B-lOO Bransford, Salt Lake City, Utah

Specify the

Hygieno

De Luxe
for the Finer Homes

The Hygieno DeLuxe Com-
bination is a beautiful hx-

ture. Not a single pipe or a

bit of metal is exposed.

Everything is pure white.

It is extremely silent in ac-

tion.

Its bowl is only 13 inches

high and allows the body

to rest in the natural posi-

tion thatenables the bowels

to be quickly evacuated. It

has the endorsement of

America's most prominent

physicians.

The Hygieno De Luxe

is the finest toilet that

money can buy

PACIFIC
PLUMBING FIXTURES

TraJc Mark Rcg-

P.\CIFIC SANITARY MANUF.\CTL'R1NG CO.
Main office: 67 New Montgomery St. ,S.in Francisco

Factories: Richmond and San Pablo, California

Branches: Los Angeles, Portland
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MONTHLY BUILDING SURVEY
•jFbY R. OILES, OFS. W. STRAUS St CO.jS-

LULDING permits to the number of

180,043, calling for a total con-

struction cost of $495,156,004,

were issued during 1914 in the 85

major cities of the seven Pacific

Coast states comprised in the Na-

tional Monthly Building Survey of

S. W. Straus & Co.

While this grand total is 6% less

than the total of 192.3, the reduc-

tion is largely attributable to a

slowing down of building in the Los Angeles area during

the midsummer months. Exxlusive of the 15 cities of that

area, the other 70 cities show a 5^"^, gain over 1913 and a

2.6'"c gain over the total for 1911.

In ratio of increase in building activity, the six Oregon

cities comprised in the S. W. Straus & Co. survey, as a

whole, show the best record for the year, 13
'^'f,

gain over

1913 and 41 '^f, gain over 1911. All made appreciable gains

over 192.X and all but one show marked gains over 1913-

In 1914 these cities issued 17,513 building permits calling

for a total construction cost of $37,111,3x6.

NORTHERN CITIES IMPROVE

The ten \\'ashington cities in the survey, taken as a

whole, report a 2.0 "^^ increase over 192.3 and a 41"^ in-

crease over 192.L. All but two gained over the 1911 record

while six of the ten show gains over 19x3. A total of

2.1,794 permits were issued to cost $44,595,498 in con-

struction.

In California, 60 cities issued 134,981 building permits

at an estimated total construction cost of $400,446,864.

This figure is 15% under the total for 1913 but 17% above

that of 1911. Exclusive of the Los Angeles group of 15

contiguous municipalities, however, the other 45 Calif-

ornia cities show a gain of 1.3% over 1913 and a 11%
gain over 1911.

Los Angeles issued 51,134 permits to cost a total of

$150,147,516. This figure is 14% below the record of 1913

but 13% above that of 1911. In the Los Angeles metro-

politan area 15 cities issued 68,653 permits totalling

$104,616,117, 19% below 1913 and 31'rc above 1911. This

figure amounts to 41% of the grand total for the 85 Pacific

Coast cities comprised in the S. W. Straus & Co. survey.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSTRUCTION GREAT
San Francisco issued 10,471 permits at a total construc-

tion cost of $57,851,975, showing a 14*^ gain over 1913
and a 17% gain over 1911. In the San Francisco Bay area

14 contiguous municipalities issued 51,689 building per-

mits to cost a total of $113,690,906, a gain of 18% over

the previous vear and a gain of 53^^ over the total of

1911.

In Portland, 15,176 building permits issued during 1914
call for a construction cost of $19,119,415, a 13"^ in-

crease over 1915 and a i8*~^ increase over 1911.

Seattle issued 10,774 building permits during the vear
to cost a total of $17,179,500. This figure is 18% greater

than that of 1913 and 37':7) greater than the total for the

year before.

Salt Lake City, with a 1914 annual total of 1,536 per-

mits to cost $5,433,115, shows a 10% reduction from 1913
but a 14% increase over the total for 1911.

Oakland issued 11,789 building permits to cost $31,-

113,485, a gain of 13% over the total for 1915 and a gain

of 17% over the 1911 total.

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CITIES

Long Beach, with a year's total of 5,177 permits to

cost $10,601,167, shows a reduction of 15% from the 1913

record but an increase of 41% over the total of 1911.

'n^—A Fine Art

^ 'HE men back

of this Company are more than

designers and makers of Hght-

ing fixtures. They are lighting

speciahsts, well qualified by

many years of experienceji to

aid in developing the possibil-

ities of lighting as a decorative

medium_j.

Before you design the lighting

for a home or a place of busi-

ness, talk with a representative

of this Company. He will sub-

mit sketches or arrange for a

demonstration.

Forve-Pettebone fix-

tures are guaranteed.

7D3^'P£7r£S01\[£ CO.

lightingequipment
SI8 SouthJigueroa Street
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BatchelderTiles

A Batchelder Tile store front designed in subdued

tones of reds, blues and greens, simulating the color

effects of a Persian rug. These colors are enhanced

by more positive notes of mosaic with glazed tile

units to afford a contrast of textures. The entire

effect is unique in its rich and varied contrasts of

color and design.

BATCHELDER-WILSON COMPANY
2633 ARTESIAN STREET, LOS ANGELES

L.i« «• J« y«< EiiMi ./ .Mr. H . H Lui

The estate of \V. H Lcct of San Jose was
planned and designed to harmonize with nat-
ural surroundings and architectural stvlcs.

macrorie-mclaren company
LANDSCAPE ENGINEERS and GENERAL NURSERYMEN

SUITE JOI PHELAN BLDG..SAN FRANCISCO
DOL'GL.-KS 4442

San Diego made a substantial building record in 1914
with 6,2.90 permits issued to cost $13,519,706. This shows
a gain of n ^7 over the 1913 record and a gain of 3

1
f~f over

that of the previous vear.

Pasadena reports an annual total of Si2.,o4o,446 for
3,654 building permits issued, a ^^^c gain over the 1913
total and a 2.7"^ gain over 192.1.

Glendale issued 2.,8i7 building permits during the year
to cost 510,175,311, a i*^ increase over the" previous
year's total and a ei*^ gain over the record of 1911.
Berkeley's record for 1924 was 3,561 permits at a total

estimated cost of $9,369,017. This figure is 179,, greater
than the 1913 total and 66 "^^ greater than the 1911 total.

TACOMA SHOWS INCREASE

Tacoma made a marked advance in 1914 with 3,876
building permits issued to cost $8,539,035, a gain of 55%
over 1913 and 96^^ over 1911.
Santa Monica issued 1,411 permits at a total cost of

$8,160,381, which marks a gain of 39*^ over 1913 and a
gain of ii3<~^ over 1911.

Spokane's total for 1914 was 1,438 permits to cost $3,-
196,388, which shows a 31"^ increase over the previous
year and a 3 '^7 g^in over 1911.
San Bernardino issued 1,336 permits during the year, to

cost $3,761,113, a 61^7 gain over the total for 1913 and a

70^ gain over that of 1911.
Stockton's 1914 record of $4,163,011 for 1,146 permits

issued shows an increase of 6^7 over the 1913 total and
31'^^ over 1911.

KLAM.\TH FALLS SETS RECORD
Klamath Falls shows the highest ratio of increase of

the entire list of 85 cities in the S. \V. Straus & Co. build-
ing survey for the year. This city issued 513 f^ermits to
cost $1,681,779, '> gain of 543^7 over 1913 and of 46o<7
over 1911.

Eugene's total of 665 permits at a cost of $1,714,715,
shows the second highest ratio of increase, 138'^ over
1915 and 185^^; over 1911.

X'enice issued 1,441 permits at a cost of $3,108,631,
showing a gain of 15 "7 over the total for 1913 and a gain
of I lo'T: over that of the year before.
San Jose reports a substantial 1914 record of 1,101 per-

mits issued, to cost $3,959, a gain of 44% over the 1913
record and a gain of 101 ^7 over 1911.
Phoeni.x issued 1,015 permits, to cost $1,904,079 during

the year, a 5''; gain over 1915 and an 8'~( gain over the
year before.

Tucson issued 611 permits at a cost of $1,886,715, show-
ing a 51'; increase over the record for 1913 and a 75%
gain over the previous year.

Building Permits Issued Percentage of 4- (gain)
During 1514 or — (loss)

1913 to 1911 to

City Number Cost 1914 1914
Los Angeles 5'. '54 S'50.147.516 24 + 2-5

San Francisco io,47i 57.852-.975 + 24 + 2.7

Seattle 10.774 I7,i79.5'» + 18 + 57
Portland '5.^76 19,119,415 + 13 + 18
Oakland 11,789 31,113,485 + 25 + 2-7

Tacoma 3,876 8.559.035 + 55 + 96
Salt Lake Citv i.5}6 5.453.2^15 — 10 + 24
Long Beach 5. '77 10,601,167 —

13 + 4'
Spokane 2-.43S 3.2-96.388 + 51 + 3

Sacramento 4.}'4 7,666,768 — 10 — 17
San Diego 6,190 13,519,706 -t- 11 + 3'
Fresno 1.347 1,645,48s —

72- - 77
Berkeley 3.561 9.369.017 + 17 4- 66
Pasadena 3.654 11,040,446 + 4 + 2.7

Stockton 1.146 4,163,011 + 6 + 32-

Glendale 1,817 10,175,311 + I -(- 61
San Jose 1,101 3.959.000 + 44 4-101
Ogden 569 1,916,050 + 24 -1- 89
Phoenix 1,01} 1,904,079 + 5 -1- 8
Everett 1,701 '.74'.355 + •9 + 5'
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ONLY ELEN'EN SIZES—STEEL REINFORCING BARS

As a result of a conference held at the Department of Com-

merce in Washington the following recommendation was

made, relative to the manufacture, distribution and use of

Steel Reinforcing Bars—round and square:

"In accordance- with the unanimous action of the joint

conference of representatives of manufacturers, distribu-

tors and users of square and round steel reinforcing bars,

the United States Department of Commerce, through the

Bureau of Standards, recommends that the recognized

sizes of square and round steel reinforcing bars, in terms

of cross sectional area, he reduced to the following:

Size

In Inches

'4 Round

^ 8 Round

} 2 Round
I/2 Square

^^8 Round
?4 Round

J/ji Round
I Round
1 Square

1 1
fi
Square

1I4 Square

Area in

Square Inches

.049

.110

.196

.150

.307

.442.

.601

. .785

1. 000
i,i66

It is further recommended that this reduced list of sizes

become effective as applying to new production January

1, 1915, and that every effort be made to clear current

orders and existing stocks of the eliminated areas before

March i, 192.5.'"

This recommendation has received practically the

unanimous acceptance by manufacturers, distributors and

users throughout the entire United States.

At a recent meeting of the Concrete Reinforcing Insti-

tute, made up of members of the Rcinforcmg Bar Inter-

ests of the United States, these recommendations were

accepted.

Another step forward to more simplified and economi-

cal building has been attained.

All industries have agreed to hereafter produce, dis-

tribute or use only the eleven sizes of steel reinforcing

bars mentioned in the above recommendation.
This was accomplished through the untiring efforts of

Division of Simplified Practice of the Department of

Commerce at Washington.

* * *

BRICK PRODUCTION HIGHER
Not only is brick production at its highest level in Amer-
ica, but bricklayer productivity also is at a new record.

The U. S. Department of Labor finds that the average

number of brick laid per dav bv the craftsmen in tvpical

cities is 1364, which is the largest production attained

since the introduction of modern architectural require-

ments in brick-work.
* * *

PAINTING FOR CLIFT HOTEL
A. Quandt & Sons have been awarded the painting con-

tract for the new 17-story Clift Hotel, San Francisco, by
the P.J. Walker Co. ; Schultze ^c Weaver, Architects.

BASS-HUETER CONFERENCE
Branch managers of the Bass-Hueter Paint Co., from all

parts of the Pacific Coast, will assemble in San Francisco
February 11-16, for their annual conference, which will

be followed by a meeting of the Bass-Hueter salesmen
February 16 to iS.

* * *

STEPHEN CHILD ELECTED
Stephen Child, landscape architect of San Francisco, has
been elected president of the Pacific Coast Chapter of the

American Society of Landscape Architects.

Model No. 1

5

Is but one of a most complete line of

Haws' Sanitary Drinking Fountains,

devised to meet the special needs of

architects after years of practical

study of their requirements. A com-
plete catalog, or the benefit of our

specialized study, yours for the asking

HA>VS SANITARY
DRINKING FAUCET
/-»/-V-IL/rl3A Xr"V »*0* HARMON ST.
i^V-rJnXrXVlN X BERKELEY, CA.L.USA,

THE

MAJESTIC
AUTOMATIC
HOT WATER
HEATER

More abundant hot ivater

at less cost.

The '

' M.^jESTic' ' is built

with known qualities for

service and durability.

The MOST PRACTICAL and
ECONOMICAL hot Water

service.

GAS APPLIANCE
SALES CO.

Distributors for Northern
and Central California

Office and Demonstration Rooms
12 Valencia Street, San Francisco • Phone Market 5482
21st & Grove Streets, Oakland • Phone Oakland 1404

INFORMATION CHEERFULLY FURNISHED



cjvotel cJvlexandria
LOS ANGELES

c57 ^irst Glass 3^otel at Moderate Elates

The Alexandria has been praisecLby travelers from all

parts of the world for the magnificence of its appoint-

ments, the comfortable and thoughtful service aTorded
guests, and for the excellence of its meals.

The Center for

THEATRES
BANKS
SHOPS

'Please 'write

for 'booklet

'%ates per T>ay, Suropean ^lan
Single T)oubli

1 20 rooms with running water ^2.50 to ^4.00 ^4.00 to ^6.00
220 rooms with ba[h - - - 3.50 to 5.00 5.00 to 7.00

160 rooms with bath - - - 6.00 to 8.00 8.00 to 10.00

Also a number of large and beautiful rooms and suites, some in

period fiamishings with grand piano, fire-place and bath, $10.00 up.

RANCHO GOLF CLUB
a'vailable to all guests.

Harold E. Lathrop, 3/fanager

SL^

IVo other J^oiel in the LOorld Offers Such Varied j\.iira(ftions as e«»«

OKe AMBASSADOR

All guests have
the privilege
of the Rancho
Golf Club.

Tune in any
night on K.t\IX
to hear the
Cocoanut Grove
Orchestra or
Sunday Concerts.

LOS ANQELES
THE GREAT HOTEL THAT SEEMS LIKE HOME

/^"^^'WENTYSEVEM acre park and pla>) grounds,

\ C\ open-air plunges, tennis courts, miniature golf
^"^^ course on grounds, motion picture 4\eatre

and 35 smart shops. Famous Cocoanut Gro<)e for

dancing. Riding, hunting and all sports. Varied en-

tertainment for guests e-Oery da^? and e-Oening.

THE AMBASSADOR HOTELS SYSTEM
TKe Ambassador, Mew York
TKe Ambassador, Atlantic City
TKe Ambassador, l^os Angeles

Ambassador
Convention
Auditorium
seats 7000.

Write for
Chef's Booklet
of California

Recipes (t
Information

BEN L. FRANK
J^anager
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FOUNTAIN AT UPLIFTERS CLUB, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA CLAY PRODUCTS CO
FLOOR AND WALL TILE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

MANTELS
GARDEN WALLS
FOUNTAINS

OFFICES AND EXHIBIT
J2I WEST THIRD ST.

LOS ANGELES
TEL. METROPOLITAN 1803

GATEWAYS
STAIR RISERS

PAVEMENTS

^^^ASTING GLA^t^

KILNS AND FACTORY
SOUTHGATE
CALIFORNIA

TEL. HUMBOLT 3678 J 4
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CONTENTS
The Administration Center in Los Angeles

The New San Francisco Chronicle Building

The "Street in Spain," Santa Barbara

Editorial

Monthly Bulletin, San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

Personal Glimpses ...
ILLUSTRATIONS

A "Street in Spain," Santa Barbara

Plan of Administration Group, Los Angeles

San Francisco Chronicle Building

Tower, San Francisco Chronicle Building

Night View of Tower, San Francisco Chronicle Building

Lobby, San Francisco Chronicle Building

Two Views of the Business Office, San Francisco Chronicle

Editorial Room, San Francisco Chronicle

Priyate Office of the late M. H. DeYoung
Court Toward El Paso, "Street in Spain"

"Street in Spain" from de la Gucrra Street

Exit from Court to de la Guerra Street

Passage from de la Guerra Street to Court.

From the Court to de la Guerra Street

Looking toward State Street, "Street in Spain"

Looking tovyard Canon Perdido Street, "Street in Spain"

El Paseo, "Street in Spain"
A glimpse of a court toward Canon Perdido Street

Entrance to Upper Story, El Paseo, "Street in Spain"

Loggia, El Paseo, "Street in Spain"
Patio, El Paseo, "Street in Spain"
Dwelling of Mr. Trigg Garner, Los Angeles

Floor Plan, Mr. Trigg Garner's Home, Los Angeles
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California Steel Casements
Designedfor use in Apartment Houses and Residences

The outside ofthe window can be washed from inside the room

Specifications

All casement windows shall be of solid steel construction, as

manufactured by Michel & Pfeffer Iron Works, with the putty
outside.

The glass to be set and held with special spring glazingclips;

four to each pane.

Welded crossings for muntins and mullion bars.

The corners of the outside frame, as well as of the swing leaves,

shall be tenon-riveted and o.xv-acetvlene wxlded.

The swing leaves to have a double contact weathering on all

sides, without the use of screwed on, or pressed on hllets or

strips

.

No built-up sections will be allowed.

All casements to be fitted with solid bronze cam handles.

All friction shoes and slides to be of solid brass; the shoes to

be equipped with patent adjustable friction device, eliminating
the necessity' of stay bars.

All steel parts of the hinge slide to be sherardized

.

The drips over swing leaves to be of No. lo solid steel, to be

fastened to horizontal with tapped-in brass screws.

Painting

Windows must be free from rust, dirt and oil before applying paint. Paint to be of pure lead

and oil; dark gray in color. Paint to be applied by hand so as to insure a first-class job.

CASEMENT SECTIONS, HALF SIZE

Puttv outside. Patent shoe and slide of solid bronze. Solid brass cam handles.

L
xzzi

|1_»I.PJ». Vl >..4"J

\

r

TELEPHONE HENfLOCK 3080
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RELATION OF CIVIC CENTER TO MAJOR STREET SYSTEM, LOS ANGELES

THE ADMINISTRATION CENTER IN LOS ANGELES
4 BY S. P. TROOD ]

OS ANGELES is to have a

Civic Center unsurpassed in

dignity and beauty by the

accomplishments of any great

city of the world if the plans

laid out by the Allied Archi-

tects Association of Los An-

geles are accepted by the Los

J Angeles County Board of

Supervisors and the Los Angeles City Council.

The drawing up of the plans required eleven

months of intensive study on the part of the

seventy architects who comprise the Associa-

tion. During the preparation of these plans

nearly a thousand sketches were submitted by

the various architects, and the best and most

practical features of each of these sketches were

adapted to the final design. The work has been

a labor of love on the part of the Association,

which, under its contract with the city and

county, receives a nominal fee of $i for its

work.
The Bunker Hill section, now a barrier to

traffic, will, under the design submitted for ap-

proval, be transformed into a great park with

a mall nearly a mile in length through its cen-

tral axis. This mall will be fringed with sites

for buildings of a cultural and semi-pubilc

nature.

This Bunker Hill district has long been an

impediment to the progress of Los Angeles. In

former days the business area of the town cen-

tered close to the east side of the hill, but as

Los Angeles has grown the business district

has been forced to the southward and west-

ward, leaving the Bunker Hill area a potential

slum district, made up of dingy old buildings

and apartment houses of the cheaper class; an

eyesore in the heart of the city. Transformed

according to the plans of the Allied Architects

Association, it will become truly a beauty spot.

Through traffic will be accommodated by ad-

ditional tunnels to be cut through the hill,

while pleasure motors will use the wide,

slightly graded boulevard through and around

the park on the crest of the hill. Thus a new

approach to the business area of the city will

be opened to the communities lying to the

north and northeast of Los Angeles, and the

necessity of passing through the congested dis-

tricts will be elimi'nated. All of this boulevard

system has been planned to conform vyith the

carefully developed plans of the Traffic Com-

mission of the city and county.
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Extending eastward from Bunker Hill to Los
Angeles Street, and bounded on the north and
south by Temple and First Streets, will be the
administration buildings of the city, county,
state and federal governments, grouped about
a large plaza to be known as EfPaseo. To the
north will lie the old Los Angeles Plaza and
Mission Church, unchanged in themselves, but
with their surroundings beautified. The plans,
which do not specifically describe the buildings
to be erected in the Civic Center, suggest that
the buildings fronting on the old Plaza be of
low, Spanish type, preserving an old-world
setting which will recall the davs when Calif-
ornia was a colony of Spain.
The plan, in its entirety, will require many

years before completion, and will be developed
as funds become available, at no time proving
burdensome to the tax-payer. Most of the land
to be developed is now '"dead" propertv, and
can be acquired by the city and countv at a low
figure. Thus buildings and improvements will
be undertaken as the need for them arises, and
the expenses will be distributed over a period
of years.

The engineering problems involved are sim-
ple, and comparatively inexpensive. The estab-
lishment of the park on Bunker Hill will be
carried out by cutting and filling, while the
new, easy grades specified can be established at
the same time.

The fathers of this plan, the Allied Archi-
tects Association of Los Angeles, is a body
composed of seventy of the "most prominent
architects of Los Angeles, who organized the
first week of July, 1911, as an "Association of
professional men to provide the municipal,
county, state and national governments an op-
portunity of obtaining the highest expression
of architecture in public buildings and struc-
tures at the least possible cost." The idea and
the ideals of this organization are best ex-
pressed in the by-laws of the Association.
Membership in this organization is open only

to architects who are in sympathy with the
ideals of the Association, and the opportunities
which it affords to render public service. The
requirements of membership are embodied in
the by-laws as follows

:

"The paramount purposes of this Association is to ad-
vance the art of architecture, and hv professional co-
operation and colhiboration of all its members, to secure
for and to provide municipal, countv, state and national
governments with the highest and best expression of the
art of architecture in the designing, planning and con-
struction of public buildings, structures and improve-
ments at the least possible cost. It is not intended that
this Association shall accept or perform architectural
services for private individuals, firms or corporations; but
this shall not be deemed to prevent the Association from
rendering any of such services to its own members."

"Any architect who, because of his ability and qualifi-
cations has advanced the art and profession of architec-
ture and thereby is especially fitted to render professional
services for public welfare, is eligible as a member of this
Association."

The membership fee has been fixed at the sum
of one hundred dollars in order that cost might
never become a barr er to any architect wishing
to join the body. The Association requires the
personal services of its members, not their
money.
The task undertaken by the Association, of

which Edwin Bergstrom is president, and
Harwood Hewitt is secretary, in preparing the
plans for the Civic Center, was not an easy one.
At the outset their work was delaved by reason
of the fact that the Association was not sup-
plied with the maps and contours of the terri-
tory, as well as other essential basic data until
late in April, 192.3, two months after it was
given the contract to prepare the plans. Upon
the receipt of these data, a program was pre-
pared by the Association, and its members were
asked to submit sketches embodving their ideas
as to the best solution of the problem. From
these first rough sketches the completed plans
were evolved, after months of consideration
and study.

Many meetings of the organization were held,
at which representatives of the city and county'
and of the principal civic organizations, were
present. Aside from these general meetings, the
directors of the Association were in practically
continuous session, considering various fea-
tures of the plan.

Conferences with various countv and city
officials revealed many physical and sentimental
considerations which could not be disregarded.
The building sites had to be located so thev
would be efficient from an administrative stand-
point, yet it was imperative to have a plan
which would provide for the future, and which
would be capable of gradual development.
The arrangements for traffic management were

carefully studied, and the plan eventually
adopted was accepted only after every other
conceivable method had been tried and rejected.
The struggle with the problem was long and
weary, but never did the members of the Asso-
ciation lose heart. Always they were reaching
for the best, the most economical, and the most
practical. Last month the completed plans were
submitted to county and city officials. If adopt-
ed, Los Angeles will in future years possess a
Civic Center famed throughout the world, a
thing of beauty and a joy forever. Her traffic

congestion will be relieved, and her govern-
ment buildings located in suitable surroundings.
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IN THE TREATMENT OF THE STUDIO OF ONE OF THE
FOREMOST INTERIOR DECORATORS OF THE PAC IFI C CO AST.

IT WAS TO BE EXPECTED THAT ONLY REAL CRAFTSMEN
WOULD BE EMPLOYED. WE TAKE PRIDE IN OUR EXECU-

TION OF THIS INTERIOR FOR K. HOPE HAMILTON,
INTERIOR DECOR ATOR, SAN FRANCISCO

'Co-Operation for Quality'

A-OyANDT • er •SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET -SAN FRANCISCO -3319 CENTRAL AVENUE- LOS ANGELES

<[ PAINTERS AND D ECO R ATO RS SI NCE 1885 ]>
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THE NEW SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE BUILDING

1

HE San Francisco Chronicle has

moved into a new home at Fifth

and Mission Streets, in a building

planned especially for the purposes

of a great newspaper. It is no
longer possible to produce a great

metropolitan newspaper in any-

thing but a special manufacturing
plant. The operations have be-

come so complex, the processes so

numerous and technical, the num-

ber of employees so great, the sheer bulk of paper and

other materials handled so huge, that if everything is

to be managed efficiently the whole must be carried out

in a building designed specially for that purpose.

The Chronicle plant occupies the entire block between

Mission and Minna, Fifth and Mary Streets.

Every recent production plant built by great news-

papers in America, has, wherever it was possible, been

designed to put all the processes on as few floors as

possible.

The Chronicle's new home is of reinforced concrete,

with three stories above the street level and a basement

below.
Each floor is 2.65 feet in length by 160 feet in breadth.

This gives each story a total floor area of 4z,4oo square

feet.

The architecture is of the style termed industrial

Gothic, a form adnwrably adapted, as the pictures show,
to give beauty to a structure designed for a factory.

The principal facade and the entrance to the building

are on the Mission street side. The details of this design

have followed examples of the best Scolastic Gothic
architecture. Thus a picturesque effect is obtained that is

particularly appropriate to a newspaper plant, typifying

the romance always associated in the public mind of the

obtaining of news and the creating of a story.

Details of the exterior are rich in the legends of press

work, plaques showing the old type printing presses,

printers' devils, type making, etc.

The exterior material is of cast stone in a warm grey

color.

Vertical Gothic lines lead the eye up and up to the

beautiful open tower at the corner of the building, the

main architectural feature.

The Gothic picturesqueness is carried into the Main
Office Lobby where groined stone vaults and walls lined

with varigated marbles and floors of marble mosaic in

rich pattern give additional notes of romance and charm.
The Business Office on the first floor is likewise richly

treated with stone arches, paneled coilings, half timber
walls and marble floor; carrying here also the spirit of

picturesque charm.
With the exception of the paper supply, the Chronicle's

entire plant is on three floors, all related operations on
the same floor.

The third floor is typical. This carries all the operations

of manufacturing the newspaper, with the exception of

the press work and the rotagravure department.
A little more than half this floor is devoted to the

business and editorial departments.

The offices of the business departments extend along the

entire Fifth Street side; those of the editorial departments
along the Mission Street side.

The private office of the proprietor and publisher, Mr.
de Young, is just to the right of the corner tower, in a

position corresponding to that occupied by Mr. de
Young's private office in the old Chronical building at

Kearny and Market Streets.

Incidentally, it may be said that this famous present

office of Mr. de Young, celebrated for its beautiful fit-

tings, has been moved to the new building.

Mr. de Young's private offices are flanked by those of

his chief executives, and, in the tower, a lunchroom for

executives.

Outside of the executive offices the entire space devoted
to the editorial department is, in effect, one vast room,
with merely seven-foot glass partition offices for special

editors and the library. Much the same arrangement
prevails in the business departments.
The Mary Street and Minna Street sides of the third

floor have, in common with all three floors, factory

lighting. The art room and engraving-room occupy the

Mary Street side. The composing room, taking up nearly

a quarter of the entire floor, and the stereotype room,
face Minna Street.

The engraving room adjoins the art room, where its

work originates. The composing room is straight back
of the news room, with a directly connecting passage.

On the Fifth Street side the composing room connects

directly with the advertising department. Thus copy,

both advertising and news, reaches the typesetters by the

shortest possible routes.

In turn again, the composing room adjoins the stereo-

type room, where, from the type and engravings, ma-
trices are made and the metal half-cylinders cast, from
which the printing is done by the presses.

With these plates we leave the third floor by a rapid

elevator to the presses.

From the presses again operations proceed on a straight

line. As the finished papers rush from the presses they are

caught up by automatic conveyors and carried to the

mailers' benches in the huge mail room on the second

floor.

As the mailers complete their bundles they drop them
on other continuous belts, which carry the papers to

chutes leading to automobile delivery trucks waiting on
the first floor below to whirl The Chronicle away to the

carriers, the Post-office and the trains and boats.

This, it is hardly necessary to point out, is strictly a

modern factory arrangement, carrying all operations

forward on the straight line of greatest efficiency and
with the fall of gravity from the source of materals to

the delivery point of the finished product.

In the corner at Fifth and Mission Streets is the public

business office.

On the Fifth Street side, back of the public business

office in the new building, is the truck space, where motor
vans receive the bundles of papers from the mail room
above. Here also are various offices and storerooms con-

nected with the distribution of The Chronicle.

Back of everything on the first floor stands the long

line of giant presses, extending almost the entire length

of the rear wall and upward to the ceiling of the second

story.

It is this press line, therefore, which explains the whole
building.

On the second floor, in the tower corner, and in close

connection with the great mail room, are the offices of

the circulation department, bookkeepers, and room for

various subsidiary functions.

But one-quarter of the entire space of the second floor

is given over to the processes of rotagravure.

A word more about the lighting of this extraordinarily

up-to-date plant. Open streets are on every side of the

building. The character of the facade on Fifth Street and
Mission Street leads itself to ample window space. The

(Concladcd OD page 30J
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BILTMORE HOTEL, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA SCHLLTZE & WEAVER, ARCHITECTS

GLADDING - McBEAN - CORPORATION
-TERRA- COTTA'

660 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

THE choice of material for finishing or trimming the

exterior walls of a hotel building determines largely

the effectiveness of its architectural aspect. Terra cotta

offers the greatest variety of rich effects in design and color.

It is weather-proof, water-proof, and is unsurpassed in re-

sistance to fire. If in time it gets soiled with dust and dirt

it can be restored to its original color by simply

washing down with soap and water.

SOUTHERN FACTORY -GLENDALE- LOS AXGELESCOUNTY-CALIFORN'IA
WRITB FOR INFORMATION, DBPT. T. C.

£1
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oNLY a few years divide the

Los Angeles of yesterday and today. Down in the old

Plaza, the Mission looks out from behind its palm trees

and wonders what the world is coming to, with all the

roar and rush and people hurrying to and fro.

It was back in the eighties that the new Los Angeles began to

take form. In 1887 Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company opened
its fir^ plant. Out of the fires of the kilns larger buildings began
to rise, timidly at firSl....buildings of permanent brick.

Each year new and finer Arucftures came, rising high above their

humble neighbors.

Los Angeles is now the larger city in the west. This company
feels a degree of pride in the facft that out of its kilns have come
most of the bi^ buildings that form the city's imposing skyline today.

Doubling and redoubling in size many times, Los Angeles Pressed
Brick Company has "grown up" with Los Angeles. The service

it now renders is more complete and comprehensive than that of
any other similar institution in the west. J' *

O^e Standardof^ialiij in Cl(^ Products'

L'A^JPressed BrickCo
ENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR FROST BLDG
Secondand Bivadtvo)! TRinity 5761

LOS ANGELES

FACE BRICK HOLLOW TILE ROOFING TILE TERRA COTTA, ETC
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TOWER SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
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CALIFORNIA STATE LIFE INSURANCE CO. BUILDING, SACRAMENTO

Ceo. C. Stltm &Co. , Architects Lindgrtn&Su'inrrton, Buildiri

Rivaling the Beauty ofthe Sunset
is the symphony of color reflected from the rays

of the setting sun by the beautiful Cannon Face

Brick walls of this splendid structure. Archi-

tects have told us that this view alone is worth
a special trip to the Capital City.

There is a Cannon Face Brick for Every ^rc hitectural "Purpose

CANNON &. CO,, SACRAMENTO
DISPLAY ROOM, No. 400 FORUM BUILDING

REPRESENTATIVE, BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, SAN FRANCISCO
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NIGHT VIEW OF TOWER—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
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APARTMENT HOUSE OF A. A. CLASSEN, I2.3 BAY PLACE, OAKLAND
Clay N. Burn//, Anhitrct. Sommarstrom Bros. Co., Gintra/ Contractors. P. C. KnuJsin, Masonry Contractor

LOAD BEARING WALLS
OF

Dickey majsieriile
FACED WITH

Dickey Ked Kuffled Face Brick

In these walls were successfully combined the distinction and lasting

beauty of face brick and the economy of Dickey Mastertile, 51%
lighter than solid masonry. Each eight-inch tile takes the

place of six brick in the wall. Thus one-half to one-

third the labor and one-half the mortar are saved.

DICKEY CLAY PRODUCTS
Mastertile, Face Brick, Fire Brick, Partition Tile, Paving Brick

Sewer Brick, Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

Made by

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANY^W^ LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS, INC.
Associated Companies

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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LOBBY—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
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WINTER GARDEN SCHOOL
Jrffrn & Schaef, Architects. William Kteit, General Contractor. J. A. Drummomi, Roof Tile Contractor

Conflru^ed of

Simons Brick Cofs Common Brick

Roofed with

Simons Brick Cofs Spanish Tile

Simons • Brick Company
MANUFACTURERS

WALTER R. SIMONS, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
115 WEST THIRD STREET, LOS ANGELES

J.A.Drummond
''l^ojin^ Contractor

1744 Folsom Street, San Francisco
Telephone Market 2.17J

845 Seward Street, Los Angeles
Telephone Henipsteai.1 1919

R.G. Blessing
\ooJif2g Contractor

^ 16 D. South Date Ave.,Alhambra,r.aI
Phone Alhambra 1505 m.
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THIS spacious residence is flanked by two open,vaulted

wings, extending toward the garden and forming a

sumptuous court in the Italian st^'le. The hght colored

brick could not have been better chosen or handled to

produce the stately eScA indicated by the illustration.

In "Architedtural Details in Brickwork" you will find

Detail o; Residence, Radnor, Pa., Houard Snau; Arc'niteci

many other examples ofartistic brickwork.The halftone

plates, issued in three series, each in an enclosed folder

ready for filing, will be sent to any architeA requesting

them on his office stationery.

Address, American Face Brick Association, 1767

Peoples Life Building, Chicago, Illinois.
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ABOVE EDITORIAL ROOM; BELOW PRIVATE OFFICE OF THE LATE M. H. DE YOUNG, SAN FRANCISCO

CHRONICLE BUILDING, WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS
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COURT, TOWARD EL PASEO "STREET IN SPAIN," SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

A Nation-Wide Campaign
beginning in

The Saturday Evening Post
April 4

The American Magazine
May issue

BOOST for Better Plas-

tering with Metal lath

to reinforce and preserve.

Send for details of entire

campaign. Put Better
Plastering into your speci-

fications.

NATIONAL COUNCIL
for

BETTER PLASTERING
819 Madison Square Building

CHICAGO
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THE "STREET IN SPAIN," SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
4bY HARRIS ALLEN, A. I. A.]»-

ANTA BARBARA visitors

can not but be impressed by
the unique group of build-

ings which are known as

"The Street in Spain." This

reproduction of the early

days of California, when the

traditions of the Spanish

mother-country ruled the life

of Its distant colony, is due to the public-

spirited appreciation of Mr. Bernard Hoffman
and the creative imagination of the late James
Osborn Craig, architect.

The original hacienda of Don Jose Antonio
de la Guerra Y Noriega, Commandante under

Spain of Santa Barbara and the surrounding dis-

trict, was secured, with an arrangement where-
by one wing is kept as a home for his two sur-

viving descendants for the duration of their

life. This old mansion was renovated (with
sympathy and intelligence, vou mav be sure)

and its garden walled in from the street. Back
of it, in the ceater of the block, a large court

was planned with surrounding buildings and
access from the main streets on all four sides.

A second court, known as "EI Paseo," is some-

what smaller and treated—and used—as the
courtyard or patio of an inn, covered by awn-
ings stretchecl across between the walls when
the hot Santa Barbara sun is shining. For much
of the year this outdoor cafe provides a delight-

ful and distinctive feature of Santa Barbara life.

A glazed loggia at one side of the Patio serves

for inclement weather or for special functions.

The vie^vs published herewith give a good
idea of the charming architectural treatment.

They can not convey the full force of the old

world atmosphere, the fascination of these

quiet sunny open spaces with cool shadows, of
broad white walls with green turf below and
red tile over, of balcony and loggia and grille.

It is planned eventually to build another
court which will carry the same traditional

flavor through to Canon Perdido Street.

Mr. Hoffman, in building what is virtually a

monument to James Osborn Craig, has given
something to Santa Barbara beyond money and
beyond price.

The "Street in Spain" has doubtless played no
small part in bringing about the determination
to keep alive in Santa Barbara the spirit of Cali-

fornia's golden traditions of romance and beauty.

THE WAYS TO
EL PASEQ LOBIRO

THEATER

t CANON PERDIDO STREET

EDELA&UERRfl STRtET

PLAZA CITY

HALL



ONCRETE MADE WITH ATLAS PORTLAND
CEMENT IS THE COMPLETE
ARCHITECTURAL MATERIAL i"

Concrete is " a new and more perfeft tool, better balanced to
I

the economics of our time than any other building material."

Never before was the variety of form, enrichment in color, that

archite(fture of pa§t ages secured only through lavish expendi-

ture, economically possible in today's conftruftion. Concrete, made with Atlas Portland
|

Cement, now opens a new era of architeftural achievement.

Concrete has substance. The Panama Canal, the tunnels, bridges and skyscrapers of our

large cities, have teSed and proved its ^rength. No other material can take its place.

Concrete has form. It can be used for simple foundations and walls, or it can shape

itself to elaborate columns, cornices, and even complete sculptural mafterpieces, like the

Fountain of Time, in Chicago.

Concrete now has color. No longer need fading and impermanent surface colorings be

recurrently replaced. For by using naturally colored sands and ftones with Atlas, either

in its normal gray tone or in pure white, any range of color can be secured, from

delicate tints to rich and sumptuous tones. And such color is an integral and perma-

nent part of the concrete.

Concrete is economical. Atlas improvements in manufafture make Portland Cement

actually cheaper today than thirty years ago, adding, to concrete's complete §truftural

service, economy provided by no other material.

The architect, the contraftor, the home builder, have now available in Atlas Portland

Cement the complete architeftural medium— permanent, adaptable, beautiful and eco-

nomical, "the Standard by which all other makes are measured."

"Bftueen the i^tlas plants and the user there is but one distributor—the building material dealer—who brings

t^tlas to the public cheaper than by any other method. Any architect, contractor or prospective builder is invited

to write this Company regarding the possibilities of concrete, made with <^tlas.

PORTLAND CEMENT ^°'"^'5>'

25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
V -. CHICAGO BIRMINGHAM INDEPENDENCE, KANS.

cAtlas PHILADELPHIA BOSTON ST. LOUIS DES MOINES DAYTON OMAHA
Portland Cement BUFFALO KANSAS CITY JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
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ABOVE STREET IN SPAIN FROM DE LA GUERRA STREET; BELOW EXIT FROM COURT TO DE LA GUERRA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA, JAMES OSBORN CRAIG, ARCHITECT, PHOTOGRAPH BY J. WALTER COLLINGE
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ENGUSH COTTAGE ITALIAN COLONIAL GOTHIC ITALIAN COTTAGE

\

g^:^te

GREEK ENGLISH FRENCH CALIFORNIA

The Portland Cement Stucco textures here shown are takenfromphotographs ofactual

stucco jobs. Any competent workman in the plastering trade can reproduce these

beautiful, permanent and economical finishes.

A Texture for Each Period
Controlled and directed by the creative genius of the architect,

Portland Cement Stucco assures a range of beauty obtainable with

no other material. It makes certain a texture and tint that com-

plete harmoniously the style of the period in which the structure

is designed. Have you received your copies of "Portland Cement

Stucco Textures" and "Portland Cement Stucco".'' If not, send for

them today. Address the nearest office listed below.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A National Organization to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

DALLAS INTDIANAPOLIS MEMPHIS NEW YORK PITTSBURGH

BOSTON DENVER JACKSONVILLE MILWAUKEE OKLAHOMA CITY PORTLAND, OREG. SEATTLE

ATLANTA CHARLOTTE, N. C. DES MOINES KANSAS CITY MINNEAPOLIS PARKERSBURG SALT LAKE CITY ST. LOUIS WASHINGTON,
BIRMINGHAM CHICAGO DETROIT LOS ANGELES NEW ORLEANS PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO VANCOUVER, B.C. D. C.

Our Booklets are sent free in the United States, Canada and Cuba only
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PASSAGE FROM DE LA GUERRA STREET TO COURT "STREET IN SPAIN" SANTA BARBARA, CALIfORNIA

JAMES OSBORN CRAIG, ARCHITECT, PHOTOGRAPH BY J. WALTER COLLINGE
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^*^- The sirchitects

who have specified

SierraHydratedJJme

will never go back

to slaked lime -^

Because in actual practice they have proved Sierra Hydrated

Lime cannot "pop;" will pass through a screen loo

mesh fine; is positively the whitest and is not

as expensive as most good barreled lime

Specifications for all coats of interior plastering

calling for hydrated lime may be had on applica-

tion. Our representatives and our facilities are at

your service—all ways

lb

Pacific Lime & Plaster Co.
San Francisco Distributors: Atlas Mortar Co.

58 SUTTER STREET, DOUGLAS 938

Oiikliind Distributors: Oakland Lime & Cement Co.
FOOT OF SEVEKTH STREET, MERRITT 75

WE SHIP ANYWHERE ON SHORT NOTICE
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'STREET IN SPAIN- FROM COURT TO DE LA GUERRA STREET, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

JAMES OSBORN CRAIG, ARCHITECT, PHOTOGRAPH BY J.
WALTER COLLINGE
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Build Stronger Walls
this Easy Way

Here is an economical, easier way lo build —cool in summer—and alwa>s dry. becaus.

stronger, sag-proof walls— moisture can'c penetrate Bishopric Ba&e.

Over the studding (framework of the \^heY€ iS It ^ludc—
building) place a roll of Bishopric Base.

Nail it tight. Easy!

CCH^OOfZ
Send we ivj actual samph of Bishopric Base I

ami descriptive booklet
|

I

Namr I

Address
I

Cil> ^'"'^'

The cement fills in the

crevices behind the bev-

eled wooden strips—
packs ftmily up against

the moisture-proof, asphalt-covered fibre

board and forms a dovetail, the best me-
chanical key known.

It hardens. Cement and base weld

into one inseparable unit of solid wall!

No danger of buckling or sagging. It can't

move! Now you have a permanent wall—
heat-proof—cold-proof!

Stronger than Walls with

1 Inch Sheathing!
1q better-builr homes, they use one-inch

sheathing for strength and insulation; but

the Asphalt Mastic covering on Bishopric

Base provides even better insulation, and
laboratory tests have proved Bishopric to be

much stronger than I -inch sheathing. So

use Bishopric Base for your building and gel

the benefits of the most expensive wall con-

struction at a fraction of the cost!'

Used by Leading Builders

for IS years
Back East they use millions of rolls of

Bishopric Base for inside and outside walb.

Architects and contractors say. "Nothing else

so good." It keeps buildings warm in winter

and How?
Now the Western

factory is manufactur-

ing Bishopric Base-
compressing selected

strips of beveled lumber

into a heavy fibre board

coated with Asphalt

Mastic — forming what

is rtcogniied as the best

mechanical key on the

market. Scientific laboratory tests — and

the test of 18 years' actual use all over

America — have proved Bishopric Base

to be stronger by far than backings gen-

erally used.

Want to Reduce
Your Building Costs?

You must have solid walls. Build with

Bishopric Base and you save the cost of

sheathing and extra studding. Yet the com-

plete job costs no more than when other

plaster or stucco bases are used. Send cou-

pon for free sample and convincing bcxjklct.

All buildine material dealers can furnish

Bishuprn; Base. Satisfattiun and service

assured by factory —
THE BISHOPRIC MANUFACTURING

COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA.
producing Bishopric Base for Stucco. Plaster.

Brick Veneer and Frame Buildings,

Bishopric Stucco for Exterior Walls. Sunfksi

Color Stucco, Drainboard Composition,

604-626 East 62nd Street. Los Angeles-

Phone AXridge 0707

BisHopricBase
•For best results we recommend 18-gauge wire netting to reinforce the cement
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BRASS
WASHER

UNIVER
Full Reversible

Casement Fixture

DURABILITY
Sturdy Construction and Substantial Materials Insure Lasting Service.

THIS FIXTURE has an established reputation for Strength and Durability

2.50,000 now in use. Costs no more than a Semi-Reversible fixture. It's oper-
ation is smooth, easy and positive. It reduces insurance because of absolutesafety
in cleaning windows both inside and out Easily installed on inside. Allows
any degree of ventilation. Controlled without the use of any locking device
whatsoever. It interferes in no way with the operation of the window shades
or screens. Positively eliminates rattling.

NO SPECIAL MILLWORK REQUIRED

UNIVERSAL WINDOW COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE, I916 BROADWAY, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

HARDWARE SALES REPRESENTATIVE, ALDEN GLAZE & CO., I43 SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

Ag^tnts in all tht principal cities of tit United States
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CORNER or COURT TOWARD CANON PERDIDO STREET STREET IN SPAIN SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

JAMES OSBORN CRAIG, ARCHITECT, PHOTOGRAPH BY J. WALTER COLLINGE
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STANDARDIZE ON WHITCO HARDWARE FOR CASEMENTS ANDTRANSOMS

WHITCO—T/ie Easy Hardware
WHITCO is the simplest casement and transom hardware:

For the architect to specify.

For the contractor to figure on.

For the carpenter to install.

One size fits all sash.

WHITCO can be applied to a single sash,
a pair of sash, or to multiple sash in wide
openings without mullions.

WHITCO is ideal for transoms.

A set consists of two pieces, one the
reverse of the other.

Any set may be used to swing a sash
either to the right or to the left.

The detail above shows the application
of WHITCO to the bottom of a casement
sash swinging out and to the left.

Turn the page upside-down and you see

its appHcation at the top of a casement
sash swinging out and to the right.

Turn the page sidewise and you will see

it on one side of a transom swinging
in from the top or out from the bottom.

Could anything be simpler—or better?

In specifying casement hardware, just say

"WHITCO." In ordering just say how
many sash. There is nothing more to do.

No special sash or frame detail is required.

No special finish need be considered, as

WHITCO is entirely concealed.

We shall be glad to send full information regarding Whitco Hardware on request.

RetailBtail price, per set in ^'y ^ C
Solid Brass . . . 0^»CiD

In Rust-Proofed Steel ^I'^ tjC
(Brass trimmed) ^X. m § O

We protect you absolutely.
Whitco Hardware is sold
through the hardware trade
only.

iiSEM
fMANUFAGURERS

Western Distributors:

VINCENT WHITNEY CO.
365 Market Street, San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CALEDONIA, N. Y.

Eastern Distributors:

H. E. HOLBROOK CO.

444.447 Ma»«. Tr. Bldj., Bo»ton

Send all inquiries to nearest Distributor.
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ENTRANCE TO UPPER STORY—EL PASEO STREET IN SPAIN SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

JAMES OSBORN CRAIG, ARCHITECT, PHOTOGRAPH BY J.
WALTER COLLINGE
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The Public School at Kohler

/( is no ordinary school. But Kohler
is no OTtiimiry village. W'e are as

pTOud of Kohler as we are of
Kohler enameled plumbing ware

and private electric plants

THE same distinction which Kohler Enameled Plumbing

Ware brings to line bathrooms is conferred upon
kitchens where Kohler sinks are installed.

Kohler sink designs combine utmost practicality with
exceptional grace and beauty. There are styles for every

requirement— for the large kitchen or the small: for the

job where there is ample latitude as to cost, or that

which calls for the strictest economy.

But, no matter what the pattern, there is only one kind of

enamel— that hard, durable, uniform, immaculately white

covering into which, as a guaranty of premier quality,

we always fuse the name "Kohler" in faint blue lettering.

Kohler Co., Foimdfd 1S73, Kohler, Wis. • Shipfiing Point, Sheboygan, Wis.

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Enameled Vlumbing Ware
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ABOVE—ENCLOSED LOGGIA, EL PASEO; BELOW—PATIO, EL PASEO "STREET IN SPAIN SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

JAMES OSBORN CRAIG, ARCHITECT, PHOTOGRAPH BY J.
WALTER COLLINGE
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Specify

Hill,Hubbell & Cos ''"Perma-Light

Made in Gloss, Flat or Eggshell
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HILL.HUBBELL & COMPANY
PAINT &. VARNISH MANUFACTURERS
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No. 150—Seven-Foot Buffet

DavisHardwoodCompany
Manufacturers and Dealers in

Hardwood Lumber, Doors, Mouldings and Trim

Bay and Mason Streets, San Francisco

Made Throughout of Seasoned
Philippine Satinwood or

Beautiful Southern Red GUM
Quantity ptoduction makes it possible to sell

this magnilicent buffet at a low price. No
hardware—unglazed. Special Sizes and Pat-

terns made to order.

Cabinet work, mouldings, etc. furnished in the

various Philippine Hardwoods or Beautiful

Southern Red GUM.
Our No. ICO Door shown below is a Solid

Front Door made of genuine Siamese Teak or

Philippine Satinwood, iS in. thick—Height
6 ft. S in.—Width 3 ft. or 3 ft. 6 in.

Specify

Davis
Gold Medal

Solid

Hardwood
Doors

Send for

Complete
Catalogue

No.

FLOOR PLAN RESIDEN'CE OF MR. TRIGG GARNER, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, ARTHUR KELLY, ARCHITECT



The National Exhibition

The most important and comprehensive exhibi-

tion of Architecture and the Allied Arts ever

held in the United States will be produced in

New York in April, at the Grand Central Pal-

ace, under the auspices of the American Insti-

tute of Architects and the Architectural League

of New York.

At the same time the A. I. A. will hold its

58th Annual Convention in New York.

Each Chapter will be alloted a limited amount
of wall space. Arrangements are now being

made for representation from the Far West, and

the two California Chapters are planning a cer-

tain amount of uniformity in the presentation

of their exhibits, which will add much to their

effectiveness. For the credit of this part of the

country, where so much architecture that is

creditable is being produced, architects will be

expected to offer'the best work of their offices.

The Chairmen of the Committees in charge are,

for the San Francisco Chapter, Sylvain Schnait-

tacher (Regional Director); for the Southern
California Chapter, David C. Allison. From
them may be procured all necessary informa-
tion; exhibits are not limited to the work of

Institute members.
+ * *

Not Open to Americans
COMPETITION FOR THE SELECTION OF A PLAN WITH

A VIEW TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF A CONFER-
ENCE HALL FOR THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AT
GENEVA.

The League of Nations will shortly hold a com-
petition for the selection of a plan with a view
to the construction of a Conference Hall at

Geneva. The competition will be open to archi-

tects who are nationals of States Members of
the League of Nations.
An International Jury consisting of well-

known architects will examine the plans sub-
mitted and decide their order of merit.

A sum of 100,000 Swiss francs will be placed
at the disposal of the Jury to be divided among
the architects submitting the best plans.

A programme of the competition will be ready
in February, 192.5, and will be despatched from
Geneva so that Governments and competitors
may receive copies at approximately the same
date. Copies for distant countries will therefore
be despatched first.

Elimination of Waste
The United States Department of Commerce has
issued a pamphlet on the Elimination of Waste
(Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D. C,
Price 10 cents), which explains and summarizes
to date the work done by the Division of Sim-
plified Practice.

Covering a great variety of industries and
:nanufactures, there is much of their accom-
plishment of direct concern to the building in-

dustry, and the possibility of further results in

the direction of economy.
This need not be considered as tending to

"drab uniformity," although such might be
the case if carried to an unintelligent extreme;
but by standardizing component parts so as to
be interchangeable, more combinations may be
permitted. And this necessarily does not apply
to any great extent to what is purely handi-
craft.

The gains to the public of better prices, better
quality (through reduction of manufacturing
expense and consequent concentration on better

design), quicker deliveries, stabilizing produc-
tion and employment, decreasing litigation,

reducing the element of indecision both in pro-
duction and utilization, making repairs easier,

all have great significance.

A striking example of this simplification is

shown in the adoption of a standard electric

attachment plug, when but a few years ago
there were 37 different varieties, no two inter-

changeable.

The reductions in number of varieties of some
building materials may be quoted : pavingbrick,

from 66, to 11; metal lath, from 115, to 14;
hollow building tile, from 36, to 19; hot water
storage tanks, from 12.0, to 14; builders' hard-

ware, varying from 14 to 71% reduction.

An Oversight

Mr. G. A. Applegarth requests us to correct an
unintentional oversight in the December, 192.4,

issue of the Pacific Coast Architect, in not

crediting Mr. Henri Guillaume, of Paris,

France, as associate with Mr. Applegarth in

the original architectural design of the Calif-

ornia Palace of the Legion of Honor, San
Francisco.
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RAYMOND
GRANITE
has won its high recognition

by its uniform high quality.

Raymond Granite runs to sam-

ple every time. It is fine of tex-

ture and perfect in coloring.

That's why it has been selected

for such buildings as the New
Hall of Justice, Los Angeles;

California State Building, San

Francisco; Savings Union Bank
& Trust Company of San Fran-

cisco; San Francisco Postoffice,

University ofCalifornia Library

and the new Standard Oil

Building, San Francisco

A

Sxtra Quality

without extra cost

Extra ftrength

that yields a higher

factor of safety;

Extra beauty

because of itsHght

color.

These two "well-earned

increments" of Quality,

you secure without extra

cost when you specify

PoYtland Cement
"Sound as a Bell"

n
iiRAYM©NB 6RAH1TE COM PANV

I INCORPORATED

j

CONTRACTORS
\ GRANITE -STONE -BUILDING- MEMORIAL
3POTREROAVEJ*iiBwiraeo 1350 PALMETTO ST tos^r^tj

OurWet Process permits

perfect control of the

mix, therefore uniform-

ity throughout.

Portlanb Cement
Company

Main Office, Standard Oil Building, San Francisco

Plant, SanJuan, California

-*^" -n^

Capacity

8000 Sacks Daily
Miidc by the wet process



SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
OFFICERS

J. S. Fairweather, President

John Reid, Jr., Vice-President

AlbertJ. Evers, Sec.-Treas.

DIRECTORS

Earle B. Bertz, three years

Will G. Corlett, three years

George W. Kelham, two years

Arthur Brown, two years

J. Harry Blohme, one year

William Mooser, one year

NEXT MEETING

THE next meeting will be held in the rooms of the San

Francisco Architectural Club, yyO'Farrell Street, on

Tuesday, March 17, 192.5, at 6:30 p. m.

Dinner will be served at 75 cents per plate.

JANUARY MEETING
The regular meeting of the American Institute of Archi-

tects, the San Francisco Chapter, was held on Tuesday

evening, February 17, in the rooms of the San Francisco

Architectural Club, 77 O'Farrell Street. President Fair-

weather called the meeting to order at 7:30 p. m.
The following members were present: G. F. Ashley,

SvlvainSchnaittacher, Chester Miller, C. W. Dickey, J. S.

Fairweather, Harris Allen, Morris Bruce, P. J. Herold,

Jas. T. Narbett, Ernest Coxhead, and A. J. Evers.

MINUTES
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as

published.

OLD BUSINESS

Letter from Mr. Adolph Uhl, subscribing $10 to a fund

for a prize for design for newspaper racks for San Fran-

cisco was read by the Secretary.

Moved, seconded and carried that the fund of $10 be

turned over to the Architectural Club for the purpose of

holding a competition.

report of COMMITTEES
Mr. Coxhead reported on City of Washington Plan.

Mr. Schnaittacher reported on the New York Exhibi-
tion.

NEW BUSINESS

President Fairweather read a communication from the

Master Plasterers Association regarding ordinance for

licensing plasterers. The sense of the meeting was that the

Chapter oppose piecemeal legislation and feel that the

whole system of building inspection should be improved
in San Francisco.

The matter of the Elliott Public Buildings Bill was
brought before the meeting and the action of the Execu-
tive Committee in wiring to California Senators and Rep-
resentatives in Congress, urging support of this bill, was
unanimously endorsed.

A communication from the Western Organizations Ser-

vice regarding an exhibition was brought before the meet-
ing. Moved, seconded and carried that endorsement be
withheld until further evidence of the nature and charac-

ter be obtained.

Moved, seconded and carried that the San Francisco
Chapter endorse and support the King Bill and that all

our representatives be notified by air mail; also, that the

Secretary write to the Chamber of Commerce of San Fran-
cisco, asking similar support in Washington.
The Secretary reported the transfer of Mr. Leffler B.

Miller, 1408 Arch Street, Berkeley, from the Southern

California Chapter to Institute membership in the San
Francisco Chapter.

A letter from the Executive Secretary of the Institute,

dated February 11, advised the resignation of Mr. Arthur
B. Clark of Stanford University.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

AlbertJ. Evers, Secretary.

After the meeting adjourned, the Chapter was taken

through Spain on a personally conducted tour by Mr.
Roger W. Blaine, Architect, who recently spent six

months in that interesting country. To supplement his

talk, Mr. Blaine showed his sketches and measured draw-
ings of hundreds of architectural subjects sought from the

little-known and out-of-the-way parts of the country.

The Chapter is indebted to Mr. Blaine for his very in-

teresting discourse and those present all hope for the time

when some of his treasures will be published and avail-

able to the profession.

* * *

RICHARDSON FENESTRA SUPERVISOR

The sale and erection of Fenestra steel windows on the

Coast will be supervised in the future by G. P. Richard-

son, now in charge of the Detroit Steel Products Com-
pany's Pacific Coast territory.

In his new capacity, Mr. Richardson will have charge

of the following sales offices: Seattle, Spokane, Portland,

Salt Lake City, Stockton, Oakland, San Francisco, San

Jose, Fresno, Los Angeles and San Diego.

BATHROOM DESIGN
CALIFORNIA excels in the art of bathroom design, ac-

cording to G. B. Schneider, manager of the Washing-
ton Iron Works, plumbing fixture manufacturers of Los
Angeles.

"Architecfii and builders regard the bathroom as one of

the most important in the house," Mr. Schneider says,

"and as a result, California homes are furnished with as

much care and forethought as the livin? rooms."
He declares much of the improvement which is so not-

able in the West as contrastea with eastern states should

be credited to progressive plumbing merchants who have
been untiring in their efforts to introduce better bathroom
design.

"I advise every builder," Mr. Schneider says, "to see

his nearest plumbing merchant, before he decides defi-

nitely on the furnishings of the bathroom. He is sure to

gain suggestions of real value—both as to economy and

beautification of the room. And, in dealing with a repu-

table plumbing merchant, the builder is always assured

of getting guaranteed fixtures of first quality."
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BEAR BRAND

WhiteBear

ShowerHead

Combination
Fig. 21

This Porcelain shower
head makes a far

superior installation

than a nickel plated

fitting as it will not
corrode. Having the

loose face feature it

is possible to clean

the spray holes if

foreign matter
should accumulate

Standard Brass Casting Company, Manufaa»iers ofHigb Grade PlumbingBrass Goods
THIRD AND JEFFERSON STREETS. OAKLAND. CALIFORNIA

Protect your family from gas fumes
NO CARBON MONOXIDE FUMES

Absolutely safe!

More than 150 Doctors using

"Wards" in their homes in Los
Angeles alone. (Ask for list.)

Wherever you live your neigh-

bors have Ward Gas Floor Fur-

naces.

It's safe. No odor, no carbon monoxide fumes, no air

or oxygen taken from rooms for burner combustion

—

it's taken from outside. No basement required.

AVOID DANGER
I. Danger of asphv.xiation caused bv heater going out.

1. Danger of heater giving off mono.\ide gas— a deadly poison

3. Danger of clothing catching tire.

4. Danger of heater robbing the air of oxygen.

5. Danger of sickness caused by breathing impure air.

You can avoid these dangers.

STOP IN AND SEE .\ \V.\RD FURN.ACE IN OPER.\TION.

Ifitsheatyou want
Pure, instant heat, circulating heat to

all rooms, place a Ward Sealed,
Vented 2-Burner Hot Air Gas Floor
Furnace in your new or old home,
office, store, bank, hospital, flower

shop, club, church, school, cafe, etc.

It will heat 8000 cubic feet, four to five

rooms. Installed complete with a 10-

year guarantee. More than 100,000
users.

Just natural, safe, healthful, circulating heat.

Write us for name of authorized agent in your city.

OAK.L.\ND.\GENCY:
Ward Furnace Company
Builders' E.xhibit

1410 Madison Street

S.\N FR.\NCISCO OFFICE:
Eri H. Richardson

Builders' Exhibit
-7 OF.irrell Street

LOS .\NGELES OFFICE:
Ward Heater Conipan\-

1^4} So. Hope Street

BOSTON AGENCY

DENVER AGENCY:
Public Service Company

of Colorado
15th and Champa Streets



PERSONAL GLIMPSES
IN few professions is the individual so camera-shy as is the architect. Rarely does he receive the recognition

that is his due. Never does he seek it. As a result, most of us see only a name or a completed creation of his

and glimpse little or nothing of the personality behind it. In this column each month we hope, in some small

measure, to heed the cry of"Author, Author," so far as the leading architectural craftsmen of the West are

concerned, by presenting photographs of them and sketches from life. Nominations for this "small niche in

The Hall of Fame" are acceptable from our readers. [Sknctts from l,ft hi this hsur by Kamm]

MYRON HUNT
Born in Sunderland, Mass., with many distinguished an-

cestors to his credit.

After preparatory schooling in Chicago, spent two
years at Northwestern University, then at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, after which he continued his

studies for two years in Europe and on his return was em-
ployed in the offices of Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge and of

other firms, beginning his own practice in Chicago in

897-
Following successful practice in Chicago, he came to

the Pacific Coast and from 1904 to 1908, in Los Angeles,

he had associated with him as a junior partner, Elmer
Grey.

Among other conspicuous works, this firm designed the

residence of H. E. Huntington, Polvtechnic Elementary
School, Pasadena, and many other works of distinction

and at the termination of this partnership, Mr. Hunt
practiced alone until 192.0, since which time he has had
affiliated with him Harold C. Chambers under the firm

name of "Myron Hunt, Architect."
Many excellent examples of his earlier career adorn the

environs of Los Angeles, Pasadena and the surrounding
country. In later years he has been conspicuously success-

ful with hotel, hospital and educational buildings, as

well as with churches, club houses, commercial and
special structures.

He was the architect of the Ambassador Hotel of Los
Angeles, rebuilt the Maryland, Huntington and \'ista del

Arroyo Hotels of Pasadena, built the Spanish Court and
Spanish Art Gallery at the Mission Inn. His distinctively

educational buildings include the Occidental College
Group of Los Angeles, the California Junior Republic

[CoQcIudcii on page 54]

Ti^m/

ALBERT J. EVERS
Born in Crawford County, Iowa.
Denies that he was the original lowan to start the

exodus from that noble state to California, but certainly

arrived in the Golden State ahead of many others. How
many "Hawkeyes" have followed him, it is best left for

the census to state.

After preliminary schooling, entered University of

California and graduated in architecture in 191 1. He was
periodically with Bliss & Faville, both during his uni-

versity studies and at intervals afterwards, and later was
associated with notable firms in the east, including

Warren & Wetmore of New York, and others. He went
to Europe and, returning to the United States and to

California, was again associated in the offices of Bliss &
Faville.

He went to China with the Rockefeller Foundation
when the Pekin Union Medical College was built and was
affiliated with other notable architectural achievements
during that connection.

A few years ago, after his associations with Bliss &
Faville, he entered into partnership with G. F. Ashley,

and thus was born the firm of Ashley and Evers. This was
in Oakland, California, and the firm retaining the same
name is now solidly established in the professional life of

San Francisco.

Mr. Evers has shown a considerable capacity for doing
the unusual, as, for instance, the striking Mandarin Cafe

in San Francisco and a number of residences both in the

northern and southern parts of the state. These reflect a

capacity for finding the fascinating byways that lead

away from the beaten path.
[Concluded on page 54]
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TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, LOS ANGELES, WALKER & EISEN, ARCHITECTS PRED POTTS, CONTRACTING PLASTERER

THIS class A II ston- concrete loft building shows a striking example of advanced
plastering work and the economy and beautv of California Stucco for all jobs.

The entire exterior surface was covered with a oiie coat dash of California Stucco of
a permanent sage-green color.

CALIFORNIA STUCCO PRODUCTS COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
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fJvotel cyilexandria
LOS ANGELES

c5^ 9^ir5/ Glass "SKotel at ^Moderate Ulates

The Alexandria has been praisecLby travelers from all

parts of the world for the magnificence of its appoint-

ments, the comfortable and thoughtful service aTorded

guests, and for the excellence of its meals.

''Rfltes per ''Day, Suropean 'Plan

Single T>ouble

120 rooms with running water ^2.50 to ^4.00 ^4.00 to ^6.00
220 rooms with bath - - - 3.50 to 5.00 5.00 to 7.00

i6o rooms with bath - - • 6.00 to 8.00 8.00 to 10.00

Also a number of large and beautiful rooms and suites, some in

period furnishings with grand piano, fire-place and bath, ^lo.oo up.

'Please -wnte

fvT "Booklet

Harold E. Lathrop, Manager

RANCHO GOLF CLUB
a'vailable to all guests.

- TVb other Jhioiel in the UOorld Ojfers Such Varied A.ttra(ftions as ®<»^

OKe AMBASSADOR

All guesta have
the privilege
of the Rancho
Qolf Club.

Tune in any
night on KN

X

to hear the
Cocoanut Qrove
Orchestra or
Sunday Concerts.

LOS ANQELES
THE GREAT HOTEL THAT SEEMS LIKE HOME

/^^^'WENTY-SEVEN acre park and pla^) grounds,

I C\ open-air plunges, tennis courts, miniature golf
^""'^ course on grounds, motion picture {Keatre

and 35 smart shops. Famous Cocoanut Gro-Oe for

dancing. Riding, hunting and all sports. Varied en-

tertainment for guests e^ery da^? and e-Oening.

THE AMBASSADOR HOTELS SYSTEM
The Ambassador, New York
The Ambassador, Atlantic City
The Ambassador, Lm Angeles

Ambassador
Convention
Auditorium
seats 7000.

Write for
Chef's Booklet
of California

Recipes &
Information
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The world s

highest

quahty

plumbing
fixtures

are made
in theWest

Specify

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

PACIFIC
PLUMBING FIXTURES

PACIFIC SANITARY MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Office: 67 New Montgomer>- St., San Francisco

Factories: Richmond and San Pablo, California

Branches: Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle

Continued itom p^gc ^:

Other two sides have factorv lighting; in other words,

they are walled chiefly with glass.

But this is not all. The entire third floor, where are

grouped the operations most requiring light—the edi-

torial, business, art, engraving and composition depart-

ments, is skylighted throughout.

Even if more stories are added—and the design of the

building contemplates them later—there will remain

above the third floor a great light court broader than

California Street.

There are many other features of this wonderful plant.

There is, for example, a ventilating system which will

maintain an adequate supply of pure air without the

necessity of even opening a window. There are rest

rooms in every department, and showers for the workers

in the mechanical departments. There is a roof garden.

* * *

SAYS HEATERS MUST \'ENTILATE

LOS ANGELES has learned in striking manner, during

'the last few months, that a gas heater which merely

provides warmth is dangerous, according to a recent

statement of A. J. Hartfield, president of the Pacific Gas
Radiator Company.
"Heating engineers know that it is just as dangerous to

burn a gas heater in an unventilated room as it is to burn

a coal or wood stove without a stovepipe to take care of

the gases outside," he said.

According to Mr. Hartfield's statement it is not gener-

ally known that a vented gas radiator circulates air or

draws in air through keyholes, under the door, through

cracks in the windows and in a hundred and one places in

a room which apparently are closed to outisde air.

"It is a recommendation of a vast majority of heating

engineers," he added, "that installations in gas heating

appliances be made by heating experts.

10
IrirEvery Piece of Xrinting

which bears your name is going out

in the world to represent you i—

•

.— Whether it represents you with
characterand distinction orwhether
it is "just something printed" de-

pends altogether on whether it is

done by craftsmen, mellowed by ex-

perience, who approach their task

with affection for the type they
handle, or whether it isdone by men
who just "set type."

The same high quality oftypography
that helps to make this magazine a

thing of beauty, may be yours in

every printed thing that

bears your name.

C. Raymond Beran Co., (printers

133 KEARNY ST : DOUGL.-\S 5 12.0 ! SAN FRANCISCO
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ELEVATOR FRONTS IN LOBBY
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Sylvain Schnaittacher, Architect
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MUSIC ROOM, RESIDENCE OF MR. R. B. KEELER, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

THE USE OF CLAY PRODUCTS IN MODERN HOMES
«{bY CHARLES W. MEIGHAnIs-

HE artistic use as well as the inde-

structibility of clayproducts is well
known today, and vet we seldom
take advantage of these facts in the

construction of our modern dwell-

ings. Beauty and sanitation in the

home never before commanded the

attention they do today. The com-
fort and leisure of our up-to-date

housewife are determined by the use

of materials and conveniences that
lessen the burden of housework. Tile is such a material.

We give in the following photographs, a tvpical earlv-

California type home, describing the general construction
and decoration, and referring in particular to the use of
various tile and terra cotta decorations.

We might mention, however, that great care should be
exercised in planning such a dwelling; reserving the

proper space for shrubbery and utilizing the patio for an
outlook from the principal rooms.
This dwelling is built on a lot 55x150 feet, and provides

for a patio on which face the library, living room, dining
room, hall, front bedroom and sleeping porch; consider-

able space being provided for six walnut trees already on
the property; the house, in fact, being primarily designed
to provide one tree in the patio, one nestling against a

corner of the garage, and another framing the librarv

window—one palm is planted directly on the front porch,
which is made possible by the construction of the dwel-
ling.

The cement foundation is carried to the floor level of
the living room, library, vestibule and front steps, and
the excess dirt beneath the remaining rooms of the house
is carried over by fresno into the foundation of the rooms
above mentioned. This process, considering the ground
is not hard, does not require more than one dav's work
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HALL TOWARD DINING ROOM

for horse and man, and insures the home builder of a

basement below the rear rooms of house, and eliminates

the expense of floor joists, flooring, carpenter work, etc.,

for the front rooms of the house.

The dirt surrounded by the walls of the front rooms is

then wet down with hose, and allowed to settle for a

week or t^vo, and later covered with a rough cement
floor 3 inches thick, coming flush with the top of cement
walls.

The masons then begin their work on the walls of the

structure, using ordinary red hollow tile, and building

the walls ii inches in thickness, providing occasional

wooden blocks in the door and window jambs for later

fastenings for metal frames. Concrete lintels and arches

are poured bv the masons in wooden forms, set in posi-

tion over the openings, and three i-inch twisted iron

reinforcing bars laid horizontally across lintels and
arches, extending at least ii to i8 inches beyond the

opening on either side.

It is found expedinet on such work to emplov one rough
carpenter along with the brick masons so that wooden
forms for all arches can be made in advance and set in

place when the masons get to the level of the lintels.

The hod carrier employed by the masons can mix the
concrete for the lintels separately and deliver same to the
masons in buckets. As soon as the lintels are cast the
masons may continue their work above without inter-

ruption, and after two weeks' time the forms mav be

removed from above all openings. Iron bolts are placed
in the wood lintel forms where wood lintels are bolted
on from the outside.

It IS well to provide a strip of wood in the lintel forms
to insure space for disappearing roller screens on the in-

side of openings.

a^ r^ ^—

J

M rr.

FLOOR PLAN

PATIO

The electrician, as well as the plumber, should work in

conjunction with the masons, carrving all pipes across

the floors and into the walls as the masons proceed with

their work. This is very essential in dwellings of this

kind, as base plug boxes, outlet boxes and plumbing may
all be in position for the masons to work around, thus

providing a stronger wall and less work on the part of

the electrician.

Space may also be provided in the wall by the elec-

trician for the radio, allowing conduit pipes to extend to

the attic space of the house where the aerial may be

strung without showing from the outside. Conduit should

also be provided for the connection of batteries to the

radio, as the batteries are usuallv placed in a cabinet in

some closet near the radio. In this dwelling, the batteries

are placed in a wooden cabinet provided inside the vesti-

bule closet within six feet of the radio. The radio horn is

built within the wall and is lined with bright black

glazed tile 2. inches square, which follow the general

contour of a horn. The face of the opening is covered

Xoocioucd OG page 57)
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THE PAINTING CONTRACT FOR THE MOST MOVUVIEVTALBUILDI NG
IN SAN FRANCISCO WAS SO IMPORTANT THAT QUALITY WAS VITAL.
IT WAS AWARDED TO A. QUANDTSc SON'S THROUGH CONFIDENCE
IN THEIR ABILITY. P AC I F I C TE L EP H O N E & T E L EG R A P H CO . BUILD-
ING, MILLER fi PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS, A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE.

LINDGRBN & SWINERTON, BUILDERS.

Co-Operation for Quality"

A- OyANDT-er-SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET SAN F R A NC I SCO • 33 I 9 CENTRAL AVENUE LOS ANGELES

•^PAINTERS AND DECORATORS SINCE 1885 ]

OUR OPERATIONS ARE STATE-WIDE
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HUNTINGTON APARTMENTS, SAN FRANCISCO WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS

Terra Cotta has a wide range of sympathies. It

estabhshes harmonious relations with other build-

ing materials. There is elegance with economy in

the use of terra cotta to vitalize and

decorate a brick facade

' GLADDING -McBEAN - CORPORATION -

660 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

SOUTHERN FACTORY-GLENDALE- LOS ANGELES COUNT Y - CALIFORNI A

WRITE FOR INFORMATION, DEPT. T. C.

£1
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V A RICO L O R
GiiANy\py\
RoofingTile
RAN D O M LA I »

A BEAUTIFUL ROOF FOREVER"

([^^HE new home of Buster Keaton,

\SJ famous film comedy star....located

on Muirfield Road in Los Angeles.

Permanent roofs of tile are seen more
and more among the better homes of
the weA.

The many shapes and colorings fired in

our kilns offer the possibility of accom-
plishing a pleasing harmony with any
architedlural scheme.. ..in the small bun-
galow as well as in the larger home or

building. ^ ,m ^x

"D^ Standard of^Qmliij in Claj)Produds"

L*A*]Pressed BrickCo
ENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR „„.. FROST BLDG
Secondand BroaduM^ ,.,,,., TRinity 5761

LOS ANGELES

FACE BRICK • HOLLOW TILE • ROOFING TILE • TERRA COTTA. ETC.
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above: living room toward lobby—below: dIxVing room toward living room
residence of mr. r. b. keeler, los angeles, california
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above; bathroom below; kitchen, residence of MR. R. B. KEELER, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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APARTMENT HOUSE OF

T.C.& I. H.LISHER, OAKLAND

CLAY N. BURRELL, ARCHITECT

SOMMARSTROM BROS.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

P. C. KNUDSEN
MASONRY CONTRACTOR

Load Bearing Walls of
Dickey Red Ruffled

Face Brick

backed with
Dickey Mastertile

To cut construction costs

back face brick v\^alls with

Dickey masieriile
Weight saved is money saved—Dickey Mastertile is

54% lighter than solid masonry. ?*^ Labor saved is

money saved—each 8-inch Dickey Mastertile takes

the place ofsix brick in the wall, thus speeding up
construction 33^% to 50%. Mortar saved is money

saved—raonzt quantity is cut in half by

the use of Dickey Mastertile.

DICKEY CLAY PRODUCTS
Mastertile, Face Brick, Fire Brick, Partition Tile, Paving Brick

Sewer Brick, Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

Madi by

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANY^Wi^ LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKSj INC.
AiiociatiJCDmpanitJ

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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BANK OF ITALY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
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BANKING ROOM, BANK OF ITALY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
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The New $300,000

Sawtelle High School

^ ^"'^wENTY-FivE ycafs ago the Simons

^^ Brick Company learned that build-

ers appreciate dependable service that

insures quality clay materials delivered

punctually at the specified time and

place.

Simons clav products are always avail-

able in unlimited quantities at our ten

important distributing centers in Cali-

fornia.

Russell & Alpaugh
Architects

Salih Brothers
Contractors

J. A. Drummond
Koof Tile Contractor

845 Seward St , Los Angeles
HEmpsTciiil 391^

1744 FoLSOM St., San Francisco
Market 1175

SIMONS BRICK COMPANY
125 W. THIRD ST.. LOS ANGELES

Simons Roofing Tile
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PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
MORGAN, WALLS & CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
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San Giorgio
IN Velabro
One of the famous
12th Century
Roman Campaniles

THE Middle Ages, including the Romanesque and
early Gothic periods, saw the heyday of brick con-

struction in Italy when the practice of handling this

material both structurally and architecturally attained

its highest development. No Italian brickwork of the

nth and 12th centuries was more striking than the

graceful, slender brick campaniles, such as that of San
Giorgio, outlined against the Roman sky. The brick,

carefully selected and laid, were frankly used as facing,

both for their durability and their color effects.

American face brick manufacturers, as never before,

are prepared to offer the architect every color range and

texture for the artistic designing of his brickwork. On
every hand are splendid examples of the fine use dc
signers are making ofthis plastic and versatile material.

"Architectural Details in Brickwork," a portfolio of half-

tone plates of exterior and interior brickwork, will be sent

to any architect asking for it on his office stationery.

"English Precedent for Modern Brickwork," a 100- page

book, beautifully illustrated with halftones and measured

drawings of Tudor and Georgian types and American adap-

tations, sent postpaid fortwodollars. Address American Face

Brick Association, 1767 Peoples Life Building, Chicago, 111.
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WEEKS & DAY, ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS CAHILL BROS., INC., BUILDERS
WHITE & GLOOR, MASONRY CONTRACTORS

Yes! this is the Huntington Apartments
on Nob Hid, San Francisco

Of course you recognize this building for it is well known to archi-

tects all over the coast as one of the finest apartment houses in the

west—^and well known to San Franciscans who often admire the ar-

tistry of its brick work and the beauty of its color harmony.

Architect Chas. Peter Weeks says:
'

' The success of this building is due in a large measure to

Cannon^s Italian Pink Face Brick"

CANNON «Sl CO., SACRAMENTO
DISPLAY ROOM, NO. 4OO FORUM BUILDING, SACRAMENTO

REPRESENTATIVE . BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, SAN FRANCISCO
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BUILDING rOR LORD MOTOR CAR COMPANY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
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VERNON GOODWIN STORE BUILDING, WESTLAKE PARK, LOS ANGELES
MORGAN, WALLS & CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS

When true craftsmanship is put into archi-

tectural iron, it becomes a thing of beauty. It

has been a joy to weld into reality the orna-

mental iron work shown in this issue.

JCKUBIC
130 SOUTH CUDAHY AVENUE • DELAWARE 483I

BELL, CALIFORNIA
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above: STL DU) AM) UIP BUILDING FOR MRS. OHVEJ. COBB, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
below: MARSHALL LAIRD SHOP, OLIVE J. COBB BUILDING, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
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GREEK
BMC

MODERN AMERICAN ENGLISH frl: CALIFORNIA

The Portland Cement Stucco textures here shown are takenfromphotographs ofactual

stucco jobs. Any competent workman in the plastering trade can reproduce these

beautiful, permanent and economical finishes.

A Texture for Each Period
Controlled and directed by the creative genius of the architect,

Portland Cement Stucco assures a range of beauty obtainable with

no other material. It makes certain a texture and tint that com-

plete harmoniously the style of the period in which the structure

is designed. Have you received your copies of "Portland Cement

Stucco Textures " and "Portland Cement Stucco".-' If not, send for

them today. Address the nearest office listed below.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A National Organization to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

ATLANTA
BIRMINGHAM

BOSTON
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

CHICAGO

DALLAS INDIANAPOLIS MEMPHIS
DENVER JACKSONVILLE MILWAUKEE
DES MOINES KANSAS CITY
DETROIT LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK PITTSBURGH
OKLAHOMA CITY PORTLAND, OREG. SEATTLE

MINNEAPOLIS PARKERSBURG SALT LAKE CITY ST. LOUIS WASHINGTON,
NEW ORLEANS PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO VANCOUVER, B.C. D, C.

Our Booklets are sent free in the United States, Canada and Ctiba only
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above: studio apartment building for MR. DE LA GUARDIA. BELOW I STORE BUILDING FOR MRS. P. W. CROAKE,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
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Chamberlin Passes 30 Year Test on
This Detroit Office Building

"There ia no question in our
minds but what the Chamberlin
equipment which was installed

on the Equity Building in 1894,
over 30 years ago has rendered
most creditable service.

We do not hesitate to state that

its efficiency is most excellent to

this day. The installation has
never caused any trouble what-
soever and, therefore, has cer-

tainly been a most profitable

investment.

Your policy of making your own
installation, and yourconsequent
guarantee should, quite general-

ly, insure results equal to those
which we are experiencing.

EQUITY BUILDING
H. F. Reid. Manager
February 27. 1925

Equity Building,

Detroit, equipped

in 1894 'With

Chamberlin Metal
Weather Strip

-¥

This advertisement is

No. 1 of a series iltuS'
trating Chamberlin

"Tests of Time".

Chamberlin Weather Strip Installed In 1894
Keeps Out 93.7% of Possible Leakage

The Equity Building, pioneer office structure of

Detroit, was equipped with Chamberlin Metal

Weather Strip in 1894.

On December 12, 1924, a test on windows
of this building disclosed that the Chamber-

lin Weather Strip was still keeping out

93.7% of possible leakage as determined
upon in tests made by the American Society

of Heating and Ventilating Engineers.

At the time of test, a wind l^fe

velocity of 18 miles per
hour prevailed directly against

the windows tested. These
window^s were not tightened,

CHAMBERLIN
mUs^TlHCE 1893-THE SIANRARD^Ssfl

calked, or puttied, but were tested as they actu-

ally stood, after having been in use thirty years.

In-leakage included the air that came through

cracks in the frame and through the pulley holes.

This test is most significant as proof of actual

value and efficiency, because it includes the time

element—(in this case 30 years).

Architects, builders, and home owners are com-

ing to know that weather strip

Is only as efficient as its install-

ation. That Is w^hy only Chamber-

lin experts trained perfectly in

their work, a''^ allowed to fit and

install Chamberlin Weather strips.

The Chamberlin Company, itself, is behind every Chamberlin installation. In cases where occasional adjust-

ment may arise, recourse is had directly to the company, an important advantage to both architect and builder.

CHAMBERLIN METAL WEATHER STRIP COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Sales and Service Branches in 80 Cities Throughout the United States

San Diego Los Angeles San Francisco Sacramento Portland Tacoma
308 Fifth Street 3103 W. Sixth St. 693 Mission St. 910 9th Street 335 E. Main St. 1533 Dock St.

el. Main 635-53 Tel. Wash. 1711 Tel. Sutter 899 Tel. Main 1116 Tel. East 8395 Tel. Main 676

Seattle

1733 Westlakf ^

Tel. GarlieM 4:*-
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ITCH-HILL STUDIOS, MCKINLEY BUILDING, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
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BuildSti:otigei%
\imisNetv Wau ^'

Builders formerly used costly 1-inch sheathing to insure

substantial walls. But engineers' tests prove you can now
have even %tror\ger walls at lower cost ! Use Bishopric Base

and cement— and you have a wall rigid as rock. And
Bishopric-built walls cost no more than ordinary flimsy kind.

Used Back East for 18 Years—
No^^ Made Here!

Thousands of builders back cold, wind, air or sound; ver-

East use Bishopric Base, be- min-proof and fire retardant.

cause nothing better has Into this asphalt, selected
ever been discovered. Now wood strips are imbedded
that a Los Angeles factory is under great pressure. The
economically nianufacturing dovetailed key formed by the

Bishopric Base i—n

—

t-—^-^. ^ —^-i^ beveled strips
for the Pacific

Coast, Western
buildings, too, can

have better walls

at lower cost.

\{ow Is It Used?
This is the new, money-sav-

ing way to build stronger walls:

Nail a roll of Bishopric Base
over the studding, or framework.
Apply cement. To reinforce the

cement, we recommend 18 guage
galvanized wire netting. The ce-

ment packs behind the beveled
wood strips, firmly fastens to the

asphalt- protected fibre board and
forms a dovetail — the strongest

mechanical key known. When
the cement hardens, it is locked in

immovably! Bishopric-built walls

are too rigid to buckle or sag.

And because the key grips so

firmly, Eastern builders have
found that Bishopric Base, when
used for inside walls, greatly les-

sens the risk of plaster cracking

or falling.

How Is It Made?
In making Bishopric Base

a heavy fibre board is coated

with Asphalt Mastic—making
it proof against moisture, heat.

locks cement or
plaster with an
inverted wedge
grasp that grows
more rigid with
age.

Free Sample Offer
Reduce the cost of building

strong, substantial walls by
using Bishopric Base. Any
building material dealer can
supply it at once. Mail cou-
pon for free sampleofBishopric

Base and booklet of full in-

formation.

Satisfaction and service aS'

sured by the factory

. . . The Bishopric Manufac-
turing Company of California,

producing Bishopric Base for

Stucco, Plaster, Brick Veneer
and Frame Buildings-
Bishopric Stucco for Exterior

Walls — Sunfast Color Stucco,

Drainboard Composition —
604-626 East 62nd Street, Los
Angeles. Phone AXridge 0707

Weatherproof N

Bishopric Sheathing"

Over Rafters

Two Layers

>X'eatherproofed

Sound-Deadening

Asphalt Mastic

Bishopric

Base

Two Layers

Water-proofed

Fibreboard

Bishopnc

Interlocking

Dovetailed

Key Strips

For Cement

Dovetailed Key Strips

korr

Bishopric Base t\
w SEE ^^-^y^ HOW ^pr 'T ,^%iy'-ocKs^^i^w^^mmmm&xmmmBmg'^mmmmmmmmmm
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fireplace: home of dr. james edwards, san francisco. willis polk architect
k. hope hamilton, interior decorator
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above: rosemead school, los angeles, CALIFORNIA, below: administration building, pioneer paper
COMPANY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. MORGAN, WALLS AND CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS
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MTCHELDERTILES

[
an example of the co-operation of our Serrice Department in the solution"^

of a decorative problem through the use of stock materials of a simple type. II

IT is "real fiin" to work with Bat-

chelder Tiles.. ..they are eloquently

expressive of the artistic, and are

remarkably versatile, too....adaptable to any
architeiflural motif, any decorative scheme.

The results achieved bring the satisfaction

of having created a thing of distinction.

Soft, rich colorings....contrasting glazes and
textures....beautful designs, many and var-

ied....truly a delightful means to splendid

results.

Tiles for fountains, mantels, pavements,

bathrooms, wainscotings.

See Sweet's Catalogue or write for complete

information.

BATCHELDER- WILSON COMPANY
263 3 Artesian Street, Los Angeles
101 Park Avenue, New York City
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RESIDENCE OF MR. C. H. STONE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. STILES O. CLEMENTS, ARCHITECT
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RESIDENCE OF MR. WILLIAM S. HOOK, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, STILES O. CLEMENTS, ARCHITECT
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QJMilliom o/DODRS
mcyimcricanjioma

More than five million doors are annually made from
California White Pine and California Sugar Pine. Many
of the largest manufacturers of exterior, French and panel
doors make them wholly of these fine, soft pines.

California Pines possess ten nat- 6. The fact that these soft-textured

A 200 -year supply
of California White
andSugar Pinesnow
stands in the region
whereourmillsoper-
ate. Natural growth
of standing timber,
augmented by nat-
ural reforestation,
assures a supply of
these valuable build-
ing woods for all
time.

ura\ points ofexcellence that make
them favored woods for doors.

1. They are soft-textured and
straight-grained—work easily and
can be cut with or across the grain
without splitting.

2. These woods are air seasoned
in a climate ideal for that purpose,
or are easily kiln dried to any
manufacturing requirement.

3. They take glue evenly over
every surface, binding all con-

tacted parts rigidly.

4. Their natural freedom from
warping, shrinking and swelling

assure the purchaser that Cali-

fornia Pine doors willfjccp their

shape under varying temperatures.

5. Doors of California Pines may
be fitted and hung at minimum
cost. A recent comparative test

proved a saving of twenty-three
cents per door.

woods hold nails and screws firmly

without splitting .issures perma-
nent installation of all hardware.

7. The smooth, satiny surface of
these woods is an afiinity for paint
and enamel, taking any color treat-

ment readily and evenly, and hold-

ing it tenaciously.

8. Because these woods are light

m color they do not "oppose"
paint, but enable the decorator to

obtain the finest finish with fewer
coats.

9. Because of their freedom from
pitch and resinous substances,

these woods eliminate dangers
from discoloration to the painted
surfaces.

10. Theabsenceofgrain-raisingas-

sures a permanent mirror-smooth
finish.

California Pine doors of all patterns, either in stock or special si;es, may
be obtained from leading door manufacturers throughout the country.

California
WHITE 6r SUGAR PINE

Manufacturers Association
685 CALL BLDG

. SAN FRANCISCO
^ ., „^ „ . AlsopnJuars o/ CALIFORNIA WHITE FIR
CALIFORNIA DOUGLAS FIR CALIFORNIA INCENSE CEDAR

These Pines are used more than any
ether wood for doors, sash, milluork
and interior finish. Send for our free

illustrated booklet, "Pine Homes."



An Appreciation

During 1914 the Pacific Coast Architect

showed a number of unusually interesting small

shops in Los Angeles, the work of Mr. Stiles

Clements of the firm of Morgan, Walls and

Clements. Comments on the fine quality of de-

sign and workmanship of these buildings were

widespread.

Like other successful innovations, they have

inspired many imitations, and while most of

these fall far short of the originals, the public

has distinctly benefitted through the higher

artistic standard set for buildings of this char-

acter. The commercial value of good design,

moreover, is much more clearly recognized.

In this issue it will be seen that not only

has Mr. Clements held his own in the matter of

design, of ensemble and elements of composi-

tion; his command of detail and ornament is

increasingly firmer and happier. It is work of

this character which is making connoisseurs in

the older part of the country observe California

with keen interest.
* * *

As It WasJ Is NowJ and Shall Be
"I dreamt last night such a beautiful dream

Of a sphere where Beauty reigns.

Where Art rules artlessly all supreme

And nobody's heard of drains

—

Where the Sisterly Muses must need elect

To work in affinity,

The Painter, the Sculptor, the Architect,

A peerless trinity.

But

I awoke with a start to a letter long

Beginning
"Dear Sir,

May we
Draw your attention to something wrong
In your Drawing 53?

'The bathroom is far too small for the bath,

Though it might go in with a shove;

At present it's out on the garden path.

And the Clerk of the Work's in love.

The wet has come in through the study wall

And the paint has begun to run,

The ceiling has cracked in the entrance hall,

Yours faithfully,

Jones and Son."

journal of the K. 1. B. A.

An Architect Solomon

The following letters were exchanged between
an architect and a stained glass maker, in San

Francisco in 1907:

Mr. S. S.

Dear Sir:

Will you kindly decide the following bet which has

been made between two friends of mine, to-wit;

A bets B that an American $io gold piece is at least 3

inches in diameter, while B claims that said piece is not

more than i>2 inches.

We have made even.^ endeavor to get hold of one of the

said pieces for measurement, but have been unable to do
so. If you have one in your office, will you kindly send

me exact measurement of same?

Yours trulv.

H. R. H.

Mr. H. R. H.
Dear Sir:

I am indeed flattered that you should ask me to act as

a referee to decide so momentous an affair in these critical

times. However, I am surprised that you should expect

an architect to have such an article as a twenty-dollar

gold piece lying loose around his office.

My office is no exception, but considering the import-

ance of a speedy decision, I immediately went forth into

the highways and byways in search of a lucky possessor

of a twenty-dollar gold piece. I was successful in finding

a plasterer at work on one of my jobs to be the proud

possessor of one of these curiosities. By using consider-

able influence, I was enabled to make a rubbing of the

piece, which I enclose. To obtain the coin for this pur-

pose, it was necessary that I be shackled hand and foot

and a guard surround me, so that by no chance could the
,,

coin be misappropriated.

Having this rubbing, I am now in a position to decide

the bet; and while I regret to do so, must decide as many
affairs have been decided in San Francisco. It is a draw

—

both men win. The gold piece is i>4 inches in diameter

and adding the two sides, makes it z'A inches. Therefore,

I think "B" would have a valid claim to the stake.

On the other hand, at the present time a twenty-dollar

gold piece certainly looks to be 3 inches in diameter, and

under those circumstances I would have to decide that

"A" should win the bet. As a natural result, therefore, to

do complete justice, I think the decision should be a draw.

Hoping this is satisfactory to all parties concerned, I

am,
Yours truly,

S. S.

Notice of Remoyal

Rudolph Falkenberg, Jr., architect, announces

the removal of his office to 611 Chamber ofCom-

merce Building, Broadway and Twelfth, Los

Angeles.
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STAR TRUCK CO. BUILDING, LOS ANGELES
builders: SCHOFIELD ENG. & cons. CO. architects ENG. DEPT. SANTA FE R. R.

PAINTER G. C. HEWETT

Walls and ceilings of this new six

story warehouse were coated with
Perma-Light Mill White.

Perma-Light Mill White re-

flects the maximum amount of
daylight.

MANUFACTURED BY

HILLHUBBELL & COMPANY
PAINT&. VARNISH MANUFACTURERS

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES- OAKLAND SEATTLE- NEWYORK
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SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
OFFICERS

J. S. Fairweather, President

John Reid, Jr., Vice-President

Albert J. Evers, Sec.-Treas.

DIRECTORS

Earle B. Bertz, three years

Will G. Corlett, three years

George W. Kelham, two years

Arthur Brown, two years

J. Harry Blohme, one year

William Mooser, one year

next meeting

THE next meeting will be held in the rooms of the San

Francisco Architectural Club, 77 O'Farrell Street, on

Tuesday, April 2.1, 192.5, at 6:30 p. m.
Dinner will be served at 75 cents per plate.

Mr. Fred Dohrmann, for three years President of the

Board of Education and now President of the Regional

Planning Association of San Francisco, will speak on
"Requirements and Scope of Regional Planning."

Members are urged to attend this important meeting.

M.\RCH meeting
The regular meeting of the American Institute of Archi-

tects, the San Francisco Chapter, was held on Tuesday
evening, March 17, 1915, in the rooms of the San Fran-

cisco Architectural Club, 77 O'Farrell Street. President

Fairweather called the meeting to order at 7:30 p. m.
The following members were present: J. S. Fairweather,

Sylvain Schnaittacher, P. J. Herold, W J. Wilkinson,

Morris M. Bruce, HenrvT. Howard, Earle B. Bertz, Chas.

F. Maury B S Hirschfeld, J. Reid, Jr., W. C. Hays, G. F.

Ashley, Wm. Mooser, A. Schroepfer, and A. J. Evers.

minutes
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as

published, except that the heading be changed to Febru-

ary meeting.

OLD business

The Secretary reported that the matter of the competi-

tion for newspaper racks and Mr. Adolph Uhl's letter had
been referred to the San Francisco Architectural Club.

The matter of the support of building exhibits, etc.,

was brought up.

Moved, seconded and carried that it is opposed to the

policy of the American Institute of Architects to support

movements which have advertising of materials as an

object. Secretary reported that the letters and telegrams

supporting Bills as passed in the February meeting had
been sent to Washington.

committee reports
Mr. Schnaittacher reported that the competition of the

Redwood Association had been approved by the Competi-
tion Committee.
Moved, seconded and carried that the President appoint

the jury for the competition.

Mr. Schnaittacher also reported progress on the New
York exhibition.

new business

The President read a communication from Mr. Carlos

McClatchy of the Fresno Bee regarding an architectural

controversy in Fresno.

Moved, seconded and carried that the Secretary draft a

suitable reply.

Letters from the Institute Executive Committee, ac-

cepting the resignation of Mr. James A. Magee and Mr.
A. B. Clark, were read by the Secretary.

Letter from Builders Exchange regarding time of figur-

ing plans was read.

Moved, seconded and carried that a committee be ap-
pointed by the President to meet with the Builders Ex-
change in regard to this subject.

Letter was read from the Industrial Association request-

ing a committee to sit with them. The President an-

nounced that he would appoint a committee.
Letter from Mr. Elmer Grey was read and placed on file,

and the Secretary instructed to reply in sympathy with
his attitude.

Letter from Mr. Mooser regarding the Plasterers'

Association was read and placed on file. Delegates from
the Plasterers' Association gave their side of the proposed
ordinances regulating plastering contractors.

Moved, seconded and carried that a committee be ap-

pointed to confer with the Plasterers' Association and in-

vestigate the general inspection conditions in all branches
of the building industry, and report back to the Chapter
on the whole matter.

Mr. W. C. Hays, Mr. Ernest Coxhead and Mr. James T.

Narbett were unanimously elected as delegates to the

5Sth Annual Convention in New York.
Moved, seconded and carried that all the Institute mem-

bers of the Chapter be elected as alternates.

Moved, seconded and carried that the San Francisco

Chapter express its disapproval of the method of raising

yearly dues of the Institute to twenty-five dollars upon
non-payment, as recently enacted by the Convention.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert J. Evers, Secretar\-.

After adjournment, Mr. J. W. Wrenn of the Great
Western Power Company spoke on electric ranges, elec-

tric air and water heating.
* * *

TESTS PROVE STRENGTH OF NEW MATERIAL

IN AN interesting demonstration conducted under the

guidance of engineers, it is said to have been proved
recently that the standard one-inch sheathing of lumber
ordinarily specified for wall-building purposes is not as

strong as Bishopric Base, a patented wall-building ma-
terial now manufactured in Los Angeles by the Bishopric

Manufacturing Company of California.

J. W. Ford, president of the company, who supervised

the California tests in a number of cities, says that the

demonstration has convinced builders everywhere that it

is needless to waste money and labor by building walls

with sheathing and building paper.

He declares that by using Bishopric Base they reduce

their labor and material costs and have the advantage of

the interlocking mechanical key which holds cement or

plaster in an everlasting grip. It is meeting with great

encouragement from builders of the West, Mr Ford says.
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In no detail of the modern home are

thought and taste so amply repaid as in

the design and equipment ofbathrooms.

And nowhere are they more important,

since changes are not easily made after

the work of installation is completed.

In this Crane bathroom, character and
charm are secured with simple materials.

The walls are of painted plaster, with

Pompeian decorations in rose and black.

with painted cornice and wainscot. Dull
black floor tiles, laid in golden cement.

Marmor lavatory and dressing table have

tops ofwhite Italian marble. Tarnia bath

is shown combined with Crystal shower.

Architects seeking new and interesting

effects in bathroom design and arrange-

ment can choose from a wide variety or

Crane fixtures and appointments, at

prices within reach of any client.

CRAN E
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

Branches and Salet O^cet in One Hundred and Fortv-eig/i/ Citiet

National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago^ Neiv York^ Atlantic Cit\'j San Francisco and AJontreai

IVorks : Chicago^ Bridgeport^ Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton and Hlontreal

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK. SAN FRANCISCO, SHANGHAI
CRANE-BENNETT, Ltd., LONDON

Cii CRANE: PARIS, NANTES. BRUSSELS

Crane Neumar Lavatory



ATELIER DRAWING BY LAWRENCE H. KAYSER

THE PACIFIC COAST SCHOLARSHIP

Back in September of 1913 the San Francisco Architec-

tural Club, together with a number of prominent archi-

tects and men engaged in the allied professions as their

honorars- guests, met over the banquet table to celebrate

the twentv-first anniversary of the founding of the club

and its growth and prosperity.

Among some of those present were Clarence Ward, John

Bakewetl, August Headman, and several others who had

been responsible for the organizing and putting into

effect of the old Pacific Coast Scholarship. This was a

fund which had been created for the purpose of sending

to Europe each year some meritorious draughtsman who
would be enabled to spend a year in travel and study

under the direction of the trustees of the fund. The

scholarship was awarded by means of a competition open

to architectural draughtsmen of the Pacific Coast cities.

The first scholarship was won by E. L. Frick of San

Francisco; the second by Chandler Harrison; and the

third by P.J. Weber. Then came the European hostilities,

and the scholarship of necessity came to an end.

It was the unanimous opinion of the gentleman who
had been responsible for the creation of the original

scholarship that the time was now ripe for again starting

the fund. So great was the enthusiasm of those present

at the banquet that in the course of a very few minutes

approximatelv eighteen hundred dollars had been pledged

as a nucleus for a future Pacific Coast Scholarship fund.

A committee to further the project and to consider its

scope and details was appointed. On that committee were

Mr. John Bakewell as chairman, Messrs. Clarence Ward,

August Headman and George Wagner.

A committee was also appointed to represent the San

Francisco Architectural Club and this committee is now
engaged in collecting the sums pledged at that memor-

able banquet.

With this fund as a basis it is hoped to create such a

sum during the spring and summer that by early next year

some lucky draughtsman may be enjoying the privileges

of European studv and travel.
' ' * * *

STUCCO TEXTURE
Architects and decorators will be interested in two mono-

graphs issued bv the U. S. Gypsum Co., Chicago, on

"Oriental Stucco" and "Textone." Excellently printed

and bound, these books contain valuable information

about historic treatments of exterior and interior stucco,

with illustrations and fac-simile panels of each style.
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Riinne Piir}{, Village ofKohler
Ei^erj child u'Ko li\€s in KohXer knows
che unspodid beauty of trees, fio^^rs
and runnmg streams. This unustml til-

lage IS the ccfmplement of the tjualtcy of
Kohler produces — enameUd plumhmg

uuTtf and pTwtite elecmc plants

MATCHED beauty! When both bath and
lavatory are of Kohler Enameled Plumb-

ing Ware, they match perfectly in color, tex'

ture, and grace of line.

Kohler Ware is remarkable for its uniformity of

color— tor an immaculate snowy whiteness that

says "Kohler" almost as plainly as the faint

blue lettermg fused into the enamel of every
fixture.

Kohler lavatories are worthy of the finest bath'

rooms. With a wealth of patterns from which
to choose, it is easy to find the pattern to in-

sure for every installation the matched beauty
that is so much to be desired.

Kohler Co., founded 1873, Kohler, Wisconsin
Shipping Point, Sheboygan, Wisconsin

BRANCHES IN PRINCIP.AL CITIES

KOHLERofKOHLER
Enameled Plumbing Ware



PERSONAL GLIMPSES
N few professions is the individual so camera-shy as is the architect. Rarely does he receive the recognition

that is his due. Never does he seek it. As a result, most of us see only a name or a completed creation of his

and glimpse little or nothing of the personality behind it. In this column each month we hope, in some small

measure, to heed the crj^ of"Author, Author," so far as the leading architectural craftsmen of the West are

concerned, by presenting photographs of them and sketches from life. Nominations for this "small niche in

The Hall of Fame" are acceptable from our readers. [Shuhis from life in this issui by Ramm]

EDWIN BERGSTROM
Gave Neenah, Wisconsin, a place in the hall of fame, by
being born there in 1S76.

He studied at Neenah High School, Philips Andover,
Yale University (Shefield Scientific), and Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

Like so many others who came to see and remained to

conquer, he visited California first in 190L. He found op-
portunity in the Golden State and the firm of Parkinson
and Bergstrom came into being.

In 1915, after doing much that had brought distinction

to his name, he established individual practice.

Mr. Bergstrom has specialized in commercial architec-

ture and few men on the Pacific Coast are held in higher
esteem by the profession.

Southern California owes much to his genius. To men-
tion only a few of the noteworthy Bergstrom achieve-

ments there are the Southern California Yacht Club,
Grauman's Metropolitan Theater Building, Famous
Players-Lasky Service Building, John C. Freeman High
School, Grade School for Venice, Commercial Club of

Southern California, Park Realty Company Building,

Redlands Intermediate School.

He is a member and past director of the American Insti-

tute of Architects, and past president of Southern Calif-

ornia Chapter, A. I. A. He is president of the Allied Ar-
chitects' Association of Los Angeles, director of the Los
Angeles Athletic Club, member of the California Club
and a member of the Commercial Club of Southern Calif-

ornia. Not only has he attained an exalted place in his

profession but he is affectionately regarded by those who
know him intimately and there are many, in all walks of
jife, proud to call him "friend."

(CoDctuded on page 64]

SYLVIAN SCHNAITTACHER
Was born in San Francisco, California, more vears ago
than you would think possible if you basked for a few
minutes in the sunshine of his youthful smile.

His schooling was all in California and early in life he
realized that having most of the letters of the alphabet in

his name, it really was not up to him to " 'make a name for

himself." But that is exactly what he has done; and a

name that stands high.

He opened his own ofhce in San Francisco in i^or.

Since that time, he has contributed greatly to better ar-

chitecture of Northern California and many of San Fran-
cisco's finest apartment houses are his.

Other notable work includes the Argonaut Club, the
Beresford Country Club, in association with Albert Lans-
burgh; the Paige Motor Car Building, Milton H. Esberg
residence, t^vo homes for Drs. A. S. and L. D. Green; and
he has just completed the Mt. Zion Training School for

Nurses, in association with S. L. Heyman. He is at pres-

ent working on the new Temple Emanu-El, in association

with Bakewell & Brown.
He has gained distinction on the juries of innumerable

important competitions, and as adviser. He was on the
jury with Henry Bacon and William Mitchell Kendall for

the California State Capitol extension buildings and with
D. C. Allison in the Santa Barbara Courthouse competi-
tion. He was adviser in the competition for the Masonic
Home at Decoto, for the Bank of Italy, San Francisco,

and for the Mercantile Place Building, Los Angeles.

In point of continuous service, he is the oldest member
of the California State Board of Architecture, where he
has served since 1910, and as Secretary of the Board since

1913.
[GjDcluded oQ page 64]
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CALIFORNIA STATE OFFICE BUILDING AND CALIFORNIA STATE LIBRARY AND COURTS BUILDING, SACRAMENTO
WEEKS «c DAY, ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING. GEO. B. MCDOUGALL, STATE ARCHITECT

THE FIRST COST IS THE LAST COST
0\'ER two thousand Universal Full Reversible Casement Window Fixtures were chosen

on the above California State Capitol Building for their durabilitv and simplicitv of con-

struction. The demand for an office buildingwindow which lends itself to a good appear-

ance, that is easily operated, that is fully reversible for cleaning and is conservative in cost, has

led to the creation of the Donovan Universal Window. Architecturally the lines of the casement
window are retained. The windows are cleaned from within the room with absolutely no risk to

the cleaner. There are no cords to break or complicated mechanism to go wrong. The Donovan
Universal windows are never out of order, there is nothing to wear out and the fixtures are built

so sturdilv that they will last as long as the building stands. The Universal Window Company's
policy of fitting and installing the sash and applying its fixtures assures their proper operation.

UNIVERSAL WINDOW COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE, I916 BROADWAY, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Agents in all the principal cities of the U n 1 1 e d States



INTERIORS AND THEIR DECORATION

4bY K. hope HAMILTON}.
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1HE age-old question, "which comes
first, the egg or the hen?" seems

just as capable of solution as the

more recent question"which comes
first, the architect or the interior

decorator?" But, day by day, it

seems that an appreciation by arch-

itect and decorator of each other's

problems is coming to mean that

one is quite as necessary as the

other in the designing of the really

fine home. After all, what can be more important than

the home, and especially its interior? The furnishings and
appointments of a house should represent what the owner
of the house regards as good taste.

The aesthetic sense is instinctive and expresses in man
his desires for beauty. What one selects in response to the

demands of one's nature, and how it is arranged, deter-

mines his taste.

Taste is not a fixed quality and no man has the divine

right to express good taste. It is no monopoly. And it

should be remembered in expresssing taste through selec-

tion of your furniture, draperies, etc., that your interiors

can be no better and should be no worse than the indi-

vidual creating and assembling them.

WHAT IS AN INTERIOR DECORATOR

What is an interior decorator? A man or woman who,
with skilled training and artistic sensibility, is capable of

assembling rugs, draperies, wall-coverings, pictures, orna-

ments, etc., in such a way as to create a harmonious unit.

To be a successful interior decorator, one should possess

powers of visualization, a good sense of proportion and
more than a mere ability to assemble the different items
of home furnishings: one should possess historic as well
as artistic knowledge covering all of the branches of the
decorative trades.

A decorator must know furniture almost as well as the
cabinet maker knows it. He must know rugs and carpets
so that his purchases for his clients may be guided by a

professional knowledge. He must know wall coverings
and fabrics to a degree equalled only by the men who
manufacture them.
Artistically, he must understand design, its application

in relief work, in textiles and general ornamentation and
must have a thorough knowledge of the history of the
world, as it relates to the period of design. If your in-

terior decorator, plus all these, has some understanding
of architecture, so much the better for all concerned.
The recognized architect as a rule is only too willing to

have the assistance and co-operation of the real interior

decorator, but it would be foolish to ignore the fact that
chasms do exist between the two, due generally to a
variety of causes. Not the least of these causes is a dis-

position on the part of many clients to use the decorator
as a means to attempt to extort from the architect more
than had been provided for, or vice versa.

If clients and the press would be fair in their recogni-
tion—instead of as in a recent case where a New York
decorator was given the entire credit for the conception
which I happen to know had been really the work of the
architect—it would do much to bring closer co-operation
between the architect and the decorator and redound to
the ultimate benefit of the client.

INCREASE PRODUCTION ON NEW TYPE BRICK

BY THE installation of thousands of dollars worth of
new plant equipment. Pacific Clay Products Co. of

Los Angeles is now able to turn out a better qualitv of

face brick and increase production, according to Robert
Linton, general manager of the company.
In a statement issued last month, he calls attention to

the fact that his company is specializing in several un-

usual shades of face brick manufactured especially for

architects and builders who want to produce artistic

effects. Architects have found that they can work with
these vari-colored bricks as an artist works with paints,

and several buildings erected recently with this material

have attracted favorable attention and comment, it is

^3.ia. * * *

CALIFORNIA PLUMBERS LEAD NATION
ACCORDING to H. S. Graham, president of the Wash-

ington Iron Works, of Los Angeles, who returned

recently from a tour of American cities, sanitary engineer-

ing is further advanced in California than in any other
state he visited.

Mr. Graham declares that the whole country is begin-

ning to refer to the "California design of better bath-
rooms." In the east, he points out, the majority of bath-
rooms are mere dark closets, unattractively fitted. But,

in California, he says, plumbing merchants have brought
about a condition where the owner treats the bathroom

as one of the most important in the home: roomy, spac-
ious, well lighted and ventilated with fixtures of high
quality, attractive in design and appearance.

* * *

\'ENTILATION VITAL TO GOOD HEATING
WHEN any heating appliance is installed in Calif-

ornia nowadays, says A. J. Hartfield, president of
the Pacific Gas Radiator Company of Los Angeles, one in-

sures that ample provision is made for adequate ventila-
tion. This is done usually by a vent which sucks the
burned gases away from the heater and ejects them out-
side. This very process, he says, draws air from the room
which is replaced by fresh air entering through cracks,
under doors, through keyholes and other minute open-
ings. Thus, a vented gas radiator is constantly circulating
fresh air.

Mr. Hartfield says builders should make sure that their
buildings are equipped with vented heating appliances
installed by experienced heating engineers.

* * *

CALIFORNIA RELIEF MAP
To builders, architects and manufacturers seeking favor-
able locations for plants, the colossal panoramic relief

map, "California in Miniature," unveiled November
19th in the nave of the Ferry Building, San Francisco,
affords a quick and intelligent method of studying the
Golden State. Every county, communitv and district in

California is faithfully reproduced.
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In the briefthree months
since our advertisement first

appeared in these pages, sales

oiSierraHydratedLime have

mounted to tlie amazing
total of 85,000 bags—

cH record made possible only by
the quality of the product.

Sierra Hydrated Lime can not "pop"; will pass

through a screen 200-mesh fine; is positively the
whitest and is not as expensive as most good
barreled lime.

SZERI14

Architects luho have specified

Sierra Eydratcd Ilime
luill never go back to slaked lime

SIERRA

Our representatives will be glad to prove this

statement. Specifications for all coats of in-

terior plastering may be had on application.

Our facilities are at your service—all ways.

Pacific Lime & Plaster Co.
Distributed by

Atlas Mortar Co., 5S Sutter Street, San Francisco

O.^KLAND Lime t^ Cement Co. , foot of -th St , Oakland
Harris & Hull, San Fernando Blvd., Los Angeles

or may be obtained from any dealer

WE SHIP ANYWHERE ON SHORT NOTICE
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tile ffrille, which lends decorativewith a perforated

value to the wall.

The electrician is to further provide conduit leading

from a point on the property near the electric company's

supply wires to a designated place on the rear porch to

accommodate the meter box.

While the masons run the walls up, the rough carpenter

mav proceed with the floor joists in the rear rooms. The
rough flooring should then be laid, thus allowing the

masons to proceed with the partition walls, which are

made from 4-inch hollow partition tile, and rest directiv

on the rough floor. Wood lintels 4x4 inches are set in

place above all interior openings.

The mason should also set in place the terra cotta

downspouts, and perforated ventilator tile, allowing the

proper space in the basement wall for gas meter and open-

ing on rear porch large enough to build in cabinet for

electric light meter and switch box. He should also build

in ice box of hollow tile allowing one opening above for

ice and another opening below for milk bottles. These
openings are to be accessible from the rear porch.

Carpenters then proceed with roofing, nailing rafters

and ceiling joists to a i-inch wood plate laid full width
on top of all walls, and bolted down every 6 feet with
>^xzo-inch iron machine bolts.

Rough sheathing is laid on roofs and covered with
roofing felt well tarred, and where roof is exposed to

sight, red roofing tile is laid.

All exterior walls are plastered with one coat of plaster

composed of one part water-proof Monolith cement and
three parts of clean sharp sand, and all troweled smooth
but wavy.
The final finish is composed of parts of waterproof

cement, lime purty, and adobe dirt mixed in proportion

according to the color and finish desired. The lime seems

to allow this mix to dry slowly, thus insuring a good set

on the cement. The walls should be well wet down and
the above mix applied in a liquid form with a whitewash
brush.

No attempt should be made to mix the above ingred-

ients too thoroughly, as a certain amount of variation

in color tone is desired in this class of work, and is ob-

tained by rubbing the whitewash brush heavier on cer-

tain parts of the wall.

Avoid a monotone effect in this last coat, and yet do
not streak the wall with brush marks. Painters should

use a sweeping, circular motion with th

the colors fairly well together.

Interior walls may be plastered with hard wall plaster,

as the ceiling of rooms will be lathed. No furring on the

inside walls is necessary as the waterproof cement on the

outside does not allow the water in wet weather to soak
into the walls.

Vitrified tile floors are laid directly on the rough cement
floors, as well as a tile base 6 inches high around these

rooms. Tile floors, where rough wood occurs, are simply
laid over black building paper on wood floors, providing

tile bases or wainscots as the case may be.

Tile wainscots and bases may be readily and economic-
ally laid directly on hollow tile partition as well as ex-

terior walls, no wood backing, black paper or expanded
metal wire lath being necessary for the tile work, as is

customery in wooden structures.

The interior plastering is not put on until the tile work
has been set, as in many instances the tile and plaster

work are made flush on the wall.

Tile mantel is built in end wall of living room, pro-

viding for gas heater in connection with fresh warm air

intake above fire box.

brush blending

57
The wood door and window casings are limited to very

small section, in fact, just enough wood is used to be

consistent with strength.

All exterior woodwork is burnt either with a gasoline

torch or directly over a fire and is finally brushed off with

wire brush. No other finish is necessary.

All interior woodwork is treated the same except a

gray wax finish is applied and rubbed off, leaving the

woodwork slightly gray in the lower grain of the wood.
The interior walls are finally painted as desired, electric

fixtures hung, and the house is ready for occupancy.

In conclusion, we might say that the construction of

this type of dwelling is practically indestructible, not

subject to wear, needs very little if any upkeep, is fire

proof, warmer in winter, owing to its heavy, non-con-

ducting walls, and cooler in summer for the same reason.

Insurance costs and painting upkeep on the average

house amount to considerable in ten years' time, and this

expense is entirely eliminated in this construction.

The original cost of this type of building is hardly any

greater than ordinary wood construction; in fact, in the

case of this dwelling, the cost of labor and materials did

not exceed $1300.00 on the hollow tile walls and par-

titions. Furthermore, the cost of plastering is consider-

ably less owing to the fact that one exterior coat only is

necessary, no black paper, furring, sheathing, lath or

chicken wire being needed to cover the walls. This also

applies to the interior partition walls; the plaster is ap-

plied directly to the hollow tile, saving considerably on

the cost of lathing.

This type of home is typical of the early California

building introduced by the Spanish, showing marked

Indian influence, and allows great latitude in exterior and

interior decorating.

NARBLE
— and its correct treatment and installation are

matters requiring expert craftsmen. Our splendid

organization is always at the service of

the architect and the builder.

JOSEPH
NUirO SONS-KEENAN

COMPANY
535 North Point, San Francisco

1064 S.Broadway, Los Angeles 1430 Webster St. .Oakland
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THE BEST
OF THINGS

ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTING

FIXTURES

APPLIANCES

RADIO

'^'^zzyears in Los Angeles"

Newbery Electric Corporation
716 SOUTH OLIVE STREET

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

[i(Raymonb granite co*^pamy
INCORPORATED I

CONTR.ACTORS '

GRANITE - STONE -BUILDING-MEMORJAL
3POTReROAVEJ«l!w<>ra> I3S0 PM-MCTTO STtsi/d^s S

•'. i-" ^ ^^ >^|i^^y
0y'^^
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Lt\i en Ssn ]asi Ejrjtt ij Mr. W. H Lttt

The estate of \V. H Leet of San Jose was
planaed and designed toharmonirewith nat-

ural surroundings and architectural styles.

macrorie-mclaren company
LANDSCAPE ENGINEERS and GENERAL NURSERYMEN

SUITE JOI PHELAN BLDG.SAN FRANCISCO
DOUGLAS 4442
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Jjghting Specialuts

'HIS Com-
pany sells lighting effects

rather than lighting fixtures.

Its men are thoroughly
schooled in the various prin-

ciples of lighting. They con-

stantly study the expressive

possibilities of lighting. In

the home, the public build-

ing, or place of business, they

know how to create lighting

effefts that harmonize per-

feftly with the architeftural

and decorative schemes.

The quality and workxnan-

ship of the lighting fixtures

of this Company are

guaranteed.

Tcm^'Vmewm CO.

Jighting&juipment
mSouthJigueroa Street-

LOS ANGELES

PIONEER PAPER CO., ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, LOS ANGELES

MORGAN, WALLS W CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS

We give personal supervision and per-

sonal attention to all details of every

job. When we start, we follow right

through eliminating waste motion and

delay. The architect is never bothered

by sub-contractors once we
have taken a job.

McFADDEN & WINKLEMAN CO.
1 10 8 WEST PICO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Confidence
is something we earn only

by performance. We have

gained the Confidence of

the discriminating archi-

tects on the Pacific Coast by

doing a good job well. Our

prices, too, are right— and

so is our service.

HOUGHTON & ANDERSON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

SKILL

143 ROSE ST. LOS ANGELES

INTEGRITY-RESPONSIBILITY
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IIRST
COST
with years
of SEHVICE
HFTER 35 years' of pioneer

work in developing water
heaters, we are convinced that

the AUTOMATIC instantaneous
water heater is the most eflScient and
durable t^-pe.

IIJHBI BH

No. 2 Wall T>-pe Price $50.00

SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION
Fewer working parts and a perfected heat-
ing principle, coupled with the use of the
best of materials, have made|the Hoyt Heater
stand up under widely %-arying conditions in

over 35.000 homes.

See Page 1716,

5

Catalog
)weet"s Architectural

19th Edition

WATER
putr
om a Wii c

^ HEATER
iOYT HEATER COMPANY
146 E. 25th St.

Los Angeles
285 O'Farrell St.

San Francisco

2 1 Thirteenth St.

Oakland
121 Broadwaj-

San Diego

Sbttc Rttms in the principal citits in Califtrnia

V-^oior^^SLT)
plays a most important
part in carrying out the

design of old Italian and
Spanish architecture.

Special color treatment of

The Croake & Hite Building

The God fredson Truck Building
The Bilicke Estate Buildings

The Rosemead School and the

Pioneer PapcrCo. Administra-
tion Building carries out and
completes the architectural
effects desired.

John Dillenburg
jL/ainfer ano s^ecovaiov&is^
8K years with Martin Syvertsen

2.765 West Eleventh St., Los Angeles

Phone Dunkirk 7619

Libbey-Owens Process
Flat-Drawn

Window Glass
Some of the Architects, Engineers

and Contractors who have used this

glass in their own residences recent-

ly built:

Geo. W. Kelham, San Francisco.

Jno. K. Ballantine, Jr., Berkeley.

Geo. W. Rushforth, Berkeley.

Horace G. Simpson, Berkeley.

J. H. LeFeaver, Berkeley.

A. A. Brown, Berkeley.

F. A. Muhler, Piedmont.

Edwin A. Duval, Oakland.

Norman Shaw, Berkeley.

Dont forget—it costs a little more,

but it is worth the difference be-

cause of its unusual brilliancy and

comparative freedom from waves.

Distributed by

COBBLEDICK-KIBBE GLASS CO.
OAKLAND SAN FRANCISCO
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Ml theyearfor3
A handsome new magazine

We

will appeal to every lover

of fine homes , fine interiors

and things beautiful

—

every month. Don't miss

a single issue, d Have it

mailed to your address for

a full year. The subscrip-

tion price is $5.00.

Mailyour check today to H. K. SLEDGE, Publisher

433 PACIFIC BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Character
may be instilled into every-

thing printed that bears your
name.—^Here in our shop, real

craftsmen approach every
task with true affection for

the type they handle.—they
do not just "set type."

The splendid typography of
this magazine is a fair exam-
ple of the work we do.

May we serve you, too?

CRaymond BeranCompany
Quality Printers

133 Kearny Street ' Garfield 5120 ' San Francisco

The Sierra
is the finest obtainable

The Sierra Built-in-Tub is

universally specified for

homes, apartments and hotels

where the finest and most
modem type is desired.

It can be installed with the

utmost economy of space.—

•

there is no awkward space

beneath or behind it to keep
clean.

It is made all in one piece.

—

its simple stately lines are

beautiful. The Sierra is

covered with pure white
Pacific Porcelain Enameled.

The Sierra Recess Tub
is adaptable to any bathroom where

space requirement is para?nount

Trade Mark Registered

PAcinc
PLUMBING FIXTURES

PACIFIC SANITARY MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Offices: 67 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

Factories: Richmond and San Pablo, California

Branches : Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle
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^commend
Better Plastering
You, the architect, know the

need for Better Plastering.

The problem has ever been one
of educating home buyers to an
appreciation of the many benefits

resulting from the small added
expenditure.

You know that plaster on a steel

base repays its cost time and again

—

that it is preserved because it's rein-

forced— that the steel will hold the
plaster in place for at least an hour
during the hottest fire.

Now, when you suggest Better
Plastering, on a steel base, you will

find buyers receptive to your sugges-

tion that they have Better Plastering
with METAL lath to reinforce and
preseri'e.

Over five million families each
month will be reached by the

National Council for Better
Plastering.

Lathers, who really appreciate that
a permanent base is the only kind
worth using, favor Better Plastering.

Plasterers, too, prefer to work on
a base that does not discredit their

art.

Plastering contractors are ready
and willing to do Better Plastering

on a steel base, so that their work
may be permanent.

Will you add your aid to this

nation-wide effort to minimize re-

pair and loss from fire?

Ask for bids on Better Plastering

(1) throughout the home; (2) on all

ceilings; (3) on ceilings and in cor-

ners of entry hall, li\'ing room and
dining room, on main stairway,

bath room wainscot and over heat-

ing plant.

See the Better Plastering advertisements in the Po^t April 4 and May American Magazine.

NATIONAL COUNCIL for BETTER PLASTERING
819 Madison Square Building

CHICAGO

Metprodco Double /f^/^gWindows
ONCE USED—ALWAYS USED

Why.?

Exterior View

One architect has used
Metprodco Double Hung
Windows in seven build-

ings, demonstrating the
superiority of Metprodco
Windows and Service.

Telephone us and we will

call to tell you why Met-
prodco Double Hung Win-
dows are repeatedly used

when once used.

UNITED STATES METAL PRODUCTS CO.
330 Tenth Street, San Francisco, Hemlock 3160

Paulsen Bldg.. Spokane 1 lOS Second Street, Seattle

Bank of Italy Building. Los Angeles Exchange Building. Portland

Provident Building. Tacoma Alex. S. Sims. B-lOO Bransford. Salt Lake Cir>', Utah

Interior View
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BEAR J^^S BRAND

We -JEoi

WhiteBear

ShowerHead AB^
Combination \ I

Fig. 21 ^^ '

,1 ^' J
It is the most ^«i "^wtu^

beautiful, as well as ^^^^^^^^^^^r ^B ^
being the greatest ^^^^^^^^^^r ^K ^
improvement along ^B^^^^^5s^ WL-
sanitary lines on fix- ^K ^^^">^ m.
tures of this nature. B '" ^^ '^^I^^^H
Being of Vitreous ''9^H

Porcelain there is no ^^^^^^^'.- ^ ^ ^i-.

"~"^

unsanitary corroding ^L ^ m
of the holes in ^^^^^^Bk m
in the face.

_J
Standard Brass Casting Company, Manufactimrs ofHigh Grade Plumbing Brass Goods

THIRD AND JEPPERSON STREETS, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

n^oyou know wh^it this meansr?

Whitco
It means that your worries are over when you use WHITCO. No special

sash or frame detail is required. No leaks or sagging of sash. WHITCO
can be applied to either old or new sash, to a single sash, a pair of sash,

or to multiple sash in wide openings without mullions. Made in three

sizes: S-inch, ii-inch and i6 inches long.

For sale by all hardware dealers

MANUFACTURED BY

365 Market Street

SAN FRANCISCO
rMANUFAaURERSVVHARDWARE^SPECIALTIES

636-41 Mass. Trust Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.
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Haws Sanitary Drinking Faucet

Model No. 2-A

For use on lavatories where hot

water is also at lavatory. We have

models to fit any place where
fcj^ water is drawn to drink.

HAWS SANITARY
DRINK.ING FAUCET
COMPA.N 1 BERKELE^f . CAL.U.SA.

CABINETS

Snon/- tfhite .Steel

STYLE E tK
to Recess.

For Quality, Specify HESS
NO expense is spared in the construction and finish of

our medicine cabinets and mirrors. They are formed
and assembled with exact precision. The finest enamel

is used, each coat baked separately— filled and smoothed. The
final coat is rubbed to a beautiful satin finish.

There is nothing so fine at our price, nor better, at any price.

See Sweet's Index; or u-riie /or illustrated catalogue.

HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO.
Makers of Hess Welded Steei Furnaces.
1218 S. Western Avenue, Chicago

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
By Harold O. Sexsmith, A. T. A.

MANY of us have had opportunity to travel abroad,

and many of us, thanks to bygone ages, have
brought back much of architectural value from which
our clients are now benefiting. Few of us, however, can

give out in form of speech, the things we have learned

in our travels. It is the good fortune of the Southern Calif-

ornia Chapter of the Institute that a few, at least, of its

members do not come in this category. Windsor Soule, of

Santa Barbara, is one of the elect who have had choice

experiences abroad and can tell of them in a most fasci-

nating manner. There were perhaps seventy-five members
of the Southern California Chapter gathered at the March
meeting to hear him tell of his travels overland through
Spain. His talk was an informal one interspersed with
anecdotes of an amusing nature. He illustrated his talk

with many new lantern slides which were rich in archi-

tectural inspiration. His trip covered about six thousand
miles in Spanish, Italian and French territory.

The lantern slides were quite as inspiring as the talk,

and brought to those who saw them many refreshing sug-

gestions for the treatment of detail in the design of Latin

buildings. Several Chapter members voiced the hope that

Mr. Soule would find it possible to reproduce some of his

pictures in book form, since most of it is hitherto unpub-
lished work and is particularly applicable to informal

Southern California architecture. The Chapter is most
grateful to Mr. Soule for his valuable contribution to a

better understanding of Spanish domestic architectural

design.

CRAFTSMANSHIP IN IRON
"Craftsmanship in Iron" is the title of a handsome year-

book just issued by Michel & PfefFer Iron Works of San

Francisco. The book is comprehensive and artistic and
shows graphically by profuse illustration the manner in

which leading Pacific Coast architects have adapted orna-

mental iron to effective uses. It was conceived by Mr.
Pfeffer as a suggestive aid to architects and has been the

subject of much favorable comment.

* * *

SIMONS OF CALIFORNIA HONORED
The importance of the brick industry in California has

just been given added national recognition by the brick

manufacturers of the country. At its annual convention

held last week in Chicago, the Common Brick Man fac-

turers' Association of America elected as their vice-

president, Walter R. Simons, president of the Simons
Brick Company of Los Angeles.

* * *

SYLVAIN SCHNAITTACHER
(Coorinued from page 47)

He was secretary, San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A., from

1906 to 1916, and was vice-president two years, president

two years, on the board of directors for three years and

at the present time is Ninth Regional Director for the

Institute.

His hobby? \\'atching his mail in the hope that some
dav a letter will come to him with his name spelled cor-

rectly. Some day.

* * *

EDWIN BERGSTROM
(CoQtiaued trora page 47)

His hobby? For years he has been making a splendid col-

lection of rare and valuable books on architecture and art

w^hich, with characteristic generosity, he has turned over

to the new Allied Architects" Library and thrown open to

the public.
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NewlfairioBirildWalls
hwesStrongest

See

How Simple?
Just pack cement or plaster in between the

beveled strips. As it hardens it locks—form-

ing a dovetail— the strongest mechanical

key knowTi!

See Wow It Is Made?
Insulation is provided by the background

of heaNy, tough, water-proof, durable fibre-

board of finest quality. By a special

Bishopric process, this board is given a coat

of Asphalt Mastic which makes it pliable,

proof against moisture, heat, cold, wind, air

or sound. It is also vermin and fire-resisting.

Into this thick layer of adhesive Asphalt

Mastic, carefully selected beveled wood
strips are imbedded under great pressure

This combination of units produces a base

which has pro\ed, in innumerable tests, to

be the strongest knownl

FREE SAMPLE
Check below whether you are a [ ] Prospective

Builder, [ j Architect or t J Contractor and we*II

send you a free booklet and sample of Bishopric

Base. Sign and mail to Bishopric Manufacturing

Company, 604 East 62nd Street, Los Angeles.

City State

Used for 18 Years Back EastV
THOUSANDS of builders in lumber on all walls. But tests

Eastern states have cut the proved Bishopric Base ivas

stronger even than sheathing.

No tvonder Easterners are so

enthusiastic over Bishopric
Base. It aiables big savings

over old wall-building costs.

Eastern states have cut the

cost of building ivalls—and got'

ten stronger' walls, too—by using

Bishopric Base.

Building regidations in the

East require hinch sheathing of
So-w Made Here
NOW there's a Bishopric

factory in Los Angeles — pro-
ducing Bishopric Base so eco-
nomically that it costs you no
more than other cement or
plaster bases which are not a
fraction as strong! Now you
can afford the sturdiest kind
of wall construction.

It's All In the Key!
WTiat has made Bishopric Base such

a success? What makes it so strong?

The key! In between the beveled
board strips you pack the cement—up
against the Asphalt Mastic covered
fibre board backing—and as the cement
hardens it locks into a dovetailed key
and forms an absolutely solid wall.

See Hoiv Easy It Is!

Just nail Bishopric Base over the
studding. Apply cement and you have
an everlasting wall— strong as rock

—

heat and cold proof— moisture proof

etter Walls at Lower Cost
— fire retardant— and so rigid that if

absolutely will not buckle or sag!

Locks Plaster Inside,Too!
To eliminate danger of plaster crack-

ing or falling. Eastern builders have
adopted Bishopric Base for inside
walls, too.

Build with Bishopric Base and get

the benefits of the most expensive wall

construction at a fraction of the cost!

Qet This Free Sample
All building material dealers can

supply Bishopric Base. Or write for

free sample of Base and descriptive

booklet. Service and satisfaction as-

sured by factory

The Bishopric Manufacturing Co.
of California,

Producing Bishopric Base for Stucco,

Plaster, Brick Veneer and Frame
Buildings— Bishopric Stucco for Ex-
terior \Valls — Sunfast Color Stucco,

Drainboard Composition —
604-626 East 62nd St. Los Angeles.

Phone AX ridge 0707.

BisHopric Base
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Dwelling of Dr. Garrett C. Robertson, San Antonio, Texas

Characteristic of the Tudor Ceiling

A Reproduction of the First Upholstered Chair in England

Oak Carvings Transferred from an Old English House .

N. M. Abbey's Home in Del Rio, Texas ....
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^Main tntrance. Crest View Jipartments

Joseph L. Stewart, Architect

TELEPHONE HEMLOCK 3080
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SOME FACTS CONCERNING THE INDUSTRIAL
ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO

1

2Z

1

HE building trades strike of 19x1

convinced the community that San
Francisco needed a strong and well-

financed organization, equipped to

effect and maintain sound indus-

trial relations, to study industrial

conditions and seek to prevent in-

dustrial disputes, but to be pre-

pared to deal with industrial con-

troversies if and when they arise.

In that spirit was the Industrial

Association created in the Fall of 1511; and in that spirit

has it functioned ever since. It has always proceeded

—

and will so continue—upon the basis that any serious

industrial dispute involves three interests: the public,

the employee, and the employer; and that the public in-

terest is foremost. Its record of constructive achievement,

hereinafter set forth, is proof that it has fulfilled all its

pledges. ^

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

The following statement of principles is taken from
the By-Laws of the Industrial Association:

First: The right of any person to seek, secure and retain

work for which he is fitted, and the right of the em-
ployer to engage or dismiss employees, should not be
abridged or denied because of membership or lack of

membership in any organization or association of any
kind.

Second: Efficiency in industry. This should be created and
maintained to enable our enterprises to cope with those

of other places. Superior skill and industry in work
should be permitted to earn an adequate reward. The
establishment of this principle, however, is not to be
used to reduce the earnings of a less able man below a

fair return for the work done. No artificial limit or

restriction should be placed upon the normal produc-
tion of any man or upon the use of any appliance, in-

vention or other means to increase output, always
having due regard for the health, safety and well-being

of the individual.

Third: The right of management is inseparable from
responsibility for industrial results. Therefore the right

of the employer to engage or dismiss men individually

on merit must not be circumscribed; the right on all

occasions, however, to be exercised only upon broad
principles of justice, and with a recognition of the

obligation on the part of management to co-operate
with the employee in securing so far as possible con-
tinuous employment.

Fourth: No understanding should be reached between em-
ployers and employees that ignores the public interest,

and no agreement should be tolerated that is illegal or

contrary to sound public policy, whether made be-

tween employers themselves or with their employees
or others.

As it enters upon the fourth year of its community en-

deavor, the Association presents the following as its

record of constructive achievement:

Settled city-wide building trades strike of 19x1 by es-

tablishing American Plan in building industry, thereby
abolishing all artificial and autocratic union rules and
regulations curtailing efficiency and limiting output; in-

cluding rules and regulations rigidly restricting admis-
sion of apprentices to the several building trades.

Provided impartial machinery for establishing wages
in building trades, and enforcement of wages thus estab-
lished.

Maintained free trade schools for plasterers, plumbers,
painters, paperhangers, bricklayers, tailors, molders,
tilesetters and housesmiths; from which have been grad-
uated some 1,000 apprentices and in which approximately
700 are still taking training.

Effectuated American Plan in whole or in part in the
following industries (in addition to the building indus-
try): Lithographic, cigar, shoe, garment, taxicab, metal,
warehouse, glass, lumber, hotel and restaurant, and
candy.

Effected a plan of employee insurance by means of
which it has been possible for the first time to offer to

building trades workers group insurance at rates 60 to 80
percent less than ordinary insurance could be purchased,
and under which thousands of building trades workers
have secured policies covering death and total disability.

Established a safety service to supplement safety in-

spection by the State and municipality; to the end that
the hazards of industry may be reduced to the smallest
possible minimum.
Maintained a free employment bureau, which has

placed more than i6,ooo men and furnished help in all

lines with no expense either to employers or employees.
Effected a comprehensive improvement program for

foundry operation, so that American Plan foundries are

rapidly becoming superior to any others in the San Fran-
cisco Bay District, and up to the standard of the best

foundries in the United States, and are thereby securing
work heretofore done elsewhere on the Pacific Coast and
in the East.

Settled numerous incipient controversies which might
otherwise have led to serious industrial strife.

Protected the workers' interests, and co-operated with
workers by adjusting their grievances, by preventing any
discrimination between union and non-union men; and
by absolutely enforcing the eight-hour day, good wages
and decent working conditions.

Protected the public interest so thoroughly that while
building permits have steadily increased and the entire

community has prospered greatly and progressed rapidly,

strikes have been almost wholly eliminated. Indeed,

while San Francisco building permits for 192.4 reached the
(ContiDued on page 51)
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DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF THE TUDOR PERIOD
4bY JOHN QUINN*]*

m
SE1

HE Tudor dynasty was created by
Sir Owen Tudor of Whales, who
married Catherine of France, wid-

ow of King Henry V of England.

The House of Tudor reigned for

ii8 years from 1485 to 1603, and
had five reigning monarchs; Henry
VII, 1485-1509; Henry VIII, 1509-

1547; Edward VI, 1547-1553; Mary
Tudor, 1553-1558; and Queen Eliz-

abeth, 1558-1603.

Our space permits only the briefest sketches of this im-

portant period.

One who has studied the subject of the Mediaeval man-
ners and customs of England cannot fail to be struck with
the co-existing Architecture and Furniture. Prior to the

accession of Henry VII to the English throne, the archi-

tectural period is known as that of the Perpendicular

Gothic Age.
There are many fine architectural examples existing of

the Gothic Age, but little furniture; and perhaps this is

explained by the limited durability of wood as compared
with that of stone, and little or no furniture has survived

earlier than the Tudor Period; hence the commencement
of our studies from that epoch. About the year 1500 a

sudden stride in domestic civilization took place, and

Decorative Furniture began to be introduced into private

houses. Hitherto it had been practically confined to

episcopal palaces and monastaries, for the old monastic
architect was the originator of Furniture in England.
What was the .cause of the change? Before this question

can be answered, it is essential, in order to understand

even superficially the Art of any time or country, to take

into account its history; and, above all, is this necessary

in the study of Period Furniture and Decoration, and
Architecture.

It was to the introduction of gunpowder about 1500,

that we can ascribe this change, as then the death-knell

of the old type of stronghold was sounded; as long as it

was impregnable against the warrior's arrows, it truly

served its purpose. Gunpowder changed the methods of

warfare, etc., but here we are more interested in its in-

fluence upon Art. It made its strongest imprint upon the

domestic life, and from this time forth the builders were
erecting dwelling places and not strongholds for pro-

tection. Hitherto it was necessary to build windows
within the stronghold itself, looking on to a dingy
courtyard, for there were no windows on the exterior,

lest the warriors should shoot or "break through and
steal"; but now the windows look down upon the ver-

dant pastures and valleys below, moats are filled in and
drawbridges cease; and thus developed the ever-charming
English Garden which surrounds these portly dwellings

with sweet-smelling flowers, and heralds welcome to the

approaching visitor.

The introduction of the printing press by William
Caxton in 1476 was of the utmost importance. Caxton
was practising typography and selling books in a house
near the western tower of Westminster Abbey from 1476
until his death in 1491. His publication enabled the

hoarded knowledge of the world to be disseminated, and
the enlargement of men's ideas followed.

The mercantile instincts of the nation now began to

develop. Some of the countries English merchants dealt

with were much further advanced in Art than England,
and, consequently, English merchants spread over the

country the works and artists of other lands. Then, again,

the strong growth of the king's followers helped con-

*0fW. & J. Sloane, San Francisco, California.

siderably to suppress the wars of rival nobles throughout
the land, and so order grew out of chaos, and by the
latter part of the fifteenth century we find furniture of
native origin. Hampton Court Palace is a superb example
of Tudor Architecture; this was erected by Thomas Wol-
sey, afterwards created Cardinal in 1515, which made
him, virtually, the pope in England. In a spirit of rivalry

with Francis I of France, Henry VIII sought to bring for-

eign artists to England. Although Raffaelle and Titian
declined the invitation, other eminent men from different

parts did come.
Hans Holbein (the younger), the greatest artist of the

Tudor Period, was born at Augsburg in 1498. In 15x6
he visited England and Erasmus of Basle introduced
him to Sir Thomas More, adviser of Henry VIII. Sir

Thomas had a charming country house at Chelsea stand-
ing near what is now Beaufort Street. Holbein was re-

ceived by Sir Thomas with great kindness, lodged with
him at Chelsea from 1516-1530, and was ultimately intro-

duced to Henry VIII. Holbein became the King's favorite

painter, architect and designer.

Clock designing was one of the many branches of art

Holbein devoted his time to, in fact his last dated draw-
ing, 1543, was for a clock case and is to be seen in the
British Museum. He held Nicholas Cratzyer, Henry VIII's

A REPRODUCTION OF THE FIRST UPHOLSTERED
CHAIR IN ENGLAND

clockmaker, in high estimation, and in the Louvre, Paris,

there hangs a painting of Cratzyer by Holbein dated
1518. He not only designed clocks, but plate, jewelry,

tapestry-cartoons and architecture, for it is stated that

he designed two gate-houses; the first being the North
Gate at Whitehall, demolished 1770, and The South or
King Street Gate, demolished 1713. The writer possesses

an engraving by G. Vertu of the latter Gate, and it re-

minds one of the Wolsey Gate at Hampton Court, intro-

ducing terra-cotta busts and ornaments. The gateway in

the Gardens at Wilton is also ascribed to Holbein.
(Contioued oo page 45)
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ALL INTERIOR CO N'CRETESURF ACES IN THIS BIG PLAXTFINMSHEDWITHBASS-HUETER
PAINT company's FLOW-LITE MILL GLOSS WHITE. SAN FRANCISCO MACHINE SHOP
(covering ALMOST AN ENTIRE CITYBLOCk)qFTHE AMERICAN CAN CO., SAN FRAN-
CISCO. LIXDGREN & SWINERTON, INC., BUILDERS. A. QUANDT & SONS, PAINTERS

AND DECORATORS.

'Co-Operation for Quality"

A-OyANDT • er •SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET SAN FRANCISCO-33I9 CENTRAL AVENUE- LOS ANGELES

^PAINTERS AND DECORATORS -SINCE 1885 ^
OUR OPERATIONS ARE STATE-WIDE
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OAK CARVINGS FROM AN OLD ENGLISH HOUSE
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CllARLLb COLD! HOUbH, UL\-ERLY H] LLS, CALl I ORXI

A

LLMLRGREY, ARClllTLCT

SIMPLICITY and a dignity almost austere are character-

istics of Shingle Tile, a variety that lends itself to some
of the most charming effects of domestic architecture. - -

LATIN ROOF TILE

'GLADDING - McBEAN - CORPORATION -

GENERAL OFFICE: 660 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

LINCOLN PLANT- LINCOLN -PLACER COUNT Y - CA LI FORNI A

TROPICO PLANT- GLENDALE- LOS ANGELES COUNTY-CALIFORNIA

(2
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AN INGLESIDE TERRACE HOME, SAX FRANXISCO S. HEIMAX, ARCHITECT

Rgmona RgofJile
Beauttf * Versatilitij Permanence

f \AO single feature can add as much
>^* V charm and beauty to the exterior

of a small home or palatial residence as a

Ramona Tile Roof In addition it is eco-

nomical and time defying in

its permanence.

NCLARK&SONS
MANUFACTURERS OF

ArchiteSural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brick, ' 'Kamona' ' Roof Tile and Kitidred Clay VroduHs

III-I16 NATOMA STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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ABOVE RESIDENCt Or MR. \V. C. RIC.SBV, bAN A.NTO.MO, THXAb, BtLOW—ENTRANCE TO THt RlOiUV RESIDENCE.
ATLEE B. AYRES, ARCHITECT
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RfiST FLgdr, SecoHD TLaoa,

ABOVE ENTRANCE TO RESIDENCE OF DR. GARRETT C. ROBERTSON; BELOW FLOOR PLANS, ROBERTSON RESIDENCE.

ATLEE B. AND ROBERT M. AYRES, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, ARCHITECTS
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T
J- HE simple dig-

nity and charm of this Pasadenahome IS due m no small part to
Its roof of tile.

More and more are these roofs
ct permanent beauty becoming
a necessary part of the better

homes of the We^.

''^eSfandardof^ialifj m ClajPwduds'

LA*i>rm^^ BrickCoENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR FRO^tbl^'^
SecondandBwadmj TOnity 5761

LOS ANGELES

^iarHon- Van
PeltScAU,yb„ry

are the

^-Architeds

?;^^CE^^K
. HOLLOWTILE

''^^Jtllz^ ' T^ERRA COTTA. ETC,
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ABOVE RESIDENCE OF MR. HIRAM PARTEE; BELOW FLOOR PLANS OF PARTEE RESIDENCE. ATLEE B. AND
ROBERT M. AYRES, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, ARCHITECTS
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ALLESANDRO SCHOOL
Los ^^ingeles

H. M. KIMBALL^^^R. H. HOLBROOK
Ai c h 2 f e c ts

R. E. MILLS APf^^ General Contractor

ALTHOUGH brick is the world's oldest

-L\. building material we are still discovering

new possibilities in brick as a medium for un-

usual textural effects—the size of the units and

the wide range of tones available permits al-

most endless variety in treatment. The detail

shown above is an interesting example of the

use of Simons Red Corduroy Brick.

Simons Brick Company * Los Angeles

Walter R . Simons ' President

Simons RED
CORDUROY Brick
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ABOVE RESIDENCE OF MRS. WALLACE NEWTON; BELOW SYMON S GOLF SHOP. ATLEE B. AND ROBERT M. AYRES,

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, ARCHITECTS
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SOME OF THE i^ DUILDINGS OF THE U. S. VETERANS HOSPITAL AT LIVERMORE

Government secures fire-safety

permanence and low upkeep

at lo^v cost, vv^ith walls of

Dickey masieriile
Livermore Veterans' Hospital, ded-

icated on Saturday, April ii, 192.5,

has walls of Dickey Mastertile.
Palo Alto Base Hospital No. 14 has
walls ofDickey Mastertile. Practi-

cally every other permanent army
and navy structure erected by the

Government during and since the

World War in the Western Corps
Area is of hollow building tile

construction.

.—'Why has the Government, with
its vast building operations and its

unequalled facilities for testing ma-
terials, chosen Dickey Mastertile?
.
—^Bccause the Government wants
(i) Fire Safety; ("2.) Permanence; (3)
Low upkeep and repair costs. And
Dickey Mastertile furnishes these

essentials at a new low cost level.

The buildings of the hospital, rang-

ing from cottages to the huge in-

firmary, give a striking demonstra-
tion of Dickey Mastertile's adapt-
ability and its economyfor all classes

of building.

DICKEY BURNED CLAY PRODUCTS
Mastertile, Face Brick, Fire Brick, Partition Tile, Furring Brick, Paving Brick,

Sewer Brick, Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

Madt by

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANY^W LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS^ INC.
Associattd Companies

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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ABOVE RESIDENCE OF DR. F. T. MAESSEN; BELOW RESIDENCE OF DR. G. A. PAGENSTECHER. ATLEE B. AND
ROBERT M. AYRES, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, ARCHITECTS
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WALLS OF MAHOGANY
•s[eY JULIA WOLf|s»

ma:

n1

IS SAID that Sir Walter Raleigh
was the first person to introduce

mahogany into England at the ex-

treme end of the i6th century.

However, we find it did not be-

come popular there until nearly

two centuries later. The solid oak
furniture held its own through all

the years, but there are many
points in favor of mahogany,
among them the fine hard nature of

the grain, the ease with which it can be polished, its

variety of beautiful colorings, ranging from deep blood-

red to rich golden brown, and the fact that it does not

warp easily.

Mahogany has been very justly described as an '"aristo-

crat" among woods, and accordingly it calls for an emi-

nently refined setting; and one cannot do better than con-

sider the better type of American home fitted up with
mahogany furniture.

First, let us think of the walls. A smooth surface will

be far more in sympathy with the exquisite polish than

the rougher-surfaced treatments recommended for oak,

and with regard to color, either ivory, white, green or

blue can be relied on to form a successful background, no
doubt largely on account of the fact that this combina-
tion most nearly approximates to the late i8th century

interior of the Old \Vorld.

In present times, it is purely a matter of personal taste

whether this effect is carried out in distemper or wall-

paper, for each can give the desired effect. In the case of

wallpapers some of the satin-striped ones or others which,
self-colored, give the popular water-wave effect, form an

ideal background in the room which is to be furnished in

mahogany.

Then, again, the ceiling needs careful consideration.

Something of a discord will be created in the small type

of house which simulates a Jacobean appearance on ac-

count of its timbered ceiling, yet which selects mahogany
as its furnishing medium. The two are not in harmony.

Here we cannot do better than to reflect on the general

trend of ceilings in the early mahogany age. \\'hile Chip-
pendale and Hepplcwhite were each designing the refined

pieces of furniture usually associated with them, in ad-

dition to furniture they were also concerning themselves

with the interior of the home and developing ideas of
relief decoration on flat surfaces.

The plaster composition known as carton-pierre was
very largely used by the brothers Adam, and accordingly
mahogany furniture looks never better than when placed
in an interior where the ceiling or the walls are thus
decorated.

In modern times this efi^ect can frequently be obtained
by applying mouldings which can be used as excellent

substitutes. These, in conjunction with the plain smooth-
surfaced wall, will be found to make a very suitable set-

ting for mahogany furniture. And further, if the doors
are stained in a deep mahogany shade, the harmony will

be quite perfect.

Heavily timbered ceilings and dark-panelled walls
must be regarded as completely out of the picture when
the modern home-maker decides to employ mahogany.
Let him constantly keep in mind the typical classic walls
of the iSth century.

In a similar way, the floors are affected; they, too, must
fall in with the general scheme; and here again refinement
is called for. The coarser types of floor treatment, such as

red bricks with rush mats, or quaint rugs of peasant de-

sign, would be ill at ease, for mahogany requires the soft

velvety pile of the more highly finished carpets or the
rich and luxurious weaving found in finer Oriental rugs.

There is also the question of fabrics; and again we shall

find that those required for the room which is to be furn-

ished in mahogany will vary completely from the one to

be furnished in oak, walnut, etc.

Among these, special mention may be made of the mer-
cerised casement cloth which has a particularly soft,

silky appearance, while such as the silk-striped poplins
and the shot silk and cotton taffetas have just sufficient

refinement of texture to make them suitable materials for

a mahogany setting.

Somehow the crudeness of brass and the heaviness of

hand-made pottery seem antagonistic to the refinement of

such a highly polished surface as mahogany.
Rather does this call for an accompaniment of exquisite

porcelain; while nothing can compete with the charm of

fine silver, Sheffield plate, etc.

In the case of the home-maker who may find these latter

rather beyond the means available, quite good results will

be forthcoming if some of the new mercerised fabrics are

employed.

LUMBER DATA, A VALUABLE FILE

PINE HOMES," crowded with informative data for

the technician as well as the home builder, is the

title of a handsome brochure issued bv the California

White & Sugar Pine Manufacturers' Association as part

of an exceedingly well-prepared filing folder.

There are many technical information sheets contained

in the folder, but the outstanding classic is the booklet
compiled under direction of Austin Black, Advertising

Manager of the Association. In typography, this booklet
is unique; in human interest it excels.

There are a number of introductory pages which one
can not read without almost breathing the very atmos-
phere of the pines. These are followed by a report of

investigation of California pines, followed by Plan of

Report of California Pines and by chapters devoted to

The Foundation, the Framework, Floor Joists, Bridging

and Nailing Joists, Studding Bracing, Rafters, Allowable
Stresses, Sheathing, Sub-Flooring, Roof Boards, Wood

Shingles, Flashings and Gutters, Window and Door
Frames, The Porch, Exterior Doors and Entrances, In-

teriors, Window Sash and countless other problems which
arise in every-day construction, all well treated in this

attractive booklet.

It is an admirable and valuable folder and one which the

Association is glad to supply any architect upon request.
* * *

GAS HEATING IS FA\^ORED
In schools and other large buildings of the Southwest,
gas heating is favored, according to a recent statement of

President A. J. Hartfield, of the Pacific Gas Radiator Co.

This is true, he says, largely because heat, though used

rarely, is wanted quickly and, hv automatic regulation, a

room may be kept constantly at a certain temperature

without attention. Mr. Hartfield says that all through
the West this type of heating is being generally adopted
as it has proved to be much more economical and satis-

factory than heating plants used in Eastern states.
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California

"^hittVint
(trade name

)

©

i=H Qc^lifornia

H SugarPin^

A dependable wood, j j

plus a technical service

for architects

NATIONAL advertising to home builders, telling

them ofthe uses and properties of California Pines

has aroused a great deal of interest on the part of the

public.

Architeas and builders are particularly interested in

California Pines because these woods conform readily

to niceties of design and the demands of sound con-

struction. Also because California Tines can be depended

upon to preserve accuracies ofconstruction andfitting as long

as the structure exists. California Pines assure continued

perfection of performance at important construaion

points—both hidden and exposed

This association maintains a department devoted ex-

clusively to the supplying of technical information

about California Pines to architects and builders. This

department is in charge of a Wood Technologist

formerly with the Forest Produas Laboratory, con-

duaed by the United States Government at Madison,

Wisconsin. He will immediately reply in detail to in-

quiries about the properties, uses, specifications, treat-

ment, etc.of California Pines.

You are invited to apply to this department whenever

you feel it can be of assistance. If you have not already

received our set of California Pine Information Sheets,

in a form easily filed, you should write forthem immedi-

ately. They give you essential technical information-^.

California White and Sugar Pine

Manufacturers Association
685 Call Building • San Francisco

i^tso producers of

CALIFORNIA WHITE FIR, CALIFORNIA DOUGLAS HR. CALIFORNIA INCENSE CEDAR

Behind this service are the following mills,

whose output approximates 1 Vi billion feet of

California Pine annually—drawingon a visible

supply sufficient for the needs oftwo centuries:

Algoma Lumber Co ; '^ ,.<-

. 205 F. P. Fay BlJg. Los Angeles. Calif.

S.T.Ballard Alturas, Calif.

Big Lakes Box Co Klamath Falls, Oregon
California Door Co. . . Diamond Sprirps, Calif,

Castle Crag Lumber Co CastcUa.Ca if.

Clover Valley Lumber Company . . Loyal ton, Calif.

Ewauna Box Co Klamath Falls, Oregon
The Feather River Lumber Co. . . Portola, Calif.

Fruit Growers Supply Co • ,.^

. . . First Natl Bk.Bldg., San Francisco.Calif.

B. W, Adams, Lumber Sales Manager'
Gilmorc Sawmill West Point, Ca|f.

Hess Lumber Company, Bin R. . . Bishop. Ca if.

Hobart Estate Company . . . . Hobart Mill. Calif.

Lamm Lumber Company . . Modoc Point, Oregon
Lassen Lumber & Box Co ^ ,.f

. . . Monadnock Bldg, San Francisco, Calif.

Likely Lumber Co Likely, Calif.

Madera Sugar Pine Company . . . Madera, Calif.

The McCloud River Lumber Company . ,.,,.,
McCloud. Calif.

Miciiigan-California Lbr. Company . Camino. Calif.

Modoc Lumber Co.. Aspgrove, Klamath Co., Oregon
F.S. Murphy Lumber Company

. . 5-11 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco.Calif.

The Charles Nelson Co .,..
.... 230 California St., San Francisco.Calif.

Pelican Bay Lumber Co. . . Klamath Falls. Oregon
W.R.Pickering Lumber Company . . . .owner
West Side Lumber Co. properties) Tuolumne. Ca if.

Red River Lumber Co Westwoud, Calif.

Siskiyou Lumber Company . •-,.,,

. . 50t Crocker Bk.Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

Standard Lumber Company . . . . Standard. Ca if.

Sugar Pine Lumber Co Fresno. Ca if.

Weed Lumber Company Weed, Calit.

Klamath Lumber and Box Co
.... Wells Fargo Bldg. San Francisco, Calif.

A125
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ABOVE INTERIOR RESIDENXE OF MR. VV. C. RIGSBY; BELOW INTERIOR RESIDENCE OT MR. LOUIS A. SCHREINER.

ATLEE B. AND ROBERT M. AYRES, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, ARCHITECTS
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Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company, Bush Street, San Francisco

Architects, Bliss & Faville. Builders, Dinwiddie Construction Co.
Painters.J. A. Mohr & Son

Walls and ceilings were coated with

Perma-LightWzll Finishes

combining artistic possibilities with
durability and economy

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

HILLHUBBELL & COMPANY
TECHNICAL PAINT SPECIALISTS

HEAD OFFICE us davis street SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES - OAKLAND - SEATTLE - NEW YORK
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ABOVE RESIDENCE OF MR. DAVID STRAUSS; BELOW LIVING ROOM, RESIDENCE OF MR. ATLEE B. AYRES.

ATLEE B. AND ROBERT M. AYRES, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, ARCHITECTS
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InteriorofGTOtmanMetTOpoliUnlhtatn, Lot Aitgdts. DoneaitirdymCojicTae. WilUamLnWooUett,Ard>itKt,

TRULY CREATIVE
Among advanced achievements in concrete is the interior of Grauman

X\~ Metropolitan Theatre, Los Angeles.

From lobby to proscenium the conception has been executed in the same

basic material used to insure structural soundness and economy.

Especially -worthy of note are the rough, form-marked walls with murals

painted on them, the great open trusses and massive beams, the decorated

columns and the symbolic statuary— all of concrete.

The result is a daring creation indicating possibilities through the medium
of concrete undreamed of a few short years ago. And it may well be that this

truly creative work will serve as an inspiration for other individual achieve-

ments destined, perhaps, to herald a new era in architecture.

Competently supervised, modern workmen can produce concrete in any

form, texture or color the architect may direct. If you are interested,we shall

be most happy to send further information. Simply address the nearest office

listed below.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A National Organization to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

DALLAS INDIANAPOLIS MILWAUKEE NEW YORK PITTSBURGH
BOSTON DENVER JACKSONVILLE MINNEAPOUS OKLAHOMA CITY PORTLAND, GREG. SEATTLE

ATLANTA CHARLOTTE, N.C. DES MOINES KANSAS CITY NASHVILLE PARKERSBURG SALT LAKE CITY ST. LOUIS WASHINGTON,
BIKMINGHAM CHICAGO DETROIT LOS ANGELES NEW ORLEANS PHILADELPHIA SAN PRANCISCO VANCOUVER, B.C. D.C.

Our Booklets are sent free in the United States, Canada and Cuba only
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ABOVE—ORMSBY CHEVROLET COMPANY, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS; BELOW—AUTOMOBILE SHOWROOM OF JACK VV. NEAL

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. ATLEE B. AND ROBERT M. AYRES, ARCHITECTS
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ONCRETE MADE WITH ATLAS PORTLAND
CEMENT IS THE COMPLETE
ARCHITECTURAL MATERIAL

The builder of a home, the manufacturer adding to his plant, the

contractor, the architect, the engineer, supervising and erecting

the structures that guarantee today's civilization—each is helped

or hindered by the extent to which any material gives him per-

manent substance, form and color— with economy. Since its

discovery a century ago, concrete has demonstrated its substance. Wherever strength

and permanence are essential, concrete has been tried and proved.

Concrete made with Atlas Portland Cement makes possible decorative effects as beautiful

and varied as those produced, in more costly materials, centuries ago so perfectly that thev

became standards of excellence for all time. And such concrete is an economic possibility

for any structure, large or small.

Atlas Portland Cement, either in its normal gray tone or in pure white, by utilizing

colored aggregate, opens complete color possibilities for concrete and at a price within the

reach of all. And this color, rich and sumptuous in a public structure or delicate and sub-

dued in the more modest home, is economical in first cost, and permanent.

Atlas, through the development of the rotary kiln, estabhshed a dependable standard for

Portland Cement, and effected such economy in manufacture that it has become available

for all types of construction. Atlas Portland Cement is actually cheaper today than it was

thirty years ago, and consequently concrete construction is comparable in first cost to less-

permanent types of buildings.

But the foundation of its lasting utility as a building material for all kinds of construction

is its substance, first standardized and made generally available by Atlas, "the Standard by

which all other makes are measured."

between the <^tlas plants and the user there Is but one distributor—the building material dealer—vjho

brings <^tlas to the public cheaper than by any other method. <^ny architect, contractor or prospective

buildtr is invited to write this Company regarding the possibilities of concrete, made with ^tlas.

PORTLAND CEMENT company

25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

CHICAGO BIRMINGHAM INDEPENDENCE, KANS.
PHILADELPHIA BOSTON ST. LOUIS DES MOINES DAVTON OMAHAoAtlas oAtlas fVhite
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Interior, Cathedral at Modena— Built in the nth Century

THE illustration shows the interior of the Cathe-

dral at Modena after the completion of the resto-

ration which was begun in 1897. The stucco which
covered the walls and vaults was removed and ex-

posed the soft, pinkish cream brickwork. A study will

bring out the great care and beauty of the brickwork

in the pilasters, arches and vaults. Every detail is

brought out with the greatest skill. In the splendid

brick vaulting, note the simple but effective ribbing

which is secured by chamfering the projecting brick

course.

Modern American face brick offers the architect an

mfinite variety of color tones and textures, and thus

enhances the artistic possibilities ofextensive interiors.

"Architectural Details in Brickwork," a portfolio

of halftone plates of exterior and interior brickwork,

will be sent to any architect asking for it on his

office stationery.

"English Precedent for Modern Brickwork," a 100-

page book, beautifully illustrated with halftones and

measured drawings of Tudor and Georgian types and

American adaptations, sent postpaid for two dollars.

Address, American Face Brick Association, 1767

Peoples Life Building, Chicago, 111.
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SECOND FLOOP-- PLAN

ABOVE RESIDENCE OF DR. E. C. MOORE; BELOW FLOOR PLANS, DR. MOORE S HOME. EVERETT H. MERRILL,

ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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RESIDENCE OF MR. M. H. ADAMSON, LOS ANGELES ELMER GREY, ARCHITECT

SHOWING the beautiful effect of two color work and the fine textures

obtainable by using California Stucco. (T'ki) We are prepared to make
up preliminary samples of special textures and colors, to fully comply

with your requirements

CALIFORNIA STUCCO PRODUCTS COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
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RAYMOND
GRANITE
/ / Architects, now, more
than ever before, recog-

nize in Raymond Granite

the greatest of building

stones.

Raymond Granite is to-

day almost automatically

specified for the majority

of fine building projects

of the west.

There is no substitute for

granite—and Raymond
Granite affords the archi-

tect a Stone that is at once

beautiful, economical
and everlasting.

This organization would
be glad ofthe privilege of

submitting further facts.

Raymond Granite is quarried

at Knowles,California,where
exists one of the largest de-

posits of this high grade
granite in the world.

The Raymond Granite Com-
pany is the only company
dealing in the trade marked
Raymond Granite. It is the

largest and oldest company
of its kind in the west.

RAYMOND GRANITE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

CONTRACTORS
GRANITE' STONE' BUILDING' MEMORIAL

5 POTRERO AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO

1350 PALMETTO STREET, LOS ANGELES

Add
toWestern

Prosperity
When you specify Pacific

Plumbing Fixtures you se-

cure the highest quality

fixtures made in the world.

And you add to the pros-

perity of the w^est because

every order we receive

gives employment towest-

ern workmen.

The continued prosperity

of the w^est is largely de-

pendent on western

industries.

Trade Mark Rcgis[crcd

PACIFIC
PLUMBING FIXTURES

PACIFIC SANITARY MANUFACTURING CO.

Main Oflfices: 67 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

Factories: Richmond and San Pablo, California

Branches: Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle
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RESIDEXCE OF MR. M.J. AD.\MSON. ELMER GREY, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Vreserred because it^s

Reinforced with Steel

METAL is the only plaster base that

won't warp, shrink, swell or bum.
Plastering on such a base minimires repair

and fire risk.

Are you giving your clients the benefit of

such construction ?

The cost for plastering on METAL lath is

too small, its benefits too great, to warrant
"skimping" on the contract for lathing and
plastering.

Specify Better Plastering with METAL lath to

reinforce and preserve. Secure bids for furnishing

three coat plaster reinforced with three pound metal
lath: (1) throughout the plastered parts of the

building; (2) on all ceilings; (3) on the ceilings and
in the corners of entry hall, living room and dining

room; bath room wainscot, and for fire protection over
heating plant and on the under side of main stairway.

See Better Plastering adteTtisements in the

Post Waj 2—American \{ag(K.ine for June.

NATIONAL COUNCIL
BETTER PLASTERING

819 Madison Square Building

CHICAGO
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BOOK PLATES DESIGNED BY ELMER GREY, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA



Craftsmanship
It is unnecessary to introduce Mr. Elmer Grey

to the readers of the Pacific Coast Architect.

The book-plate drawings which are reproduced

herewith may well be called "Exhibits in the

Case of Handcraft vs. Machine-craft." While
Mr. Grey is not exactly a Voice crying in the

Wilderness, he is indeed one of the few who
care and dare to sound a note of protest and

warning against the growing tendency to neg-

lect craftsmanship. The eye of the camera is a

useful, well-nigh invaluable, aid to the work of

the architect; but it can never attain or replace

the combination of eye and hand and brain of

the true creative artist.

The Modest Architedi

For several months the Pacific Coast Archi-
tect has been devoting a monthly page to

"Personal Glimpses" of well-known architects.

That this fearture is omitted in this issue is not

due to lack of interest or to lack of interesting

subjects, but to the personal modesty that

seems to be inherent in the profession.

Why the Architect should be so reluctant to

be photographed is a mystery. There are few
men—and fewer women—who do not get a

more-or-less concealed thrill from seeing their

features in print. Can it be that the artistic

spirit in the Architect, satisfied with nothing
short of perfection, rejects the Outer Envelope
as an inadequate presentment of his personality?

Then modesty, perhaps, may not be the real

cause for the difficulty we find in securing like-

nesses of our architectural luminaries.

However, we shall endeavor to overcome this

reluctance and continue these Glimpses, feeling

sure that this modicum of publicity is deserved

and desirable. Meanwhile,we present elsewhere

a tribute to one not, indeed, in the profession,

but who was liked and valued by a great many
architects—the late M. J. Hetherington, for

years dealer in architectural books.

ing in San Francisco in March, 400 architects,

engineers and contractors gathered to hear Mr.
Miller, and his clear exposition of the work done
by the National Institute toward the standard-

ization of steel specifications and building code
requirements, the possible saving in steel ton-

nage through the adoption of the Institute's re-

vised formulae, and the enormous money saving

that this would entail, created a most favorable

impression, and should lead to definite action

in San Francisco. The Institute Code has been

prepared by a committee of five distinguished

architects and engineers, and represents a com-
bination of engineering skill, practical experi-

ence and good sense, of the greatest economic
and structural value.

Standardisation
The American Institute of Steel Construction

has been sending its chief engineer, Mr. Lee H.
Miller, on a tour around the South and West, a

campaign of education for the elimination of

waste and economy of construction. At a meet-

IN RECOGNITION OF COURTESY
Through the kindness of "California Southland"' we are

able to reprint, for our readers, notes by Mr. Harold O.

Sexsmith, A. I. A., on the activities of the Southern

California Chapter, originally published as a Monthly
Bulletin in that unique and attractive magazine of the

South. Credit for this privilege has been quite uninten-

tionally omitted in previous issues.
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BARRY APARTMENTTS. 3100
Sheridan Road. Chicago. III.

Robert S. De Golyer. Architect;
Weil-McLain Co., Jobbers; Carl
lohn Stein Co., Plumbers. 337

Kohler fixtures are installed in

this building, among them 133

"Viceroy" built-in baths.

Bell Tower, ?{ew Kohler Offices

The Kohler oifices, the factory, the Vil-

lage of Kohler, form a unique commu'
ntty. uKert" neighborly interest and civic

purpose find reflection in the qiwi/iry of
Kohler products ^ enameled plumbing
ware and private electric plants

THE distinguished beauty and quality of

Kohler Enameled Plumbing Ware again and
again make this ware the choice of architects

of fine residential buildings such as the Barry

Apartments of Chicago.

Kohler Ware is justly noted for graceful design

and for the durability and uniform snowy
whiteness of its enamel. The name "Kohler,"
unobtrusively fused into the enamel of every

fixture, identifies exceptional worth.

There are Kohler fixtures for every class of in-

stallation; all of the same high quality, yet no
more costly than any other ware that the dis-

criminating architect would wish his client to

consider.

Kohler Co., Founded 1873, Kohler, Wisconsin
Shippmg Point, Sheboygan, Wisconsin

ANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIESB R

KOHLERofKOHLER
Enameled TPlumbing Ware
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SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
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HE Entertainment Committee of the

San Francisco Architectural Cluh
has arranged a very comprehensive
and exceedingly interesting program
of social events for the year that

will he greatly enjoyed by those

who attend and will occasion many
regrets among those who are not
fortunate to be present.

It is the desire of the Committee
to enliven the otherwise prosaic

business meetings with some little comic-diversity that

will entertain the gathering and increase the spirit of

good fellowship which makes club spirit.

At the February meeting, after the formal business had

been disposed of, the members present were invited to

participate in a comedy "architectural" (?) competition.

Printed programs and drawing paper were supplied; a

time limit was established and the crowd started to ex-

press their ideas. After twenty minutes had elapsed, and

all of the drawings were collected, they were properly

judged. The handsome prize was awarded to Lawrence H.

Kevser, who displayed unusual imagination and a re-

markable knowledge of mechanics in the solution of a

very simple problem.

The Club, at their March meeting, had the pleasure of

entertaining as aruhonorary guest, Mr. Roger Blaine, who
fascinated the members with intimate little glimpses of

his recent sketching trip through the southern European
countries. His collection of exquisite sketches were an

inspiration to all present.

The frolic after the April meeting was given over to

that latest craze which has been sweeping the country,

the cross-word puzzle. The puzzle, on somewhat archi-

tectural lines, was devised by the ingenious Entertain-

ment Committee and was drawn on a big blackboard, so

that the entire assemblage might participate in the fun.

The gradual development of the solution, accompanied
bv continual gales of laughter, disclosed the letters S. F.

A.C. in the center of the checkerboard surrounded by an

assortment of words that can come only from a draughts-

man's imagination.

The feature of the May meeting is a good old-fashioned

spelling bee with Sturgis' Dictionary of Architecture as

the source of inspiration and a fine reward for the best

speller.

There is something interesting promised bv the Enter-

tainment Committee for each monthly meeting and, after

the evening's fun, refreshments will be served as in the

past. The Committee also has a number of large club

affairs programed for the year, details of them will be
announced later.

The Entertainment Committee, who are working so

hard to give the club boys a great year of social affairs,

is composed of Orin Bullock, Chairman; A. D. Janscn
and Lawrence H. Kevser.

The preliminaries to the big pool tournament have been

concluded with W'ilton Smith winning the honor of hav-
ing his name engraved on the silver cup. The finals are

now in progress; the prize for this being a handsome
billiard cue.

PACIFIC CLAY PRODUCTS

ON FEBRUARY Kjth the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce opened its new building and on the same

date the Pacific Clay Products moved to a suite of offices
in that building. Behind this move there is an unusual
story, according to Robert Linton, general manager, who
says that three past presidents of the Los Angeles Cham-
ber of Commerce are members of the Pacific Cfay Products
and out of loyalty to that organization, they waited until
the new building was finished so they might occupy one
of its floors.

Pacific Clay Products is the oldest, and in many lines,

the largest ceramic industry in the West, Mr. Linton says,
and points out that the company operates three large
plants in the Los Angeles neighborhood, making quality
face brick, fire brick, fire clay, flue lining, drain tile and a

complete line of stoneware (crockery).
Many Los Angeles business leaders are on the director-

ate, including \Vm. Lacy, past president Chamber of Com-
merce; N. W. Stowell, prominent capitalist and owner of
the Stowell Hotel; Robert Linton, W. R. Fawcett,
Wm. T. Bishop, past president. Chamber of Commerce,
and present head of Bishop and Company; John D. Fred-
ericks, U. S. Congressman and past president of the Cham-
ber of Commerce; Paul G. Hoffman, head of the company
bearing his name, chairman of the traffic commission anii

director in the Chamber of Commerce.

DONLEY BOOK OF FIREPLACES
The third edition of the Donley Book of Fireplaces is

published to help the architect, builder and home owner
build fireplaces that will be free from ordinary fireplace
evils, such as smoking, soot smudging, poor draft and
lack of heat radiation.

To accomplish the above, the book first gives a very
brief history of fireplaces and their construction.
Having treated on external designs the book then takes

up the internal construction, explaining its importance
and giving a complete set of working plans for building
the fireplace.

This new edition, with many new features, larger in

size and number of pages, profusely illustrated, will be
welcomed by architects, builders and home owners as a
valuable aid in building better fireplaces. The Donlev
Brothers Co., 13900 Miles Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION LAWS
The Industrial Accident Commission has prepared a book-
let for distribution that outlines the principal provisions
of the Workmen's Compensation, Insurance and Safety
Laws of California with respect to compensation. The
information given sets forth brifly the obligations of the
employer and the benefits the laws provide for industrial
injury. It should be found of interest to all employers of
labor as well as every employee in the state. Copy of the
booklet may be had at the offices of the Commission in

San Francisco or Los Angeles, or it will be mailed to any
address on receipt of request.
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Chamberlin Strip in Use 19 Years
ProvesValue on Congress Hotel

Congress Hotel, Chicago, Equipped in 1906 with Chamberlin Metal Weather Strips

CHAMBERilN
METAL

WEATHER STWP
DETAILS

^

"Chamberlin Metal
Weather Strip Details"
is the most complete
book of its kind ever
issued. Free copy sent
to architects upon
request.

The Chamberlin
Company, itself, is be-
hind every Chamber-
lin installation. In
cases -where occasional
adjustments may arise,
recourse is had directly
to the company, an im-
portant advantage to
both architect and
builder.

Exposed to the full force of Lake
Michigan gales, the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, early sought the

protection of Chamberlin Metal
Weather Strips for its hundreds
of guest rooms.

That the initial Chamberlin
equipment, installed in 1906 is

still giving thoroughly adequate
service after 19 years' use, was
brought out in a test made Feb-
ruary II. 1925.

This test conducted on the lines

of those recently made by the

American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers,
showed that the Chamberlin
Strip was keeping out 93.7% of

possible in-leakage of air.

Wind velocity against |^
tested sash was 1 5

miles per hour. Actual
measured in-Ieakage

included air coming through
cracks in frame and through
pulley holes. Windows were
tested without any special
preparation.

As demonstrated above, Cham-
berlin Weather Strip installed

for a long period of years invari-

ably shows a high degree of

efficiency. Yet Chamberlin is

constantly improving both its

product and its installation.

A recent improvement is the new
shoulder bearing corrugated strip

which has been adopted after

careful test proving it to be 3%
more efficient. By specifying

Chamberlin, architects and
home owners are assured of

weather-stripping in-

stalled by experts and

Siit"/iNC£ie93-TME sTANwlio sSil Hfe of the building.

CHAMBERLIN

CHAMBERLIN METAL WEATHER STRIP COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
San Diego Los Angeles San Francisco Sacramento Portland Tacoma

i}o8 Fifth Street 310} W. Sixth St. 693 Mission St. 910 9th Street 355 E. Main St. 1533 Dock St.

Tel. Main 635-55 Tel, Wash. 1711 Tel. Sutter 899 Tel. Main 1116 Tel. East 8395 Tel. Main 676

Seattle

i73}Wcstlakc N.

Tel. Garfield 4910
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OFFICERS

J. S. Fairweather, President

John Rbid, Jr., Vice-President

AlbertJ. Evers, Sec.-Treas.
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DIRECTORS

Earle B. Bertz, three years

Will G. Corlett, three years

George W. Kelham, two years

Arthur Brown, two years

J. Harry Blohme, one year

William Mooser, one year

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held in the rooms of the San

Francisco Architectural Club, 77 O'Farrell Street, on
Tuesday, May 19, 192.5, at 6:30 p.m.

Dinner will be served at 75 cents per plate.

APRIL MEETING
The regular meeting of The American Institute of Archi-

tects, the San Francisco Chapter, was held on Tuesday,
April II, 1915, in the rooms of the San Francisco Archi-

tectural Club, 77 O'Farrell Street. President Fairweather
called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m.

The following members were present: J. S. Fairweather,

John Reid, Jr., Morris M. Bruce, Wm. Mooser, W. H.
Crim, C. A. Memdorffer, W. C. Hays, Will Corbett,

Ernest Coxhead, August Headman, Benjamin S. Hirsch-

feld, AlbertJ. Evers.

The following guests were present : Mr. Fred Dohrmann
and Mr. J. F. Kennedy, of the Regional Plan Association;

Mr. Woodward, Secretary of the San Francisco City
Planning Commission.
Mr. Fred Dohrmann, President of the Regional Plan

Association of San Francisco, gave a very interesting out-

line of the purposes and scope of the work of the Asso-

ciation. After some discussion, the regular business was
taken up.

MINUTES
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as

published.

OLD BUSINESS

The Secretary reported that the President had appointed
as an Industrial Relation Committee: John Reid, Jr.,

William Mooser and Al J. Evers, with the President as

ex-officio member.
Report of the Committee on the Architectural and

Allied Arts Exhibit in New York, sent by Mr. Schnait-

tacher, was read and accepted as read.

NEW BUSINESS

The Secretary read a letter from the Industrial Associa-

tion regarding an act to prevent blacklisting. It was the

sense of the meeting that the members write to Assembly-
men, asking them to vote against the bill.

Report of the Committee on the competition held by
the Redwood Association was given by Mr. Coxhead.
The Committee reported successful completion of their

work.
The ordinance regarding the limitation of height of

buildings in the first and second residential districts in

San Francisco was brought up for discussion. Mr. Wood-
ward, Secretary of the City Planning Commission, spoke
regarding the proposed ordinance. A general discussion

of the ordinance was held. The following resolution was
moved by Mr. Coxhead, seconded by Mr. Mooser and
carried by vote of the Chapter:

Resolved: That it is the consensus of opinion of
this meeting that the controversy which has arisen

regarding the proposed ordinance and threatened in-

vasion of the tall apartment-house building into the
residence districts is but one phase of the problem
confronting the City, largely by reason of the ab-
sence of a consistently co-ordinated, comprehensive
and officially authorized city plan looking to the
future development and expansion of the City:
That no permanent and satisfactory solution of the

problems involved and others which will undoubt-
edly arise from time to time can be made until such
a city plan exists:

That it is the sentiment of the Chapter that the
action of the City Planning Commission, in working
toward this end, should receive whole-hearted sup-
port, backed by a sufficient appropriation to produce
such a plan.

After further discussion it was moved, seconded and
carried that it is the opinion of the Chapter that the area
taken in by the proposed ordinance is too large and that
the height limitation area should not extend as far east as

Van Ness Avenue.
Mr. Fairweather reported that the Builders Exchange

had asked that the Chapter pass a ruling allowing a
minimum of ten days to contractors for figuring plans for

bids. The matter was referred back to the committee for

further consideration.

The Industrial Relation Committee reported a meeting
with the Committee of the Builders Exchange to con-
sider the proposed ordinance to license plasterers. The
Committee recommended a resolution to be brought to

the attention of the Builders Exchange, the Industrial

Association and other bodies, asking for a reconstruction
of the building inspection division of the Board of Public
Works. Moved, seconded and carried that the report of
the Committee be accepted and the Committee was in-

structed to co-operate with the Builders Exchange and
Industrial Association in the movement.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned

.

Respectfully submitted, AlbertJ. Evers, Secretary.
* * *

NEW PANELBOARD CATALOG
It is announced that the new Frank Adam Electric Com-
pany Panelboard Catalog No. 35 is ready now for dis-

tribution. It will be mailed only upon request and is said

to be very complete.
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Stained floors that keep their finish

a7id harmo?nze with the woodwork i?t your home

Stained floors raise new problems. Aside

from the need for a flooring-wood tough

enough to resist moving feet and furniture,

vou need a wood which assures perma-

nence of the stain itself.

You need a flooring of such fine fibre

and delicate grain that the stain penetrates

evenly and harmonizes with the wood-
work.

Beech and Birch are therefore winning

rapidly increasing favor for stained floors

in addition to their extensive use in their

beautiful natural colors, when waxed or

varnished. They possess the remarkable

hardness of Maple, combined witha texture

which makes them most easily stained.

"Color Harmony in Floors" shows in

actualcolors the color possibilitiesof Maple,
Beech and Birch floors. Let us supply you
with one or several copies for reference.

Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association

1049 Stock Exchange Building, Chicago

Guaranteed Floorings

The letters MFMA on
Maple. Beech or Birch
flooring signify that the
flooring is standardized and
guaranteed by the Maple
Flooring Manufacturers
Association, whose mem-
bers must attain and main-
tain the highest standards
of manufacture and adhere
to manufacturing and

grading rules which eco-

nomically conserve every
particle of these remark-
able woods. This trade-
mark is for your protection.

Look for it on the flooring

you buy.

MFMA

Floor ii;///^Maple
Beech or Birch ^
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DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
(Continued from page 7)

The Furniture of the Tudor Period was chiefly designed

bv the Architects; in fact, it was almost an undivided

profession until the appearance of Thomas Chippendale,

for Chippendale himself studied architecture; and about

1730 he established a separate and masterly school of

Furniture Designers.

The purpose of giving the names of Architects, Painters,

Sculptors, Clockmakers, etc., is to assemble the works of

these individuals; and by so doing we lay the foundations

for a strictly Period Room or House. For instance: a

glance at the list of Painters will at once direct us to the

appropriate paintings for the room. For since we are

dealing here with Tudor Art, the age of Oak Furniture,

one can hardly imagine a painting by Thomas Gains-

borough in conjunction with oak cupboards and wain-

scot chairs. Why? Because Gainsborough flourished dur-

ing the Adam and Hepplewhite Periods, and consequent-

ly, do not his paintings call for the more effeminate

surroundings of mahogany and satin wood furniture of

the frivolous Georgian times? Try to imagine the Duchess

of Gainsborough seated on a wainscot chair, or one of

King Henry's armored knights upon a Hepplewhite
chair; and surely the fitness of things will assert itself;

and this is the keynote of Period Art. Hence the painting

for a Tudor room would be a Holbein or one of the

brothers Horebout; and likewise the clock would be a

reproduction of a Nicholas Cratzyer and not of a Justin

Vulliamy, for he was a clockmaker to George II.

The Furniture of the Tudor Period was made chiefly

of native oak, the only wood at the free disposal of the

craftsmen, which was grown upon the adjoining estates.

It was distinctly restricted in quantity and comprised a

few objects such as chests and armories (or livery cup-

boards), credences, hutches, trestle tables, wainscots,

cacqueteuses and turned spindle chairs, stools and beds.

These objects were frequently painted in colors of red,

green and blue, and partly gilt; which indicates strongly

the presence of Italian craftsmen, for, naturally, with the

admiration Henry VIII had for the Cardinal, one is not

surprised that the Italians were much favored.

The chair as seen in the photograph by the carved door

is distinctly Italian in form and the original was the first

upholstered easy-chair in England, known as "Cardinal

Wolsey's chair." When Cardinal Wolsey gave Hampton
Court Palace to Henry VIII there were a number of these

chairs upholstered in white kid and embroidered in gold

and silver thread.

There is a painting in the Prado Gallery, Madrid, of

Mary Tudor seated upon a chair of this design, uphol-

stered in black velvet, and needle worked. This was
painted in England by Sir Antonio Moro about 1554, who
visited England and was court painter for a short period.

The reason of our mentioning this painting is to impress

upon the student to take notice of the paintings by the

different Masters of various periods, which will fre-

quently help to determine the approximate date of the

furniture therein. Sir Anthony \'an Dyck's paintings are

particularly instructive in this manner of the Jacobean
period, as are William Hogarth's of the Georgian. Then,
again, from paintings of the various periods one can
establish with determination the color-schemes; for,

after all, a room, when complete, is nothing more nor
less than a picture. It is true it is not of canvas and paint,

but produced from fine tapestries, velvets, embroideries,

porcelains, etc., which are skilfully chosen from the

palette of the Decorative Artist. For instance, the color-

ings in a Gainsborough painting will surely give the

keynote for a charming boudoir with its blues, pinks and
grays, as does Sir Anthony Van Dyck for the Period

Decorations of Charles I—time i6L<i-i649. It might here

be mentioned that \'an D\ck did more for the decorative

interiors of England at that time than any other artist,

and unquestionably bestowed much thought on this sub-

ject, for he, himself, possessed a wonderful wealth of

tapestries, embroideries, furniture, etc.; and, after his

death in 1641, his great collection was disposed of in

London.
Chairs in Tudor times were rare objects and were pos-

sessed only by the very wealthy and even then in small

numbers, for stools and forms were chiefly used to sit

upon.

The Credence was a most important and sacred piece of

furniture. Its existence was brought about by the poison-

ing of many a disfavored master by members of his house-

hold. The food was served from the kitchen and placed

upon the Credence by the servant, who in the presence

of his master would chant the Creed; hence its name,

"Credence." The servant at the same time tasted, as an

outward sign to his master, to show that the food had
in no way been contaminated with poison. Thence it was
served upon the dais to his master.

"The Yeoman of the Guard of our Lord and King
Henrv \TI" was created by the king at his coronation,

and comprised a guard of fifty archers and tasters, com-
monly called "beef-eaters, "for these were created for the

purpose of tasting wine and food as well as for a body
guard. They always carried a "halberd." A pair of these

can be seen either side of the mantle place.

The bed was most sacred in the olden days.

Religious texts were also carved upon these old beds as

well as "four angels around one's head." Many of the old

beds possessed secret shrines and Bible boxes, also secret

hiding places, which were concealed chiefly in the head-

board paneling.

In the days of ill-fitting doors and windows, one can

fully realize and appreciate the necessity of the curtain

hung tester, for these were tightly drawn after retiring

and covered the whole bed in a tent-like manner.

The linen fold panel was introduced into furniture

about the time of the accession of Henry VII in 1485. It

continued in vogue for about a century and was used even

as late as 1650, but in debased forms. Pierced and incised

Gothic traceries with vine and leaf decoration were per-

haps the most usual form of details, with their mouldings

emphasized in color. On the fine pieces one can observe

the skillful art of the metal workers; in fact, on many
chests and cupboards, wrought-iron \vork, consisting of

strap hinges, lock plates and handles were the only form

of decoration. The "V" that surrounds the keyhold on

the lock plate of the chests had its purpose of guiding the

key into the lock, for many of the chests containing

valuables were naturally placed in the dark; hence this

key guide.

For a long time the Furniture makers were entirely in-

fluenced by the architecture that surrounded them; in

fact, the woodworker followed closely the decorations

and construction of the stonemason, for in the Tudor
Period the stonemason's mitre can be observed in the

woodwork where the top stiles and rails meet, for here

the mouldings return and run down the rails, but are

carved in corners against the grain of the wood, not

mitred. This method of construction is that of a stone-

mason; there being no grain in stone, it presents no

difficulty, but to cut against the grain of oak was a

troublesome task. There has been no attempt at the panel

base of mitreing, as the mouldings on the rails die on the

bottom of the stile and thus mitreing is obviated alto-

gether, while the stile itself is decorated only with a

stopper chamfer. Apparently the mitreing or joining of

two mouldings together was not completely conquered
CConcluded on page 48)
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T ARCHITECT>
THE NEED FOR BETTER PLASTERING

PLASTERING on a steel base repays its cost time and

again. It is preserved because it is reinforced—the

steel will hold the plastering in place for at least one
hour during the hottest fire.

A nation-wide campaign is under way. Home owners,

builders and buyers will be shown why all of the faults

of ordinary plastering are due to an inadequate base.

Similarly, they will be made to realize that plastering on

a metal base will more than repay the slight added in-

vestment, in freedom from repair, continued perfection in

the plastered surfaces and maximum safety from fire.

So that bids may be somewhat standardized, the fol-

lowing specifications have been adopted:

For substituting three-coat plaster reinforced by three

pound metal lath:

(i) Throughout the plastered parts of the

building add $

(2.) On all ceilings add $

(3) On ceilings and in corners of entry hall,

living-room and dining-room, on soffit

of main stairway, bath room and wain-
scot, and for fire protection over heating

plant and under stairs add $

Lathers who appreciate that a permanent base is the only

kind to use favor Better Plastering. Plasterers, too, prefer

to work on a base that does not discredit their art. Here,

the architect is afforded an opportunity to aid in a worth-
while effort to reduce the loss of 7,500 lives and $88,000,-

000 in property destroyed by fire, and to give the buyer

maximum assurance of freedom from repair and upkeep.
* * *

THREE RETAIL YARDS IN SOUTH
Rapid increase in building in the last few months has

required the establishment of three retail stock-carrying

yards in Los Angeles for Pacific Clay Products.

Complete stocks of sewer pipe, flue lining, drain tile,

mantel brick and samples of face brick will be carried at

each of the yards which are located in various parts of the

city.
+ * *

ELEPHANTS HAUL TEAK
This magazine is in receipt of a very interesting folder

from the Davis Hardwood Company of San Francisco,

showing two elephants in the employ of that well-known
concern hard at work hauling teak for them in Siam.

Accompanying this illustration is the Davis Hardwood
Company's Folder No. 18, which contains much of in-

terest to those planning to use hardwood, and informa-

tion of especial value to the architect.

LOS ANGELES LEADS IN CLAY
A survey completed recently shows Los Angeles leads in

output of vitrified salt glazed products in all cities west

of Chicago.
It is said this is largely because of the activity of the

Pacific Clay Products Company which now operates three

plants at full capacity.

ALL METAL FIRE DOORS

HighGrade Sheet M.etalandKalameinWork

nRE PROTECTION PRODUCTS CO.
3117 TWENTIETH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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A FRIEND PASSES
47

THE LATE M. J. HETHERINGTON

By Charles W. Meighan
IN COLLABORATION WITH HARRIS ALLEN

THE friendly patter of a pair of feet that seemed to lilt

across the floors of many an architect's office, is still.

The high treble lisp which the years had brought, is

silent. ^

M. J. Hetherington, a character familiar and dear to

almost every architect in Northern California, is gone.

Active to the last of his nearly 84 years; smarter in many
ways than most of us, trotting his little trot, trying to

serve; at last, he has passed to his rest.

He was born in England—what does it matter where?

—

and he had a most fascinating career. It was a career that

enabled him to acquire many languages and speak them
fluently and he was a dealer in architectural books and
books on allied subjects.

To some, this may seem like a prosaic existence, but it

was never prosaic as he conducted it. To the very end,

each day was an adventure to the old gentleman. He knew
almost every architect in Northern California and he
knew almost every architectural book published and
while many preached "Service," he practiced it.

His system was his own, his books may have been in

bins and barrels and not on shelves, but invariably he

found the things desired and delivered them to his patrons.

And, although age was upon his shoulders and he kept
no formal accounts, the architects of the bay region will

testify, one and all, that he made no errors. He collected

his bills.

That individual little trot of a pair of feet that stayed

young, the smile that he had, the peculiarities of voice

that those who knew him will ever remember—these can
not die. Stalwart sons he left behind and many, many
friends to mourn his passing.

He could leave no real successor because he was a

"type," a character—a personality, if you please—but
his business lives after him and is being conducted by
M. Sterling Carter, at 434 Post Street, whose equipment
for serving architects is complete.

Vale, M. J. Hetherington! Vale, and farewell! May we
all meet in that architectural paradise where there are no
inappreciative clients to be pleased, no lack of beautiful

books to be studied!

Authentic "Designs

HIS Company
produces lighting fixtures of ab-

solutely correft period design.

At its showrooms, in their

proper settings, you will find

lighting fixtures that mutely

tell of Versailles centuries gone,

that recall the staunch worthi-

ness of early English manor
houses, that set forth the beau-

teous simplicity of our own
American Colonial style, that

represent the days of Spanish

domination-).

Designs furnished. ^ Fixtures

made to order.

Tmv&vem'Bcmco.
fighting£quipment
dJ8 SouthJigueroa Street

LOS ANGELES
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DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
(Concluded from page 45)

until the middle of the i6th century. The Craftsman be-

came greatly enthusiastic over his success; forgetting
carving, inlaying, etc., the mitred mouldings, displayed
in a geometrical manner, were the only form of decora-
tion on many pieces at this time.

The under-framing, which rests upon or near the
ground in early chairs and tables, served its secondary
purpose as a foot-rest, for in Tudor times rugs were prac-

tically unknown in England, and until late in Elizabeth's

reign the floors of houses were strewn with rushes; hence
the necessity of a foot rest; and as rushes were not too
frequently changed, they soon became unsanitary. This
under-framing gradually grew higher and higher from the
floor, and in late Georgian times ceased to exist. In royal

palaces the rush was intermixed with golden straw and
sweet-smelling herbs and flowers. Walking upon these

bruised and crushed them, which sent abroad pleasant

odors. Later, rushes were woven into matting and placed
upon the floor as a carpet. This weaving suggested the

rush-bottom-seated chairs of Queen Anne's time.

The rush was also utilized for lighting purposes. The
rushlight or candle is very ancient; the earliest candles

were rushes dipped in grease and placed in the table rush-

holders. The larger rush torches rested in the cressett

which surmounts the andirons. This was the old method
of illuminating.

In times when tapestries and pictures were few, rushes

and newly-cut blossoms were hung upon the walls for

their fragrance and coolness in summer weather, and
formed a charming treatment in conjunction with the

trophies of the huntsman's chase. Henry \TII encouraged
tapestry weaving in England, and the first factories were
established at Barcheston and Weston. In order to hang
these tapestries frames were erected a little distance from
the wall. Hence the opportunity "so freely made use of

by the old dramatists" for persons to conceal themselves
in order to listen to what might be passing.

Construction is of the utmost importance in furniture

reproduction. The scale of the dove-tailing, the runners

on drawers, the mouldings on carcases, tren rails and pegs

and the presence of the beveled panel or even a metal
screw will denote accuracy of detail. For example, the

writer believes that the metal screw was not known prior

to 1745, and he believes it to have been invented by a

clockmaker named Henry Hindley, of Yorkshire, about

1745, and thus the metal screws superseded the old wood-
en pegs. Therefore in a faithful reproduction of a Queen
Anne piece a metal screw is not permissible; dowels and
pegs were then used.

In Tudor Times fireplaces had now become distinctive

features and were moved to the side wall from the centre

of the floor, and thus developed the chimney stacks. At
Penhurst, in Kent, there still exist a center firestone

which is marked out in an octagonal manner with a

rim, and within the space stands a pair of huge andirons

bearing the double broad arrow of the Sidney arms. The
smoke from the first ascended and passed through the

louvre or opening in the lofty oaken roof above. As
comfort was demanded so did the architecture change;
and soon we find fireplaces in many rooms. With drawing
rooms came into existence many other features that did

not exist in earlier architecture.

The fact of Henry VIII declaring the Pope to have no
jurisdiction in England, and also the dissolution of the

monasteries and religious houses in 1539, had great effect

upon Tudor style, for the Germans and Flemings who
were Protestants flocked to England, while the Italian

craftsmen ceased to be favored; hence this was the turn-

ing point of Tudor Art to that ofJacobean.

MARBLE
— and its correct treatment and installation are

matters requiring expert craftsmen. Our splendid

organization is always at the service of

the architect and the builder.

JOSEPH
NUSrO SONS-KEEHAN

CONPANT
535 North Point, San Francisco

1064 S. Broadway, Los Angeles 1450 Webster St., Oakland

Ldkj m Ssn Jolt Esttti tj Mr. W. H Lnt

The estate of W. H Lcct of San Jose was
planned and designed toliarmonizewith nat-

ural surroundings and architectural styles.

MACRORIE-MCLAREN COMPANY
LANDSCAPE ENGINEERS and GENERAL NURSERYMEN

SUITE 301 PHELAN BLI)G.,5AN FRANCISCO
DOUGLAS 4442
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Lib.;i\ 1- _ :i Francisco. H. A.Minton, Architecr

Orn.imc:nt.ii Iron tntrance and Bronze Teller Cages

Show True Craftsmanfhip.

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON &.

BRONZE COMPANY
SIXTEENTH STREET AND SAN BRUNO AVE. - SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

TELEPHONE MARKET loii

.
—'is even more important to

you than good clothes.

.
—'for your personality may be

strong enough to overcome

a poor appearance.

.—but the clasp of a hand, the

gleam of a clear, friendly eye

.
—.your personality.—^are

lacking in a poorly printed

message.

—.Unless captured and put

there by craftsmen who do

something with type besides

"just print."

C. Raymond Beran Co.
Printers

133 Kearny St., San Francisco

from Florida.,from Tcx^iS,from Spain
—letters like the one printed below pour in. This one is from Mr.

C. LeRoy Kinports, in the office of Walter C DeGarmo, A. I. A., and

Phineas E. Paist, Architects, Miami, Florida.

"PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT,
133 Kearny Street, San Francisco, CaL

Gentlemen: Three of the boys in the office like the Pacific Coast

Architect—which I take—so well that they have asked me to send

in their subscriptions for the year 1925, starting with the January

number. Thanking you for your attention.

(Signed) C. LeRoy Kinports."

Letters such as this are not rare. It is a common thing for every man
in the offices of important architect to want his own copy of the

magazine. Every month they tell us it gets better. Single copies

50c; by the year, $3.50. May we add your name to our growing list?

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT
133 KEARNY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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Saves space
^Up out of the Way

FOR the small home or apart-

ment, with a limited amount of

space, the HOYT No. 2 is par-

ticularly adapted, as it may be

suspended from the wall up out

of the way.

Automatic

in Action
THE many un-

usual qualifica-

tions of the Hoyt,

based upon its

automatic heat-

ing principle,

have given it the

preference in

over 35,000

homes.No. 2 Wall Type

Sei Page 1716, Sweet' s Architectidral

Catalogs igeh Edition

i^u torn a f^tic

WATER ^ HEATER
HOYT HEATER COMPANY

2146 E. 25th STREET
LOS ANGELES

285 OFARRELL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

Show Rooms in the principal cities in California

"SHAPES OF CLAY"
First of a series of brochures, under the above heading,

has just been issued by Gladding, McBean & Co. It is

devoted to the illustration and description of terra cotta,

brick and tile, and it is extremely well done.

Under the able guidance of Edward O'Day, and Edward
Prosser, specialists in publicity, this first issue portrays

quite distinctively the clay aspects of the new Standard

Oil Company Building in San Francisco.

The booklet, which is practically a monograph, was
written with the usual graphic clarity of Mr. O'Day. Its

excellent illustrations make it a worth-while addition to

any architect's library. It may be obtained from the

Gladding, McBean Company, without cost.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS COMPETITION
The League of Nations will shortly hold a competition

for the selection of a plan with a view to the construction

of a Conference Hall at Geneva. The competition will be

open to architects who are nationals of States Members
of the League of Nations.

An International Jury consisting of well-known archi-

tects will examine the plans submitted and decide their

order of merit.

A sum of 100,000 Swiss francs will be placed at the dis-

posal of the Jury to be divided among the architects sub-

mitting the best plans.

A programme of the competition will be ready in Feb-

ruary, 192.5, and will be despatched from Geneva so that

Governments and competitors may receive copies at ap-

proximately the same date. Copies for distant countries

will therefore be despatched first.

CABINETS

SnoH/kffy/te .Steel

COMPLETELY modernize the bath room.
Wood trimmed bath tubs have passed. Tile

has replaced wood wainscoting and floor.

Hess snow-white steel Medicine Cabinets have
superseded the unsanitary and unsightly wood
cabinets of the old time.
There is a sturdy and beautiful Hess Cabinet for
every type of residence, aparttnent or hotel at a
price which makes wood the expensive cabinet
to install.

Specify the HESS for your best tvork.

HESS WARMING &. VENTILATING CO.
Makers of Hess Welded Steel Furnaces.
1218 S. Western Avenue, Chicago
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COLOR HARMONY IN MAPLE
FLOORS

(B) B. E. Bryan, Sales Manager, Strable Hardwood
Company)

DUE to maple's unusual wearing qualities, many have
overlooked its other characteristics. But one can not

recall the lustre of a ballroom floor without granting

credit to maple for unusual beauty, too.

Many take floors too much as a matter of course. They
decide on hardwood, perhaps talk over a choice between
wax and varnish, and consider the flooring question

settled.

Yet, the color subject is one of bewitching possibilities.

One may find natural woods which reflect cheer and
health and cleanliness in every fibre. And, in those same
woods, one finds opportunity to use stains which will

make the floors fit into the color scheme of the entire

home, harmonizing with the wood-work or acting as a

background to set off to best advantage precious rugs and
to mirror the graceful lines of furniture.

There are two main differences in maple obtained by
differences in finish. Under varnish, maple takes on a

richer yellow which is deepened and ripened by the pas-

sage of years.

With waxed maple, one obtains the full advantage of

this wood's extraordinary possibilities of polish.

Maple is widely used for every room in fine homes.
Finished as it should be, it is ideal for sleeping chambers,
living quarters, reception halls, ball rooms. In hallways,

servants" quarters, kitchens and all places where the floor

is subject to heavy wear, maple is recommended by archi-

tects.

Another factor; in the selection of maple is its constantly

increasing value. This is a single-growth wood, which
means that when the present supply is exhausted, there

will be no more to take its place. In a quarter of a cen-

tury, it will be rare and precious indeed.

The letters "MFMA" on Maple Flooring signify that
the flooring is standardized and guaranteed by the Maple
Flooring Manufacturers' Association, whose members
must maintain the highest standards of manufacture and
adhere to manufacturing rules which economically con-
serve every particle of these remarkable woods.
"MFMA" woods for flooring come from the slow-

growth, climate-hardened forests of the Great Lakes
region.

* * *

NEW BUILDING MATERIAL PRODUCT
For bathroom floors, kitchen floors, laundry tubs, man-
tels, bathroom walls and drain boards, a new building
material is being placed on the market by the Bishopric
Manufacturing Company of California. It will be known
as Bishopric Composition (pure white).
Concerning it, Mr. J. W. Ford, Jr., president of the

Company, says: "It is like tile in appearance in that it is

perfectly white and will last for years. It is popular for

floors because it deadens sound and it does not react

readily to changes in temperature. It does not cause dust.

It is non-slippery and waterproof. For factories, too, it

possesses many advantages, being warm and resilient.

* * *

INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO
CCoadadcd from page 5)

total of $57,851,973—a record in excess of any other year
in the city's history, and more than double the figure for

19x0, the last full year of union control of the building
industry—strikes of all sorts diminished from ii, involv-
ing a loss of $12., 5 00,000, in 1911, to 5, involving a loss

of only $68,000, in 1924.

ARCHITECTS 5I

NINE BILLION COMMON BRICK
Imagine a substantial brick wall seventeen feet in height,
starting at Bellingham, in the extreme northwest corner
of the state of Washington, and running the entire length
of the U. S. -Canadian border, tracing the Atlantic sea-

board, around Florida and the Gulf, following the Mexi-
can border, thence north along the Pacific to the point o
starting.

The common brick production in the United States in

1914 was sufficient to build such a wall 8 inches in thick-
ness, of Ideal construction, along the entire eleven thou-
sand miles of the U. S. boundary, and 17 feet in height.
Such a wall would consume approximately nine billion

brick. This enormous production is the result of co-
operative promotion and development on the part of the
leading brick manufacturers of the country since the in-

ception of the Common Brick Manufacturers' Association
only six years ago.

REMOVAL NOTICE
Doyle and Merriam, architects, have moved from the
First National Bank Building, Seattle, Wash., to 1408
Smith Building, in the same city.

Mr. G. H. Carsley, Architect, announces the removal of
his office from Rooms 3 and 4, Power Block Annex, to

633 Mound Street, Helena, Mont.

BOOKLET ON SCHOOL LIGHTING
An interesting little booklet on "School Lighting" has
just come from the presses and may be obtained on request
to the Engineering Department of the National Lamp
Works, General Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Haws Model No. 1.

C^?HIS model is popular for schools and

i^ public places where an inexpensive

drinking faucet is desired. There is a Haws
Sanitary Fountain to meet every

requirement.

HAWS SANITARY
DRINK.ING FAUCET
COMPANY 4ERKELEV, CA.U.U.SA.
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guairantee
protectsyou
from tms-

ISs$/
Did this ever happen on your jobs?

The white porcelain plumbing fixtures suddenly
begin to crack—craze—chip—leaving ugly black

spots. In response to your client's protests you send
a plumber to investigate and he reports, "You can't

repair porcelain. Thosefixtures are defective. Ifyou have

a Washington guarantee I'll replace them for you free

of charge— but ifyou have no guarantee you'll have to

buy new fixtures."

This is the Reason for "Gut Prices"
You understand now why some fixtures are offered at "bar-

gain" prices— because they carry no guarantee! When the
almost invisible defect shows up you have no protection.

The Washington Guarantee is Your
oflbsoiute Protection!

To be safe—order Washington guaranteed fixtures from a

reputable plumbing merchant. He gives you a written guar-

antee, signed by himself and the Washington Iron Works,
with each fixture. And if any Washington fixture proves
defective after installation, he will replace it absolutely free

of charge!

[Sold Only Through
this Ifibel

Plumbing Merchants^
D-otects You
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Send for a Sample
of Bishopric Base and this

Gomplete
Data File

You must have
this information!

Back East they recognize Bishopric Base as the
leading and strongest wall building material

—

proved best through 18 years of use. And now that
the Bishopric Factory in Los Angeles is in full op-
eration—Bishopric is rapidly becoming the leader

in the West, too.

Newspaper and national magazine advertisements
are familiarizing your clients with Bishopric Base.
They will ask you why Bishopric enables builders to
erect stronger walls at lower cost. And you'll find

the answer to every question in this data file.

Mail coupon and get the information every live

architect needs at once .... Bishopric Mfg. Co. of
Calif., 604-626 E. 62nd St., Los Angeles. (Manufac-
turers of Bishopric Base, Stucco, Sunfast Finish and
Flooring Composition.)

Bishopric Distributors in West
ARIZONA

Phoenix—J. D. Halstead Lumber Cu.

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield -King Lumber Co.
Bell— Whitelock Lumber Co.

Los Angeles^
(ieo. L. Eastman Co.
Gordon & Harrison
Hammond Lumber Co.
Blue Diamond Co.
Reid-Platt. Inc. ot-»H
L. A. Lime Co. dllU
Pacific Plaster Co. iTl"V*^T'«i
(ieorge L. Morris l^lllCi 3
Whiting-Mead Co.
United Building Material Co.
Peltoii iV Levvee. Inc.
J. M Buhler Lumber ("o.

Eagle Rock—Kagle Rock Lumber Co.

Pasadena -.1. .1. Ilenne

Redondo—\V. S. Hosier

San Diego—Fentou Parker Co.

Santa Barbara-
Ambrose Liunber Co.
Santii Barbara Building Supply Co.

Wilmington and Avalon

—

Santa Catalina Island Co., Box :W8.

OREGON
Eugene- -Oret'on Bishopric Dealers, Inc.,

.V2 Ninth Avenue West.

Marshfield- Frizeen *V: Bigg.s

Portland— .Nvittiiigham A Co..
:!n K, Washinnlon

WASHINGTON
Seattle

—

Crowe-Matthews Co.. 212 Douglas Rldg.
Lake I'nion Dock Co.. 27()0 Westhike. North

Mail I

for Free Sample

BISHOPRIC MFG. CO..

604 E. 02nd St., Los Angeles.

Send me free sample of Bi.shopric Itase and
Data File.

N'ame

Address..

ric Base
^^kLOCKsMi^ THE ^y^EMENTl., ....... .^.. ._,.

^ - --. -
-»»<^'.^^^.Y.v^. 'k. 'l.,;l..^., ^...u'?:;>'.£;\tVA'^'V '-»tH,^yjiV^"f"''-.^^^
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THE CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION
4b Y HARRIS ALLEN, A. I. A.Js-

(member of the jury)

IK

3£1

HE Redwood Association, ob-

ligated to furnish a "Small
HousePlanService"to its 800

retail dealers in California,

decided on a course of action

which reflects much credit

upon it. An unlimited and
cheap supply of common-
place, sterotyped house plans

could be secured without difficulty. They sell.

And the primary object of a lumber association

is to sell lumber.

But someone had vision. He foresaw that, sick

of the succession of ugly uninteresting wooden
houses, public "taste would eventually improve
and demand something better. He glimpsed the

possibilities of good architecture applied to

wood—an inference less obvious here than in

the old Colony states. It may be that he had
grown to love his redwood—and to have a feel-

ing of protest against its abuse and neglect.

Moved by some or all of these reasons, there

followed a plan to interest architects—bonafide

architects, men whose training had been recog-

nized by a state certificate—in providing ma-
terial. In course of time, a competition was
announced, prepared with the help of a com-
mittee, and judged by a jury, from the San
Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.
The response, to the jury at least, was aston-

ishing. Somewhat skeptical as to the interest

architects might take in submitting sketches,

and, later, working plans and specifications, for

small houses of varying costs, even under the

very fair rates of compensation offered by the

association, the jury gasped at finding some
eighty sets to judge; and among them, so many
of undoubted merit, as to justify sixteen men-
tions in addition to those awarded prizes.

There were tw^o outstanding features; excel-

lence of design, adapted to the material, and
economy, convenience and practical arrange-

ments of floor plans. These qualities, of course,

were insisted on in the program, and the entries

were judged in strict accordance with the pro-

gram. It follows that some very good designs

failed to receive prizes, while others, no more
attractive to the eye, but better arranged, re-

ceived the awards.
A few comments will not be out of place on

some of the plans. Mr. Miller, winner of the

$7500 class, has a design, the "Cranford," of

undoubted charm, eminently suited to wood
construction, extremely compact and well ar-

ranged. It fairly "breathes gentility;" there is a

quiet dignity about it which is a natural result

of its good proportions and architectural lines.

Here is no straining after effect.

Three houses by Mr. MacPherson, in the

$6500, $4500 and $3500 classes, are so excellent

architecturally that it is hard to avoid terms of

excess in commenting on them. Each one is the

distinct expression of an architectural idea

—

especially, perhaps, "The Patrician," which is

as charming and complete a design, within its

tiny compass, as can be—and rarely is—found.

The "Chateau" and the "Belmont" are each

delightful, and all three convey a vivid sugges-

tion of color, even in rendering of black and
white. Let us devoutly hope that Mr. Mac-
Pherson will continue to think as clearly in

terms of architectural composition, and of ma-
terial, in the work he may do in the future.

The "Pioneer," by Mr. Simms, has a demure
and engaging quality which naively derives

from both our Puritan forbears and the hospit-

able Dons of early Western days, with their

sheltered patios centering the family life. A
pleasant achievement.

"Westover" and "Redwood," by Mr. Byrne,

have in common a skillful use of wide siding

which gives character and breadth to these

agreeable compositions. The floor plans are ad-

mirably compact.
"El Seguro," a design by Mr. Lippiatt, is

quite a masterly study in proportion. It has

good balance, and good scale; nothing of the

"tour de force" here, but good straight archi-

tecture that is not ornamented and is certainly

not commonplace.
There are several good versions of the ever-

popular "Dutch Colonial," by Mr. Maury and
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Mr. Widdowson and Dean and Dean, and sever-

al pleasing variants of modified English inspira-

tion, one by Mr. Holbrook, "Tudor," rendered

beautifullv with a slight use of color, which
unfortunately "rendered it useless," as Willis

Polk used to say; the program calling only for

ink or pencil. And each of the others mentioned
had some quality which deserved recognition.

If, as a result of this competition, many of

these small houses are built (with varying color

schemes and surroundings, it may be hoped^
throughout the Western states, it need hardlv

be said that they will become distinct assets to

their communities and shining examples of the

value of good architectural service—impossible

of attainment under any other system, in the

vast majority of these cases. Congratulations

—

and thanks—are due the California Redwood
Association for the success which has attended
their inspiration.

PROGRESS IN STANDARDIZATION
The American Engineering Standards Committee an-

nounces the formation of a committee of five first-line

executives, to act as an advison* body.

This advisory committee will consist of the following:

J. A. Farrell, president of the U. S. Steel Corporation;

G. B. Cortelyou, president of the Consolidated Gas Com-
pany, New York; J. W. Lieb, vice-president of the New
York Edison Company; L. F. Loree, president of the Dela-

ware & Hudson Company; and Gerard Swope, president

of the General Electric Company.
The committee just formed will emphasize what is re-

garded as the fundamental principle of standardization:

that standardizing must facilitate and stimulate, and not

hinder industry.

The committee will assist in keeping executives in

touch with the national movement in its development, in

extending its influence and support both intensively and
extensively among industrial groups, and in bringing

bout the fullest co-operation along right lines ber^veen

industrv and government in standardization work, and
particularly in the solution of the problem of industrial

waste, into which Secretary Hoover has thrown the re-

sources of the Department of Commerce.
Hitherto the movement has been largely centered in

and carried on by the technical man. The appointment of

the committee marks definite recognition of the fact that

standardization has now become a managerial problem

of the first rank in industrial production, distribution and

utilization, and as such deserves the fullest industrial

support.

The American Engineering Standards Committee, or-

ganized in 1918, has been engaged in standardizing work
on a national basis since that time, representing a mem-
bership of 34 national organizations, including nine en-

gineering societies, iS industrial associations, and seven

departments of the Federal Government. It serves pri-

marilv as a national clearing house for engineering and
industrial standardization, with the purpose of co-

ordinating standardization work in the individual indus-

tries, effected by associations, societies and governmental

agencies, into a unified system of national standardi-

zation. « * *

WINTERSGILL SALES MANAGER
While celebrating the anniversary of his eighteenth

vear with Pacific Clay Products, A. T. Wintersgill was
given an anniversary present in the form of a new title.

Mr. Wintersgill is now Sales Manager of the entire Pacific

Clav Products organization, which comprises three large

manufacturing plants contiguous to Los Angeles, en-

gaged in the production of face brick, sewer pipe, conduit,

fire brick, flue lining and stoneware and other clay prod-

ucts. A recent survey of the industri' revealed that Pacific

Clav Products is the largest manufacturer of vitrified clay

proiducts in the West.

NOTES ON SPECIFYING MILLWORK
To make an intelligent and equitable estimate on mill-

work, the plans and specifications should be complete.
The incomplete plan or conflicting specification leaves

too much to the estimator's judgment and is the direct

cause of misunderstanding bersveen the architect, owner,
contractor and mill. It also accounts for much of the vari-

ance in millwork bids.

The judgment of different estimators in the survey and
pricing of a plan not sufficiently detailed or one indefinite-

ly specified, wll not be the same. Even the interpretation

of telephone information will differ. One estimator will

add a certain amount for contingencies and the other will

let his price stand, assuming that he understands what is

^va^ted.

A job taken too lo^', by reason of insufficient details O"

faulty and conflicting specifications, is apt to be subject ti

substitutions or trimming down in an effort to get out or

the hole.

The conventional " ^-Ikcb. Scale Elevation" and
small scale details are of little help in pricing a job. They u

allow the estimator to somewhat visualize the intent of

the drawings, but are of no use in determining the width
and thicknesses of frame material, cornices, moulds,
doors, stiles and rails, and of the many different items

entering into a full mill bid.

No estimator can determine from the elevation of a

door drawn to ^4, -'s, >2 or even 3^-inch scale, if it is solid

square stuck, solid stuck with mould run on edges of

stiles, or applied raised or flush mould. Neither can he be

sure that the jambs, casings, etc., are run from i-inch,

I '4-inch, or thicker stock. All these points have a bear-

ing on price.

In most finish lumber, particularly woods of great

value, ,'s-inch thickness or width oftentimes adds 15 per

cent to the cost of the material. Therefore, to enable the

mill to determine the exact material requirements, the

details should be of sufficient size to absolutely prevent

guessing. Unless dimensions (thickness and width) are

specified, marked, or otherwise indicated, sectional de-

tails should be drawn to not less than i "i-inch scale; in

fact in most cases 3-inch scale would be preferable.

The essential requirements for the intelligent estimat-

ing of millwork is to have ,!^-inch to i-inch scale draw-
ings of the elevation and plans of all casework, mantels,

balustrades, entablatures, jxdiments, doors, wainscoting,

paneling, stairs, rails, store fronts, etc., supplemented
with ijj-inch scale (5-inch scale would be better), sec-

tional details, showing dimensions and method of con-

struction. All cornices, beams, frieze, and moulds, should

be drawn to 3-inch scale.

Carving and all hand-tooled work should be detailed

half size. If this cannot be done, a flat sum should be al-

lowed for this class of work and the amount stated in the

specifications.
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

"CRANFORD, "awarded PRIZE $7,5O0 CLASS. LEFFLER B. MILLER, ARCHITECT, SAN FRANCISCO

Copyright Applied For
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IX A HOTEL WITH THE FAME AND THE QUALITY OFTHECLIFT,
NOTHING LESS THAN THE BEST COULD BE CONSIDERED IN
THE FINISH OF WALLS AND WOODWORK, BOTH FOR DURA-
BILITY AND FOR BEAUTY'. THE ENLARGED CLIFT HOTEL,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., SCHULTZE & WEAVER, ARCHITECTS,

P. J.
WALKER CO., BUILDERS. A. QU ANDT & SONS,

PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.

'Co-Operation for Quality"

A-OyANDT • er .SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET SAN FRANCISCO -33x9 CENTRAL AVENUE LOS ANGELES

^PAINTERS AND DECORATORS SINCE 1885 V

OUR OPERATIONS ARE STATE-WIDE

Bass-Huitrr Paint Ce's Products Usid Throug^hoat
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

"elseguro," awarded mention, $7,500 class, l. h. lippiatt, architect, alhambra
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

"SACRAMENTO, "awarded MENTION, $7,500 CLASS. A. R.WIDDOWSON, ARCHITECT, SACRAMENTO

Copyriflht Applied For
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION
'pilgrim, "awarded mention, $7,500 CLASS. DEAN AND DEAN, ARCHITECTS, SACRAMENTO

Copyright Applied For
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CALIFORXIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION
PETER PAN, AWARDED xMENTION, $7,300 CLASS. J. C. SIMMS, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

Copyright Applied For.
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION
"mynheer, "awarded mention, $7,500 CLASS. DEAN AND DEAN, ARCHITECTS, SACRAMENTO

Copyright Applied For
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"Redwood Home Plans

by California Architects"
Made possible by the unselfish co-operation of the San

Francisco Chapter, American Institute of Architects and
ofcertified architects ofCalifornia who contributed plans

Grateful acknowledgment is made of

the invaluable co-operation generously

given by the San Francisco Chapter,
American Institute of Architects and
by the 48 Certified Architects of Cali-

fornia who contributed 78 plans in our
recent "Small, All-Wood House" com-
petition.

The twenty-two plans which received

awards and honorable mention have
been reproduced in this number of the

Pacific Coast Architect.

You will recognize the influence which
these plans, architecturally correct,
will have on the future builders of small
homes. Many will be converted to a

desire for better things in home design.

The book, "Redwood Home Plans by
California Architects", will soon be
off the press. We want you to have a

copy. If you have not already done so,

send us a post card so that we may have
the address to which you desire your
book forwarded.

California Redwood Association
Z4 CALIFORNIA STREET ^ SAN FRANCISCO

Use Redwood ^-"it lasts
ff
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

"chateau, "awarded prize, $6,500 CLASS. R. D. MACPHERSON, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

Copyright Applied For.
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION
AMSTERDAM, "awarded MENTION, $6,500 CLASS. CHAS. F. MAURY, ARCHITECT, SAN I RANCISCO

Copyright Applied For.
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION
'tUDOR," awarded mention, S6,500 class. ROLAND HOLBROOK, ARCHITECT, HOLLYWOOD

Copyright Applied For
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

"hATHAWAY, "awarded mention, $6,500 CLASS. NATT PIPER, ARCHITECT, LONG BEACH

Copyright Applied For
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CALIFORXIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

"pioneer,"awarded prize, $5,500 CLASS. J. C. SIMMS, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

Copyright Applied For
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION
"friend," AWARDED MENTION, $5 ,500 CLASS. W. L. CAMPBELL, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

Copyright Applied For
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

'cottage," awarded mention, $5,500 CLASS. CHARLES F. MAURY, ARCHITECT, SAN FRANCISCO

Copyright Applied For
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION
"don, "awarded mention, $5, 500 CLASS. L. N. DARCUME, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

Copyright Applied For
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

" BELMONT, "awarded PRIZE, $4,500 CLASS. R. D. MACPHERSON, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

Copyright Applied For
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MRS. W. H. BLISS HOME, MONIECITO, CALIFORNIA CARLTON M. WINSLOW. ARCHITECr

NATURE permits no incongruities in her

combinations of color. And the kiln inter-

prets Nature with sympathy and tact. The varie-

gated tints created in the fire of the kiln show
wide range in individual tiles, but Latin Tile

roofs always hold one of Nature's most appeal-

ing tints— a soft rose overtone. Under any sky,

and in all lights, the singular beauty of these tile

roofs is compelling and refreshing.

LATIN ROOF TILE

- GLADDING - McBEAN - & - COMPANY-
GENERAL OFFICE: 660 MARKET STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

LINCOLN PLANT - LINCOLN -PLACER COUNT Y - C A LI FORNI A

TROPICO PLANT- GLENDALE- LOS ANGELES COUNT Y - CALIFORNI A

l£l
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COST i 4520 00
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

"WESTOVER," AWARDED PRIZE, $4,500 CLASS. WALTER G. BYRNE, ARCHITECT, HOLLYWOOD

Copyrighc Applied For
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITIOX
"eUREKA,"awarded mention, 84,500 CLASS. A. R. WIDDOWSOK, ARCHITECT, SACRAMENTO

Cop^ghc A|)plied For
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

••patrician, "awarded prize, $3,500 CLASS. R. D. MACPHERSON, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

Copyright Applied For
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PATIO OF E. T. BLAKE ESTATE, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA E. B. SEELEY, ARCHITECT

Bgmona RgofJile
Beautif * Versatilitij * Permanence

Ramoxa Tile as main roof or garden coping blends

readily with green lawn, flowered garden, wooded
dell or brown hillside. It comes in a wide range of
colors assured of harmony through a natural fire-

blende. It is symmetrical in shape, strong, light,

easy to lay and of great permanence.

try

NCLARK-(Sl-SONS
MANUFACTURERS Of

Architcltural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brick,"Ramona' ' Roof Tile and Kindred Clay Products

111-1x6 NATOMA STREBT SAN FRANCISCO
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

"puritan, "awarded mention, $3,500 CLASS, J.
C. SIMMS, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

Copyrighi Applied For
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Biltmore Hotel--Biltmore Theatre-StocK
Exchange Building-NewTelephone Build-

ing-California Bank-Lane Mortgage-L»
A* Railway Building-Pacific Finance-
Union Oil Building-Bank of Italy Builds

ing-Citizens Natio al Bank, Eighth
and Springs .W\^ Insurance Ex-

<^ha-
C%0^%5^^C '^y^^^d Apart

^^ \ ^c Vv^ ^rtS ® ctoria Arms
Con\ O^^^X'^^^C^ IwayDept,
ExchA \>^\ ^.<^^ ^O^^ T.Bartlett

Bulloc\ Vo^tV^l^e^^^^ -—'s

BothOA ^^^vO^^^^^^ ^Politan

TheatersA ^CqaX^ c-K'qo ^^^ria

Profession!
^\,s...^^^^^ .The

L^A^Gas^^ V^^?f'^^^^^^
Ritz Hotel 3^ >^'

Hayward Hot^^^^^^^^,^^ Bros-
Marsh Strong Building-L.A.High School-
LA* Athletic Club-First Methodist Epis-

copal Church Building-Belmont High
School-Fifth Street Store-Taft Building
and Guaranty Building -City National
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C0 5T 13,349.50

957 Ja.Fr Floor Ae.e.A (S 13.50

' . POECH '!

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

'redwood, "awarded mention, $3,500 CLASS. WALTER G. BYRNE, ARCHITECT, HOLLYWOOD

Copyright Applied For
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Dayton Heights School
Loy Angeles

J.J. Frauenfelder, Architect

J. F. KoBLER, General Contractor

THE predominance of Simons Brick in the schools
of Southern California is a tribute to the depend-

ability of Simons products—and an unfailing index
of our ability to meet the most exacting requirements

of architects and builders.

Simons Brick Company > Los Angeles
Walter R. Simons ' President

Simons Brick
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION

"el NIDO," awarded mention, $3,000 CLASS. HAROLD O. SEXSMITH, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

Copyright Applied For
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BURLINGAME RESIDEXCE OF CHARLES HOCK OF HOCK & HOFF^rEYBR

DICKEY FACE BRICK BACKED WITH DICKEY MASTERTILE

Master Masons Prefer

Dickey masieriile

for Backing Face Brick

How do we know this?

Because ii master masons, who have

recentlv erected homes in various

parts of the Bay district, have made
the walls of Dickey Mastertile
faced with Dickey Face Brick—or

stuccoed.

Fairly conclusive proof, isn't it?

Dickey Mastertile—only one-half

the weight to handle—saves one-third

to one-half the labor, and one-half

the mortar; only one-sixth the num-
ber of pieces to lay.

DickeyMastertile gives better heat

insulation, drier walls, more rapid

construction, less load on structural

frame and foundation, better base

for plaster and stucco.

DICKEY BURNED CLAY PRODUCTS
Mastertile, Face Brick, Fire Brick, Partition Tile, Furring Tile, Paving Brick,

Sewer Brick, Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANY tf«</ LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS, INC.
Ass9ciattdCompanits

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION COMPETITION
'twosome, "awarded mention, $3,000 CLASS. HAROLD O. SEXSMITH, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES

CopjTight Applied For
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RESIDENCE OF PHILIPP ZIMMERMAN, I9TH AVENUE AND PRESIDIO WALL, SAX FRAXCIsCO

WILLIAM TOEPKE, ARCHITECT A. H.WILHELM, GENERAL CONTRACTOR
N. ANDERSEN, BRICK CONTRACTOR

One ofSan Francisco's Better Homes

''^"'^^ith Cannon's Face Brick
THE beauty of brickwork has seldom been better

expressed than in this handsome residence of Mr.

PhiHpp Zimmerman in San Francisco. To all archi-

tects,we recommend an inspection of this home with
pride that Cannon's Italian Pink Face Brick was

selected for its construction.

CANNON &. CO.. Sacramento
DISPLAY ROOM, NO. 4OO FORUM BUILDING.

REPRESENTATIVE BUILDERs" EXCHANGE, SAN FRANCISCO
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USING GREEN IN DECORATION

<[bY JULIA

SIMPLE color to use in decoration

is green, but actually it is not often

used successfully. Where there

are other colors, and something is

needed to go with them, green is

always considered safe. For out-

side paintwork it is, next to white
and brown, considered the most
correct. It is the only color that is

customary to stain wood—other

than natural brown. In fact, it is

37

considered the most harmonious color for eyerything;

and yet one remembers fewer green rooms of distinction

than any other color. This is partly due to the fact that

many people do not treat it as a color in itself, but only as

a foil, to some other color. Without a foil, green is yery

difficult to handle, but also it is extremely beautiful, and
possibly has a greater range of usable shades than any
other color, since it spreads from blue through to yel-

low—pleasantly almost all the way—there being yery

few shades that are not pleasing to the eye. Of this last,

something is said later.

The shades to be ayoided—unless one can actiyely

justify their use—are olive, dull sage, peacock and that

green which is adopted for billiard cloths. It will be

found also that dark greens with a dull surface are not
very usable. Dark greens should be varnished and glossy.

Pale greens may be mattin surface and, indeed, are better

so.

Mixtures to be avoided are:

Bright green afid red of scarlet tone—too discordant.

Blue green and blue—these colors together become too
tiresome, and green alone is a color that improves with
age.

Pale green and dark brown, such as pale green distem-

per and brown stained oak or other wood; this is most
depressing, but dark green and brown are good, and dark
green can be used with light brown as well as dark.

Do not use green on ceilings. The reflection will make
people look sallow; their high lights will appear green

and their shadows purple—a most unbecoming effect.

On the outside of a house green is often used—almost
often misused. An exterior green should be soft in tone, as

it often has to come in contact with red brick and har-

monize with vines. An effective outside treatment is to

paint two shades, dipping the brush alternately and so

producing a streaky effect. Another good outside treat-

ment is to paint in one green, give a last coat of a different

green, and then slightly spray with turpentine. This must
be done by a professional worker, as it must not look at

all amateurish in any way, being dangerously near this in

idea.

Brunswick green outside is delightful after about three

years, when it begins to become a lovely verdigris color,

but one has to suffer a dull color till then, and this change
really means that the old paint is perishing and new is

needed.

Occasionally one see a bright green front door set in a

white or cream surround. This can be entrancing but,

being unusual, it must be admirably carried out. It should
be stippled and have the substance of shagreen, and then
be very highly varnished with a good varnish.

Pale greens in a scheme of interior decoration are de-

lightful if one uses curtains and decorations to suit, but
they are dreary if destroyed by using unsympathetic
adjuncts.

The yellower tones of green are beautiful with pale

yellow and cream paintwork, the surface being flat if

wolfe]!-

possible. In such a scheme the curtains might he yellow or

orange, but all other colors would be pleasant except
pink, which is not good with a yellow green as with
others. Never use gilding with the yellow greens; use

yellow paint instead. Keep gold for the others—also

silver, ^'ermilion in small—very small—quantities is

charming with these tones, as it is so closely related to

ivory. These yellow greens should not be varnished if it

can be avoided, as the varnish is apt to make them more
yellow and destroy the green, leaving onlv a dirtv yellow
color.

Pale pistachio is a delightful color to use, as also are

pale jade and apple green. There is reallv no dark form of

these colors. They are destroyed when darkened. The sur-

face may be flat or glossy. With them, soft pinks will be
perfect, also cream and white, and almost anv color, ex-

cept blue. Silvering is excellent with these colors, but
gilding, if it is needed, should be as white as possible.

One can always choose a whiter gold.

Emerald green is really a trimming color to vermilion
in its uses, thin lines and small patches being its utmost
use, and then with a matt surface. One sees it sometimes
used with whitewash and pale yellow wash, and it looks
well, but it has a youthfulness that is difficult to sustain.

Emerald taffeta is a beautiful material for curtains in

some rooms, and, trimmed with silver braid, will be most
effective.

Pale blue greens are best for the country, where they
will look almost blue, but will not clash with the color

of the trees. Soft blues can be very good with them, and
pinks will be delightful, but not vermilion. Gilding will

be found most useful, and can be plentifully used with
success. Silver is also pleasant, but needs great care not to

become morbid. Pale blue greens are good with a glossy

surface and excellent stippled.

The darker shades of green are good, but very few.

Olive is awful, sage is dull, and dark blue green becomes
an inky color at night; so one is left with small choice.

There must be some variation somewhere, either by stip-

pling, by the introduction of a different tone on the doors
and woodwork, or by making the color streaky in sur-

face. All dark greens should be glossy, unless there is a

definite idea in keeping them matt.

Bright dark green is a good color to use with dark pol-

ished oakwork.

In a green room, whether it be dark or light, one does

not have the delightful play of reflections that are given

by other colors (the shadows in a pink, yellow or blue

room will be mauve), and one's curtains, etc., will be

lost, and reflections are mud-colored. This is probably
due to the fact that green is a mixture of blue and yellow
and the addition of a third color makes a messy effect; but
blue curtains will affect the color, and so will orange or

yellow—these latter usually badly.

Green materials are very useful to create a feeling of

freshness in a room. A chintz with a bright green ground
will be found invaluable in any room to cheer it—a bright

green ground, not a dull green. Dull pale green in chintz

does not tell much, though in silks, velvets and damasks
it is beautiful, and will go in almost any room. A green

pattern, unless it is very dull, will not give much color,

except when the green is emerald, as most greens are mod-
est and do not assert themselves overmuch unless in bulk.

Pale pistachio and jade and apple are pleasant in smooth
cloth which will hang well as curtains, and will be excel-

lent for chair seats. Dark green cloth is displeasing unless

very smooth, and used very full in curtains.
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Above, Detail of Motion Picture Theatre, Chicago H:\ghts, Illinois, Henry L. T^ewhouse, Architect; at left. Iris

Motion Picture Theatre, Los Angeles, California, Fran\ Meline Co., Designers and Builders; at right. Motion
Picture Theatre, Columbus, Ohio, Tresselt &" Bassett, Architects

Face Brick and ^^The Movies^^

IN ALL parts of the country—in the met-

ropolitan centers, in the cities and in the

smaller towns— architects have selected

face brick as the most adaptable material for

motion picture theatres.

The skill and versatility they have shown
in the handling of this plastic material for

this purpose is but another evidence of the

artistic possibilities of face brick.

You will find many splendid examples of

the modern use of face brick in "Architec'

tural Details in Brickwork," a portfolio of

more than a hundred halftone plates, issued

in three series, each enclosed in a folder

ready for filing. This series will be sent, post'

paid, to any architect making request on his

office stationery.

"English Precedent forModem Brickwork,"

a loo'page book, beautifully illustrated with

halftones and measured drawings of Tudor

and Georgian types and American adapta'

tions, sent postpaid for two dollars.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION
1767 Peoples Life Building > Chicago, Illinois
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN. SECOND FLOOR PLAN

RESIDENCE OF MR. L. O. FOREMAN, LOS ANGELES, ARTHUR KELLY, ARCHITECT
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California

"^hitcTin^
(trade name)

c=r California

r-* SugarPint}

Doors of

Permanent Beauty

and Utility

DOORS made of California Pine retain their original

shape and accuracy ofoperation through the passing

years and always are a source of satisfaaion and comfort

to the owner.

Nature has endowed California Pines with more than

ordinary resistance to changes in atmospheric conditions.

California Pines have the minimum of contraction and
expansion and moreover, are free from grain-raising

tendencies. These qualities and the fact that California

Pines take and hold paint and enamel exceptionally well,

make them the ideal wood for doors.

We have just issued for architeas and builders a set of

California Pine Information Sheets covering all uses of

these woods. These data sheets are compiled by a Wood
Technologist formerly with the U. S. Government For-

est ProduCTs Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin and now
connected with this association. He will gladly answer

your inquiries or supply special data for specifications.

More than five million doors are annually made from

California White Pine and California Sugar Pine. Many
of the largest manufacturers of exterior, French and

panel doors make them wholly of these fine, soft pines.

^^^FWX:

Soft texture saves
time in cutting and
fitting the locks and
butts. Smooth, vel-
vety surface and light
color require fewer

coats of paint or
enamel.

Fine, delicate grain
and soft,easy cutting,
non-splitting texture
enable accurate ex-
pression of archi-
tect'sart. Sharp, clear
profiles and edges
easilyattained. Doors

of finest design,
possible.

California Pines take
and hold g lue in

tight permanent
grip.

Cold or wet outside
—warm inside. Cali-
fornia Pine doors
withstand this severe
test of extremes in

temperature.

California White and Sugar Pine

Manufacturers Association
685 Call Building • San Francisco

CALIFORNIA WHITE FIR

•^ho producers of

CALIFORNIA DOUGLAS FIR CALIFORNIA INCENSE CEDAR

A225
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Kohler Village Hall
The beautiful, livable village of Kohler
is an inspiration to ever hisher iiuaUty

in Kohler products~enameled plumb'
ing ware and private electric plants

AKOHLER sink is as iine and beautiful a fixture as ever adorned

a kitchen. The grace of Hne for which Kohler Ware is noted,

the superb, immaculately white enamel— these qualities are

as marked in every Kohler sink as in the finest Kohler built-in bath

or pedestal lavatory.

Kohler sinks are made in every desirable style. And now, for the

most massive twin-drainboard sink as well as for the smaller models,

Kohler offers an improved concealed sm\ bracket which insures a

perfect installation u'lthout legs— the manner most frequently recom-

mended by architects who make a special study of modern kitchen

arrangement.

Whatever the fixture selected, your client can instantly identify it

as of Kohler quality by looking for the name "Kohler," unobtrusively

fused into the enamel.

Kohler Co., Founded 1873, Kohler, Wis. • Shif>pitig Point, Sheboygan, Wis.

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Enameled Vlumbing Ware
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HBSIBBNCE OP MK. P. W. COK.KT. HOL.VWOOO, C.OPOKK:.. :...Po.x ...O W....HR S. O.V.S. .KCHIXHCXS
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liaaiotofCnuvunMetropcUlanTheatfttLoiAngeks. DoneaitiTdyinConcrat. fVilUamLeeiyooUett,ATdritKt,

TRULY CREATIVE
AMONG advanced achievements in concrete is the interior of Grauman

X\. Metropohtan Theatre, Los Angeles.

From lobby to proscenium the conception has been executed in the same

basic material used to insure structural soundness and economy.

Especially worthy of note are the rough, form-marked walls with murals

painted on them, the great open trusses and massive beams, the decorated

columns and the symbolic statuary— all of concrete.

The result is a daring creation indicating possibilities through the medium

ofconcrete undreamed of a few short years ago. And it may well be that this

truly creative work will serve as an inspiration for other individual achieve-

ments destined, perhaps, to herald a new era in architecture.

Competently supervised, modern workmen can produce concrete in any

form, texture or color the architea may direct. If you are interested,we shall

be most happy to send further information. Simply address the nearest office

listed below.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A National Organization to ImPrnrc rtnd Extend the Uses of Concrete

CO Lt'MB US DETROIT LOS ANGELES NEW ORLEANS PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON DALLAS INDIANAPOLIS MILWAUKEE NEW YORK PITTSBURGH SAN FRANCISCO

ATLANTA CHARLOTTE, N. C. DENVER JACKSONVILLE MINNEAPOLIS OKLAHOMA CITV PORTLAND, OREG SEATTLE VANCOUVER, B. C.

BIRMINGHAM CHICAGO DES MOINES KANSAS CITY NASHVILLE PARKERSBURG SALT LAKE CITY ST. LOUIS WASHINGTON, D.C

Our Booklets are senf fret m the United States ^ Canada and Cuba only
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Yes, there is something in a name:

PermaiightWall Finishes

are a permanent deUght to admirers

of beauty and economy

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

HILL.HUBBELL & COMPANY
TECHNICAL PAINT SPECIALISTS

HEAD OFFICE us davis street SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES -OAKLAND 'SEATTLE'NEW YORK

^^.>
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CRANE BEAUTY IN THE OPEN; CRANE QUALITY IN ALL HIDDEN FITTINGS

The growing appreciarion of refinement
gives the bathroom a special importance

in the modern home. In planning dis-

tinctive settings, architects cancommand
a wide variety of interesting Crane fix-

tures in designs and colors.

In the spacious Crane bathroom pic-

tured above, sott green tiles and sectional

mirrors line the walls. The inclosed

Crane shower is also tiled, with a door of
plate glass. The Elegia lavatory is of

twice- fired vitreous china in the same
cream-white as the Linova porcelain bath.

Crane plumbing and heating materials

are sold by contractors everywhere at

prices within reach of any client. Let
us send you our book, of color schemes,
"The New Art of Fine Bathrooms."

CRAN E
Address all inquiries to Crane Co., Chicago

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
Branchet and Satet O^cet in One Hundred and Fort\~e'tght Cities

National Exhtotc Roamt; Chicago, Neio Kori, Atlantic City, San Franctico and jilontreal

Worki: Cntcagc, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Cnattanaoga, Trenton and Montreal

CRANE EXPORT C0RP0R.\TI0N: NEW YORK. SAM FRANCISCO. SHANGHAI
CRANE UMFFED: CR.\NE BUILDING. 3S6 BEAVER HALL SQUARE. MONTREAL

CR.ANE-BENNETT . Ltd , LONDON ^
C3 CRANE: PARIS. NANTES. BRUSSELS

Fixtures pricedfor modest homes; others for
luxurious houses, apartments and hotels



SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
OFFICERS

J. S. Fairweather, President

John Reid, Jr., Vice-President

Albert J. Evers, Sec.-Trcas.

*»ce<*^'

DIRECTORS

Earle B. Bertz, three years

Will G. Corlett, three years

George W. Kelham, two years

Arthur Brown, two years

J. Harry Blohme, one year

William Mooser, one year

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held Tuesday, September 15,

1915, in the rooms of the San Francisco Architectural

Club, 77 O'Farrell street, at 6:30 p. m. Dinner will be

served at 75 cents per plate. There will be further notice

regarding this meeting.

MAY MEETING
The regular meeting of the American Institute of Archi-

tects San Francisco Chapter was held on Tuesday evening,

Mav 19, 19x5. The meeting was called to order at 8 p. m.

by President J. S. Fairweather. The following members
were present: B. S. Hirschfeld, William Mooser, J. Reid,

Jr.; E. Hildebrand, G. F. Ashley, Morris M. Bruce, S.

Schnaittacher, Harris Allen, J. S. Fairweather, and A.J.
Evers.

MINUTES
The minutes of tjje previous meeting were approved as

published.

OLD BUSINESS

The Secretary reported that the resolution regarding

height restriction had been presented to the City Planning

Commission.
COMMITTEE REPORTS

Mr. J. Reid, Jr., reforted progress in the work of the

Industrial Relations Committee.
Mr. S. Schnaittacher, Regional Director of the Nor-

thern District, reported on the Exhibition and 58th An-
nual Convention of the American Institute of Architects

in New York City. Moved, seconded and carried that the
report be received and published.

The Secretary reported the election of Mr. James H.
Mitchell and Mr. Harold Ferree as Associate Members of

the Chapter.

NEW BUSINESS

After a discussion of the possibilities of programs for

the remaining meetings of the year, it was moved, sec-

onded and carried that the meetings be placed in charge
of various architectural offices, leaving the arrangement
of program to them. The President announced that he
would appoint a committee.
The Board of Directors recommended to the Chapter

that the deficit of approximately $50, incurred bv the

committee in charge of the Chapter exhibit at the Con-
vention in New York, be met bv the Chapter treasury. It

was moved, seconded and carried that this recommenda-
tion be accepted bv the Chapter.

The Secretary reported that $150 had been presented to

the jury of the recent Small House Competition as a token
of appreciation from the California Redwood Associa-

tion. This amount was subscribed to the Educational
Fund of the Chapter by the members of the jury, Mr.
Earle B. Bertz, Mr. Harris Allen and Mr. Ernest Coxhead.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned

at 8:50 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert J. Evers, Secretary.

REPORT OF DELEGATES TO A. I. A. CONVENTION
Gentlemen :

The undersigned respectfullv begs to submit
the following as a Report of his attendance as a delegate

to the s8th Annual Convention of the American Institute

of Architects at New York, April lo to 14, 192.5.

The San Francisco Chapter was entitled to six delegates

and was represented at the Convention by R. A. Herold,

James T. Narbett and Sylvain Schnaittacher, who further

held proxies for J. S. Fairweather, Wm. C. Hays and
Ernest Coxhead, who were unable to attend.

It is unfortunate that this Chapter was not fully repre-

sented, as the influence of the Institute can only be estab-

lished and extended by such contacts as are made possible

by the conventions and like gatherings. The good-
fellowship and social intercourse which prevails at these

meetings creates a better understanding and a more sym-
pathetic attitude toward our confreres in other parts of

the country and a full realization that our problems are

alike.

At the outset it is necessary to state that too much
praise and appreciation cannot be expressed for the ad-

mirable arrangements provided by the New York Chap-

ter, the Architectural League and the Convention Com-
mittees, for the direction and entertainment of the dele-

gates. Institute members, their wives and guests. The
hospitality afforded was unbounded and doors were
opened to the visitors for the view and inspection of

places ordinarily considered inaccessible.

The Convention was opened very impressively on Mon-
day afternoon in the magnificent Court of Honor at the

Architectural and Allied Arts Exposition and following

the opening exercises, the medal awards of the Architec-

tural League were made in Architecture, Mural Painting,

Sculpture, Landscape Architecture and native Industrial

Arts. The color note prevailing at this Assembly and at

the Metropolitan Museum presentation was no doubt at-

tributable to the success of the Pageant of the Lincoln

Memorial at the last Convention and should furnish the

most encouraging precedents for the continued use of

color decorations for our gatherings.

It may be said that the four days' Convention proceed-

ings were devoid of any excitement, there being no con-

tests, oratorical or otherwise; even the Secretary casting
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Concrete, made with ^tlas, permanently repeats the glory

that ivas (^reece

HE Parthenon, gem of Athens' Acropohs, has been reproduced accurately in Nashville,

Tennessee. Not a crumbling ruin greets the tourist today, but the complete structure,

its marvelous symmetry fittingly enhanced by its original color. For with Atlas White
Portland Cement not only the shining columns, but the rich panels back of the frieze

figures, the intricate sculpturings themselves, the delicate shadings in the cornices, the

whole splendid coloration of that ancient Parthenon has been reproduced permanently

y

an achievement which without concrete would have been financially impossible.

Such structures of permanent beauty are now an economic possibility in any community, for through Atlas,

Portland Cement is today the cheapest of all manufaaured products.

To concrete's substance, its strength and permanence, to its adaptability for all forms of construction,

to its economy now is added this achievement of abundant and permanent color.

And just as Atlas, by developing the rotary kiln, made possible a high standard of quality, made
possible quantity production, made Portland Cement actually cheaper today than it was a third of a centtiry

ago—so, with Atlas, has this new beauty of concrete become an accomplished fact. The architect, the

contractor, the home builder, have now available in Atlas Portland Cement, obtainable either in the usual

gray color or a pure white, the complete architectural medium—permanent, adaptable, economical and
beautiful, "the Standard by which ail other makes are measured."

Between the Atlas plants and the user there is but one distributor—the building material dealer—who brings Atlas to the public cheaper than by any
other method. Any architect, contractor or prospective builder is invited to urite this Company regarding the possibilities of concrete, made with Atlas.

dllas

Portland Cement

PORTLAND CEMENT ^^^P^^J

25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

CHICAGO BIRMINGHAM INDEPENDENCE, KANS.

Philadelphia Boston St. Louis Des Moines Dayton Omaha

Buffalo Kansas City Jacksonville, Fla.

Q-iflji H hitc

Portland Cement
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the ballot for new nominees and also the re-nominated

officials. One morning was given to a symposium under

the title of "The Architect's Palette" and was partici-

pated in bv Messrs. Meiggs and Hewlett and Myron
kunt. The lack of general discussion was partly due to

the poor acoustical conditions at the meeting place and

also to the attractions afforded by the exhibits surround-

ing on all sides. However, as a balance to this, a series of

luncheons were held and on each day the demand for

places far exceeded the capacity for the space in the hotel

given over for this purpose. It should also be noted that

the general attendance exceeded by over ^o per cent the

anticipated number. These luncheon meetings were high-

ly instructive and provocative of the utmost good feeling.

Excursions, theater parties, auto and boat rides, visits

to important institutions, were all arranged for and

nothing left undone to make each and everyone feel per-

fectly at home. It must not be assumed from this that the

Institute was given to all play and no work. The most
superficial review of the various officer and committee re-

ports would indicate an expansive background of consci-

entious effort by someone and the failure on the part of a

Chapter or Institute member to avail himself of the privi-

lege of reading in a convenient form, all the reports and
Convention proceedings, is to deprive himself of informa-

tive material of the utmost value concerning his pro-

fession.

To speak briefly of the reports the following few items

are herewith touched upon:
The President's address dealt with an outline of Insti-

tute history covering a period of eighty-eight years and
the need for educational work within and out of the pro-

fession, paying a deserved tribute to Registration Laws as

an effective aid toward this end. Mr. Waid also pointed
out the duty of tTie profession as efficient helpers in sup-

porting legislation affecting housing and community
planning and also of organization within the building
industry.

The report of the Board of Directors was comprehen-
sive and dealt with a variety of topics, notably during the

past year the custom has been established of holding
meetings of the Executive Committee and Board of Direc-

tors in various parts of the country and the advantages of

this to the membership and chapters has been fully dem-
onstrated. Following in the line of this policy it has been
made the duty of each Regional Director to visit every
chapter in his district at least once during the vear. There
is in the Directors' Report, the answer for the man who
asks the question, "What do I get for my $lo?" I will not
quote the answer but leave it to the curious-minded to

find it for themselves. The Board lends its support and ap-

proval to the National Council of Architectural and Reg-
istration Boards and a survey is being undertaken as to

the desirability of the Institute to establish an employ-
ment bureau for draftsmen.

Several generous and noteworthy gifts of historical

value have been received by the Institute during the past

year. It may not be out of place to mention that the Chi-
cago Chapter has been the recipient of a House designed
by H. H. Richardson and which is to be used as a Club
and Chapter headquarters. The Board also reports the
completion of the new "Contract Standard Forms," and
I cannot emphasize too strongly the desirability of every
member making the fullest use of these documents. The
Committee on Contracts having reported the completion
of the documents mentioned is making a study of the

Contract between the Owner and the Architect and is also

seeking to have a conference with the Surety Companies
relative to Contractors' Surety Bonds. The Committee on
Public Works states that a report of progress is well justi-

fied. The Committee on theOctagon Building also reports

progress. It is hardly possible to refer briefly to the report
of the Committee on Education or the work it has accom-
plished. It was, however, announced at the Convention
"that the work of the Committee has been recognized by
the Carnegie Foundation and that the Directors of that
Corporation have already voted to provide financial

assistance for this excellent work." The Committee on
Publications and Public Information has been hard at

work formulating a program co-ordinating various agen-
cies of publicity, which was submitted to the Convention.
The report of the Scientific Research department should
be read by everyone who is uninformed with this phase
of the Institute's activities. The report of the Committee
on Community Planning covering the past two years, is a

document so valuable in its nature that I am at fault to

find words to express it. Its presentation of incontrover-
tible fact and the clearness with which the architect's re-

lation to community planning is indicated merits the
most earnest reading and re-reading bv everyone inter-

ested in this most vital subject.

Reports of the Committees on War Memorials, Small
Houses, Industrial Relations, Committee on Earthquake
hazards and Pan-American Congress, all contain matters
of interest, as does also a minority report, privately

printed by a member of the Small House Committee.
Concurrent with the A. I. A. Convention the Interna-

tional Town, City and Regional Planning Conference was
held at the Hotel Pennsylvania with a large attendance of

distinguished Town Planners from all over the world.
Several joint meetings were held at which distinguished

visitors spoke. Other meetings held in conjunction with
the Convention were the National Council of Architec-

tural Registration Boards, the Producers Research Coun-
cil and Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture.

The Convention closed with the presentation of the In-

stitute gold medal to Sir Edwin Landseer Lutyens of the

Royal Institute of British Architects and posthumously
to Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; the latter being pre-

sented to Mrs. Goodhue. It was a dignified and impressive

ceremony at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The main
Foyer was decorated for the occasion with the Chapter
banners predominating and further color derived from the

multi-colored gowns worn in the procession which pre-

ceded the ceremonies.

The Architectural and Allied Arts Exposition was most
interesting. The presentation of material from various

regional districts was extremely well handled and the

Ninth District could with becoming modesty take pride

in the material presented and the general appearance of

its Exhibit. Considerable space was devoted to the mem-
orial exhibits of Henry Bacon, Bertram Grosvenor Good-
hue and our own Willis Polk. It is still a debatable ques-

tion with the writer as to the linking of an architectural

exhibition with an exhibit in which space is sold for com-
mercial purposes, no matter how well the crafts may pre-

sent their material, but this speck is not even large enough
to be the tiniest fly in an ointment of sweetest architec-

tural flavor.

The Ninth Regional District is to be honored by a visit

of the Board of Directors of the Institute in California in

the early part of December of this year and I trust that the

two Chapters will combine in formulating a program
which should be of outstanding interest to the Officers

and also our own membership, and further, steps should

immediately be taken to increase the membership of both

Chapters from the large field of available candidates

which I believe exists.

Respectfully submitted,

Sylvain Schnaittacher,
Director, Ninth Regional District,

American Institute of Architects
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MTCHELDERTDLES

The colors are those of rare old tapestries . . . dulled, softened, mellowed by age.

No glaring highlights, no vividly obtrusive colors . . . only soft tones that har-

monize with any surroundings. Tile for mantels, fountains,pavements, wainscots

and architectural Terra Cotta. See Sweet's Catalogue

or write for complete information.

BATCHELDER-WILSON COMPANY
2633 Artesian Street, Los Angeles - 101 Park Avenue, New York City



CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTS

The architectural ability shown in the designs, given in

this issue, which received awards and mentions in the

California Redwood Association Competition, shows a

healthy condition existing in the profession in this state.

This is further evidenced by the fact that in two recent

nation-wide competitions of designs, for houses using

gypsum and brick construction respectively, a number of

the prizes were won by California architects.

The greater latitude allowed architects here in their

treatment of house planning has probably much to do
with stimulating the creative power of our younger archi-

tects. This augurs well for the future; an artist develops

with maturity, unless he is bound by convention and gets

into a rut. The educative value of these competitions,
with their attendant wide-spread publicity, is sure to

lead to an increased demand for the services of men who
are producing "live" architecture.

* * *

BETTER PLASTERING
The campaign for better plastering continues with vigor
and is meeting with considerable response. The present

wave of interest in phistered surfaces which show the
craftsman's art, will certainly recede unless these surfaces

stand up. This means "Quality" both in base and surface,

and, again, publicity is the only way in which this infor-

mation can be spread so that proper work may be spc i-

fied and performed.
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ALL METAL FIRE DOORS

HighGrade Sheet MetalandKalamein Work

HRE PROTECTION PRODUCTS CO.
3117 TWENTIETH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

VENTED HEAT FOR SCHOOLS
"After a careful investigation of all types of heating, the
school board at Inglewood decided that the safest and
most efficient heating method—as well as the most
economical—was the use of vented Pacific Gas Radia-
tors," it is announced by A.J. Hartfield, president of the
Pacific Gas Radiator Co.

* * *

INSPECTION SERVICE OFFERED
Because a large number of defective non-guaranteed
plumbing fixtures are now on the Los Angeles market,
the Washington Iron works, manufacturers of guaranteed
fixtures, are offering to send their own representatives

out on any building job to check up on the qualitv of the

fixtures which are about to be installed.

* * *

NEW FLOORING COMPOSITION
Five large office buildings now being planned and unde-
construction are to have floors made of Bishopric compor
sition, according to J. W. Ford, Jr., president of the Bish-
opric Mfg. Co. of Los Angeles.

* * *

SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB NOTES
A. D. Jansen and Lawrence H. Keyser had been busy on
the days preceding a spelling bee held last month, prying
through English, French, Latin and even ancient Greek
books. As a result, a long list of very unusual words was
selected. Each member failing to spell two words right

was let out of the contest, and a handsome box of choco-
lates was reserved for the winner. One after the other the

boys fell under the bombardment of the words, until

finally Mr. Weihe remained master of the field as well as

of the chocolates.

The work of the atelier has been improving constantly.

The boys have plenty of room to work and a library with
good books from which to draw their material. Mr. E.

Weihe and Mr. E. Frick, the patrons, have been very kind
to come to the club more than once a week to give the

boys' work their personal supervision and criticism.

C. F. Trudell and H. T. Anderson were given the prizes

on the last returned problems.

Mr. Wilton Smith, who won the preliminaries on the

big pool tournament and had his name engraved on the

silver cup, carried the honors on the finals and was re-

warded with a handsome billiard cue.

At the July business meeting the treasurer and two
directors will be elected.
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Wliy most fine hotels
are Chamberlin built

THE AMBASSADOR HOTEL. LOS ANGELES,
Equipped throughout with Chamberlin Metal Weather Strips

COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL, BOSTON, MASS.
Chamberlin equipment installed in 1912. Test made and
witnessed, April 10, 1925, proved that 97.}4'rc of possible
in-leakage is prevented by this U-year-old Chamberlin
installation.
With a wind velocity of 12 M. P. H., 1.18 cu. ft. per min-
ute leaked through the Chamberlin-iitted windows, having
20.33 lineal feet of crack, (.\verage wind velocity in United
States during winter months is less than 12 M. P. H.)

The modern American hotel presents a vast ex-

panse of window and door space designed to

admit the maximum of light and air to guest
rooms and corridors.

That most hotel architects have chosen Cham-
berlin Metal Weather Strips and Door Bottoms
to insure protection at all openings, is evidence
of Chamberlin quality, the Chamberlin installa-

tion policy, and the permanent value of the
Chamberlin guarantee.

Chamberlin Metal Weather
Strips. Inside and Outside
Door Bottoms and Calking,
comprise the only weather-
strip equipment which is ap-
plied by the manufacturer
and the completed installa-

CHAMBERLIN
yKsS'sTuci 1893-TME SUNPARD^^S

tion of which is guaranteed by the maker for the

life of the building.

The value of this policy to the owner, and there-

fore, to the architect is proved by the many 10,

20, and 30 year old Chamberlin installations

which in engineering tests show a remarkably
high degree of efficiency.

Our nation-wide organization is available to

architects. Details and estimates furnished with-
out obligation.

Write for copy of the new
"Chamberlin Detail Book,"
pronounced by a leading
architectural publication to

"contain precisely the infor-

mation needed by the archi-

tect."

CHAMBERLIN METAL WEATHER STRIP COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
80 Sales and Service Branches Throughout the United States

San Diego Los Angeles San Francisco Sacramento Portland Tacoma Seattle

1308 Fifth Street 3105 W. Sixth St. 695 Mission St. 910 9th Street 110 Thompson St. 1535 Dock St. i733\Vestlake N.

Tel. Main 635-53 Tel. Wash. 2.711 Tel. Sutter 899 Tel. Main 1116 Tel. East S395 Tel. Main 676 Tel. Garheld 4910



PERSONAL GLIMPSES
IN few professions is the individual so camera-shy as is the architect. Rarely does he receive the recognition

that is his due. Never does he seek it. As a result, most of us see only a name or a completed creation of his

and glimpse little or nothing of the personality behind it. In this column each month we hope, in some small

measure, to heed the cry of"Author, Author," so far as the leading architectural craftsmen of the West are

concerned, by presenting photographs of them and sketches from life. Nominations for this "small niche in

The Hall of Fame" are acceptable from our readers. [Skttchis jrom Ufi in this Usue by Kamm]

JOHN REID, Jr.

JOHNREID,Jr., was born in fascinating San Francisco

and you would think that a person fortunate enough

first to breathe the tang of San Francisco air never could

leave it—but he did.

After studying jt the University of California, he went

to Paris and there, at the National Academy de Beaux

Arts, after five years of study, convinced his instructors

and his associates that on the map there was such a place

as California, gaining the coveted "Diplome of the Gov-
ernment."
He came home and was associated in San Francisco

with D. H. Burnham and Company, and for more than a

year was designer for the late \\'illis Polk. He was con-

sulting architect for the San Francisco Civic Center with

John Galen Howard and Frederick H. Meyer. During this

early period, he adhered faithfully to the canons of good
architecture and achieved much that gave promise of the

greater things to come.

About fourteen years ago, he established his own office

and how well he has done his work is evidenced by such

school edifices as the "Grant," "Commodore Sloat,"

"Andrew Jackson," "Pacific Heights," "Mission High
School," and a number of others.

His work, all of his work, is that of the artist and
embodies much of a personality that charms and capti-

vates those who know John Reid, Jr., the man.
He is vice-president of the San Francisco Chapter,

A. I. A. ; a member of the American Group of the Society

of Architects Diplomed by the French Government. He
is a member of the Honor Fraternity, Tau Sigma Delta,

and is also afflicted with the job of City Architect of San

Francisco, where he has done some good work, although
his political enemies think otherwise.

His hobby? Searching the daily papers to see who has

usurped his rightful prerogative to the scare-heads.

ALBERT FARR

FROM Nebraska to the Orient is a long jump, in more
ways than one, but shortly after his birth in Omaha

some time ago, Albert Farr made it. Not alone, of course;

in fact, he had no choice in the matter.

He spent his childhood in Japan and returning to Calif-

ornia, studied under F. A. Barker, a noted English Archi-

tect, of the British Institute of Architects.

He worked for some time with Clinton Day and Reid

Brothers and about twenty or twenty-five years ago, he

established his own office in San Francisco, since which
time he has been contributing greatly to good architec-

ture on the Pacific Coast.

The writer of this brief sketch, in his time, has inter-

viewed statesmen, royalty, professional men, business

men and others in all walks of life but, in all his experi-

ence, he has never encountered a man so genuinely mod-
est, so shy of recounting his own achievements, as is

Mr. Farr. 'Though he has done many fine things in which
any man might take pride, he is loath to talk about them,

or himself.

He has specialized largely in homes, not the least of

which are those for H. Ward Dawson, Piedmont; Bert

Scott, Piedmont; Mrs. Eleanor Uhl, Piedmont; Walton
Norwood Moore, Piedmont; Arthur King, Piedmont;

Robert S. Moore, Menlo; William Moller, Piedmont;

E. J. Schneider, Claremont; and many others in the

Northern and Southern parts of California. And all are

good.
He has just completed the beautiful George Lewis

home in Beverly Hills, Los Angeles.

Mr. Farr cares little for the non-essentials of life; for

the things that count, he is an enthusiast. And he is

greatly loved by his intimates.

His hobby? Collecting antique furniture. (And it took

his interviewer nearly an hour to find out that simple fact.)
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This Guarantee Absolutely Protects

the Architect who specifies

Washington Quaranteed Fixtures

Free replacement guaranteed— should any

Washington fixture develop a defect after

installation!

And that guarantee is backed by the oldest

manufacturers of plumbing fixtures on the

Pacific Coast—established 1896.

No wonder hotels like the Biltmore, New
Rosslyn, Beverly Hills—and buildings like

the New Chamber of Commerce, New Jona-
than Club, Pacific Mutual— and scores of

other famous buildings, installed Washington
fixtures. They protected their fixture invest-

ment with the Washington guarantee.

Protect your clients, too.

Plumbing Merchants)
R-otects You
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Residence Mr. W. F. Altvater, San Francisco

Designers and Builders, Meyer Brothers, San Francisco

Yes, there is something in a name:

Perma-LigKtWall Finishes

are a permanent deUght to admirers

of beauty and economy

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

HILLHUBBELL & COMPANY
TECHNICAL PAINT SPECIALISTS

HEAD OFFICE us davis street SAN FRANCISCO
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Now people ask "What Hardwood?"
"Hardwood" does not, today, tell people

enough about the floors in homes they

intend to build.

They want to know "what hardwood?''

Will this wood, if stained, keep the stain

indefinitely ? Will thiswood, when stained,

ha%'e the texture and graining which will

stain evenly, without fibrous ridges of

unstained wood showing through ?

Beech floors will. So will Birch. More than

this, they will wear like Maple—and Maple
outwears stone.

The demand for color harmony in floors

is working this change. The book, "Color

Harmonyin Floors" showsthe possibilities

in a practical, helpful way in actual colors.

We shall be glad to send you a copy or

copies if you will write. No charge,

of course.

Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association

lojf Stock Exchange Building, Chicago

The letters MFMA on Maple.
Beech or Birch flooring signify
that the floorinj; is standaniized
and guaranteed by the Maple
Flooring Manufacturers Asso-
riation. whose members must
attain and maintain the highest
standards of manufacture and
adhere to manufacturing and
grading rules which economi-

cally conser\'e ever>' particle of
these remarkable woods. This
trade-mark is for your protec-
tion. Look for it on the flooring

you buy.

MFMA

Floor 2(;//AMaple
Beech or Birch ^
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The "Shasta"
A Practical China Over-Rim Spout.

TO BE USED OVER TUBS, LAVATORIES AND SINKS

with self-adjusting, non-expanding
and rubber-cushioned brass insert

Installation of spout the work of a moment. By screwing
spout on to running thread nipple coming one or two inches

through wall. Sudden changes in temperature of water posi-

tively have no detrimental effect on this china spout.

Standard Brass Casting Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

BEAR BRAND

Red Brass High Grade Tlumhing Brass Goods

THIRD AND JEFFERSON STREETS, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

M. W. WUESTHOFF, MONADNOCK BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
Sales Agent
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ANNOUNCEMENT

THE PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT announces that
hereafter it will maintain offices in both Los Angeles

and San Francisco.

The Southern California office will be in charge of Mr.
Ned Brydone-Jack, for more than a year advertising mana-
ger of The Pacific Coast Architect. He has been called
the best trade paper advertising representative on the
Pacific Coast, and he is at this time in Los Angeles pre-
paring to open and maintain offices for the service of this
magazine's advertisers, subscribers and patrons.
Due announcement will be made in the July issue of the

street location and telephone number of the Southern
California office of The Pacific Coast Architect.

* * *

CONTEST FOR SMALL HOMES
A number of Southern California architects and designers
have entered the contest for the three best small house
designs, being conducted by the California Home Owner
and the Pioneer Paper Company, Inc. Cash prizes totalling

$750 are being offered, according to an announcement by
H. L. Wilber, assistant director of sales of the Pioneer
Paper Company. The participants include eight archi-

tects who have won prizes in former contests.

* * *

ERECT NEW STEEL BUILDINGS
The erection of new steel industrial buildings and modern
brick structures, together with the installation of a new
system of overhead transportation, has resulted in an in-

crease of approximately twenty-five percent production
efficiency in the Date street plant of the Los Angeles
Pressed Brick Company, according to C. C. Cady, assis-

tant general superintendent of the three plants operated

by the concern.
+ * +

SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
The Pacific Coast Scholarship fund for architectural stud-

ents has received subscriptions amounting only to five

hundred dollars. However, when the practicing archi-

tects come through with their promises there will be

sufficient money to send one good man to Europe next

year.

Great praise is due to the Entertainment Committee
of the San Francisco Architectural Club for enlivening the

club spirit and showing the boys a good time. A card

containing a schedule of diversions, such as dancing,

banqueting, hiking, etc., was sent to each member and

they were asked to check their favored diversions. It was
found that the boys much preferred banquets and hikes.

As a result the Entertainment Committee has arranged

a banquet at the Lick Grill for Ma\' l8, and a hike to

Willow Camp later in the season. The banquet will be

flavored with many spicy stories. Each member has been

asked to have his favorite story on tap to be sprung in

rotation. Judging from the past the hike to Willow Camp
should be more than a success.

REMON'AL NOTICES
Louis E. Korn, Architect and Engineer, announces the

removal of offices from 988 Northwestern Avenue, to 910

and 911 Financial Center Building, Seventh and Spring

Streets, Los Angeles. Manufacturers' literature, cata-

logues and samples desired.

+ * *

Adams & Adams, Architects, have moved their offices

from 517 Gibbs Building, to 701-L-^ Builders' Exchange
Building, San Antt)nio, Texas.
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The West's

finest building stone

TRADE MARK REG.

Raymond Granite gives

to a building an appearance

of stability and rich distinc-

tiveness which immediately
marks it as "one of our fin-

est buildings."

Many of the West's most
distinguished buildings are

of Raymond Granite.

We shall be glad to send

complete information re-

garding this splendid build-

ing stone.

Raymond Granite quarried at

Knowles, California, where exists

one of the largest deposits of this

high grade granite in the world.

The Raymond Granite Company is

the only company dealing in the

trade marked Raymond Granite.
It is the largest and oldest com-
pany of its kind in the West.

RAYMOND GRANITE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

CONTRACTORS
GRANITE' STONE' BUILDING' MEMORIAL

5 POTRERO AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO

1350 PALMETTO STREET, LOS ANGELES

Makeeach order

When you specify Wes-
tern-made merchandise you
add to your future profits.

The money you spend stays

right here in the West—
gives employment to Wes-
tern w^orkmen—circulates

through a dozen channels;

adds to general prosperity.

This general prosperity

makes your business good.

Pacific Plumbing Fixtures

are the highest quality fix-

tures obtainable and cost

no more than any other

reputable brand.

Think before you specify

.
—'there are many other

Western-made commodi-
ties that are on a par or su-

perior to Eastern mer-
chandise.

Trade Mark Registered

PACIFIC
PLUMBING FIXTURES

PACIFIC SANITARY MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Offices: 67 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

Factories: Richmond and San Pablo, California

Branches Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle
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Points
to look for
inSdcctii^
aWatetv
Heater

Every prospective owner of a water

heater is already sold on the funda-

mental characteristics that are built

into the HOYT-Low First Cost, Eco-

nomical Operation, Durable Con-

struction, Dependable Service.

You can recommend the Hoyt
on all these 4 Points !

No. 2 Wall Type Price $50.00

The automatic heating principle of

the Hoyt is the basis of its satisfac-

tory service in over 35,000 homes.
Its compact build makes it particu-

larly desirable for small homes and

apartments.

Sie Page 1716, Sweet's Architectural

Catalogs i()th Edition

WATER ^ HEATER
HOYT HEATER COMPANY
2146 E. 25th St.

Los Angeles

321 Thirteenth St.

Oakland

285 O'Farrell St.

San Francisco

121 Broadway
San Dleeo

Shaw Rooms in the principal cities in California

CABINETS
hndmmtovts

^noyt/yvhite Steel

STYLE H
To hang
on walL

CINCE we introduced Snow-white Steel^ Medicine Cabinets in 1 9 1 their beauty §,
and utiUty have made them Standard for '

all classes of modem homes, hotels and
apartments.
Numerous other makes have since been put on
the market— but none so beautifully hand-finish-
ed;— none so good at our price;— none better at
any price. Free booklet on request.

See Stveet's Index; or u'rite us.

HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO.
Makers of Hess Welded Steel Furnaces.
1218 S. Western Avenue, Chicago

Z.*k# an S*n ]ait Ettsri tf Mr. W. H Lm

The estate of W. H. Leet of San Jose was
planned and designed toharmonizcwith nat-

ural surroundings and architectural styles.

macrorie-mclaren company
LANDSCAPE ENGINEERS and GENERAL NURSERYMEN

SUITE 301 PHELAN BLDC.SAN FRANCISCO
DOUGLAS 4442

I
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Dexter-Horton BuiliUtig, Seattle^ Wash. John Graham, Architect

Showing installation of Haws Wall Drinking
Fountain No. 7-B. There is a Haws Fountain

for every architectural purpose.

HAWS SANITARY
DRINK.ING FAUCET
/^/-^Vf TJA \J"V 1»0* HARMON ST.

f

NARBLE
— and its correct treatment and installation are

matters requiring expert craftsmen. Our splendid

organization is always at the service of

the architect and the builder.

JOSEPH
NUSTO SONS-KEENAN

CONPANT
535 North Point, San Francisco

1064 S.Broadway, Los Angeles 1430 Webster St., Oakland

->>A^

*>«itfi«t#ig<g^'^?f<l

WROUGHT IRON
Lighting Fixtures

'HIS Com-
pany specializes in this

branch of hghting fixture-^

design. J J
Its workers in wrought-iron

are real craftsmen. Out of

sheet iron and bar iron, they

devise fixtures, Stands, brack-

ets, lamps and lanterns of en-

during interest and beauty.

Designs furnished or work
done to specifications. Qual-

ity and workmanship guar-

anteed. ^ ^

Tcmj&Tore'Bo^ CO.
Jighting£quip7nent

fi/8 SouthJigueroa Street

LOS ANGELES
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Peerless Dealers

Bakersfleld: King Lumber Co.
Dallas: Groves-Barns Lumber Co.
Denver: F. C. Sanders & Co.
Eugene : Midgley Planing Mills
Eureka; Jacobs. Ackerman A: Trozier
Fresno: H. G. Shirley
Los Angeles: Peerless Built-in Fixture (_ orp.

Oakland; The Hoo.tier Store
Phoenix : Walter Dubree
Portland: Cress & Co.
Sacramento: Ctitter Mill and Lumber Co.
Glendale: Beldin Sales Co.
Long Beach: Wilberg-Green Co.
Birmingham. Ala.: Sam Moore
Chevenne. Wyo. : Percy Smith Merc. Co.
Kelso. Wash- ; Builders' Material. Inc.
Montesano. Wash. : Montesano Fur. Co.
M'ichita. Kans. : Hoosier-Peerless Distrib.
(.'incinnati ; Ruehrwein Sales Co.
Mobile: Hoosier-Peerless Sales ('o.

Corvallis; Benton Planing Mill
El Paso: Hines Lumber and Coal Co.
Girard. 111.: Hargrave-Thompsoa Lumber Co.
Medford. Ore. : Big Pines Lumber Co.
Sau Bernardino : Pac. Gas Appliance Co.
San Diego; J. S. Schirm Commercial Co.
Salt Lake City: Bower Bldg. Co.
San Francis<-o : The Hoosier Store
San Jose: Geo. B. McKee Co.
Santa Barbara: Ott Hdwe. Co.
Santa Fe ; Santa Fe Builders' Supply Co.
Santa Cruz: Wood Bros.
Salinas: Tynan Lumber Co.
Seattle: Sam Hunter Co.
Spokane ; Monroe St, Lumber Co.
Stockton: W. E. Zerweck
Honolulu: Allen & Robinson.

Practical help

for the drafting room

THE heating, electrical,

lighting engineers all give

the drafting room specialized

assistance. Their expert advice

is available to every architect.

Now, with a less pretentious

title than "engineer" comes the

"kitchen specialist." Peerless

dealers listed at the left

actually qualify under this

classification. They will take

your residence or apartment

house plans and give you every

technical detail for the instal-

lation of ideally planned built-

in furniture.

Write for a copv of the "Arch-
itects Handbook" containing

details of all Peerless units and

48 plans of Peerless kitchens.

Call one of these Peerless
dealers and let him prove his

value to vou.

3mlt-inFurniture

BUILT-IN FIXTURE COMPANY
2608 San Pablo Ave. - Berkeley, Calif.

The Steel that Serves
on Land and Sea

THE great plant of the Moore Dry
Dock Company, which supplied

the steel sinews for hundreds of ships

during the World War, has for the past

year also been fabricating steel for in-

dustrial purposes.

With our overhead carried by marine
repairs, we are in a position to make low
bids on structural steel for all building

projects.

Ask us for estimates on your

next construction work. < ' <

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY
Address all correspondence to Oakland Office

San Francisco Office: 803 Balfour Building - Telephone Kearny 5248
Oakland Office and Plant: Foot ofAdeline Street -Telephone Lakeside 5 180
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Libcrn i\:,..-. '.-..: .._-,
:

-
; >, , m \ Mintiin, Architect

Ornameutal Iron Entrance and Bronze Teller Cages
Show True Craftsmanfhip.

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON &.
BRONZE COMPANY

SIXTEENTH STREET AND SAN BRUNO AVE. -r SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
TELEPHONE MARKET loii

MUNICIPAL TYPE

Sewage Ejector
Proper lubrication means

fe to the pump and
what is provided in

Byron Jackson sump
Ige pumps, built in

and duplex units for

d dry pit service,

tic bronze bearings of

liberal proportions,

properly spaced
along driving shaft

protected from grit

and sewage by en-

closing pump col-

umn; automatic
lubricators operat-

ing with the action

of the pump giv-

ing positive lubri-

cation— all result

in NO WEAR ON
BEARINGS.

Byron Jackson \Ve( Pit Sumv Pump

Byron Jackson Pump Mfg. Co. .Inc.
Factory and Main OflSce, Berkeley, California

Branches:
SaQ Francisco, Los Angeles, Visalia, Salt Lake City, Portland, Ore.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCES BRICK
No other state in the Union comes as near to producing

all its requirements in brick and clay products as does
California, according to Robert Linton, General Manager
of the Pacific Clay Products, who addressed the State-

wide Mineral Conference held May 15 at the Chamber of
Commerce Building, Los Angeles.

MILLWORK MEETING IN JUNE
It is announced that the quarterly meeting of the Mill-
work Institute of California has been postponed until

June II and 13. It will be held at the Hotel Californian,
Fresno, California.

* * *

Much favorable comment has

been aroused by the effective

new insignia designed by H.
T. Didesch, Managing Di-

rector of the Millwork Insti-

tute of California. Under the

title "Renewing a Pledge VIII

Centuries Old," the Institute

has issued an attractive little

booklet, which is quite inter-

esting as it tells the story of the insignia, as adopted, and
explains the historical background found in the emblem.
The booklet is too lengthy for reproduction in these

pages, but may be obtained by those interested upon ap-

plication to the general offices of the Institute, 631 West
Ninth Street, Los Angeles.

:i! * *

USING GREEN IN DECORATION
Damasks may be in all tones of green and be delightful,

and a few colors of this material are good with oak pan-

elling or with white paint.

Green rep is almost historical, but it is usually a dismal

failure; when successful, however, it is emphatically so.

A gold room with green rep curtains fringed is noticeable.

There are lovely horsehairs for painted dining-room

chairs, which will always look fresh.

Green should hardly ever be used in the country, where
ample is supplied by the foliage. It is a town color for

west, south or east rooms, and not for the north, unless

mixed with pinks and oranges.

* * *

LOS ANGELES OFFICE

The Los Angeles office of the Pacific Coast Architect is now
located at 117 West Ninth Street. This office, in charge of

Mr. Ned Brydone-Jack, is prepared to care for all matters

in connection with editorial, advertising or subscriptions.

The Pacific Coast Architect

is a product of the

press of

C Raymond Beran Company

133 KEARNY STREET ' GARFIELD 5 IIO

SAN FRANCISCO
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"Please Send Me Your
Booklet,"says thisHomeOwner

"Perhaps it will shed some light on

why my new ceiling has shed its plas-

ter three times in three months. At

any rate you'll have one reader who
will bless your organization for

telling the layman something about

plaster

By the hundreds, home owners are

inquiring about Better Plastering,

with metal lath to reinforce and

preserve.

Explain to the owner the reasons why

Better Plastering minimizes repair

and gives maximum protection from

hre. Actually, the added cost for

plastering on a steel base is the

smallest "difference" in deciding the

quality of a home.

Always submit bids for furnishing

three coat plaster reinforced with

three pound metal lath:

(i) throughout the plastered parts

of the building,

(i) on all ceilings,

(3) on the ceilings and in the cor-

ners of entry hall, living room

and dining room; bath room

wainscot, and for tire protection

over hearing plant and on the

under side of main stairway.

NATIONAL COUNCIL
for

BETTER PLASTERING
819 Madison Square Building

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Better Plastering advertisements appear in the June 6 Saturday Evening Post

andJuly American Magazjne.

STANDARDIZE ON WHITCO HARDWARE FOR CASEMENTS AND TRANSOMS

SILL PLATE
PHOSPHOR BRONZE
FRICTION SPRING

t

SLIDING SHOE

SASH PLATE

Phantom view of

Whitco Hardware
showing its constructioi

and operation

1868 Lemoyne Street

LOS ANGELES

WHITCO
THE EASY HARDWARE

MANUFACTL'REn BY

\fDIffl(S[EKlT\W[fflDra[Kr(n®Rfli)iMf
V MANUFACTURERS VV HARDWARE \iD SPECI ALTI ES

365 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

636-41 Mass. Trust Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS.

1
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PORTLAND
CEMENT
STUCCO

ASPHALT
MASTIC
COATING

WIRE
NETTING

BEVELED
LATH
STRIPS

FIBRE
BOARD
BACKING

Stucco or plaster can't fall off walls when
you specify a backing of Bishopric Base.

And it makes a stronger wall than a

backing of one-inch lumber

MailCoupon
For eighteen years. Eastern builders have used

Bishopric Base because cir\- inspection bureaus

approve it as stronger than lumber sheathing

for stucco or plaster walls. Now the California

factor}- is shipping Bishopric Base by carloads

to all parts of the Vi'est—which makes it poss-

ible for you to build stronger -ccalls at no increase

in cost! Use the coupon for full information.

BISHOPRIC MFG. CO. OF CALIFORNIA
604-626 East 62nd Street, Los Angeles

Phone AXridge 9108

^Sold b} Uadtn^ hmi/JiH^ material anJ lumber dealers^

LAST MINUTE NEWS * * * The building ordinances of San Fran-
cisco have just been amended to endorse the use of Bishopric Base

j instead of one-inch lumber sheathing for stucco and plaster walls. >

This permits a sa\-ing of approximately 25'^ in wall costs—and means
stronger walls for San Francisco. Bishopric Base is the only backing

authorized by the amendment.

Bishopric Base t

KOW

mmm ^?^



Santa Monica, California

Breakfast Room, McFadden Home
Residence of George R. Bury
Residence of Austin McFadden .

Austin McFadden Residence

Austin McFadden Home
Cortile, Loggia, Austin McFadden Home
Main Entrance Detail,

Austin McFadden Home . ii

Cortile, Austin McFadden Home 13

Residence of George R. Bury,

Hollywood, California .... 14

Residence, George R. Bury '5

Grammar School, San Marino, California 17

Grammar School, San Marino, California iS

Two Exteriors, Grammar School,

San Marino, California '9

Scheme for Plaza, Palos Verdes, California

.Aviator's View, El Mirasol

Typical Bungalow Interior, El Mirasol

Two Views, El Mirasol,

Santa Barbara, California ....
Bungalows, El Mirasol ....
Cloister Lounge, EI Mirasol

Peacock Room, El Mirasol . .

Main Dining Room, El Mirasol

Library, El Mirasol 19
Drawing Room, El Mirasol

Patio Dining Room, El Mirasol

Patio, El Mirasol ....
Sketch in Oils by Elmer Grey, Architect

Sketch in Oils by Elmer Grey, Architect

Sketch in Oils by Elmer Grey, Architect

A Brick Residence, Los .Angeles, California 35
An Interior Bay of a Church ... 39

An Illustrated Monthly Magazine for the ArchiteB, Contractor and Home Builder

HARRIS ALLEN, A. I. A., EDITOR CHARLESW.MEIGHAN. GENERAL MANAGER
NED BRYDONE-JACK, GENERAL MANAGER SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA OFFICE

Address all communications to Business Office, 703 Market Street, San Francisco. Telephone Kearny 7794
Price, mailed flat to any address inUnited States, Mexico orCuba,$3 .50a year; single copies, 50c; to Canada

.50 a year;foreign countries, $5. 50 a year. Entered at the Post Office inSanFrancisco as second-class matter

608 OTIS BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOISN REPRESENTATIVES: JOHN D. ROSS,

WILLIAM D. WARD, TRIBUNE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

LOS ANGELES: II7 WEST NINTH STREET, PHONE TUCKER 1045

wm^^^^^.'^mm^ i^:mmxxZt7im^^^M

Design by William Mooser, Jr.
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Community Apartments No. 244 Lakeside Drive, Oakland
Maury I. Diggs, Architect

"California Steel Casements'*
and "Disappearing Screens"
throughout this building.

Catalogues on Request

"Wdiel^Pfe/j^
HviasoAf'^ TenthSmeri-^

SANFRA/ascacitur

TELEPHONE HEMLOCK 3080
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BREAKFAST ROOM, RESIDENCE OF AUSTIN MCFADDEN

THE WORK OF WEBBER, STAUNTON AND SPAULDING
BY HARRIS ALLEN, A. I. A.

11
N THESE days of jazz and
jumble, when the hysteria

which is an inevitable after-

math of a great war has not

yet subsided, when the nat-

ural exuberance of youth
runs wild in every direction,

it is noteworthy—and re-

freshing—to find young men
doing work that is restrained, thoughtful, and
yet far from being commonplace or stereotyped.

Webber, Staunton and Spaulding are three

quite young men who appear to be proceeding

consistentlyand harmoniously along thestraight
and narrow path of architecture, avoiding the

temptations which must frequently occur. For
clients today are eager for novelty, and the

glittering butterfly of the picturesque and biz-

arre flutters enticingly across the way. It is not
always easy to resist succumbing to this fascin-

ation, even for some of us who are old and
weatherworn travellers.

So far, however, the work of this firm dis-

plays a sobriety and a firmness of judgment
which is surprising and significant. It is not
that a picturesque ensemble is not achieved.

That is far from being the case. But it is quite
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evidently not deliberately attempted. What
happens is, that conditions, requirements, re-

lationships, proportions, are all carefully stud-

ied and valued, and their structural expression

worked out in terms of the utmost directness

and simplicity—I had almost said, sternness.

Thev have not hesitated to avail themselves

of the recent re-discoveries of the beauty of

texture and color, in stucco, tile, accessories;

but the main impression their buildings make
is one of substance, of suitability and strength.

There is no frivolity in their designs, albeit an

excellent sense of proportion and balance.

Both the McFadden and the Bury houses, il-

lustrated in this issue, are all but massive in

their structural solidity, but are so logical in

development that they do not seem clumsy,

small as they are. It is interesting to note that

the sense of scale is unbroken, in mass or detail.

The San Marino School preserves the same
salient features, although the detail of its main
entrance is somewhat incoherent and could

have had more study profitably. As the draw-
ings for the Plaza at Palos Verdes evidently

were intended for presenting the scheme and
not for final plans, it need only be said that thev

show a breadth of treatment that should result

in a very successful group of buildings.

The interior views here shown have similar

qualities to the exterior facades. This results in

dignity and restfulness, but also in some lack of

the domestic feeling that should be present. In

fact, there is the suggestion of a country club at

its best. It often happens that an architect

"arrives" first with his exterior compositions.

As this firm grows in experience, their work is

sure to become more mellow and rounded

—

thev have the basic essentials.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS INCREASE
The demand for sanitary drinking fountains continues

to show a marked increase this year, according to A. G.
Haws, of the Haws Sanitary Drinking Faucet Company,
of Berkeley. The company manufactures a variety of

models, designed to meet every requirement. The factory

has been one of the notable successes of recent years in the

Bav District and its products are in use in factories,

schools and buildings throughout the Western states.

FOR LUMBER STANDARDIZATION
Through the representation of Emory Standord Hall

and Sullivan W. Jones, the American Institute of Archi-

tects is taking an active part in the national movement
for lumber standardization. Present standards do not con-

form in every small detail to all the desires and prefer-

ences of any one group. But it is reported that a forward

step has been taken.

Two Good Moves
To render better service to its many
patrons and friends in Northern Califor-

nia, the San Francisco general offices of

To insure "on the ground" service to our
extensive Southern California clientele

we now have joint publication offices of

The Pacific Coast The Pacific Coast

Architect Architect
have been moved to Suite 1313-1314
thirteenth floor, in the Claus Spreckels

Building, which is centrally located at

703 Market Street

San Francisco

There is no change of ownership, man-
agement or personnel, and the editorial

policy will continue under direction of

HARRIS ALLEN, A. I. A.

San Francisco Telephone

Kearny 7794

in Los Angeles where all editorial, adver-

tising or subscription matters will receive

prompt attention. Offices are located at

117 West Ninth Street

Los Angeles

in personal charge of a young man long
identified with this magazine and well

known and popular in the Southland:

NED BRYDONE-'JACK
Los Angeles Telephone

Tucker i04f
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THE CHARM OF THE RENAISSANCE IS DUE IN NO SMALL DEGREE TO THE SPLENDID
CRAFTSMANSHIP OF THOSE DAYS. EVEN THE DELIGHTFUL DETAIL OF THIS MODERN
RENAISSANCE AP A RTM ENT WO ULD FAIL IN EFFECT IF THE BLENDING OFCOLOR,
THE GLAZING, WAXING ANd"aNTIQUINg" OF CEILING, WALLS AND WAINSCOT
WERE NOT WELL DONE. LOUNGE ROOM MEMORI A L MOT H ERs' HOME, FLEISH-
H ACKER PLAYGROUND, SAN FRANCISCO. GEORGE W.KELHAM, ARCHITECT. TAYLOR

& JACKSON, BUILDERS. A. QUA NDT&SONS, PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.

'Co-Operation for Quality'

A-OyANDT er •SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET SAN FRANCISC 0-3319 CENTRAL AVENUE -LOS ANGELES

<[ PAINTERS AND DECORATORS SINCE 1885 J>

OUR OPERATIONS ARE STATE-WIDE
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RESIDENCE OF MR. AUSTIN MCFADDEN, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA. WEBBER, STAUNTON AND SPAULDING, ARCHITECTS
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MAIN ENTRANCE DETAIL
RESIDENCE OF MR. AUSTIN MCFADDEN, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA. WEBBER, STAUNTON AND SPAULDING, ARCHITECTS
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CORTILE
RESIDENCE OP MR. AUSTIN MCFADDEX,SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA. WEBBER, STAUNTON AND SPAULDING, ARCHITECTS
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>.liAKLi;j •.'>
. CLARK HOUSE, PEBBLE bLAi^H, ..ALIf . JiArvEWELL^ BROW X, ARCHITELTS

LATIN ROOF TILE
A permanent, weather-proof and fire-

proof crown for buildings

GLADDING'McBEAN'&'CO.
GENERAL OFFICE: 660 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES OFFICE: LOS FELIZ BOULEVARD AND S. P. TRACKS
SEATTLE OEFICE: DEXTER HORTON BUILDING

PORTLAND office: U. S. NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
OAKLAND office: TWENTY-SECOND AND MARKET STREETS

QQ
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RESIDENCE OF E. T. BLAKE, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA E. B. SEELEY, ARCHITECT

Rgmona RgofJile
Beauttf Versatilitij Pertnunence

Ramona Roof Tile has an unsurpassed harmonious
variation in color. It is of a size and shape rendering

it particularly adaptable to every type of roof and
in addition it is absolutely permanent in color and

durability—a notable feature of all

burnt clay products.

NCLARK&.SONS
UANUrACTURBRS OF

Architeffural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brick, ' 'Ramona' ' Roof Tile and Kindred Clay ProduHs

II2.-I16 NATOMA STREET - SAN FRANCISCO
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A BEAUTIFUL ROOF FOREVEK

VARICOLOR
GRANADA
"^0 f i n g T i I lj

BEAUTY, individuality, dignity,

protection, permanence—all em-
bodied in the roof of clay tile.

The old temporary con^ruction of the
pioneer days is being supplanted to-

day by the permanence of bnck and
tile. The roof of this Los Angeles home
was burned in the fires of our kilns.

'iMe Standardaf^ialiij in 0<^ Products'

hA*fressed BrickCo
ENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR. FROST BLDG
Secondand BrMdiixvji TRinity 5761

LOS ANGELES
1S7«

FACE BRICK HOLLOWTILE • ROOFING TILE TE R R A C OT T A, ET C.
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EL MIRASOL "THE SUNFLOWER"
BY FREDERICK CLIFT

HILE Stopping at El Mirasol a few
years ago, it occurred to the writer

that he would like to own the

place, so quietly distinctive, and
to lavish on it thought and care

which would make it unique. His

experience with the Clift Hotel in

San Francisco had convinced him
that what lifts one hotel above
another is atmosphere—a some-
thing intangible, but real, which

surrounds the place like an aura. The ownership passed to

him in 1910.

To Albert Herter, the well-known artist, came the

idea of El Mirasol as a home-hotel with a limited

number of guests, using the former residence of Mr.
Herter's mother as a nucleus for a group of guest bunga-
lows. This residence was one of the most notable places

in the Channel City. Located directly opposite beautiful

Alameda park, the grounds occupying an entire city block
and lying on the direct route to the Old Mission, its

stately proportions made of it the most conspicuous
landmark in the entire city, aside from the Mission
building itself.

The house, designed by the well-known New York
architectural firm of Delano and Aldrich, is massively
built of stone and brick, with plaster exterior; and with
its beautiful patio surrounding a court centered by an
exquisite marble fountain, is one of the most perfect

and striking examples of Spanish architecture to be found
in all California.

It was turned into a bungalow hotel, early in the

spring of 1914, the initial plan calling for eleven bunga-
lows, of plaster exterior with arcade verandas and tile

edged roofs to harmonize in exterior appearance with the

main house, which was, at the same time, being remod-
eled to provide a central dining room, lounging rooms
and office. Three bungalows have since been added. Its

success was immediate and absolute, and during the

time it has been open, it is scarcely too much to say

that it has housed more people of social and financial

prominence, not only from New York, Boston, Chicago,
Philadelphia and other American cities, but from Europe
as well, than any other hotel of equal size in the United
States. As a well-known Philadelphian remarked, "El
Mirasol is as well known in the clubs of the East as the
Waldrof of New York; and better in a way, inasmuch as

El Mirasol also stands for California."

To attempt to describe this achievement in terms applic-

able to the ordinary hotel, is to convey no slightest con-
ception of what it really is. With a boldness in the use
of color hardly equaled elsewhere in America, there has
been produced an effect, at once brilliant and restrained.

As one enters the front door, the attention is momen-
tarily diverted from the immediate surroundings, as the
eye catches a glimpse of glowing color in the hotel park,
around which the bungalows are grouped, straight on
through the patio and across the arcade beyond the
fountain; but the beauty of the interior is compelling,
and very quickly claims our entire attention.

Standing in the midst of the lobby, one looks to the
left, through the main dining room, to the "Peacock
Room," a smaller dining room which takes its name from
two magnificent hand-painted panels. This room is hung
with choice textures, the floor a beautiful design in

orange and blue, the tables and chairs corresponding.
The "Peacock Room" was designed by Delano and
Aldrich and was added to the main house a year ago to

meet the growing demand made upon the management
by those desiring to take advantage of this beautiful set-

ting and unique service in entertaining; and during the
season there are few days when it is not the scene of
smart luncheons and dinners,for which style of entertain-
ing it has become very much "the thing" among the
elite of Santa Barbara and Montecito.
To the right from this vantage point, the view is

through the library, which, with its large collections of
books and periodicals, and a cheerful fire always blazing,

is one of the favorite lounging places with the guests.

Beyond this is the drawing room, also with an open fire,
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and the walls hung with many of the original collection

of pictures, while still further beyond is the card room,
so absolutely aglow with warmth and color as to impress

one immediately with the appropriateness of the name
"El Mirasol" (The Sunflower), and architecturally bal-

ancing the Peacock Room at the other extremity of the

main front of the building.

Stepping from the lobby directly ahead the visitor finds

himself in the glassed-in tea room, where tea is served

each afternoon from four to six o'clock, to the accom-
paniment of the tinkling fountain just without; and open-
ing from this on the right is the open cloister, gaily furn-

ished for lounging: a favorite out-of-doors rendezvous
and for afternoon tea in warm weather.

Passing out of the patio, one is at once in the midst of

El Mirasol park, with the vine clad bungalows surround-
ing, and, beyond, a magnificent view of the Santa Ynez
mountains. So quiet and peaceful is the whole effect that

one quite forgets that the busy streets are very near, and
has the feeling of being in a quiet country garden. Perhaps
in no other direction is the fidelity to detail before noted,

and the rare taste and skill with which it is carried out,

more clearly shown than in this wonderful garden. Al-
though every path is bordered with flowers of endless

variety in color, and, as each bungalow is examined
separately, it seems to have a flower garden all its very

own, yet so skillfully has the whole been composed that

not only is the result an impression of absolute unity.

but, with all the infinite variety of color, the impression

is still of the dominance of the hotel colors—the orange
and blue—as definite and unmistakable as it is through-
out the entire interior of the main building through
which we have been passing.

In the bungalows themselves, each room is a studied

harmony of chintz and paint. Beds, chairs, dressing

tables, desks—all in a delicate cream color with striping

to match the dominant tone of the chintz in each in-

stance—the lighting fixtures of special design to har-

monize—the delicate lace bed spreads—altogether prod-

uce the efl'ect of a delightful country home.
The patio dining room is of practically the same ca-

pacity as the original main dining room, the side fronting

the patio being entirely of glass; while the decorations

are free interpretations of sixteenth century Persian

miniatures. The decorations consist of two large paint-

ings facing each other from the opposite ends of the

room, while the five small panels between the lobby
doors are filled with paintings of corresponding size. In

all of these, the gorgeous colorings of the Persian origi-

nals are reproduced in brilliant style. Altogether this

room is one of rare charm and affords opportunity to care

for the entertaining without encroaching upon the com-
fort of the guests of the hotel.

Editor's Note: El Mirasol came through the recent Santa
Barbara earthquake unscathed, and housed many refugees.

A greater Santa Barbara is already rising from the ruins

of the disaster of June zgth.

NEW SPECIFICATIONS PRACTICAL
THE architects of Los Angeles and vinicity are enjoy-

ing the use of new specifications recently promulgated
by the Blue Diamond Company of that city. It is claimed
that everyone who has used these specifications has found
them to be extremely practical.

They are four in number, and include Brick Work,
Concrete, Interior Plaster, and Cement Stucco. Each
booklet covers its subject in detail, taking up each im-

portant phase of its particular theme so that the architect

has comprehensive working data at hand.
To illustrate: the "Specifications on Cement Stucco"

embraces three distinct bulletins. One deals with ex-

terior plaster on frame construction, and the third treats

the various popular cement stucco finishes. General data,

scope of work, materials used, preparations for plastering

and the application are the subjects covered.

It was only after considerable thought and study that

these specifications were issued by the Research Depart-

ment of the Blue Diamond Company, under the direction

of Paul W. Penland and Harry V. Adams, architects and
engineers. In the compilation of the data, many promi-
nent California architects and engineers were consulted.

* * *

A NEW GUERIN PORTFOLIO
A portfolio of interest to all architects and artists has

just been announced by Edward C. Bridgman, Publisher,

140 West 40th Street, New York City.

It consists of full color reproductions, direct from
twelve original paintings by Jules Guerin. The plates

from which these reproductions have been printed were
made with extreme care by the Beck Engraving Company
of Philadelphia. The twelve subjects are folio-ed in a

buckram binding, i3-'8 inches wide by 18 inches high.

The subjects rendered are as follows:

I. The Alamo Mission, San Antonio, Texas.

Christ's Church, Alexandria, V^a.

Old Dutch Church, Tarrytown, N. Y.

The Missions, San Luis Rey de Francis.

King's Chapel, Boston, Mass.

Old Christ's Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Paul's Chapel, New York.

First Congregational Church, Old Lynne, Conn.
The Mission of San Carlos.

Old Swedes Church, Wilmington, Delaware.

II. Old St. Peter's Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

II. San Jose de Aguayo, San Antonio, Texas.

It seems almost needless to go into any explanations of

Mr. Guerin's work or to elaborate upon his ability as an

architectural renderer. The retail price of this portfolio

is $2.5.00, and any information regarding its sale and dis-

tribution may be obtained from Edward C. Bridgman,

Publisher, 140 West 40th Street, New York City.

4
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3-

4-

5-
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7-
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General offices of The Pacific Coast Architect are now
located on the 13th floor, Claus Sprcckels Building, Third

and Market, San Francisco. Telephone Kearny 7794.
* * *

Hudson & Munsell, Architects, announce the removal

of their offices to 631 Petroleum Securities Building,

south-west corner Tenth and Flower Streets, Los Angeles.
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EL MIRASOL, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA. DELANO AND ALDRICH, ARCHITECT

PHOTOGRAPH BY J.WALTER COLLINGE
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BUNGALOWS, EL MIRASOL, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA, DELANO AND ALDRICH, ARCHITECTS

PHOTOGRAPH BY J. WALTER COLLINGE
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CLOISTER LOUNGE, EL MIRASOL, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA, DELANO AND ALDRICH, ARCHITECTS

PHOTOGRAPH BY J.
WALTER COLLINGE
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above: peacock roomjbelow: main dining room, el mirasol,santa Barbara, California
delano and aldrich, architects. photographs by j. walter collinge
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ABOVE- library; below: drawing room, el MIRASOL, SANTA BARBARACALIFORNIA

DELANO AND ALDRICH, ARCHITECTS. PHOTOGRAPHS BY J.
WALTER COLLINGE
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-ujove: patio dining room;below: patio, el mirasol,santa Barbara, California
DELANO AND ALDRICH, ARCHITECTS. PHOTOGRAPHS BY J. WALTER COLLINGE
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California

State

Automobile

Association

Headquarters

Hayes Street

and
Van Ness Ave.

Wi '
! ^ ^ s ^ M h,'-

iji,w

nip , Jipr-T

Dickey masieriile
curtain walls
Save Weight, Labor and Mortar in

California Automobile Association Building

Save Weight—Dickey Mastertile
weighs only half as much as con-
crete or solid masonry;

Save Labor and Mortar—Each
8-inch Dickey Mastertile takes the
place of six brick in the wall. Cuts
labor cost one-third to one-half and
mortar cost one-half;

Save Furring—The dead air spaces

in the Dickey Mastertile insulate

against heat, cold and moisture,

usually eliminating the necessity of

furring. Its scored surface affords an

ideal base for plaster and stucco;

Defies Fire,Time andWeather—
Because Dickev Mastertile is made
of fire-burned clay, man's most last-

ing material.

Dickey
BURNED CLAY PRODUCTS
DICKEY MASTERXHJE • FACE BRICK. • FIRE BRICK

PartitionTile, Furring Tile, Paving Brick, Sewer Brick,

Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

Madi hy

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANYand LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS^ INC.
AjtteistiJCfmpanin

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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RESIDENCE
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

M.P.WILKINSON
ARCHITECT

t I O O .K. I* I . CH=
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Above. Chnstuin Saence Church. Los Angdes. Califorma. Elmer Grey. Architect: at left St Pauls
M. E. Church. South. Clarksburg. West Virgmia. Robert McArthur. Architea; at nght. The Union

Church. Hmsdale. Illinois. Tallmadge &> Watson, Archiucu.

THE light colored brictw,'ork in these
churches, harmonizing perfectly with

the stone trimmings, produces a stately effect

and permits a variety of treatment, both in
wall texture and color effect.

The great number of face brick churches—large and small— in all parts of the coun-
try give ample proof of the structural and
artistic success of face brick in church build-
ings; and the skill with which architects are
today handhng face brick is in no small mea-
sure responsible for this distinct trend toward
the use of face brick in church architecture.

You will find many splendid examples of
the modern use of face brick in "Architec-
tural Details in Brickwork," a portfoUo of
more than a hundred halftone plates, issued
in three series, each enclosed in a folder
ready for filing. This series will be sent post-
paid, to any architect making request on
his office stationery.

"English Precedent forModern Brickwork;'
a IOC-page book, beautifully illustrated with
halftones and measured drawings of Tudor
and Georgian types and American adapta-
tions, sent postpaid for two dollars.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION
1767 Peoples Life Building • Chicago, Illinois



Jlmng a Theory

Now that school boards and legislators and

architects have become all "het up over

rhe Carbon Dioxide Standard, which demands

at least thirtv cubic feet of fresh air per minute

to verv occupant of a school room, and num-

bers of expensive svstems have been installed,

alone comes the New York Ventilation Com-

mon, headed by Dr. C. E A. Winslow pro-

fessor of Public Health, and knocks this theor>

into a cocked hat. The commission has found

that a small amount of cool, fresh air improves

the efficiencv and health of pupils The high

temperature' necessary to prevent drafts under

the old theorv increases respiratory sicknesses

and decreases working powers.

So passes, presumably, another costly experi-

ment for the authority of this commission,

made up of distinguished engineers and scien-

tists, IS impressive. It would seem the part of

wisdom to test" theories more thoroughly be-

fore adopting them on such a universal scale,

especiallv when health is at stake. A suspicion

arises that the doughty old Governor of Calif-

ornia had some )ustihcation for referring to

"the fads of educators." Fortunately for us,

there is little need for other than natural venti-

lation in the Golden State, and the prowess of

its scholastic athletes proclaims to the world

what California air can do.

* * *

Craftsmanship

AGAIN we print examples of fine craftsman-

ship from the hand of Elmer Grey. This

is more than good "draughtsmanship ;
it is

on<rnn7l and not a copy. And while a man may

be a good architect and still lack the ability to

convev his thoughts graphically, it is not an

enviable situation. He may be more to be pitied

than censured; but like the "Kiwi, the bird

who cannot flv, he is out of place. If a nian

erows rusty in the use of the hand, he is but

too apt to slacken also on his mental, creative

function and unconsciously slide into combin-

ing and rearranging and adapting until it is no

longer a case of craftsmanship, but of craft.

* * *

A Commentfrom the Lay Press

"Good architecture is not a luxury, but a

symptom of happiness, energy and foresight,

and where it is lacking, there these things are

insensibly lessened, even though the mass of

men do not know that it is they lack.

—From "The Times, London.

"li^^BUSINESS BAROMETER SHOWS BUSINESS GOOD
BY E. C

Vice-President S.

BUSINESS and industrial conditions throughout the

countn- and especially along the Pacific Coast are

fundamentally soun5, and business in practically all lines

is stcadilv strengthening. The building industry was

never in more satisfactory- condition, and there is prob-

ably no safer barometer to follo%v, in attempting to fore-

cast general business volume, than the statistics of con-

''wdTng is under way in our Pacific Coast cities to a

degree that promises an activity throughout the coming

Shs which may establish a new high figure for the

year's total, probably S50o,o(X5,cxxd in construction costs

for the 80 iajor cities of our seven Far Western States.

Mx S W. Straus, president of S. W. Straus & Co., in a

recent'interview published by a New York newsp^PfJ.' '^

quoted as anticipating a S6,coo,ooo,ooo total of building

in the United States fori 915.
.

,

Business soundness or weakness is always first noted

in building. Tightening of money in anticipation of a

slowing down of business is alwavs promptly reflected in

a curtailment of building plans and general confidence is

alwavs immediately shown in new construction pro "ts.

Building is an essential and basic industry, hut it em-

ploys and IS dependent upon large ln^•estments and it .

one of the first indices to reflect fundamental financial

conditions.

. SMITH

W. Straus & Co.

But we are not entirely dependent at this time upon the

tendencies of the building industry for verification o the

opinion that business generally is progressing along

sound lines. The employment curve shows an increase

over the first part 0/ i^M- Workmen are earning niore

money and manufacturers in more than a score of indus-

tries are handling a greater volume of business than last

'The increase in volume earned by workers is due also

to an increase of working hours per week, rather than

to higher wages per hour. Almost ^P^ctacular gains have

lateh been reported from the lines of trade which suffered

the most last year. The cost of labor, material and prac-

tically all essential commodities, is apparently more

firmly stabilized at this time than at any period since the

World War The importance of stabilization cannot be

too strongly emphasized in an attempt to estimate the

general business situation.
. , ,

• 1

Progress is dependent upon harmony in labor circles,

efficiency of workers and genuine co-operation between

manufacturers and merchants. So long as these controll-

ing factors are kept in working accord there is no need

for apprehension, even though slight variations may

occur here and there in volume of current business in any

given line or branch of industr>'.

(Coaaniisl on page }9)
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fill' 'I)

TRANSPORTATION BCI.OING, LOS ANGELHS, WA.KKR . OSEN, ARCHITECTS FRED POTTS, CONTRACTING PLASTERER

a permanent sage-green color.

CALIFORNIA STUCCO PRODUCTS COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES



SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
_^

T THE well attended June meeting

of the San Francisco Architectural

Club several important questions

were again brought up for earnest

discussion by the members.

Much interest has been aroused

by the project to revive the Pacific

Coast scholarship, funds for which

are now being collected. The boys

of the club are keen to show what
. their atelier training has done for

them and are anxiously awaiting word that the required

sum has been raised and a definite announcement of the

date of the competition. The fund is gradually growing,

but the committee in charge would be grateful if those

who have already subscribed and those friends of the

dub who intend to subscribe would be more prompt in

sending their pledges to the secretary or the treasurer of

the club.

Another proposition that is engaging the attention of

the club is the subject of club rooms. The present quarters

have been outgrown to the extent that the atelier can not

be accommodated properly and present arrangements do

not permit of the social activities the Entertainment

Committee would like to arrange .There has been con-

siderable discussion as to whether the club should retain

their present home and renovate it to suit new conditions,

or seek another location, probably nearer the majority of

architectural offices where could be arranged quarters

that would better take care of a growing atelier and

would also enable the Entertainment Committee to give

full scope to an active social program. This probleni is

now in the hands of the board of directors and a solution

will be offered to the members at very early date.

An atelier committee is busily engaged making prepar-

ations for a big exhibition of the work of the atelier to

mark the close of a highly scucessful and progressive

season. This exhibition is to occur in the early fall,

probably September, is planned to be one of the most in-

teresting and representative showings of student work

that has been held at the club for a number of years. A
special effort is to be made to interest high school stud-

ents and those about to enter the architectural profession

in order that they may become acquainted with the club

ATELIER DRAWING

and its great work in assisting the younger draughtsman

in pursuing his studies.

A new atelier, affiliated with the San Francisco Archi-

tectural Club, was started recently in Sacramento under

the patronage of Mr. Edward Flanders, formerly of this

city and well known up and down the Coast. Through

his very capable direction this atelier is doing remark-

ably well, as is shown by the character of the work done

and by the amounts of awards received at each judgment

of problems.

THE BUSINESS BAROMETER
[Concluded from page 37]

One of the most encouraging aspects of the business

situation today is the disappearance of all spectacular

booms and widespread depressions. The important thing

is to keep our national commercial machine functioning

smoothly. It is necessary for business to safeguard itself

against inflation and thus seek protection from deflation.

Over-production in any line should be discouraged. A
stabilization of production alone can maintain a per-

manent balance between supply and demand.
* * *

Data of value to testing engineers and others interested

m concrete tests have just been published in Bulletin 14

of the Structural Materials Research Laboratory, Lewis

Institute, Chicago, "Effect of End Condition of Cylinder

on Compressive Strength of Concrete" by Harrison F.

Gonnerman. The report is reprinted from the 1914 Pro-

ceedings of the American Society for Testing Materials.

PLATE GLASS RECORD

All records for the production of plate glass in the

United States were broken during March, when the total

output reached 9,773,957 square feet. According to P. A.

Hughes, secretary of the Plate Glass Manufacturers of

America, the end of the year 1915 will see the establish-

ment of a new twelve-months' production record for the

manufacturers of plate glass in this country.

* * *

Plans have been completed by Birge M. Clark, Archi-

tect, Palo Alto, for two homes to cost in the neighbor-

hood of $15,000 each. They will be built for members of

the faculty on the Stanford campus.
* * *

Charles H. Kyson is president, H. B. Pentland, vice-

president and M. L. Barker, secretary-treasurer, of the

newly organized Architects' League of Hollywood,

which holds weekly luncheons.
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InttriorofGraununMampoliun Theatn, Lcs Angtla. Dontamrdy in Cannae. U^illuim LalVooUttt.AKliilcct,

TRULY CREATIVE
AMONG advanced achievements in concrete is the interior of Grauman
X\ Metropolitan Theatre, Los Angeles.

From lobby to proscenium the conception has been executed in the same
basic material used to insure structural soundness and economy.

Especially worthy of note are the rough, form-marked walls with murals
painted on them, the great open trusses and massive beams, the decorated
columns and the symbolic statuary— all of concrete.

The result is a daring creation indicating possibilities through the medium
ofconcrete undreamed ofa few short years ago. And it may well be that this

truly creative work will serve as an inspiration for other individual achieve-
ments destined, perhaps, to herald a new era in architeaure.

* * 4e

Competently supervised, modern, workmen can produce concrete in any
form, texture or color the architea may direct. If you are interested,we shall

be most happy to send further information. Simply address the nearest office

listed below.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
^ National Organization to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

ATLANTA
BIRMINGHAM
BOSTON
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

CHICAGO

COLUMBUS
DALLAS
DENVER
DBS MOINES
DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS

JACKSONVILLE
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MEMPHIS

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK
OKLAHOMA CITY

PARKERSBURG
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, GREG.
SALT LAKE CITY

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
ST LOUIS
VANCOUVER, B. C.

WASHINGTON, D. C.



IN few professions is the individual so camera-shy as is the architect. Rarely does he receive the recognition

that is his due. Never does he seek it. As a result, most of us see only a name or a completed creation of his

and glimpse little or nothing of the personality behind it. In this column each month we hope, in some small

measure, to heed the cry of "Author, Author," so far as the leading architectural craftsmen of the West are

concerned, by presenting photographs of them and sketches from life. Nominations for this "small niche in

The Hall of Fame' ' are acceptable from our readers. [Sketches frm> life in this issue by Kamm]

W. B. FAVILLE, F. A. I. A.

TO FEW men is it given to rise higher in their chosen
profession than has W. B. Faville, of Bliss and Faville,

Architects, San Francisco. Or to retain in greater degree

the respect and personal regard of his clients, associates

and all who know him.

His career has been a succession of professional triumphs

and an inspiration to many. After his early schooling, he

was with Green and Wicks in Buffalo, N. Y., later gradu-

ating from Boston Tech. For some time thereafter he was
with McKim, Mead & White in New York City during

a period when that notable firm's staff included many in-

dividual names which have since become distinguished in

their own right.

It was during his association with McKim, Mead &
White that Mr. Faville met Mr. Bliss and thus was born

a partnership which has endured in California since 1898,

when they established themselves in San Francisco.

Soon after they located in California, the Oakland City

Hall Competition was won and another notable work
of that earlier day was the St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco.

The Masonic "Temple, The Bank of California, Mercan-
tile Trust headquarters, Liverpool, London & Globe In-

surance Building, Southern Pacific Building, Matson
Building, James L. Flood home are a few of the many
notable San Francisco monuments to the talent of Bliss &
Faville while they also won the San Francisco Bank of

Italy competition and the competition for the State Build-

ing. The Hotel Oakland, Oakland, and the Pacific Tele-

phone & Telegraph Building, Los Angeles, are theirs, too.

Mr. Faville has attained national distinction in more
ways than one and is the only Pacific Coast architect ever

chosen president of the American Institute of Architects.

He served with honor in that capacity for two years. He

has held most of the offices in San Francisco Chapter,
A. I. A., and shares himself, his jovial spirit and the in-

spiration of his fine mind and faculties with his fellows in

many clubs and societies. He is a good citizen, a good
neighbor, a good friend and if he isn't a good architect,

the American Institute of Architects erred when it made
him a Fellow.

His hobby? Deep water! Riding San Francisco Bay
ferryboats to and from his home in Sausalito.

CRANE COMPANY ANNIVERSARY
SIX hundred and sixty-five employees, all of whom

have served with the Crane Company twentv-five
years or more, were the honored guests of the company at

the Congress Hotel dinner which marked the opening of

the Crane Seventieth Anniversary Convention.
High mark for number of veterans attending went to

Bridgeport, Conn., factory. Its special train brought 165

employees, all of whom had passed a quarter-century or

more with the company.

Byron Jackson Fire Pumps

W^ll I approval
On June 17, 1915, the National Board of Underwriters

approved the Byron Jaclcson 500,750 and 1000 Gallon

Underwriters Fire Pump.

This approval bv the National Board of Underwriters is

of particular significance to the purchasers of such pumps

in the West as it makes the ByronJacksonPumpMfg.Co.
the only manufacturer of approved fire pumps on the

Pacific Coast. For the first time purchasers now have the

advantage of local service after installation, eliminating

tedious and costly delays.

Byron Jackson
Underwriters Fire Pump

with futt set of
Underwriters fittings

Byron Jackson Pump Mfg. Co., Inc.
Factory and Main OflSce, Berkeley, California

Branches:

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Visalia, Salt Lake City, Portland, Ore.
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ornia
California

"^hitcTin^
(trade name)

California
SugarPi7J^

Enameled Effects,

Beautiful and Lasting, with Fewer Coats

CALIFORNIA Pines are ideal for all kinds of interior

finished woodwork. They dress to velvety smoothness

of surface. First coats of paint are easily absorbed, forming a

lasting foundation for finishing coats. The light color is easy

to ""hide," thus effecting an economy in cost of enameling.

Permanency of finish is as- terior woodwork lies in the les-

sured because of thesmooth sur-

face, and the grain does not
"raise" to disfigure or crack the

enamel. The delicately beautiful

grain of California Pines pro-

duces a pleasing " natural" finish,

while staining is highly success-

ful because "muddy" effects are

entirely absent.

You will find that carpenters

like to work with these soft pines

because of the ease and rapidity

of cutting, and the accurate

workmanship possible. The
economy of California Pine in-

sening of labor for installation

and the elimination of wasting

material in cutting.

We have just issued for archi-

tects and builders a set of Cali-

fornia Pine Information Sheets

covering all uses of these woods.
These data sheets are compiled
by a Wood Technologist form-

erly with the U. S. Government
Forest Products Laboratory at

Madison, Wisconsin and now
connected with this association.

He will gladly answer inquiries

or supply data for specifications.

California White and Sugar Pine

Manufacturers Association
685 Call Building • San Francisco

3<lM

Soft, easy-cutting

texture and uniform

grain of California

Pines result in vel-

vcry-smooth surfaces

under the planer

Sharpest profiles and

most 6nely graduated

uniform curves are

obtained. Lines and
corners are sharp
without splintering.

Soft "corky" texture

enables nailing with-

out splitting — even

up to the very edge.

Nails hold firmly.

Grain of California

Pmes will not "raise"

to disfigure or cause

cracking or chipping

of paint or enamel

surfaces.

CALIFORNIA WHITE FIR

^Isoproducers of

CALIFORNIA DOUGLAS FIR CAUFORNIA INCENSE CEDAR

A525
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A SHORT HISTORY OF BRICK
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By m.t. cantell, f.

Of Cantell <& Spencer, Engineers

RICK, the most durable of all ma-
terials used in the construction of

buildings, is made of clay. Clay
generally consists of alumina and
silica, either alone or in combina-
tion with a small percentage of

other constituents, the chief of

which are lime, magnesia, iron and
salt. Alumina is however the prin-

cipal constituent. It makes the

clay plastic and becomes very hard

when heated, but it shrinks, cracks, and warps in drying.

Silica, which is a compound of the two elements silicon

and oxygen, exists more or less in all clays in chemical

combination with alumina. It is also found in an uncom-
bined state as sand.

This silica alone is infusible, except at a very high
temperature, but combined with alumina and a small

quantity of oxide of iron it is fusible at a comparatively

low temperature. A small quantity of lime in the clay is

also a valuable constituent as this diminishes the con-

traction of the brick in drying. And it acts as a flux in

burning, causing the grains of silica to melt, thus binding

the material together. But an excess of lime will cause

the brick to melt and lose its shape.

The color of the brick also depends upon the varying

proportion of these constituents as well as upon the tem-

perature at which the brick is burned. This branch of the

subject, however, is too technical for me to deal with in

an address of this description, so we will have to leave

it in favor of a few more generally interesting items.

BRICK IN ANCIENT TIMES

The use of brick as a building material dates back to

prehistoric times. It is in fact next to the oldest material

used for the construction of buildings. The only material

in use before brick was timber, and this was at the time

used for the construction of Lake Dwellings. Stakes or

piles were driven into the bottom of lakes and dwellings

erected thereon. They were built in this way to guard the

inhabitants against the attacks of wild animals and hos-

tile tribes. The only other dwellings during this period,

known as the Neolithic, were natural rock caves with a

small entrance before which a large stone was placed to

act as a door.

The exact date at which brick was used is not known,
but it was certainly in prehistoric times. So far as we at

present know, civilization dates back at least 10,000

years in the Nile Valley. Written history now dates back
about 7,500 years. Prehistoric graves and other ruins of

civilized races which are very numerous, date back at

least 1,500 years further.

Excavations have led to the discovery of the tombs of

King Zer who reigned 5 ,400 b.c. These are of brick. Other
ruins show that brick during this period was very com-
mon in house building, the walls being about i feet

thick. The size of the bricks were 9 inches or 10 inches

long, 4>^ or 5 inches wide and about z^ inches thick

—

only about i inch longer and a half inch wider and
thicker than those we use at the present time. The won-
derfully preserved condition of these ancient bricks prove

beyond doubt the extreme durability and suitability of

this material for all classes or building construction.

They were found in almost as good condition as when
they were placed in position by their ancient builders.

But the art of building with brick was far more perfect

in the Mesopotamian Valley on the plains of Babylonia.

The main structural industry of this country during the

R.S.A.; L.R.I.B.A.

and Contractors, Los Angeles

Sumerian period, prior to 4,500 b.c, much earlier than
the Babylonian period, was that of brickmaking and
building. It was a land of brick buildings, but at this

time columns and piers were mostly of cedar brought from
Amanus and Lebanon, but when this was scarce brick

was used. The roofs were of timber beams with a cover-

ing of palm leaves, timber being too costly to use for

covering purposes.

THE EARLIEST BURNT BRICKS

In Egypt brick were dried in the sun and used without
further treatment. In Babylonia the ordinary bricks were
dried in the sun, but the best were burned for additional

strength and durability, this being necessary owing to

the dampness of the country during certain seasons.

The earliest burnt bricks were 8-'4 inches by 5K inches

wide and x'4' inches thick. These gradually increased

during the period to it inches by y-'i inches and 1 inches

thick. Three thousand two hundred years b.c and for

many centuries afterwards bricks were 11 inches or 12.

inches by about 5K inches wide and 3 ;-< inches thick.

During this early period burned brick was used for the
same purposes as we use the best selected hard burned
common brick of the present time, such as for portions
of walls carrying heavy loads, foundations, piers, lacing

courses, facing, drains, paving, and structures exposed to

dampness.
Storerooms and tanks were further damp-proofed by

being lined with bitumen, which was also used as the

mortar for burnt brick. The land produced a plentiful

supply of this material. During this age immense walls
surrounded the cities, those of the most ancient Babylon,
were 9 miles around, 85 feet high, and 340 feet thick,

surrouned by a moat which was lined with burnt brick

laid in bitumen.
THE HILL OF TROY

The extreme durability of brick is also shown in the

excavations of the Hill of Troy. This hill contains the

ruins of seven towns, one above the other. A section cut

through the hill contains a record of man's progress from
the late stone age, about 4000 years b.c to the height of

Greek civilization. In the second town, which was
burned down about 3,000 b.c, brick was used. The tex-

ture of these show they were made from a clay mixed
with a straw. In size they were almost the same as our
present brick, which have remained practically the same
since about two centuries ago, when a tax was imposed
on bricks in England which limited their size in that

country to 8K inches by 4>i inches wide, by xH inches

thick, with four courses in the wall to measure 11 inches

high.

At numerous intervals ever since the first use of brick,

attempts have been made to adopt a larger size but these

have always failed owing to the greater economy in the

manufacture and the laying of the present size.

In Egypt walls were faced with glazed or enamel tile

as far back as 5000 years b.c, but glazed or enamel brick

similar to those we now have were not used until the

ninth century b.c The art of glazing was known cen-

turies before its application to building material. Glazed
pottery dates back to prehistoric times. The earliest relic

of this work is a vase made during the reign of King Mena
5,500 years b.c, about the beginning of historic times.

Mena's name is inlaid in violet glaze on a green glaced

body. Long before this glazed ware was used for beads

and amulets, but although the art was so well known
during this period, glass was not made separately until

the time of Tahutmes II, 1,500 years b.c The Egyptians
(Concluded on page 43I
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Interior View, Elks Club, San Francisco

Architects, Meyer & Johnson, San Francisco

General Contractors, R. McLeran & Co., San Francisco

Painters, Heinsbergen Decorating Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles

An Artistic Triumph
of decorative skill has been
wrought in the new building of

the Elks Club, San Francisco by
the Heinsbergen Decorating
Company of San Francisco and

Los Angeles.

The rich, mellow tones, in ex-

quisite graduations, interpret

the genial atmosphere of this

Fraternity, and lend a luxurious,

lingering charm to the Interior.

The walls were coated with

Perma-LightWall Finishes

An achievement in paint manufacture, produced exclusively bv

HILLHUBBELL & COMPANY
TECHNICAL PAINT SPECIALISTS

HEAD OFHCE 115 DA\^s street SAN FRANCISCO
LOS .ANGELES - OAKLANT3 - SEATTLE - NE\V YORK
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(Continued from page 4J)

were experts in glass ware, but it was all wrought pasty.

The art of blowing glass was not known until the Roman
age.

EXPERT WORKMEN ONLY
The Assyrians, after the Babylonians, also built with

brick and used cedar for supports, but they faced im-

portant buildings with alabaster and limestone imported

from the mountains north of Nineveh. The alabaster was
used for carved work, instead of inscribing glazed brick

and enameled tiles as did the Babylonians.

During these periods expert and fully qualified work-
men only were allowed to be engaged in building con-

struction and first-class work only was permitted. These
conditions were attributable to the very severe penalties

attached to jerry building. In ancient Babylonia the laws

governing contractors were to the effect that if a house,

or anv part of a house fell down and killed the owner,

the builder was put to death. If it killed the owner's son,

the builder's son was put to death. If one or more of the

owner's slaves were killed, the builder had to restore him
slave for slave besides compensating the owner for any
damage to his goods and re-building the house or the

part which had fallen. Similar laws also governed the

practice of medical men. If a doctor caused the death of

one of the upper class or inflicted a serious injury through
unskilled treatment he was liable to have both hands cut

off. If the victim was a slave, the doctor was compelled

to give the owner a new one. If it involved the loss of an

eye he had to pay half the slave's value.

If similar laws existed at present the building owners
and general contractors would be more careful in selecting

their mason contfactors, incidentally to the benefit of the

members of associations similar to that which I have the

honor of addressing.

DURABLE AND ECONOMICAL
The ancient Romans were also expert in the making and

use of brick. I have personally inspected a number of ex-

amples of brick and tile work in England built during the

Roman occupation in which the brick appeared to be
equally as sound, dense, and durable as when they were
made.
The great antiquity of brick, the ages through which

it has withstood the elements and other agents which so

quickly attack and destroy other building materials is

abundant proof of its being the most permanently durable
building material we have. Not only will it resist the
destroying influence of age, moisture, or acid laden at-

mosphere, but it is of great strength, is a fire-proof ma-
terial, a first-class insulator, which enables it to keep a

house warm in winter and cool in summer. It is pleasing
in color, adaptable to all forms of construction, and is the

most economical building material where these proper-

ties, together with comfort and permanence, are required.

Note—The foregoing article was prepared from an ad-

dress given at the recent annual banquet of the Los
Angeles Mason Contractors' Association, by Mr.
Cantell.

* * *

FIRE LOSSES ENORMOUS
Tabulations, just completed by the National Board of

Fire Underwriters, show that during the year 1913, the
value of fire-consumed property was $535, 372., 781. This
was an average of $1,466,775 every day, or $1,019 a min-
ute. The fire loss in America during the same year was
$145,301,155. This preventable waste has increased 169
per cent during a period of twenty years in spite of many
commendable efforts to raise the standard of building
construction through the enactment of laws and ordi-

nances.

BOOKLET"PINE HOMES
For those interested

in building, the
California White c!?*

Sugar Pine Manufac-
turers' Association
has issued a most at-

tractive and infor-

mative book, the

cover page of which
is illustrated here.

The booklet is based
on a report made bv
Frederick A. Willi-

ams, Architect, fol-

lowing his investi-

gations in Califor-

nia, supplemented
by others in eastern

sections where these

woods have been
used for many years.

The Association also issues a technical filing folder of
Lumber Data. Both of these are available on request to

Room 685, Call Building, San Francisco.

PINE HOMES

Planett All Wire Ant-

Proof Cooler Shelves

are extremely sani-

tary, easy to clean,

and afford splendid

air circiilation.

They are strong and

rigid, electrically

welded, easy to in-

stall, and made in any

size required.

For descriptive circu-

lar and prices com-

municate with the

Planett Manufactur-

ing Company.

Shouin^ coiistruc-

tioti ami method

of installation.

(Pj/*;j/ .ipplt,J For]

Planett Manufacturing Co.
Second and Grove Streets

Phone Oakland ^88

Oakland, California

ALL METAL FIRE DOORS

HighGrade Sheet M.etalandKalamein Work

HRE PROTECmON PRODUCTS CO.
3117 TWENTIETH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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"Tapping a Cupola." mural painting b? AnKur Cote> for the Kohler Co. Adminun-a-
tion Building, awarded gold medal of the Architectural League of New York at the In-

tenmtioTuil Exposition of Architecture and the Allied Arts, New York, April 20—May 2

Bell Tower

Kohler Admmtstrauou

Building

The Kohler offices, [Kc factttry, tKe Vil-

lage of Kohler, form a unujue commu-
ntty, u here neighhorly interest and cii'ic

purpose find refiectton in the quality of
Kohler proditcts— enameled plumbing
U'ure anJ private electric plums

FOR his "Tapping a Cupola" and for another panel,

"Pouring a Mould," Arthur Covey of New York

received the Architectural League's gold medal for

mural painting at the recent International Exposition.

Both works were executed for Kohler Co. for their new
administration building at Kohler, Wisconsin. This

impressive building, designed by Brust and PhiHpp,

Architects, of Milwaukee, is a unit in the notable dc'

velopment in community planning which is known as

Kohler Village.

A brochure describing this development will be gladly

sent to architects and to others interested in commu'

nity planning.

Kohler Co., Founded 1873, Kohler, Wis. • Shipping Point, Sheboygan, Wis.

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Enameled Plumbing Ware
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BishQpnc fiaseJr

San Francisco Amends Building Laws!

Will have Walls Twice as Strong, at 25""^ Lower Cost

Bishopric Base is only Backing Permitted

to be Used in Place of One-Inch Sheathing

For the first time, since 1906, San
Francisco has changed its building

law to permit the use of a patented

backing for stucco and plasterwalls

in place of one-inch lumber sheathing

The amendment was made to allow
the use of Bishopric Base only be-

cause conclusive en-

gineers' tests proved
that this famous wall
backing, used success-

fully for 18 years in

scores of other cities,

provides a wall twice

as strong as ordinary
sheathing. Yet Bish-

opric-built walls cost about 15% less.

This Victory Means More
Business for the Architect

Builders can now save about 2.5 ^c on
stucco walls and yet have walls twice

as strong. This is bound to stimulate

building, and make business good
for the architect.

Bishopric Base is rapidly forging to

the front wherever it is introduced
because of its distinct superiority.

The doubly-beveled lath, imbedded
in the strong fibre board with
asphalt mastic, forms a dovetail
joint that locks the stucco with a

vise-like grip. No
stronger mechanical
key is known.

Send for FREE sample

If you are not already

familiar with the mer
its and uses of Bish-

opric Base send for

sample at once or ask any leading

building material supply company.
Write Bishopric Mfg. Co. of Cali-

fornia, 604-616 East 6ind Street,

Los Angeles.

San Francisco distributors: Meyer-
Muz2aIlCo.,JamesRolph Building,

60 California Street, San Francisco.

BisHopiric Base
b^^^SEE Hl..y-'" HOW ^.^ rf ^^^r LOCKS^^^^ the ^fij^CEiJiNT^
^.^OV' i^<''^'^^<^\^---;'t*.'' For best results, we xecoiiuneitd
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COMPTOn's QUICK LUNXH.NO.S KEARNY STREET, SAN IRANCISCO

Solid Bronze Railings on Stair Case and
Mezzanine Floor

TELEPHONE HEMLOCK 3080
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ALBERT FARR, ECLECTIC

HILE considering the remark-

able versatility of Mr.
Farr, the word "Eclectic'"

came to mind, and the defi-

nition was found to be "one

«[bY HARRIS ALLEN, A. I. A.}»

of such or such a house. Whatever he touches

is imbued with a quality of picturesqueness

which never violates the canon of good compo-

sition—proportion, balance, scale,

uuiuiiwa. luuuu Lwu. WW. It follows that at reasonable intervals one

who practices selection from mav expect to see a fresh group of houses from

all svstems or sources." Al- his office with the certainty there will be no

though this might seem to staleness of repetition, no conventional com-

infer'^lack of originalitv, it monplace nor yet bizarre oddity—this sounds

as though his work were negative, whereas in

truth itis emphatically positive. Good, sturdy,

masculine architecture, whatever he does, but

the trouble is, he'll not stay put; just as you

think he is getting to be a specialist in one

style, up he bobs with a brilliant example of

something totally different.

The present collection of views proves no ex-

ception to this rule of contraries. A trulycharm-

ing Tudor mansion for Mr. Lewis (and incident-

lyMr. Farr distinguishes smartly between city

is so pat as far as it goes that I shall let it stand

It is obvious that" one would not choose to

write about a person who selected uninrelli-

gentlv, unsuccessfully, and who, therefore, had

no personality of his own to instill into his

work.
Mr. Farr is far indeed from such case. He is

intelligent ; he has extraordinary good taste and

discrimination; his work is uniformly success-

ful, with high lights, to be sure. And the per

sonal element is so marked that one is never ^y x»xi. x«.. ^.^^....^^.^ j ---,-, ---

surprised at learning Mr. Farr is the architect and country homes in treatment of both plan
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and facade) bears a clear family likeness to

Compton Wvngate and Penshurst, without a

single inherited feature. Mr. Knowles' house is

along dignified Georgian lines as some of our very

best colonial families interpreted them, with a

few modern touches, certainly. We jump to

Italy to gratify Mr. Wickett, and here is an
irreproachable villa which needs but time for

its garden growth. Shrugging their shoulders

with true Gallic sophistication, the two city

residences of Mr. Ghirardelli and Mr. Gerstle

are quite the last word in French elegance

—

but mind you, no foolish frills; nothing osten-

tatious, rather the distinguished simplicity of

the real aristocrat. And so to an essay in the

popular Spanish style of the day, for Mr.

Maples. This is treated sincerely enough, but

suffers, I think, from lack of space to express i

the owner's wishes. Remember what Mr. Farr '

did with that gorgeous Spanish-Colonial place

of Mr. Moore's at Menlo Park.

The glimpses shown of interior treatment arc,

as was to be expected, exactly in harmony with

the spirit of the house and are incidentally

furnished accordingly, so that I suspect the

architect's advice was asked and taken in many
cases.

Mr. Farr has found a worthy collaborator in

Mr. J. Francis Ward, who seems to be fitted by

nature and training for just the demands which
are made upon an architect's office by the broad

scope of Mr. Farr's talents.
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Craftsmanship
is the priceless ingredient

SOUGHT BY EVERY ARCHITECT FOR HIS CLIENT. FRE-
QUENTLY, IT REPRESENTS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
GOOD DECORATING AND BAD. IT IS MORE THAN AN
IDEAL WITH US AND WITH THE WORKMEN WHO ARE A
PART OF US IT IS AN OBLIGATION AND A TRADITION-
FORT Y YEARS OLD. TH AT I S WH Y YOU WI L L FIXDQUANDT
CRAFTSMEN ADDING "tHE PRICELESS INGREDIENT" TO
THEIR LACQUERS AND PIGMENTS IN THE NEW 2.6-STO R Y
PACIFIC TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO. BUILDING,
MILLER & PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS. THAT IS WHY YOU
WILL FIND MORE THAN A HUNDRED QUANDT CRAFTS-
MEN ENGAGED IN FOLLOWING A TRADITION FORTY
TEARS OLD IN SMALL HOMES, IN LARGE APARTMENTS,
IN SCHOOLS, MUSEUMS, IN INDUSTRIAL PLANTS—WHER-
EVER FINE WORK AND QU A L I T Y W O R K M A NS H I P ARE
INSISTED UPON. AND LET IT NOT BE THOUGHT THAT

CRAFTSMANSHIP NEED BE EXPENSIVE, FOR IN THE
LONG RUN IT ACTUALLY COSTS LESS.

"Co-operation for Qjiality"

A-OyANDT • er •SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET • SAN FRANCISCO ' 53 19 CENTRAL AVENUE ' LOS ANGELES

\ PAINTERS AND DECORATORS ' SINCE 18S5
J"

OUR OPERATIONS ARE STATE-WIDE
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FLOOR PLANS, RESIDENCE OF MR. GEORGE LEWIS, BEVERLY HILLS, CALI FORNl A

ALBERT FARR, ARCHITECT. J. FRANCIS WARD, ASSOCIATE
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ABOVE, DINING ROOM; BELOW, LIVING ROOM, RESIDENCE OF MR. GEORGE LEWIS, BEV RLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

ALBERT FARR, ARCHITECT. J.
FRANCIS WARD, ASSOCIATE
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LIBRARY, RESIDENCE OF MR. HARRY J. KNOWLES, PIEDMONT, CALIFORNIA
ALBERT FARR, ARCHITECT.

J. FRANCIS WARD, ASSOCIATE
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Photographs by Gabriel MouliQ RESIDENCE OF MR. FRED A. WICKETT, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

ALBERT FARR, ARCHITECT. J.
FRANCIS WARD, ASSOCIATE
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ENTRANCE DETAIL, RESIDENCE OF MR. FRED A. WICKETT, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

ALBERT FARR, ARCHITECT. J. FRANCIS WARD, ASSOCIATE

photograph by Gabriel Moulin
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Pho.ograph by Gabnd Mouhn RESIDENCE OF MR. D. LYLE GHIRARDELLI, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

ALBERT FARR, ARCHITECT. J.
FRANCIS WARD, ASSOCIATE
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MISSION- HIGH SCHOOL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. JOHN REID, JR., ARCHITECT

LATIN ROOF TILE
The perfect roof.—'permanent, fire-

proof, and weather-proof

GLADDING McBEAN' &' CO.
GENERAL OFFICE: 660 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES OFFICE: LOS FELIZ BOULEVARD AND S. P. TRACKS
SEATTLE office: DEXTER HORTON BUILDING

PORTLAND office: U.S. NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
OAKLAND office: TWENTY-SECOND AND MARKET STREETS
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Gateway, Glen Cove, New York—La Farge^ Morris. Architeas

IT IS only the man of wealth who can afford such an

entrance to such an estate, and for beauty and

warmth of effect, combined with a sense ofpermanence,

it is only brick that will produce the required result.

"Architectural Detail in Brickwork," a collection or

more than a hundred halftone plates, showing many
examples of beautiful effects that can be economically

obtained by the use of standard sized face brick, will

be sent to any architect requesting it on his office

stationery.

"English Precedent for Modern Brickwork," a loo-

page book, beautifully illustrated with halftone plates

and measured drawings of Tudor and Georgian types

andAmerican adaptations, sent postpaid for two dollars.

Address, American Face Brick Association, 1767

Peoples Life Building, Chicago, 111.
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LOS ANGELES HOSPITAL PLANS
4by s. p. trood}-

IFTER several months of painstaking

research and study, during which

every phase of modern hospital

construction and equipment was

given careful investigation, the

Allied Architects Association of

Los Angeles has completed the

preliminary plans for the new
$5,000,000 addition to be built by

the County Board of Supervisors,

and the Association is now en-

gaged in prepaiHtion of the final plan, with all detailed

drawings and specifications, so that construction work on

the new unit can be started not later than October i.

The decision to erect the new unit was reached by the

County Board of Supervisors several months ago, and the

contract to design the structure was awarded to the Allied

Architects Association shortly afterward, but the Asso-

ciation was unable to proceed with its work until the

county had selected and purchased a site, a matter involv-

ing considerable delay owing to the large amount of

ground needed.

However, in order that no time might be lost, the

Association, immediately after the contract was awarded,

undertook a survey of the needs of the County in respect

to hospitalization. A special committee, composed of

members and officials of the Association, held a series of

conferences with doctors of the staff of the hospital and

with members of the Board of Supervisors, in order to

determine the size and type of building best suited to the

county's needs. In this work, the Association's commit-

tee was materially aided by two widely-known hospital-

ization experts, F. S. Chapman, of Cleveland, O., and Dr.

A. G. Broderick, of Oakland, who were retained by the

County to study the hospital situation. These experts, in

a carefully prepared report, made a number of important

recommendations, which have been closely followed by

the Association in preparing plans for the structure.

In addition to the investigation carried on within the

County, representatives of the Allied Architects Associ-

ation have made two tours of the country, visiting hos-

pitals in practically all of the larger cities, for the purpose

of obtaining data' on the most recent improvements in

hospital design. The first of these tours was made shortly

after the contract between the County and the Association

had been signed.

When sufficient data to serve as a guide had been ob-

tained, and when the site, four square blocks immediately

adjoining the present institution, had been determined

upon, the Association began the preparation of the pre-

liminary design. Results of the surveys made by theAsso-

ciation and by the county's experts were made available

to each member of the Association, and each member was

requested to prepare a design which in his opinion met

the county's requirements.

More than twentv studies of the problem were submit-

ted in response to the first request of the Association, and

through a series of general meetings, each of these studies

was brought up for discussion and friendly criticism.

Plans which were generally felt to be inadequate were

eliminated until only three were, by general vote, finally

retained. These three sketches were turned over to a spec-

ial Jury on Design for further study, and under the super-

vision of this Jury, the three sketches were combined into

one general plan, known as the final preliminary plan.

This plan was completed just prior to the departure of

Edwin Bergstrom, president of the Association, and

Myron Hunt and Sumner Hunt, vice-presidents, for New
York, to attend the national convention of the American

Institute of Architects as delegates from the Southern

California chapter. They were accompanied by J. H. Bean,

memberof the Board of Supervisors, and Dr. N. N. Wood,
Superintendent of the General Hospital. En route to New
York, and on the return trip to Los Angeles, more than

forty hospitals in various cities of the country were in-

spected by the party, and new ideas gained from these

inspections were noted on the final preliminary plans,

which were in the possession of the party.

Early in May the party returned to Los Angeles, and

the seventy members of the Association were immediately

apprised of the results of the tour. Each member was ask-

ed to submit a new study of the problem, and at a meeting

held shortly after, seventeen new designs were hung on

the walls of the Association's drafting rooms for discus-

sion and consideration. Of these, nine were finally selec-

ted as best meeting the county's requirements, and the

nine sketches were turned over to a Jury on Design,

appointed by the Board of Directors of the Association,

for further study and development.

This task is now engaging the attention of the Jury on

Design, composed of a number of the best-known archi-

tects" in Southern California. The task before this Jury

consists of selecting from each of the nine sketches those

features which seem to be the most practical and the

most desirable, and bringing them together into one plan

which will not only be a complete and harmonious archi-

tectural unit, but which will be thoroughly utilitarian as

well.
(Concluded on page 5})
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STUDIES FOR LOS ANGELES GENERAL HOSPITAL, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. ALLIED ARCHITECTS' ASSOCI/>
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ONCRETE MADE WITH ATLAS PORTLAND
CEMENT IS THE COMPLETE
ARCHITECTURAL MATERIAL

With economy possible in no other material, concrete is capabl<

of form. It can be used in heavy mass formation for foundations

take the graceful sweep of a bridge over a w^ide gorge, climt

skyward in the traceries of a tower, or adapt itself to the in-

dividualities of a home.

And to its adaptability of form, concrete, through Atlas, now adds complete color

possibilities. With no other material can such rich and sumptuous results be secured, per-

manently and so economically. An elaborate church, a simple home, or the whole range of

structures in between need not yield in beauty to the most perfect structure of ancient

times, since Atlas has added color to concrete's permanence and adaptability.

Concrete was first accepted as a solid, substantial material, useful for construction such

as the Eddystone Lighthouse and, later, the Panama Canal. Only, after Atlas developed the

rotary kiln, was there made possible a dependable standard for Portland Cement, and quantity

production which made its price comparable with less permanent building materials.

Today we have building in every form using concrete as a logical material. The highway

between cities, the bridge, the factory, sky-scraper and farm structure, and, more intimately,

the home—to each concrete guarantees permanence, adaptability, economy, and, now beauty.

For concrete, made with Atlas Portland Cement, either in its normal gray or its pure white

color, by utilizing naturally colored sands and rock, today makes generally available perma-

nent beauty in construction that has been possible heretofore only by lavish expenditure.

As past ages have been ages of w^ood, of stone, of steel, the period just starting may well

be called the age of concrete. And for its share in making possible low cost through quantity

production, and insuring dependable quality by its development of the rotary kiln. Atlas Port-

land Cement may well be called "the Standard by which all other makes are measured."

Between the Atlas plants and the user there is but one distributor—the building material dealer—-who brings Atlas to the public cheaper than by any
other method. Any architect, contractor or prospective builder is invited to write this Company regarding the possibilities of concrete, made with Atlas.

m
oAtlai

"Portland Cement

PORTLAND CEMENT
25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Company

CHICAGO BIRMINGHAM INDEPENDENCE, KANS.
PHILADELPHIA BOSTON ST. LOUIS DES MOINES DAYTON OMAHA

BUFFALO KANSAS CITY JACKSONVILLE. FLA.

oAtlas While

"Portland Cement
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PATRIOTIC HALL, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. ALLIED ARCHITECTS ASSOCIATION
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ALBERT FARR, ARCHITECT

Rgmona RgofJile
Beautif Versatilitif Permanence

The colors obtainable in Ramoxa Roof Tile blend
readily with any surroundings or architectural color

scheme. The tile itself is of such a shape and size as

to permit of application to any type of roof More-
over for permanence, and therefore economy,

a clay tile roof is unexcelled.

'^

NCLARK &SONS
UANUPACTURER8 OP

Architeftural Terra Cotta , Pressed Brick,
'

'Ramona
'

' Roof Tile and Kindred Clay ProduHs

IIl-Il6 NATOMA STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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Crane advertising definitely suggests the

value of the architect's service in bath-

room planning, in the August number
of the following national magazines:

Asia, Delineator, Designer, Collier's,

Cosmopolitan, Ladies' Home Journal,
Liberty, Life, and House and Garden,

with a total circulation of 7,013,237.

The bathroom shown above is printed

in colors, and millions will read the copy,

which begins: "Given adequate space,

your architect will take delight in de-

signing bathrooms which unite luxuri-

ous comfort and beauty."

Visit the Crane Exhibit Rooms. Note
the variety of distinctive and beautiful

fixtures that have inspired many new
and interesting bathroom effects. They
are sold only through contractors, at a

range of prices within reach of all clients.

CRAN E
y^JJieis all inyulriti to Crane Ctj., Chicago

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILOINS, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
Branchtt and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Forty-eight Cities

National Exhibit Rooms; ChicagOy New York^ Atlantic City^ San Francisco and Alontreal

fVorks; Chicago^ Bridgeport^ Birmingham^ Chattanooga^ Trenton and Montreal

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO. SHANGHAI
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

CRANE-BENNETT, Ltd., LONDON
0± CRANE: PARIS. NANTES. BRUSSELS

^^f^
Fixtures priced for modest homes; others for
luxurious houses, apartments and hotels
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ENTRANCE LOGGIA, AUTO SALES BUILDING FOR STANLEY W. SMITH, INC., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

MCNEAL SWASEY, ARCHITECT

Photograph by Miles Butdc
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Medico Dental Building and adjacent Elks Club Building, San Francisco

MEDICO DENTAL BUILDING

Architect, Geo. W. Kelham, San Francisco

Associate Architect, W. G. Merchant,

San Francisco

General Contractor, Geo. Wagner, Inc.,

San Francisco

ELKS CLUB BUILDING
Architects, Meyer & Johnson, San Francisco

General Contractors, R. McLeran & Co.
San Francisco

Painters, Heinsbergen Decorating Co.,

San Francisco and Los Angeles

Your conceptions of harmony, texture, durability and

economy can be faithfully interpreted in

Perma^LightWall Finishes

Used in the above and many other prominent

buildings. Made exclusively by

HILL.HUBBELL & COMPANY
Paint Specialists

EXECUTIVE OFFICES AND WORKS, SAN FRANCISCO
Los Angeles " Oakland ' Seattle ' New York
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A Million for Mile-High QuaUty

AFTER three years of
^*' exploring, testing,

prospecting hundreds
of sample ores, the Blue
Diamond Company an-

nounces the opening of its

new gypsum deposit.

On a mountain top in the

middle of the American
desert, it was the most ex-

pensive and inaccessible

deposit available, yet rich-

est in quality and quantity-.

To develop it necessitated

eleven miles of railroad,

eight miles of truck road,

a giant tramway, bunkers,

li\'ing quarters, machin-
ery-... a cost of over

S 1,000,000.

Blue Diamond's ultra

modem Los Angeles
plaster mill is assured

a constant supply of
g\-psum— pure, white,

uniform and unsur-

passed. 4-5, Aerial bucket grabbing a load of "gyp" and starting
on its long ride dou.-n the mountain over the 4S00'ft.
Eramuav.

6. \'ifU' of rich, pure vein of white gypsum.

7' Big rocks sliding into crusher,

6. Partial xiew of crushers and conveyors at edge
of quarry /loor.

Blue Diamond Company
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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The Fountain of Time—constructed entirely oj concrete. Designed by
Lorado Toft, Chicago. Built by John J. Earley, Washington, D. C.

The Spirit ^/Genius
How crudely in their natural state most raw materials

of Nature serve mankind. Yet the spirit of genius, with
its infinite capacity for taking pains, can transform these

same raw materials into things of joy, of beauty, of
enduring service.

Modeling in clay, Rodin created his masterpiece, "The
Thinker." With wood, varnish and glue, Stradivarius

made his priceless violins.

And may not passing tribute also be paid to the genius

of Joseph Aspdin? For he it was who turned clay and
limestone into portland cement, and thus made possible

concrete—the stone that you can mould.

With this plastic stone, the sculptor and the architect

have a new and extended range of opportunity to express,

in form, texture and color, the spirit of their own genius.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A Natiijnal Organization to J'inproiv and Exiend the Uses of Concrete

ATLANTA COLUMBUS INDIANAPOLIS MILWAUKEE PARKERSBURG SAN FRANCISCO
BIRMINGHAM DALLAS JACKSONVILLE MINNEAPOLIS PHILADELPHIA SEATTLE
BOSTON DENVER KANSAS CITY NEW ORLEANS PITTSBURGH ST LOUIS
CHARLOTTE, N. t . DES MOINES LOS ANGELES NEW YORK PORTLAND, OREG. VANCOUVER, B. C.
CHICAGO DETROIT MEMPHIS OKLAHOMA CI lY SALT LAKE CITY WASHINGTON, D. C
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PORCH, RESIDENCE OF DR. BLEASLEY, SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

A. C. ZIMMERMAN, ARCHITECT
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A BEAUTIFUL ROOF FOREVER"

VARICOLOR
GRANADA
Roofing Tile
INDIFFERENT to time is the
^ beauty of this roof of permanent
tile. Its colors are only softened by
the sunshine and rain of the years.
Protection, beauty, permanence,

economy . . . the roof of
goo{/ clay tile.

"O^eStandardof^ialiij in Oq^Products'

LA'Prm^^ BrickCo
ENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR FROST BLDO
SeanidatidBwadwo)) „ TTUnity 5761

188a

FACE BRICK HOLLOW TILE

LOS ANGELES

ROOFING TILE TERRA COTTA. ETC.



SfriJ(e While the Iron is Hot
ARCHITECTS and engineers are continually

deploring the prevalence of poor construc-

tion. Much of this complaint is futile. Some of

it has crystallized into action, and a slow im-

provement has been effected in building codes,

which are now still far from being adequate,

farther from being standard.

It is folly to ignore the fact that earthquakes

occur more frequently on the West Coast than

in other parts of the country. It is just as fool-

ish to exaggerate their dangers. It has been

clearly proved that what damage has been done

has resulted from lax building methods. The
difference between safe and unsafe construction

is not great. It is a matter first, of exact in-

formation; second, of reasonable legal require-

ments; third, of proper supervision.

The recent experience of Santa Barbara has

again centered public attention on this subject.

Undoubtedly there has been a more thorough
investigation "of cause and effect, by men of

scientific training and practical experience, than

in any previous similar event. The information

resulting therefrom will be more valuable,

more exact, than we have hitherto obtained.

Shall we profit by it?

It is the duty of every individual and agency
connected with the building industry to act to-

ward that end. Realizing this obligation, ar-

rangements have been made to publish in The
Pacific Coast Architect a series of articles

dealing with various phases of the earthquake
hazard, written by authorities in each line.

They will deal with architectural and engineer-

ing aspects of the earthquake-proof structure,

foundations, materials, devices, fire protection,

and local seismological data. They will contain

specific and accurate information, and will be

no more technical than is necessary.

California is by no means the only state sub-

ject to quakes. The record of shocks in the
eastern part of the United States goes back for

300 years. And the loss of life in California has

been relatively small; in fact, trivial compared
with dangers of many other kinds. Property
damage has been high. And this is unnecessary.

It so happened that in the last issue of this

Journal several views were shown of "El
Mirasol," a unique hotel in Santa Barbara.
Solidly and honestly built, this structure, like

many others, escaped with little or no damage,
although in the same area with buildings

which were total wrecks. The moral is obvious,

and must not be forgotten. Building laws must
be amended to forbid poor construction, and
inspection must enforce the law.

PACIFIC COAST BUILDING ACTIVE
SW. STRAUS & CO. reports a new high record in

• building activities has been achieved in Pacific Coast
cities during the first half of 192.5. A greater volume of

building permits was issued during the first six months
than during any comparable period previously. More
than 100,000 permits were issued in eighty-two principal

cities of the Pacific Coast during the first half of the year,

—a total estimated construction cost of $17,065,466.
With half the year gone carrying such a record and

nothing now in evidence which seems likely to reduce

the current building program, a new annual record may
be confidently expected with the close of the current six

months, the Straus report says.

* * *

There is unprecedented activity in Portland and a con-
tinuance of the resumption of building program in Los
Angeles previously observed, together with exceptional
building programs reported from Sacramento, Berkeley,
Stockton, Beverly Hills, Fresno, Redlands, Pomona,
Riverside, San Gabriel, Twin Falls, Reno, Eugene, Salem,
Ogden and various other cities.

* * *

PREDICTS NEW RECORD
W. R. Fawcett, secretary of the Pacific Clay Products

Company, who is in close touch with the situation, pre-

dicts that a new record for big building construction will
be set in Los Angeles this summer.

A NEW MAGAZINE APPEARS
THE INSPECTOR is the title of a new magazine which

appeared in July, and which is attracting much favor-
able comment. It is the official publication of the Pacific

Coast Building Officials' Conference. Mark C. Cohn is the
publisher and Elford Eddy, the editor.

They have done their work well and if they maintain
the same high standard in future issues, as in the first, the
publication should accomplish a great deal, not only on
the Pacific Coast, but nationally, toward carrying out its

avowed mission to represent the building inspectors and
to bring about more uniform building regulations, as a
clearing house for constructive thought among contrac-
tors and all who have to do with building. The Pacific
Coast Architect extends the fraternal hand of greeting
to The Inspector and wishes it every success.

* * *

THE PLASTERING ARTMAKES BOW
THE PLASTERING ART, a Pacific Coast Publica-

tion,' ' is the title of a new monthly magazine which
made its bow to the public during July. It is the official

magazine of the Master Plasterers Association of San
Francisco, and was published under direction of Robert
Johnston, Secretary. From a typographical standpoint, it

is probably the finest publication issued in behalf of the
Plastering Industry in the United States, and its text and
illustrations are well and carefully chosen. It should do
much to further the cause of Better Plastering and of bet-
ter building generally. It is distinctly a magazine of
craftsmanship.
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A home in the Country Club District, developed bv }. C. Nichols Iniestmem Co.. Kansas City,

Mo. Van Brum and Hertz. Kansas Cicy. Architects: V. S. Water & Steam Supply Co., Kansas
City, Piumfcing Jobbers; Kansas Ciry Plumbing & Heating Co.. Plumbers

•5fi(frv.

'M "?a*

In Kohler Village

To the beauty of the hon\es oj Koh-
ler Village is due in no small meas-
ure the ttuality of Kohler firoducts
- enameled plumhing utue and
\)ywate eleetric plants

WHENEVER the roll is called of America's fin-

est residential developments, the famousCountry

Club District of Kansas City is certain to be named
among the first.

In a large proportion of the homes in this district, the

J. C. Nichols Investment Co., its developers, have used

Kohler Ware. In the typical house illustrated above

are two "Viceroy" built-in baths, two pedestal lava-

tories, and a twin-drainboard sink of Kohler make.

The beauty of Kohler Ware and the quaUty and uni'

form whiteness of its enamel—always signed with the

name "Kohler"— make it a fitting choice for the finest

homes; just as its reasonable cost suggests its use for

less expensive installations.

Kohler Co., Founded 1873, Kohler, Wis.

BRANCHES IN PR I N
Shipfiitig Point, Sheboygan, Wis.

CIPAL CITIES

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Enameled Plumbing Ware
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HOSE members
CISCO Chapter,

THE LIGHTING OF PICTURE GALLERIES AND MUSEUMS
•e[BY CHARLES W. MEIGHAnJ-

the room ill-lighted and gloomy, Berne Art Gallery,

where a screen to shield the light from the spectators has

been employed in one small room with the result that the

lighting of the pictures was excellent, the Ryks Museum,
Amsterdam. Here it was demonstrated that the central

vaulted hall on each side is wholly wrong and the great

hall unfitted either for pictures or sculpture, or for any

other exhibits.

In this series, many other "notable failures" in great

galleries of the world were shown. It was followed by a

series to show that the top-side light method is designed

to carry out the principle that the picture wall must be

the best-lighted part of the room. The diagrams showed
the light directed to the walls instead of, as is usual,

toward the spectators and objects in the center of the

room, overcoming completely reflections and eye-strain

and bringing out the beauties of the objects shown.
Sections of a model room erected in order to test the

efficiency of the method were revealed, as well as a section

of a two-story gallery illustrating how the principle may
be applied in two-story buildings.

The Sargeant Art Gallery at the small town of Wang-
anui. New Zealand, was illustrated by the lecturer, show-
ing the scheme of lighting and seats for the spectators in

subdued lights, showing that the light on the walls

is greater than on the floor, a view in the Gallery at the

Grand Palais, Paris, showing that by the use of the high

screen a top-side light has been provided and the result is

excellent. The spectator is in the shade of the screen and

can view the pictures without any annoyance from reflec-

tions, and entirely free from "museum headache."

Other convincing views showed Mr. Seager's interest-

ing experiment at the Louvre, Paris, with the ill-lighted

Chauchard Collection and the view of the St. Quentin

De la Tour pastels, contrasted with the room in which
the experiment was made where all the picutres on the

wall areexcellentlv lighted and quite free from reflections.

To review in detail all the excellent points of Mr.
Seager's informative lecture would require more space

than this writer is permitted, but it may suffice to say

that the lecturer most emphatically "made his point",

and convinced his auditors that there is a great work to

be done bv the architectural profession and directors of

museums before we can be said to have attained the lec-

turer's goal: "Not a building good enough, but the best

possible, scientifically correct, structurally perfect, and
architecturally magnificent."

In conclusion, we can only say with "The Builder" of

London that we "hope before long Mr. Seager will col-

late all the material at his disposal and publish a standard

work on the subject, for which there is a gap on every

architectural bookshelf."
lit * *

BISHOPRIC BASE APPROVED

of the San Fran-

American Insti-

tute of Architects and of the San

Francisco Architectural Club who
were fortunate enough to attend a

lecture arranged by the Chapter at

the Club Rooms on O'Farrell

street on the night of July i6th

were well repaid. Despite the mid-

summer date, the club rooms were

well filled.

The lecturer was Mr. S. Hurst Seager, Fellow of the

Roval Institute of British Architects, Fellow of the New
Zealand Institute of Architects. From the outset, it was

apparent that the distinguished guest was conversant

with his subject "The Lighting of Picture Galleries and

Museums." And well he rnight be, as this problem which

has been before the architectural profession since the

early part of the nineteenth century, has been studied by

him in all parts of the world.

It is a problem of such universal interest to the archi-

tectural profession that it is hard to realize that we
appear to be as far from a true solution of it as in the

earliest davs. Mr. Seager has been writing on and study-

ing this subject for a great many years and is the author

of many technical articles in British Architectural

journals, in L'Architecture of Paris, and in American and

New Zealand journals. At the conclusion of his present

tour, he plans to-'return to his home in Christchurch,

New Zealand, and there compile in book form, the re-

sults of his studies of recent years.

His lecture, delivered here, was profusely illustrated

by means of stereoptican views which carried the inter-

ested audience to the leading museums and art galleries

of the world.

In his introduction, Mr. Seager said: "A course of

lectures would be required to deal adequately with all

branches of this important subject. In this demonstra-

tion, it is proposed to illustrate a line of thought which
would include contrast seen in types of double and single

glazed galleries—experiments to show the relative

amount of light and its diffusion—proofs that the top-

side lighted method in its various forms of application is

the only one which can give proper illumination.

"Illustrations will be offered showing that the top

side lighting method can, without any structural alter-

ation, be at once applied to side-lighted rooms and to

top-lighted galleries in turn by the adjustment of opaque
blinds, expedients which may be used where this system

of adjustment is inapplicable and the structural altera-

tions necessary for the permanent conversion of top-

lighted galleries into the top-side lighted ones."

Mr. Seager's lecture included illustrations which bore

out his statement that not a single European gallery has

given consideration to the fact that a picture worth buy-
ing is also worth seeing. One series of views showed types

of top-lighted galleries, at Birmingham, National gallery,

at Sydney, Australia, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,
South Kensington Science Museum and many others.

This was followed by a series of experiments to show
the effect of contrast in lighting and the kinds of glass to

be used for its diffusion, which in turn was followed by a

most interesting series showing attempts which have
been made to overcome defects in lighting and examples
designed on the principle of shielding the spectator.

These took the audience to the Gallery at Munich,
where the source of light is too far from the pictures and

BY THE first amendment to the San Francisco building

ordinances, since 1906, which permits the use of less

expensive materials, a patented backing for stucco or

plaster walls, known as Bishopric Base, is endorsed by
the Board of Supervisors and Mayor Rolph.

According to Leo Meyer, of Meyer-Muzzall Company,
San Francisco distributors, it was only after convincing

proof and tests had been made that the amendment was
authorized.

He says: "A comparative test conducted by several en-

gineering companies proved absolutely that walls built

with Bishopric Base are twice as strong as walls built of

i-inch sheathing of lumber, and cost 2.5% less.
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"Ambassador
Arms", Oakland.

J . U. Pon, Owner.

Clay N. Burrdl,

Architect.

M. F.Sonimarstrom

Gemrjl Contractor.

P.C.KnudscK,
Alasonrt Contractor

Load-bearing

walls of

Face Brick

backed with

Dickey Mastertile

FACE BRICK WALLS
at Lower Cost

Substantial economies were effected in building the

avails of this apartment house by backing the Face

Brick with Dickey Mastertile instead ofsolid masonry.
Thus weight, labor and mortar were saved, a method

of construction finding ever-increasing favor.

Dickey
BURNED CLAY PRODUCTS
DICKEY MASTERHLE • FACE BRICK • FIRE BRICK

Partition Tile, Furring Tile, Paving Brick, Sewer Brick,

Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

Madi hy

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANY <7«i LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS^ INC.
Ajjtcisrtd Campantis

SAN F&ANCISCO AND OAKLAND



SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
MEMBER ARCHITECTURAL CLUBs' TRANSFER SYSTEM WESTERN STATES HEADQUARTERS: SOCIETY BEAUX ARTS ARCHITECTS

Carl R. Schmidts, President

Ernest E.Wei he, Vice-President

Theo. E. 'Rxsugg, Secretary

Ira Springer, TrMj-z/zer

Directors: Lawrence H.Keyser Lawrence Stier Harry Langley

HE growth of the San Francisco

Architectural Club was indicated

by the synopsis of the membership
reported by Theo. G. Ruegg, Sec-

retary, at the regular July monthly
business meeting held in the Club
Rooms at 77 OTarrell Street.

Secretary Ruegg's report showed
that the membership now totals

14s •

The treasurer's annual report, for

the year ending June 30, 1915, was read and approved. It

revealed a healthy condition in the club's financial affairs.

There was a splendid attendance for a midsummer
meeting, which indicated that interest in the club activi-

ties on the part of the members is quite keen, and this was
noticeable, too, when Mr. S. Hurst Seager, P. R. I. B. A.,

delivered an interesting lecture on July 16.

The turnout of members of the Architectural Club was
highly creditable in view of the fact that it was "vaca-

1

7C

1

tion time." The lecture was given under auspices of San
Francisco Chapter, A. I. A., and every one who attended
felt more than repaid.

At the regular monthly meeting of the club, the follow-
ing officers, having been previously nominated and being
unopposed, were declared duly elected:

Treasurer—Ira Springer;

Directors—Lawrence C. Stier, Harry Langley.

Appropriate remarks were made by the retiring officers

and by the incoming officers.

The general discussion regarding club quarters was con-
tinued. It remained undecided.

Upon the proposal of James Magee, that a class be
started for studying the orders, there was a brief discus-

sion, after which the matter was referred to the directors.

It is expected that a report will be made and action taken
at the next meeting.

Officers urge all the members to turn out regularly for

the meetings, and to take an active part in the work of

their club.

LOS ANGELES Architectural Club is demonstrating
its right to be known as one of the livest organiza-

tions of the kind of the Pacific Coast, the latest evidence
being the midsummer entertainment at the Crystal Palace
French Cafe.

No better comment could be made on this midsummer
jinx than that contained in the clever announcement,
written by Roy Kelley, vice-president of the Club. The
announcement was original enough to deserve complete
reproduction, "Art Work" and all, but space limitations

do not permit. However, here goes to do the best we can.

The announcement reads:

"WE BEG TO ANNOUNCE THE RENAISSANCE
OF THE ARCHITECTURAL CLUB.
"At the last regular monthly meeting of the Club, held

several months ago, your esteemed Vice-President was
asked to take charge of the meeting and with the greatest

faithfulness and fidelity he reported at the meeting to
find three members present out of an unpaid membership
of 97,634. He has been silently planning his revenge ever
since and now, at last, with the departure of President

Garnsey for Europe, the sweet opportunity has come. A
committee of expert wreckers has been appointed for the
occasion.

"We are now prepared to officially bury the Architec-
tural Club in true and ancient, yet dignified, style and we
invite you to be present at the funeral.

ENTERTAINMENT PAR EXCELLENCE!
99 44/100% Impure!

Dancing, singing and other annoying diversions.

Frivolous and funny, rapid, riotous and risque.

"RAVISHING HARUM BEAUTIES. Dancing women,
singing women, wild women, etc.

"There will also be: No Business, No Speeches, No
Reading of Minutes. No reference to architecture or

allied subjects. (We had Garnsey shanghaid to Europe to

make this promise safe.)

"SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION. A 3-hour talk on
excavating—illustrated with steam shovels. By a man
who has wrecked many architectural clubs.

"The following distinguished guests will be present:

Smith Brothers, Meyer & Holler, Lydia Pinkham, Luther
T. Mayo, Foreman & Clark, Volstead. Don't Miss This!

Everybody Welcome! Bring your friends! This is not re-

stricted to Club Members.

"NO RESTRAINT TO YOUR BEHAMOR. Basket
Parties Welcome. BODIES CALLED FOR AND DE-
LIVERED. Police Ambulance in Attendance. All the

comforts of home—without the explanations. And Last
but Not Least, a wonderful Parisian Dinner. Noiseless-

soupcornedbeefncabbagehamneggspiealamaybefingerbow
Isneverything. Satisfactory or your money back.

"Price $1.50—including ambulance ride and bed in re-

ceiving hospital. Try to get in—then try to get out.

Everybody welcome.
"Self-appointed committee: Walter Davis, F. O. B.,

L. A.; Paul Penland, B. U. M. R. O. C. K.; Gus Hales,

S. I. L. K. B. V. D.; Harry Adams, F. O. R. E. O. U. C. H.

:

"Yours Disrespectfully, H. Roy Kelley, President

Pro-Tammany.
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BATCHELDERTILES

*f^his billiard room illustrates the wide adaptability of'Batchelder'9'

([
Tile—flooring, 'wainscoting end stair treads are used throughoutJ

HERE is real inspiration in work-

ing with Batchelder Tiles.... they

^ offer a fertile field for creative work.

Because their rich, delicate colors and con-

trasting glazes and textures harmoniously

blend with any architectural or decorative

scheme, they are as the colors on the art-

ist's palette.... the medium through which
beauty may be made a thing of permanence.

Designs and finishes are many and varied.

Specify Batchelder Tiles for fountains man-
tels, pavements, wainscotings or baths....

you'll be delighted with the results.

See Sweet's Catalogue or write for com-
plete information.

BATCHELDER -WILSON COMPANY
2633 Artesian Street, Los Angeles
101 Park Avenue, New York City
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The New

Hellman Bank
LOS ANGELES

SCOFIELD ENGINEERING CO

(general Contractors

SCHULTZ & WEAVER
^Architects

T T T T TT

Common 3rick furnished by

SIMONS BRICK CO.
LOS ANGELES

Walter R. Simons, president and sole owner

r
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l»for tKe

ruture

Pacific
FaceBxidi

Products

Face Brick
Fire Brick
Electric Conduit
Sewer Pipe
Stoneware
—and other
Clay Products

pacific(^products
SUITE 650 CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE BLDG.

Three Retail Yards— Three Big Plants

1151 SO. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES

Telephone TRinity 3621

Directors

Wm. Lacy
N. W. Stowell
Robert Linton
W. R. Fawcett
Wm. T. Bishop
John D.Fredericks
Paul G. Hoffman
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California

"^hittVint
(trade aame)

5ECT10M 5HOWMG Tflt MOL[>IM«
(H THE ACCOKPAWYIfJG OOt-'JHZi

All the various moldings required

in decorative cornices and the fine

joining of air-tight, water-proofex-

terior construction are easily and

precisely milled from these fine,

soft pines. They work easily, either

at the planing mill or in the hands

of the carpenter.

You are invited to freely corres-

pond with our Wood Technolog-

ist, who was formerly with the U.S.

Government Forest Produas Lab-

oratory at Madison, Wisconsin. He
will give you exactly the informa-

tion you require, whatever your
building problem-..

California
SugarVin^

Exteriors of Lasting

Satisfaction from

readily-workable woods

FOR sidings, cornices, porches, frames and

other outside construaion, CaUfornia Pines

are exceptionally well adapted. They conform

readily to artistry in designing and meet every con-

struction requirement-;.

Ability to hold shapes without opening up at the

joints or warping out of place; freedom from tend-

ency to split when nails are driven near the end of the

piece; affinity for paint, requiring less frequent re-

painting; pale color, requiring fewer coats of paint;

easy workability, due to soft texture and uniform

grain'—'these outstanding characteristics give Califor-

nia Pines their remarkable serviceability.

Advertising in nationally-read homebuilders' pub-

lications is arousing widespread public interest in

California Pines. In this way, a ready acceptance for

these woods on the part of the home-builder and

home-buyer is being created'

—

•&. faa which architects

and builders appreciates.

Ifyou have not received your set of California Pine

Information Sheets, be sure and write us. They con-

tain technical information for specification purposes

and are in convenient standard size, in a folder^—'ready

for your files.

California White and Sugar Pine

Manufacturers Association
685 Call Building • San Francisco

<^ho producers of

CAUFORNIA WHITE FIR, CALIFORNIA DOUGLAS FIR, CALIFORNIA INCENSE CEDAR

A425
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Pior> t\fi> it>i

rr

When
Planning or Writing

Specifications

for

Homes and Apartments

have a copy of

The New

Architects Handbook
of Built-in Fixtures

as a reference

Write foryour new revised copy

ff

'lult-inFurniture

Manufactured under patents by

BUILT-IN FIXTURE COMPANY
2608 San Pablo Ave. Berkeley, California

E CONOMY
'^%i^IGHTING

fixtures are a permanent

investment. The firsLj

QO§t should be the la§t.

That's why this Compa-
ny always endeavor to

dissuade its cu^omers

from purchasing cheap

units. 5 Forve-Pettebone

lighting fixtures are

guaranteed to endure.

Designs and estimates

fiirnished. Telephone or

write for our de luxe_;

booklet, "The Fine Art

of Lighting."

TUKP&verremw co.

Ijghting&piipment

818 Southjigueroa Street

LOS ANGELES
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LOS ANGELES HOSPITAL PLANS

(ConcludcJ (mm page i.])

Although the method employed by the Association in

the design of this great building was originated by the

organization, it was, in this instance not an experiment in

any sense of the word, since the Association, in its four

years of existence, has established beyond question the

practicability of the cooperative method. Among its out-

standing achievements are the design of the exterior and

certain portions of the interior of the great Los Angeles

Hall of Justice, one of the outstanding buildings of its

kind in the United States. The entire membership of the

Association also united in preparation of plans for a

$9,000,000 addition to the County Museum of Science,

History and Art; in the designing of Patriotic Hail, a

magnificent club building which is being erected by Los
Angeles County as a memorial to veterans of all wars; in

planning numerous smaller structures for the city and

county; and in working out in the most careful detail the

great plan for the Administration Center of Los Angeles

citv and countv. Nearlv a vear was consumed bv the Asso-

ciation in the preparation of the latter plan, to which the

most careful study was devoted, and for this work the

Association received a nominal fee of one dollar. Through
its achievements, the Association has assumed its place as

a dominantfactorintheupbuilding of Southern California.

ALL METAL FIRE DOORS

HighGrade Sheet MetalandKalameinWork

nRE^PROTECnON PRODUCTS CO.
3117 TWENTIETH STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

MARBLE
—and its correct treatment and installation arc

matters requiring expert craftsmen. Our splendid

organization is always at the service of

the architect and the builder.

JOSEPH
NUSTO SON5-KEENAN

CONPANT
535 North Point, Sao Francisco

1064 S. Broadway, Los Angeles 1430 Webster St., Oakland

PAYi^UnDGPAniTECU

GRA/^ITE

TRADE MARK REG.

Raymond
Granite

'is forever impregnable to

the onslaughts of the ele-

ments.

-grows more beautiful

with age.

'is genuinely economical.

More and more the

finer buildings of
the West are being

built ofthis splendid

building stone.

RAYMOND GRANITE COMR
1NCORPOR.-\TED

CONTRACTORS
GRANITE' STONE' BUILDING' MEMORIAL

3 POTRERO AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO

1350 PALMETTO STREET, LOS ANGELES
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C" Model No. 12

A saving in first

cost as well as in

maintenance, to-

gether wth the

durability design

and sanitation,

are features of all

fountains.

There is a Haws

model for ever}"

architectural
purpose.

HAWS SANITARY
DRINK.ING FAUCET
COMPANY BERKELEY. CA.L.U.S.A.

CABINETS
<?y7^MmR0RS

Jnon/kThite Steel

k

I

Yoif Qannot Bm>'
CABINETS and Mirrors equal to ours, in mater- ^

ial, workmanship and finish, at our prices.

We mean it. Ask us to prove it.

Ask us to show you a sample— without expense

to you. You judge if we are not right.

Ask for booklet of st\les and sires.

Su eel's calalogiK:, page 1902 and 1903.

HESS WARNnSG & NTNTILATING CO.
Makers of Hess '^'eided Sleel Furnaces.
1218 S. Western Avenue, Chicago

*^R

"Within-a-Day"

Hoyt Service

While the HOYT is simple and
sturdy in construction and depen-

dable in operation, the HOYT Ser-

vice Department is always available

for the slightest interruption of

performance.

All calls are ans\vered wthin a few

hours by service experts ^vith head-

quarters at each sales or district

office.

No. 2 WaU Type—Price S 50.00

When you specify a HOYT your

reputation is upheld by a perfectly

working heater.

Ste Pa^e 1716, Sweet s Architectural

Catalcg, ifth EJitim

WATER ^ HEATER
HOYT HEATER COMPANY

2146 E. 25th STREET
LOS ANGELES

285 OFARRELL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

Sbtw Rotms in the frhuifal cities in Califtmia
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Ornamental Iron and Wirt Work Steel Sash, Factory Type

Wire Fencing CPa,z,e C/m/>/ l.mk^ ''I{eversihle Windows ' Casement Windows

Gasoline Service Stations

^mchers^m/]^
Harrison ^-o TtNTHSruEEl^

loiur.

TELEPHONH HEMLOCK 3080
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CONSTRUCTION LESSONS FROM SANTA BARBARA
I

•![bY dr. bailey WILLIS, STANFORD UNIVERSITyJ-
Prisidciit Seismological Society of America

ALO ALTO'S Chamber of Com-
merce has taken the first step to-

ward providing that buildings

shall be erected in a manner cal-

culated to provide safety in case of

an earthquake. So far as is known
this is the first step not only in this

particular case, but the first of its

kind taken by any community in

California. The Committee on
Safety and Fire Prevention, at a

meeting held on July 14th, adopted the provisions pub-

lished below and forwarded them to the directors of the

Chamber with recommendation for favorable action.

It was fully realized that if adopted by the city council

as a part of the building code these regulations would
materially affect the conditions of construction within

their jurisdiction. They were, therefore, thoroughly dis-

cussed with reference to the policy they involve in recog-

nizing the earthquake risk as well as with regard to the

additional costs, which might be occasioned. The opin-

ion of the committee might be summed up in the phrase

that it is better to be safe than sorry.

The proposed regulations, as they stand, represent the

kernel of much discussion. They have been stripped of

details and specifications in order that they might ex-

press a group of general principles instead of presenting

a list of special requirements. They may also be said to

be a by-product of the deliberations of the Committee on
Building for Safety against Earthquakes, which was or-

ganized under the auspices of the Seismological Society

of America about a year ago. That committee is made up
as follows

:

American Institute of Architects: Mr. Sumner Hunt, of

Los Angeles.

Board of Fire Underwriters of the Pacific: Mr. Thos.

McCaughern.
City of San Francisco: Mr. R. P. Mcintosh, Bureau of

Public Works.
City of Los Angeles: Mr. C. T. Manwaring, of the Com-
mittee on Safety and Fire Prevention of the Chamber
of Commerce.

National Board of Fire Underwriters: Mr. R. E. Andrews,
Assistant Chief Engineer, San Francisco.

Seismological Society of America: Mr. Robert Anderson,
Professor S. D. Townley, Secretary, and Dr. Bailey

Willis, Chairman.
Society of American Civil Engineers: Mr. Henry Dewell,

San Francisco.

The committee has had several meetings and has a re-

port in preparation. In its deliberations it has taken ad-

vantage of the experience afforded by the Chilean shock
of November 10, 1911, of the significant effects of the

Tokyo earthquake, and now of those of the Santa Bar-

bara incident. It is not, however, responsible for the draft

of provisions adopted by the Palo Alto committee. That

was originally prepared by three Stanford men. Professor
C. D. Marx, Professor C. B. Wing, and Dr. Bailey Willis.

It was then submitted to some of the most eminent en-
gineers and architects of San Francisco and Los Angeles,
and has been modified to meet their criticisms. It will no
doubt meet with further criticism and is likely to be
amended to suit various local conditions. It represents,

however, a sincere effort to provide a basis for better
building with reference to the earthquake hazard.

PROPOSED ADDITION TO A BUILDING CODE
SECURITY AGAINST EARTHQUAKES

Provisions for security against the effects of earthquake shocks and
vibrations shall be incorporated in all structures built under this code
in the manner specified in the following paragraphs. The provisions
here stated shall govern in case of any difference of interpreattion be-
tween this and other sections of the code.

Foundation material. The natural material upon which the foundations
of a structure stand shall be known as the foundation material and shall

be classed under one of three types, according to its nature, namelv
(i) firm rock; (1) hardpan, gravel, and sand in the natural bed; (3)
adobe, muck and made ground.

Earthquake force. The earthquake force shall be taken as a horizontal
force acting at the base of the foundations with an intensity dependent
in any case upon the nature of the foundation material. The following
intensities shall be taken as the minimum factors to be used in calculat-

ing the stresses that will be set up on the foundation and superstructure

.

Foundation material

(i) Firm rock

(2.) Hardpan, gravel and
sand

(}) Muck or made ground

Intensity

Rossi-Forel

VIII

IX
X

Acceleration

feet per sec.

per sec.

3

Lateral pressure

per sq. ft. of ver-

tical area above
ground

30

45

Use of the table. Calculations of the stresses that will be imposed by
the earthquake force may be based either on the acceleration per second
per second or on the lateral pressure per square foot. In most cases the

two methods of calculation give different results. If the acceleration be
used the mass of the building is involved as a factor in the moment of
mertia; if lateral pressure per square foot be used it is the area of the

side that is involved. For a building of large mass but small area the

acceleration will give the larger stresses and demand the stronger con-

struction. For a building of small mass and large area the lateral pres-

sure will give the larger stresses and demand firmer bracing. That ex-

pression for the earthquake force, either acceleration or lateral pressure,

which requires the stronger structure shall be used. The figures for the

acceleration represent the minimum earthquake force which can safely

be assumed as determined from observations on structures in the Calif-

ornia earthquake of 1906. The figures for lateral pressure are based on
the estimates of the Committee which represented the Society of Ameri-
can Civil Engineers in the investigation of the same shock.

Bearing walls. Bearing walls arc permissible to a height of 45 feet on
foundation materials i and 1, but shall not exceed 30 feet in height on
foundation materials of class 3.

Materials and bonding. All materials and construction shall be of the

highest quality, as required under the terms of this ordinance. The
structure and its parts shall be firmly tied together. In all cases the

bonds shall be calculated to resist the stress that will be set up by the

inertia of the mass moving with the acceleration corresponding to the

foundation material as specified in the preceding table, or the stress

corresponding to the equivalent lateral pressure.
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PROPER CONSTRUCTION IS CALIFORNIA'S NEED
4by mark c. cohnJs-

Consultant to Pacific Coast Building Officials' Conference

Reprinted by permission from "The Inspector"

ANTA BARBARA'S recent experi-

ence has again aroused public con-
ciousness to the need for safeguard-

ing against the action of the ele-

ments. Earthquakes make their un-

bidden appearance, but not entire-

ly without warning, for learned

scientists see nothing unusual in

this phenomenon and calmly pre-

dict temblors with an uncanny de-

gree of accuracy.

The earthquakes in Santa Barbara, although more severe

than the slight tremors reported daily throughout the

world, caused very few fatalities. Only twelve deaths
have been reported.

In comparison, in very large centers of population
many fatalities occur from automobile accidents every
week-end. Fire underwriters' reports show approximately
forty deaths from fire every twenty-four hours and a

greater number maimed and injured.

The actual property damage in Santa Barbara compares
favorably with property losses caused by fires every month
in America. And here is an important fact: the majority of

fires actually are preventable, but earthquake prevention
is still more or less a thing of conjecture. Yet an analysis

of underwriters' reports shows a loss of more than $i,-

400,000 every twenty-four hours from fires.

Hysteria and exaggeration usually accompany and fol-

low an earthquake. This state of mind too often prevails

whenever an accident or catastrophe occurs. At this time
calm thinking and calm action are essential. Unwise en-

actments imposing theoretical regulations may restrict

freedom of construction to a harmful degree.

If history repeats itself, the temblor in Santa Barbara'

will prove little more than a disturbing ripple so far as

the progress of California is concerned. Comparatively
few buildings suffered real material damage. Comparable
with the spirit displayed in San Francisco in 1906, the

city of Santa Barbara already is being rebuilt. And again,

should history repeat itself, the new city will be built

better and bigger than before.

Yet this jolt furnishes an object lesson of the need for

better and safer building construction. Professor Bailey

Willis of Stanford University says it is not a matter of ma-
terials but a matter of proper design that will make for

practically earthquake-proof buildings. From all reports

this contention is borne out by the Santa Barbara earth-

quake.
All types of construction, properly designed and with

ample foundations and footings, withstood the temblor
in reasonably good shape. Regardless of the materials

used or the particular type of construction employed the

damage was about the same in every building which vio-

lated established fundamentals of design and good con-

struction. "Jerry" building and lack of field inspection are

bound to make for failures in the case of earth movements.
There is ample evidence that an earthquake fault ex-

tends through a strip of California reaching from nearly

one end of the state to the other. The problem, therefore,

becomes a state affair rather than merely one for each
municipality to grapple. To safeguard against earthquake
damage, all Pacific Coast cities in their building opera-

tions must co-ordinate action through building inspec-

tion agencies. This is not the time for unsupported theo-

ries from persons and interests unqualified to make recom-

mendations dispassionately, or persons prejudiced in

favor of particular types of construction or materials in

! which thev may have a direct or indirect interest.

AVOID FAULTY BUILDING, SAY ENGINEERS
•{by HOWARD G. HANVEy]>-

PACIFIC COAST cities should launch at once a cam-
paign of education that would safeguard San Francisco

and other metropolitan areas from such losses as were
sustained by Santa Barbara during the recent earth

tremor.

This is the assertion of J. G. Little, head of the J. G.
Little Company of San Francisco, consulting engineers

who, with H. J. Brunnier and T. Ronneberg, two other

engineers of prominence in San Francisco, has just com-
pleted an extensive survey of the effect of the quake on
modern construction.

Mr. Little was for years consulting structural engineer

of the Bureau of Building Inspection of San Francisco,

and is chief engineer of the Antioch and the proposed San
Francisco-Alameda bridges. Mr. Brunnier was consulting

engineer of the Standard Oil Building of San Francisco,

and Ronneberg of the new Pacific Telephone and Tele-

graph Building of the same city.

"A similar earth tremor would not have wrought
nearly the damage in San Francisco that Santa Barbara

sustained," said Mr. Little. "There are buildings in San
Francisco, however, which through faulty construction,

would suffer. Such modern steel buildings, however, as

the Standard Oil and Telephone Buildintr would not be

in|ured.

"The greatest cause of damage we believe in Santa

Barbara was due to faulty methods of construction. The
Post Office Building, however, which is a modern steel

frame structure, and the only one in Santa Barbara,

passed through the shocks which toppled around it

buildings less resistant to earth shocks.

"San Francisco has just adopted oneof tiie most modern
steel construction building codes used by any city. It was
advocated by the California Institute of Steel Construc-

tion and formulated by a special committee of some of the

most eminent of America's engineers for the American
Institute of Steel Construction.

"Owners constructing buildings honestly in accordance

with this code need fear no loss from earthquakes of the

character that visited Santa Barbara.

"We are convinced that if there was only some way to

educate the public as to the necessity for engaging com-
petent engineers and architects who would insure proper

design from a structural point of view, and skilled super-

vision as to materials and details of construction, there

would be nothing to fear from any earth shocks."
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A CATHEDRAL OF LEARNING
ARLY in October ground will be

broken for the 51-story "Cathedral

of Learning" for the University of

Pittsburgh. Three years will see

the completion of this unique

Gothic structure, 160 by 560 feet

at its base, soaring to a height of

680 feet, high above the thousand
Pittsburgh factories and hills.

The structure which will serve as

thee entral building for the Univer-

sity, will accommodate 11,000 students. It will house all

of the departments of the University expect those of med-

icine and dentistry. It will provide class rooms, libraries,

laboratories, shops and recreational centers for students

and faculty.

The "Cathedral of Learning" is the culmination of

Chancellor John G. Bowman's vision of creating a great

urban University which will reflect the virile spirit of

achievement of Pittsburgh. The up-rising masses of the

building express forcibly the striving and the hope that

should be a University's. At the same time the memorial
classroom, laboratories, libraries and tablets will keep

vivid the lives of those who have made Pittsburgh more
than a center of wealth and industry. To execute this plan

of Chancellor Bowman, Mr. Charles Z. Klauder, an out-

standing student of Gothic collegiate architecture in this

countr)', was chosen.

A University Citizens' Committee, broadly representa-

tive of the district's interests, assumed the responsibility

of raising the Sio,ooo,ooo necessary to build the "Cathe-

dral of Learning. " In an intensive solicitation for contri-

butions to the University's building fund, extending over

a period of two months, more than $7,000,000 has been

raised, practicallv entirely in the Pittsburgh district.

This sum represents more than 8,000 separate subscrip-

tions from industrial corporations, mercantile establish-

ments, financial institutions and individuals. No compar-
able sum has ever been raised in the community for anv
other purposes through voluntary solicitation except for

the late war loans. Practically ever interest in the district

has supported the enterprise. Alumni raised Si,000,000.

Students and faculty members pledged nearly $400,000.

Ninety-three thousand Pittsburgh school children con-

tributed ten cents each of money earned by themselves.

Several million dollars remain yet to be raised. This task
will be accomplished and entirely completed by fall.

The cost of high construction per cubic foot is some-
what higher than for low structures. This greater cost is

largely offset by a greater percentage of effective area ob-
tainable in the high building. High construction offers

better ventilation, better light, less noise and less dust.

The cost of heat, upkeep and janatorial service favors
high construction. The saving in land for building space
has been estimated at approximately Si,000,000.

Tenney & Ohmes, of New York, and Stone & Webster,
of Boston, two of the country's outstanding engineering
firms, have declared the structure entirely practicable

and without any unusual problems of construction.

Educationally the "Cathedral of Learning" is to be as

unique, as significant, as it is architecturally. There is not
to be a single barren, ugly recitation room. Rows of chairs
are to disappear. It is planned to make each room beauti-

ful. They are to resemble private studios. The chairs are

not to be alike. The best chair is to be occupied by the

teacher, not by virtue of his position but by virtue of

his integrity, his character, his intelligence and the

high motive of his life. Good pictures are to hang upon
the walls.

Of all the means at the disposal of an architect bv which
to convey active emotions, those of mass and proportion
are most effective. In fact, any tremendous or powerful
rush of feeling expressed through architecture is much de-

pendent upon them. A building, therefore, let us say four

stories high, is incapable of supreme expression of power
in action because it cannot offer this free sweep to the

imagination.

The University desires, now, as already stated, to in-

terpret by Its proposed building the active emotions of

courage, daring, achievement, together with spiritual

aspiration. How can this be done? First, the use of mass
and proportion is imperative. This use requires height.

Mere size will not "ennoble a mean design, yet every in-

crease of magnitude will bestow upon it a certain degree

of nobleness," saysRuskin.

"No architect in all history," said Mr. Klauder, when
he first undertook the design, "was ever before given such
an opportunity. The use of mass and proportion is unlimi-

ted; ornamentation is scarcely needed at all; and the

whole structure is unhampered by its surroundings."

SANTA BARBARA AND THE BRICK INDUSTRY
SANTA BARBARA has been the Mecca for everyone

interested in the building industry, affording oppor-
tunity to study the effect of the unusual.

That it has been the subject of study by national asso-

ciations is natural and the monthly digest of conditions

in the common brick industry, prepared by the Common
Brick Manufacturers of America, is devoted to a brief dis-

cussion. The report says:

"The lesson of the earthquake in Santa Barabra is that

good, honest brickwork will withstand even a very
severe tremor without damage. Early reports from Santa
Barbara were misleading, and naturally so, because it

appeared that many brick buildings had been wrecked.
"Perhaps no disaster has been more thoroughly and

carefully investigated by experts than has that at Santa
Barbara, and from these investigations there comes un-

animously this lesson: Good construction of practically

every kind withstood the shock. Inferior construction,

regardless of the materials used is unsuited to earthquake
zones. In the very heart of the business section of Santa

Barbara, where the greatest damage was done, there

stand today solid brick wall structures that are wholly
undamaged.
"The brick industry in the future will put special em-

phasis on these points: (i) Cross walls tied or bonded
thoroughly to the mainwalls. (1) Proper ties and anchors
at floor and roof lines. (3) The use of strong mortar. (4)
Braces for all walls extending above the roof line. (5)
And the thorough wetting of brick prior to being placed

in the wall.

"Fourteen secretaries of the group associations affi-

liated with The Common Brick Manufacturers' Associa-

tion of America met in conference at Cleveland on July
13rd and 14th to study engineers' reports from both the

Montana and Santa Barbara earthquakes. These group
associations, covering nearly the entire country, will

work in unison in promoting better brickwork and ac-

tively pursue a relentless campaign against the 'jerry'

builder, and all others who sacrifice safety and perman-
ency to cost."
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THE CATHEDRAL or LEARNING," UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA. CHARLES Z. KLAUDER, ARCHITECT
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What Price

IN PAINTING AND DECORATING, WHAT IS THE
MONEY COST OF THAT MUCH-SOUGHT AND ELU-

SIVE INGREDIENT CALLED CRAFTSMANSHIP? IT IS

NOT A MATTER OF PRICE. IT IS A MATTER OF EX-

PERIENCE. FINE WORK AND QUALITY WORKMAN-
SHIP COST NO MORE THAN THE OTHER KIND. IN

THE LONG RUN, THEY COST LESS. DOING GOOD
WORK WELL IS MORE THAN AN IDEAL WITH US

IT IS AN OBLIGATION AND A TRADITION FORTY
YEARS OLD. SO, TODAY YOU WILL FIND MORE
THAN A HUNDRED QUANDT CRAFTSMEN BUSY

NOT ONLY IN LARGE APARTMENTS, PUBLIC BUILD-

INGS, HOTELS, SCHOOLS, MUSEUMS, BUT IN FAC-

TORIES, SMALL HOMES WHEREVER THERE IS A

DEMAND FOR BETTER PAINTING. BE THE CON-
TRACT LARGE OR SMALL, THE COST GREAT OR
TRIFLING, WE ADD CRAFTSMANSHIP TO EVERY
JOB WE DO. that's WHY WE ENJOY THE CONFI-

DENCE OF SO MANY ARCHITECTS

AND BUILDERS.

"Co-Operation for Quality"

A'oyANDT • er •sons
374 GUERRERO STREET ' SAN FRANCISCO ' 3319 CENTRAL AVENUE ' LOS ANGBLES

<[ PAINTERS AND DECORATORS ' SINCE 1885 ]>

OUR OPERATIONS ARE STATE-WIDE
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HOUSE FOR MR. O. N. GABRIEL, SAN MARINO, CALIFORNIA. ROLAND E. COATE, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Photograph by Miles Bcrnc
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RESIDENCE OF MR . O. N. GABRIEL, SAN MARINO, CALIFORNIA. ROLAND E. COATE, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Phocograpb by]_Mi!cs]^Bcroc
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

BAKEWELL & BROWN, ARCHITECTS

Clothed in Granitex Terra Cotta from street

to cornice, and roofed with Latin Tile, the

new Pacific Gas & Electric Building in lower
Market Street is one of San Francisco's

monumental structures.

GLADDING'McBEAN-&'CO
GENERAL OFFICE: 660 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES office: LOS FELIZ BOULEVARD AND S. P. TRACKS
SEATTLE office: DEXTER HORTON BUILDING

PORTLAND office: U.S. NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
OAKLAND office: TWENTY-SECOND AND MARKET STREETS

gg
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HARMONIZING HOUSE AND GROUNDS
•s|bY DOROTHEA DE MERITTE DUNLEaJ"

111 Collaboration uilh A.E. Hanson, Laniiscapr Architect

OUSE and garden joining in friend-

ly fashion—that is the desire of

the builder, the gardener, and the

home lover who appreciates the

beautiful. And as the grounds may
be the making of the house, so in

turn mav the house help to make
the garden and grounds distinctive

and pleasing, each complementing
the other if—and the "if" is all-

important for it means fitness,

complete harmony, between the dwelling and its sur-

roundings.

Usually the house is built first, though many a beauti-

ful home-lover with a house and garden paradise pictured

in his eye plots out certain definite details in the grounds
before even a batten is driven. And the architect, who
understands the relation between the setting and the

structure, will aid in placing the house most advantag-
eously on its site. He will also keep in mind the proper
balance between house and grounds, that it may not be
termed—as one place was

—
"the all house."

After the house is up and finished, architectually speak-

ing, the grounds will claim attention, and to be success-

fully handled, must be studied with several points in

view. The size of the land will be one of the first consid-

erations—the spaces available for lawns, gardens, walks,
drives, and possAly other features desired. The small or

moderate sized city lot will demand the most careful

planning, for it is a temptation to include many details

and features which may tend to overcrowd the grounds,

and make it a hodge-podge, unrelated to the house. Sim-
plicity in treatment is always a wise rule for small areas.

And delightfully true is it, that simplicity often creates

an air of spaciousness.

The large place, by reason of its extensive lands, may

A. E. HANSON, KEW GARDENS, LOS ANGELES
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

choose, however, to work out an elaborate setting for the
house. And this will be justified if it is in perfect keeping
with the dwelling.

Then shall the grounds be treated formally or inform-
ally? This will depend upon the house to a large degree if

A. E. HANSON, KEW GARDENS, LOS ANGELES
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

harmony is to be achieved. The rustic type of home, low
and rambling, shingled perhaps or rock trimmed, will

immediately suggest informal treatment for the surround-

ings. The house of conservative Colonial lines or the mag-
nificent plaster dwelling of Italian trend may on the other

hand demand formal treatment. Recognition of the period

or the style of architecture is therefore another of the

important factors in harmonizing house and grounds at-

tractively.

"Playing up" the gardens and grounds true to type

enhances the house and emphasizes the beauty of sur-

roundings. It is the emphasis of type that most frequently

calls forth admiration whether it is the little peasant

cottage set amidst flowers, or the castle flanked by lawns
and stately trees. Points that bring out the individuality

of a home should be stressed in every detail of the arch-

tectural and planting schemes.

By repetition of lines, forms and colors this effect mav
be obtained, and at times, contrast will bring out desir-

able points in house and garden. The selection of such

features as walks, drives, walls, gates and arbors, and a

right choice of plants is therefore next to be undertaken,

as a means of creating harmony between house and
grounds. Such features as a summer house, a pool or a

friendly seat may be built to reflect the style of the house
in the grounds. Garden walls of the same material and
finish as the house, gates that match the trim of doors and
windows, walks paved like terrace and porch, all help to

tie the house and grounds together.

In the planting scheme, there is no better beginning
(CoQcludcd OQ page 48^
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A ST. FRANCIS WOOD RESIDENCE, SAN FRANCISCO ROLAND I.STRINGHAM, ARCHITECT

Rgmona RgofJile
Beautif * Versatilitij * Permanence

It is the desire of every owner, architect and

contractor to obtain a tile roof of beauty and

permanence at the most reasonable cost. That
this Company obtains these results is evi-

denced by the increasing demand
for their tile.

^

NCLARK&SONS
MANUFACTURERS OP

Architeltural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brick, ^^Ramona
'

' Roof Tile and Kindred Clay ProduEis

111-1x6 NATOMA STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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C^T^HE individuality and characfter of this home of
v_^ T. A. Tooey, Beverly Hills has been successfully

attained through the use of Old Rose face brick laid in

a Dutch Bond with a one inch flush Ivory joint. The
roof is of English Hip construction using clay shingle

Tiles. Wm. M. Clark is the architect.

Ofie Standanlcf^iaUh m Ck\ Products'

LA'PresW BrickCo
EKTIRE SIXTH FLOOR FROST BLDC
Secondand Broadu:<y TRinity 5761

LOS ANGELES

FACE BRICK HOLLOW TILE ROOFING TILE TERRA COTTA
19:a

REFRACTORIES
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California

State Aiitamohih

Association

Headquarters

Hayes Street and
Van Ness Ave.

GeorgeW .Kelham
Architect

P.J.Walker Co.,

^ Superintendents

of Construction

ReediTReed,

Masons

One of six large buildings now being erected

in San Francisco with walls of

Dickey masieriile
Save Weight—Dickey Mastertile

weighs only half as much as con-

crete or solid masonry;

Save Labor axd Mortar—Each
8-inch Dickey Mastertile takes the

place of six brick in the wall. Cuts

labor cost one-third to one-half and
mortar cost one-half;

Save Furring—The dead air spaces

in the Dickey Mastertile insulate

against heat, cold and moisture,

usually eliminating the necessity of

furring. Its scored surface affords an
ideal base for plaster and stucco

;

Defies Fire, Time and Weather—
Because Dickey Mastertile is made
of fire-burned clay, man's most last-

ing material.

Dickey
BURNED CLAY PRODUCTS
DICKEY MASTERTILE • FACE BRICK FIRE BRICK

Partition Tile, Furring Tile, Paving Brick, Sewer Brick,

Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

Madi hj

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANY^W^ LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS^ INC.
AsueiatidCcmpaniii

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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ABOVE exterior; BELOWT FLOOR PLANS, RESIDENXE OF MR. J. P. WHITMORE, SAN MARINO, CALIFORNIA

KENNETH A. GORDON, ARCHITECT, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Photograph by George D. Haight
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THE FRIDAY MORNING CLLB, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA ALLISON & ALLISON, ARCHITECTS

nPHE Stucco finishes for the Friday Morning Club were manufactured by the California
'^ Stucco Products Company, operating plants in San Francisco and Los Angeles. This
Company offers full service and information, backed by thirty years of practical experience
and co-operates to make it possible for architects to carr>' out their artistic conceptions
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ROOM, FROM LIVING ROOM, RESIDENCE OF MR. J. P. WHITMORE, SAN MARINO, CALIFORNIA

KENNETH A. GORDON, ARCHITECT, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Photograph by George D. Haight
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ABOVE-LIVING ROOM, RESIDENCE OP MR. J.
P. WHITMORE, SAN MARINO, ^^^^^^^^'^

^

^^^"^-^^//^^^'^^^J^^"^
MANSPIELD SHOPS, WHITMORE HOME. KENNETH A. GORDON, ARCHITECT, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Photographs by George D. Haight
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ABOVE exterior; below FIRST FLOOR PLAN, RESIDENCE OF MR. MARLOWE MERRICK, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
H. C. DECKBAR, ARCHITECT



Santa Barbara

THE vast extent of damage done to building

in Santa Barbara is still hardly realized.

Perhaps it impresses a visitor more than it does

the citizens, who are too busy to bother over

spilt milk. They are hard at work planning a

new city, which shall be not only better built,

but more beautiful.

In both aims will be encountered opposition.

Many owners have been hard hit financially,

and will feel compelled to rebuild as cheaply as

possible. Some will demand safe structural re-

sults but lack the vision to realize that beauty

is really a commercial asset, and nowhere more
directly so than in a city like Santa Barbara,

whose unequaled setting of mountains and sea

combines with its unique romantic traditions

to make it a Mecca for visitors from all over the

world.

Fortunately there is a large element in Santa

Barbara of enlightened and energetic citizens.

A modern Building Code had been adopted just

before the earthquake, to which amendments
are being prepared, based upon the reports of

experts who have been examining the effects of

the shock. A recent ordinance has instituted an

Architectural Board of Review to advise the In-

spector of Buildings as to the ' 'Character of de-

sign, appropriateness, safetv, sanitary arrange-

ments and general construction " of all proposed
buildings, and is functioning actively. The
Plans and Planting Committee is ready with
long-studied plans for community improve-
ment, for which the opportunity now presents

itself.

Every lover of Santa Barbara—and every lover

of beauty must love Santa Barbara—is hoping
that the city will seize this opportunity, per-

suade individual prejudice to join in the com-
munity program, and re-construct from its ruins

a new Santa Barbara whose loveliness will be-

come the pride of the West.
* + *

What Value IS/iateriaU

AFTER spending several days in a careful in-

spection of the damage done by the Santa

Barbara earthquake, and receiving the unavoid-
able conviction that several kinds of weak con-

struction were responsible for much of the

wreckage, still the outstanding cause can be put
in three words—poor cement mixture.

Much can, and doubtless will be done in the

way of devising construction to resist the

strains of earthquake shocks, but it will be of
little avail unless the most stern and exacting
conditions be required as to the quality of ce-

ment and the manner of mixing and pouring
concrete. Every architect would profit by seeing

for himself these results, so eloquent of laxness

in the use of cement.
* * *

Califor/iia Spanish

To THE critic who inveighs against import-
ing European architecture into this country,

and who preaches developing a native style "to
suit our own environment and our modern con-
ditions," we recommend a study of such build-

ings as that shown in this issue, the house built

for Mr. Gabriel, at San Marino, by Roland E.

Coate. If this does not fit its environment and
meet all the exacting conditions of American
life, what could? It is hard to imagine a plan
better adapted to the needs of a small family
used to the refinements of modern living, better

expressed in its outer envelope and its inner frame,

more suitable to the balmy California climate,

more quietly charming or possessing definitely

that elusive quality architects call "character."

RESIDEN'CE OI MR. O. N. GABRIEL
ROLAND E. COATE, ARCHITECT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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Permanently Watertite
If stucco houses could be tested this way, a house built with Plastite

would stand complete immersion indefinitely without damage to the stucco.

Plastite is a cement containing all the chemical and physical properties of

plain Portland cement, but it makes a mortar or concrete mix that is more
workable or plastic, and sets harder and stronger, forming an impermeable
watertite stucco or concrete.

For Stucco

There is economy and satisfaction in

specifying Plastite tor exterior stucco. It

mixeseasily , no admixes are necessary, flows

smoothly under the trowel, and the fin-

ished work is permanently watertite.

ym
*- CEMENT CD.

Let us send you an illustrated bool^let

and general speafications

For Concrete

Plastite IS particularly suitable for con'

Crete exposed to water pressure. It is being

successfully used for floors, tunnels, base'

ments, reservoirs, and swimming pools.

Riverside Portland Cement Co.
714 So. Sprlng St. LOS ANGELES TRinity 5951
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California

(trade name)

California
SiigarVint)

Window frames that

retain shape and form
—'Sash.—'durable, light weight,

and easily operated

CALIFORNIA Pines are great aids to architectand builder

in achieving permanent beaun,' of design. They can be
depended upon to faithfully maintain original contours,

lines and proportions because California Pines contract

and expand ven.' liale. They do not bow, rwist or swell

when installed, a proteaion against the annoyances of
windows that stick or rattle or admit draughts of cold air.

Frames and sash of California Pine, when properly made
and installed give the utmost in service durabiliu', especially

because of their abilit)' to readily take and hold paint'—

a

most essential factor in securing beauty and long-life to the

window parts.

You are invited to correspond freely with our Wood
Technologist, formerly with the U. S. Government Forest

Products Laborator)' at Madison, Wisconsin and now con-

neaed with this association. He will gladly answer your
inquiries or supply special data for specifications.

Cahfornia White and Sugar Pine

Manufacturers Association
685 Call Building • San Francisco

^^iso producers of
CAUFORNIA ^"HITE FIR. CAUFORNIA DOUGLAS FIR.CAUFORNIA INCENSE CEDAR

Soft texture, easily
worked, permits of
clean-cut moldio^s,
sharp lines, delicate

designs.

Fine cutting qualicy.

without fear of split-

ting, permits closest

joinery, whether at

junction of pully
stile and window sill

or in closely fitting

parting stop.

Light weight is a
great advantage of
California Pine sash.

Less "weighting'" re-

quired, easier to op-
erate, reduces cost of
sash balances.

Permanent and at-

tractive painting ef-

fects are easily ob-
tainable because of
light color, smooth
surface and freedom
from grain-raising.

We have issued for architects

and builders a set of California

Pine Information Sheets covering
all uses of these woods. These data

sheets are compiled by our "VC'ood

Technologist. They are issued in

convenient standard size, in a

folder, ready for your files.

A?25
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HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW THE CALIFORNIA PINES?
•s[bY CHARLES VV. MEIGIIAxJ-

HE newspapermen who sent out by

wire stories from Santa Barbara in

the first hours of the recent dis-

turbance in which thev commented
on frame buildings having come
through the disaster without ap-

preciable injury focused public at-

tention on the value of lumber to

the building industry.

Calmer and more authoritative

reports from architects, engineers

and other experts all seem to agree that whether houses

were built of lumber, brick, concrete or anv other ma-
terial, if the design was correct and the workmanship
honest, the structures withstood the shock.

But the fact can not be disregarded that a small propor-

tion of the lay public reads the calmer conclusions of the

experts, while the mass absorbs the first, hasty news-
paper accounts and, subconsciouslv perhaps, acquires

impressions to which it clings tenaciously. Nor can we
denv that the public desire for lumber and frame con-

struction has been stimulated to an extent, which no one

can foretell with accuracy.

This brings to the fore the consideration ot our own
California pines and one can not visit the offices of the

California White and Sugar Pine Manufacturers Associa-

tion without being impressed by the fact that there are

many things we_,at home on the Pacific Coast do not

know about these two great species of trees.

Of course, we all know in a general wav that the Sierra

Nevada mountains, from the Oregon line south are

heavilv timbered. But how man\' are aware that govern-

ment experts figure that there is about 510,000,000,000
feet—not million, but billion, mind vou—standing in

this region?

Did you know that although thev have been cutting

timber on a large scale in Texas, for example, for over
sixty years, there is more virgin timber standing in

California today—four times over—than there was in

all the vast expanse of Texas before the first sawmill
started to grind?

In addition to the huge Sierra Nevada range timber al-

ready mentioned, there is seventy billion feet of Redwood
in Northeastern California. It is estimated that thirty-

three billion feet of sugar pine stands in the great Sierra

territory, and one hundred seventy billion of California

white pine.

The sugar pine of California is easily the aristocrat of

the pines, in size, texture, beauty and commercial value.

It is called the Pinus lambertiana. The California white
pine is scientifically known as Pinus ponderosa.
The difference between the two pines is about the differ-

ence between rich cream and rich milk, the sugar pine
being the cream of the forest.

California white pine is white, soft, light, free from
resinous substances and partaking very closely of the

qualities of the old Michigan and Wisconsin pine. It is

smaller than the sugar pine and contains a smaller per-

centage of clear lumber, is not quite as soft and cheese-

like in the quality of the wood as the sugar pine.

Sugar pine stands on an average of from 150 to 175 feet

in height and from 3 to 10 feet in thickness, although in-

dividual trees frequently reach much greater size. It is

clear of limbs to a great height and is unusually free from
blemish and disease.

It is possible to cut sugar pine boards and planks any
width and thickness and to get soft, clear lumber such as

no other pine can produce. It cuts as easily as cheese.

either with or across the grain, and is easily workable
for any purpose. It is practically free from resinous sub-
stances, has no raised grain in the wood to work, dress,

paint and enamel.

Present production of sugar pine is not more than
150,000,000 feet annually, and it is estimated that the
present stand will last for 130 years. Replanting and re-

growing of sugar pine are occupying the attention of the
timber men of California and it is believed that these
efforts will insure the supply, at the present rate of pro-
duction, for at least 100 years.

California white pine is being cut at the rate of about
900,000,000 feet annually at present and the virgin stand
of this timber is estimated to provide a supply for 100
years. Like sugar pine, California white pine can be had
in boards of great width as well as thickness. Wooden
counter tops are frequently made from it. It is free from
smell, resin, raised grain, etc.

Both sugar and white pine possess almost the same
physical properties, but for the most exacting require-

ments, sugar pine is given the preference.

The architect may build a house from roof to founda-
tion with either California white pine or sugar pine, but
for floors that will be subjected to heavy use, these woods
are not recommended. The woods are both easy to han-
dle, light to lift, easy to nail, easy to tack, easy to saw,
easy to split. They are straight-grained, contain no sub-
stances that interfere with paint or varnish and are a

delight to carpenter, mill-worker and painter.

From both of these California pines are manufactured
sashes, doors, trim, mouldings, interior finish, exterior

finish and trim, columns, panels, frames, ceiling, par-

tition, sheathing, forms, furniture, bee-hives, factory

stock of all kinds that requires light, soft, easily work-
able woods.
Sugar pine is extensively used in the building of pianos

and organs. Most piano keys are made of this stock. It is

incomparable for drain boards and for similar purposes,

as It does not swell or warp. It is preferred for ship deck-
ing for the same reasons.

With the development of California sawmills, Calif-

ornia pine is now perfectly manufactured, dried, dressed

and prepared for market. The writer recently enjoyed a

trip over the logging road of the Standard Lumber Com-
pany, into the Sierras from Sonora, and the inspection of
this great plant, operating its own railroads, hotels,

mills and accessories was a revelation of an orderly em-
pire within an empire. Several of the California mills are

the largest in the world from a standpoint of the money
invested in the mill properties themselves. Needless to

say, there is nothing crude about the California pine or

the mills producing it for a market which has spread to

a great degree in recent years.

The California White and Sugar Pine Manufacturers
Association has its offices in the Call Building, in San
Francisco, and there maintains a most efficient organiza-

tion. Its members produce something like 85 per cent of

all the pine cut in its trade territory.

C. Stowell Smith, the secretary, is gifted and experi-

enced for the work he is doing. Other officers who have
done so much to make the Association a success are:

R. D. Baker, president; G. D. Oliver, vice-president;

E. H. Cox, treasurer; A. S. Titus, traffic manager; Austin
L. Black, advertising manager; E. P. Ivory, manager of

trade extension.

Activities of the Association include handling the

grading and inspection of the lumber produced; working
for and creating uniformity in producing, gathering and

'^Concluded on page 4y^
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New Club House, Olympic Golf and LouiiayCJub, Lakeside

Associate Architects, Bakewell& Brown, and John A. Bauer, San Francisco

General Contractors, K. E.Parker Co., San Francisco

Painting and Decorating, William Nielsen, San Francisco

Naturally, in a building sponsored by the Olympic
Club, you can expect everything in keeping with
its standing as the foremost Club in the Athletic

world.

This explains the exclusive use of

Perma-Ljght
Wall Finishes and Enamels
in its new Club House. They fulfill the exacting ex-

pectations of the Architect, the Contractor, the

Decorator and the Owner.

Made exclusively by

HILL.HUBBELL & COMPANY
Paint Specialists

EXECUTIVE OFFICES AND WORKS, SAN FRANCISCO
Los Angeles -' Oakland " Seattle ^ New York
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SNAP JUDGMENTS UNFAIR TO BUILDING INDUSTRY
•s|by k. m. grier}-

E\rciitii'i Krpriseiitativt, Blue Diamond Company, Los An i,! Irs, California

ELL, I guess they won't
build any more brick build-

ings in Santa Barbara!

That's what a friend said

to us over the telephone less

than forty-eight hours after

the Santa Barbara earth-

quake.
Had such a remark come

from some erratic, mentally irresponsible per-

son, we should have allowed it to pass without
challenge. But we happened to know this man
fairly well and knew that he should be better

informed. It was hard to connect him with a

statement so utterly rediculous.

We decided to pay him a visit, and this is

what we told him, in substance:

Blue Diamond is not in the brick business in

any capacity. Neither were any of our materi-

ials damaged in the quake. But we are inter-

ested in the building industry as a whole. We
want to see every commodity and every class of

construction fairly judged and not made the

victim of spontaneous prejudice, created by the

fear and hysteria of a great calamity.

Unfortunately, bias and false conclusions rise

quickly on the heels of any disaster. Haste too

often closes the door to facts and permits un-

wise and unjust decisions.

But who is the authority that dares, in haste,

to condemn the mighty record of service en-

joyed by masonry construction for more than
five thousand years?

Italy, for a single example, has been rocked by
violent earth tremors for centuries. Yet Italy

continues to build, and build safely, with brick.

There are many buildings in the quake zones of
Europe which have withstood earth shocks of
the utmost violence for hundreds of years. They
are standing today—monuments to the dura-
bility and safety of good masonry construction.

The ancient Romans had no advantages over
present-day materials or craftsmanship. They
merely saw to it that designs were sound, bricks

were solid, their lime mortar correctly pre-

pared, and the necessary bonds and ties pro-

vided to insure everlasting permanence. Those
factors are all that are required today.

Poor designs, poor workmanship or careless

preparation of materials, regardless of the type of

construction, would have proved disastrous at

Santa Barbara. And they will prove unsafe al-

ways.
From the ruins of Santa Barbara will rise a

safer and more beautiful city. But its recon-

struction will be based upon sound designs,

good materials and honest workmanship.
And, with its future left in the hands of com-

petent architects, engineers and building ex-

perts, brick will receive its just share of recog-

nition. Such men achieve success by dealing

with the truth. They will not permit gossip or

emotional prejudice to influence them against

a type of construction that has endured success-

fully for thousands of years, and will endure
for thousands more.

OCEAN PARK CONSTRUCTION RAPID
•{by a. r. Robertson}'

IN THE construction of the Egyptian Ballroom and
amusement pier at Ocean Park, Santa Monica, Calif.,

which is said to be the largest ocean pier on either coast

devoted entirely to amusement purposes, unusual me-
thods were employed by the Cowles-Perrine Organization
of Los Angeles, architects and engineers, acting for the

Ocean Park Realty Corporation.

Two chief objects were sought: rapid erection and fire-

safety. When plans got under way in March, it was in-

tended to start building the superstructure April 15 and
to have the pier complete on May 30, ready for the earli-

est summer tourists.

But considerable delay was experienced in driving the

piles which form the base for the building, so that erec-

tion of the steel did not begin until May 18. The date then
set for completion was July 4, and a system of construc-

tion was employed which, it was believed, would make
that possible. The plan succeeded; formal opening, with
all the main buildings complete, even to the finished

decoration, took place June tj.

Fire-safetv was Guaranteed, not onlv bv the fact that

the main structure was built entirely of fireproof ma-

terials, but also by the demand which the Ocean Park
Realty Company made upon all concessionaires, that thev
also emplov materials of the same kind.

The main structure consists of the Egyptian Ballroom,
with billiard hall, bowling alleys and electrical trans-

former-room adjoining. There are some forty concession-

buildings, of which the principal are the Carousal and the

Fun House, the latter owned by G. M. Jones of Los
Angeles. All these are set on a reinforced concrete floor-

deck, 12. inches thick, lioo feet long and 2.40 feet wide,
supported by wooden piles and built-up girders.

All walls and partitions of the main buildings were
erected of structolite concrete, a mixture of structural

gypsum with gravel and sand. In the ballroom there are

70,000 square feet of this construction.

Exterior walls and bearing partitions are 6 inches thick.

On the outside, welded steel fabric was stapled directlv

to the walls to form a reinforcement for the exterior fac-

ing of stucco. This gypsum material was poured in metal
forms. In keeping with the Egyptian style of the design,

the walls are battered one-half inch per foot of height.

Over the entire structure a roof of Sheetrock-PyrofiU
(Concluded on page 49)
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Cut cast stone

suppliedh
Benet^nt Stone

Corporation,

NeuYori,
Chicago,

AloKtreat.

Ancient Greece in Modern Concrete
To those who still believe that the architectural beauty of the ancients

can be expressed only in traditional materials, Grant Park Stadium,

Chicago, will be a revelation.

This monumental structure takes you back to "the glory that was
Greece." And it is done entirely in concrete. This includes the columns
and other exterior architectural details, all of which are of cut cast stone.

Thus beauty, as well as construction, is made permanent.

Grant Park Stadium is only one of a great variety of structures that im-

pressively demonstrate the wide range of adaptability concrete offers to

the architect— a range not within the possibilities of any other material.

If you are interested in receiving additional data on concrete in stadium

construction, address the nearest office listed below. Ask for leaflets

S-112 and S-104.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A National Organization to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

COLUMBUS DETROIT LOS ANGELES NEW ORLEANS PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON DALLAS INDIANAPOLIS MILWAUKEE NEW YORK PITTSBURGH SAN FRANasCO

ATLANTA CHARLOTTE, N. C. DENVER JACKSONVILLE MINNEAPOLIS OKLAHOMA CITY PORTLAND, OREO. SEATTLE VANCOUVER, B. C.

BIRMINGHAM CHICAGO DBS MOINES KANSAS CITY NASHVILLE PARKERSBURG SALT LAKE CITY ST. LOUIS WASHINGTON, D. C

Our Bcoilell an lent frti in tie UniliJ Slatii. Canada and Cuba enly
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The Seal of Kohler Village

The Kohler seal, like the iHlage of

beautiful homes uhicH it symbolizes,

expresses that pride of living and
doing which molds the quality of

Kohler products—enameled plumb-

ing ware and private electric plants

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA Hotel. Hollywood. Cal: Walker and Eisen, Los Angeles. Architects;

N. O. hJelson Mfg. Co., Los Angeles. Plumbing Jobbers: Arthur Hess

CorpoTdtion, Los Angeles, Plumbers

FOR the exclusive Hollywood Plaza Hotel at Holly

wood, California, Kohler Enameled PlumbingWare

was specified throughout. There are 171 "Viceroy"

built-in baths and the same number of "Columbia"

lavatories in this building.

In the bathrooms of the Hollywood Plaza, the uniform

whiteness for which Kohler fixtures are noted insures

a matched beauty greatly to be desired in all instal-

lations of the finer sort, where no detail is neglected

which might contribute to the harmony of the com-

pleted work.

Kohler Ware, with its immaculate whiteness, its grace

of design, its superb enamel (always marked with the

name "Kohler")— its highest quality at no higher cost-

is well worth specifying.

KOH LE R CO., "Founded 1873, KOH LE R,WIS.
Skipping Point, Sheboygan ,Wis. • branches in Principal Cities

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Enameled Plumbing Ware
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Tomb oj Annia Regilla, the so-called 'Tempw Del Dw Kedicolo

Has Stood Eighteen Centuries

in Quaking Italy

—because it was well built

AWEALTHY Greek promoter and

. rhetorician built on his estate, be'

tween the Appian and Latin Ways
outside the walls of ancient Rome, a

beautiful brick tomb to his beloved

wife, Annia Regilla, eighteen centuries

ago, when the thorough and artistic

methods of bricklaying characteristic

of Hadrian's day were still practiced.

In spite of innumerable earthquake

shocks, such as California has never ex'

perienced, in spite of floods and storms,

in spite of attacks and sieges, this struc

ture with its brick facing properly

bonded to the masonry backing stands tO'

day practicallywhat it was when origi'

nally built in the second century of our

era, except for the depredations of man.

By Frost, nor Fire, nor Flood, nor

Time, nor even Earthquake Shock—
when built right—arc well burned Clay

Structures destroyed.
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Side Detail of the Tomb of Annia Regilla

On one side of the tomh, the two rectangular pilasters out of the bric\, are of a beautiful clear red, while the

are replaced by semicircular niches in which are set half field of the building is of a yellowish ochre tone. The thin

octagonal columns. Pilasters and columns which rest on bric\ which are laid in a \nife edge joint and in perfect

Attic bases and terminate ^^ Corinthian capitals, chiseled alignment are of the finest quality.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION
1767 Peoples Life Building Chicago, Illinois
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State Hospital
NORWALK, CAL.

SafeRoofs

N'
OWHERE is sound construction more neces-

sary than in large public buildings. In the case

of hospitals the safety of scores of patients may de-

pend solely on the type of construction used.

Simons Tiles make roofs that are safe. Safe against

fire'—'against breakage.—safe against the ravages

of the elements. They come in a variety of shapes and

sizes and are available in unlimited quantity at ten

important distributing centers in California—
ready for immediate delivery.

SIMONS BRICK COMPANY
Los Angeles

Walter R Si m ons, President and Sole Owner

Simons
Spanish Tile
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Permanence
nevergoes out ofstyle

BRICKS that were laid when the pyramids were young

are still in use—Brick buildings in New England as

old as this nation, are still doing service—Santa Barbara

today provides conclusive proof of the ability of sound

brickwork to withstand assault.

Brick never grows old. But like every good thing, brick

loses its value when not properly used. Santa Barbara has

demonstrated that there is no material or type of con-

struction that can survive shoddy work or faulty design-

ing. Permanent construction comes only when sound

materials are employed by capable workmen under strict

regulation and supervision.

CALIFORNIA COMMON BRICK
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

BRICK
FOR BETTER BUILDING-
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Strong, Smootli Walls
For inside trims are

assured through the use of

BUTTRESS PLASTER LATH
This solid lath provides a smooth, firm plastering sur-

face and not only makes a more perfect wall for inside

trims, but also makes a wall that is fire-resistive,

stronger^ and far more sound-proof than wood lath

and plaster construction.

The plastering side of Buttress Plaster Lath is specially

processed with rough bumps which grip the ^vet

plaster as soon as it is applied and rivet it to the wall.

The strength of But- ;-^<?j'|Kr,s

tress Plaster Lath pre- ^'' *^^-^

vents breakage and
eliminates the appear-

ance of ugly buckles

and cracks in the fin-

ished job.

Buttress Plaster Lath

is indicated for fire-

proofing wherever
the use of fire-resist-

ive material is called

for by building ordinances, and it is especially adapted

for use in all class B and C buildings.

University Christian Church, corner Budiong and
Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, Robert Orr, Architect

2600 yards of Buttress Plaster Lath used

Sold by All Building Materials Dealers

Buttress Manufacturing Co.
7110 S. Alameda Street

Los Angeles, Gal.
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Builders of a
Greater City

by

ROBERT LINTON, Qeneral Manager

Pacific Clay Products

EVERY community has its outstanding figures who,

from day to day play their vital part in die city s com.

mercial and industrial development.

e^ Such men own and actively direct Pacific Clay

Products.

B^ These men are experienced in the building of organi-

zations that deliver service and quality products to the

public. They are sincerely determined to put mto Pacific

Clay Products the same measure of thought and effort

that has crowned their other affiliations with such

marked success.

^ These facts, coupled with the character of these men,

insure the highest type of quality in products and service

to patrons of this company^

WILLIAM LACY. President N. W. STOWELL, Vice-President

ROBERT LINTON, Qen. Mgr. W. R. FAWCETT, Seo-Treo..

WM. T. BISHOP JOHN P. FREDERICKS PAUL G. HOFFMAN^

„-„ »,=^ ^^ ernNF WARE «-** AND OTHER CLAY PRODUCTS

FACE BRICK^ ELECTRIC CONDUIT^ VITRIFIED SEWER PIPE ^^ONE WARE

ly®
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window;
CASEMENTS DOUBLE HUNG

PULLMAN SASH BALANCES

No weights or weight pockets, make narrow,

trim and plank Mullions possible.

Catalog and information on request.

MAIIUacnilRRS??HARDWAREy SPECIALTI ES
365 MARKET STREET- SAN FRANCISCO
1S6S LEMOYNE STREET - LOf ANGELES

The Steel that Serves
on Land and Sea

THE great plant of the Moore Dry
Dock Company, which supplied

the steel sinews for hundreds of ships

during the World War, has for the past

year also been fabricating steel for in-

dustrial purposes.

With our overhead carried by marine

repairs, we are in a position to make low
bids on structural steel for all building

projects.

Ask us for estimates onyour

next construction work. ' ' •

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY
Address all correspoadeoce to Oakland Office

San Francisco Office: 803 Balfour Building Telephone Kearny 5248
Oakland Office and Plant: Foot ofAdeline Street • Telephone Lakeside S 180
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WATER-
PROOF
FIBRE
BOARD

ASPHALT
MASTIC

111

BEVELED
WOOD
STRIP

l\\

DOVETAILED
INTER-
LOCKING
KEY

WIRE
JETTING

Mail Coupon
for

FREE
Sample

Now
Bishopric Base is reducing San
Francisco's wall building costs 25%

Could you ask for a stronger indorsement ofBishopric Base
than the recent amendment to the San Francisco building

ordinance which endorses the use of Bishopric Base as a

backing for stucco or plaster walls—instead of 1-in. lumber
sheathing, as formerly required.

The amendment ^vas made because proof was given that

Bishopric-built walls are twice as strong as walls of sheath-

ing. And yet walls built of Bishopric Base cost 25'^i less!

—and Bishopric Base is the only manufactured backing per-

mitted!

This San Francisco victory duplicates the record made in all

large eastern cities,where building codes have been similarly

amended. For 18 years Bishopric Base has been recognized

as the strongest ot backings for stucco and plaster.

Are you using Bishopric-built walls in your buildings?We
have prepared a complete data file and working sample for

your office which will help you in recommending and speci-

fying its use. Just sign the coupon and we'll mail them to you.

BISHOHRIC MFG. CO. of CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles Offices, 604-626 East 62nd Street. Phone AXridge 9108
San Francisco Offices. Meyer-Muzzall Co.. 60 California Street

Bishopric Base t

MailCoupon

SEE ^iS^," HOW
m-

IT ^f*^5*p&^OCKS^^
mmmmmm^^mmm^mmmmmmmmmmm
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Pacific Porceiiiin Euawehd Iro)2 Laum/rv Trt/y G-S40

Would you wash your
face in the same tray you
wash your clothes?

You could ifit was a Pacific Por-

celain Enameled Iron Laundry
Tray. Its smooth, white surface

is easy to keep spotless—just

wipe out and rinse.

But you wouldn't wash your face

in any unglazed laundry tray.You
w^ould see the scum and the ab-

sorbed moisture and filth from
previous washings. Their foul or

musty odors would repel you.

From the standpoint of sanita-

tion and comfort it is as impor-

tant that the sink your clothes

are washed in be as clean as the

lavatory in which you wash your

face.

specify Pacific Porcelain Enameled
Iron Laundry Trays

Trade Mark Registered

PACIFIC
PLUMBING FIXTURES

PACIFIC SANITARY MANUFACTURING CO.

Main OflSces: 67 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

Factories: Richmond and San Pablo, California

Branches: Los Angeles, Oakland, Portland, Seattle

HARMONIZING HOUSE AND GROUNDS
(ConciQucd from page ly)

than lawns, green and velvety, to creep up to the very
house itself, to border the walks and drives, to set off

pleasingly every detail and feature of both house and
garden.

Trees also do much to blend the structure with its site.

Those trees of the same country as the house architecture

give naturalness and atmosphere to a place. Pines and fir

trees of all kinds go with the Colonial house, from the
smallest cottage to the most elegant mansion. Plams,
magnolia trees, and the banana belong to the southern
type of residence while the sycamore and live oak grow
in friendly fashion near the rustic or the chalet type of
home.
To soften walls, to erase the hard lines of walks or

drives, shrubs, flowers and vines are to be used gener-

ously. Such shrubs as coprosma or pittosporum may be
banked against the house itself. And even geraniums, in a

colorful splash, may snuggle the garden closer to the

house. Flowers planted along walks or even in beds with-
in the walks, are a means of blending these architectural

features as part of the landscaping. \'ines climbing over
the house bring house and garden together, and vine-

covered trellises or arbors extending into the garden are

a happy way of introducing the house to the garden.

Color, in the planting scheme, that echoes the house or

its trimming is often a means of achieving a pleasing

relationship between the house and the grounds. Flowers
that catch the hue of rose tinted walls, or that match the

yellow trim-of quaint shuttered windows, have a way of

making the house and the garden belong to each other.

And as this harmony is established between the structure

and its setting, the more perfect will be the picture, the

more enjoyable the home, both within and without.
* * *

OFFICIAL LIST, A. I. A.
(Cooduded from page 33)

Ehrcnpforr, Arthur T., 373 Russ BIdg., San Francisco.

Ferris, Geo. A., Box 363, Reno, Nev.
HerolJ, P. J., 71S Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.

San Francisco, Douglas

Ore.

Kearny 15 17.

San Francisco, Douglas

Joseph, Bernard J., 74 New Montgomery St

1996.

Kieeman, Otto, 5617 58th St., S. E., Portland

Krafft, Elmer J., Phclan Bldg., San Francisco

Lenzen, Theodore W., Humboldt Bank Bldg.

1876.

McCall, Chas. W., Central B.ink Bldg., OakKind, Oakland 1993.
Newman, William ,\., Post Office Bldg., San Francisco, Market 301.

Newsom, Sidney B., Nevada Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Sutter 1815.

O'Brien, Matt., 68 Post St., San Francisco, Kearny 1481.

Politco, Matthew V., ist Natl, Bank Bldg,, San Francisco, Kearny 3954.
RaigucI, W. O., c/o Tropico Potteries, Inc., Glendale, Calif.

Schmidt, Herbert A,, 45 Kearny St., San Francisco, Kearny 4159.
Scholz, .\rthur G., Phelan Bldg., San Francisco, Douglas 1913.

Steilberg, Walter T., i Orchard Lane, Berkeley, Calif., Berkeley 3440.

Schroepfcr, Albert, Nevada Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Sutter 4657.

Upton, Louis M,, 454 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Kearny 4419.

Voorhces, Fred D., Central Bank Bldg,, Oakland.

Wythe, Willson J., Central Bank Bldg., Oakland,

HONORARY ASSOCIATES, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS,

SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER
E, J, Molera, 102.5 Sacramento St,, San Francisco,

Mavbeck, Bernard R., Lick Bldg,, San Francisco, Douglas 1454.

Schuize, Henrv A., 5165 Eagle Rock Blvd., Eagle Rock, Los Angeles.
'* * *

STORY OF THE TRADE SCHOOL
A pamphlet bearing the above title has been gotten out

bv the Industrial Association of San Francisco, which
reviews the progress of these schools since their start

early in 192.L. It is illustrated and makes an interesting

account of a worth-while movement.
* * *

According toj. W. Ford, Jr., houses with walls built of

Bishopric Base withstood the earthquake shock in Santa

Barbara without exception.
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HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW THE

CALIFORNIA PINES?
(Concluded from paj^c j$)

distributing; useful information, incluJini; fiildcrs and

booklets for the consumers, an ideal vvorkint; hie for the

architect, trade extension and market prt)motion; adver-

tising intelligently and constructivel}' and, last but by no

means least, working wisely for reforestation.

How well do you know the California pines? Whether
architect, contractor or home-owner, there is small ex-

cuse for lack of familiarity with these great woods of the

Sierras, for the Association is ready at all times to give

anyone such information as they may desire. It is yours

for the asking.
* * *

OCEAN PARK CONSTRUCTION
(Concluded from Page }7)

construction was placed on steel framing. This system

consists of laying gypsum wallboard between the T-rails

which form the sub-purlins, then laying a steel rein-

forcing fabric over the purlins, and pouring a mixture of

structural gypsum and wood fibre over the reinforcement,

and finallv applying a surface of waterproofing material.

The under-surface of the wallboard forms the ceiling,

which can be decorated as desired. This roof-construction

has been used extensively in numerous schools, colleges,

theaters and industrial plants throughout the country,

especially where it is desired to insulate the roof so as to

prevent condensation of water on the ceiling. In this case,

the total thickness of the gypsum roof-deck is iK inches,

and the total surface covered exceeds 30,000 square feet.

Material for wall and roof construction was supplied by
the United States Gypsum Company, through its Los
Angeles organization, which also contracted for the in-

stallation. A total of 1 1 ,000 square feet of Sheetrock wall-

board and 150 tons of structural gypsum were required

for the roof, and 100 tons of Structolite for the walls.
* * *

NEW OAKLAND SCHOOLS USE CANNON
CORRIDOR TILE

THE city of Oakland has adopted corridor tile manu-
factured by Cannon & Co. of Sacramento for the

corridors in 40 odd schools, the first of which are now
being constructed under the $11,000,000 Bond Issue.

This corridor tile was originated by Cannon & Co. in

1914 and has a wear-proof and sanitary partition wall
which is plastered on the class room side and left exposed
on the corridor side.

The advantage of corridor tile over plaster is that in

ten year's time the corridor tile walls show no wear or

discoloration whatever. They are lined with the same
material used in the manufacture of face brick and are

just as durable. If the children mark the walls the janitor

can easily remove the markings with a bucket of water
and a broom. They are made in slightly variegated buff

color which absorbs a minimum of light and is said to

have a beneficial effect on the deportment and tractability

of the students.

Educators consider the development of this interior

tile as a worthy contribution to the construction of
modern schools.

In the Oakland schools, the corridor tile is carried only
to the top of the doors, above which common tile or
wood studding is plastered according to design.

Cannon & Co.'s corridor tile has also been used in

Sacramento and Stockton schools, as well as for the in-

terior of the new Richardson Springs hotel and for lining

the lobby and dining room of this hotel.

These corridor tile are made in 3- and 4-inch thickness
for non-bearing walls and 8- and ii-inch thickness for

bearing walls. The cost of these tile walls is only slightly

greater than walls made of common tile plastered.

The Skyline

of the West

!

TRADE MARK REG.

The skyline of the West
—from Canada to Mexico
—is yearly growing more
imposing.

With this growth has come
a greater and greater ap-

preciation of the West's

finest building material:

Raymond
Granite

A surprisingly large per-

centage of "our finest build-

ings" are built of this

wonderful stone.

RAYMOND GRANITE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

CONTRACTORS
GRANITE' STONE' BUILDING' MEMORIAL

3 POTRERO AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO

1350 PALMETTO STREET, LOS ANGELES
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New Model 30
Aluminum Jacket

Embodies important refinements

and improvements in our time-tested

principle of heating water instantan-

eously.

Features
1. Higher efficiency

2. Improved appearance

3. Greater accessibility

Shown in Sweet's Architectural Catalogue^

loth Edition

WATER ^ HEATER
HOYT HEATER COMPANY
2146 E. 25th St.

Los Angeles

32 1 Thirteenth St.

Oakland

285 O'Farrell St.

San Francisco

121 Broadway
San Dieeo

Show Roomi in the principal cities in California

C.\LIFORNIA STATE CIML SERMCE EXAMINA-
TION ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER BUREAU

OF ARCHITECTURE
STATE DEPARTMEXT OF PUBLIC WORKS

The California State Civil Service Commission announ-
ces that an examination for the position of Architectural

Designer, Bureau of Architecture, State Department of
Public \\'orks, will be held in San Francisco as soon as

practicable. The salary range for this position is from
SiS) to S550 a month.

DUTIES AXD MIXIMUM ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS
The duties of this position are under general adminis-

trative and technical direction to exercise independent
architectural judgment and assume responsibilities in

studies and computations necessary- for the preparation

of designs and estimates; to design and plan important
buildings and groups of instititional buildings; and to do
other related work.
The examination is open to all American citizens who

have reached their twenty-first but not their sixtv-first

birthday, who are in good physical condition, and who
meet the requirements outlined below.
Applicants must have graduated with a degree from an

institution of recognized standing with major work in

architecture, and must have had not less than five vears

general architectural experience, of which at least one
year shall have been in the direction or performance of

important architectural work. They must also possess

sujDcrvisory or administrative ability or a high degree of

technical skill. In the absence of such a degree at least

four years of additional general architectural experience

will be required. The completion of each full year of such
course shall be considered the equivalent of one vear of

such additional experience.

EXAMIN.\TIOX PLAN
The examination will consist of two parts, (a) a non-

assembled practical test to be followed by (b) an assembl-

ed oral interview. Applicants must secure a rating of at

least 70*^ in the non-assembled practical test in order to

be entitled to participate in the assembled oral interview

and an average rating of 70*^^ in the oral interivew in

order to pass the examination and become eligible for

appointment.
The non-assembled practical test will consist of a

problem in design, to test the applicants' creative ability

and practical knowledge of the type of work to be per-

formed as outlined under "Duties". The subject of this

practical test will be announced later. The practical test

may be carried out at home. The practical test will not

carr\- any weight in the final examination rating but will

he considered only as an elimination test.

The oral interview will take place in San Francisco and
will be conducted by a special board of examiners ap-

pointed bv the Civil Service Commission.

APPLICATIONS

Applications may be secured at the addresses listed be-

low. In addition to the outline of experience set forth on
the usual application blank, applicants must submit,

with their applications, a supplementary- statement, on
letter size pap«r typed on one side only, giving in topical

outline form an expansion of the more improtant phases

of their experience. In preparing this supplement, appli-

cants should endeavor to reflect the exact degree of re-

sponsibility carried, the magnitude and character of the

work for which they were responsible, the organization

supervised, including the title and duties of their imme-
diate superior, as well as any important work performed

bv them.
Persons desiring to enter this examination may secure

application blanks from the State Civil Service Commis-
sion, Room 331, Forum Building, Sacramento; Room 116,
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State Building, San Francisco; Room 1007, Hall of Recor-

cords, Los Angeles; and from the following offices of the

State Free Employment Bureau:

771 Howard Street, San Francisco

401 Tenth Street, Oakland
176 South Market Street, San Jose

916 H Street, Fresno

T,^ North Center Street, Stockton

106 Court Street, Los Angeles

106 B Street, San Diego

Completed applications must he filed with the State

Civil Service Commission, Forum Building, Sacramento.

State Civil Service Commission.

* * *

HEAVY TIMBER MILL CONSTRUCTION
Architectural designers and draftsmen will greatly

appreciate a recent important contribution to technical

information issued by the National Lumber Manufactur-

ers' Association, Washington, D. C, under the title,

"Details of Heavy Timber Mill Construction." This

bulletin illustrates good practice in heavy timber mill

construction detailing and furnishes a distinct service

not elsewhere available in compact and simpleform. It

will be mailed free upon request.

From the preface of the bulletin it is indicated that

heavv timber detailing has become a specialty. Those

who specialize in mill construction have sets of details

designed especially to meet their needs. Those who only

occasionally are called upon to design buildings of this

class usually improvise details as the need develops.

This bulletin is intended primarily for this latter class,

though its use b,v specialists as well would help stand-

ardize procedure. Its use in the drafting room should save

the time of draftsmen and designers and help toward a

more widespread knowledge of good practice in timber

detailing. Proper detailing is the essential feature of most
types of construction. The general design may be sound
in every respect but unless the connections are properly

proportioned and secured, lack of stability and sometimes
actual failure occur.

These details are based upon a careful field examination
of recently erected buildings built in conformance with
well established design principles.

* * *

In the Los Angeles metropolitan area, fifteen munici-
palities report a June total of building permits of $19,-

771,881, which is 41*^0 above June a year ago.
* * *

Seven Western cities are among the twenty-five leading

cities in the United States, reporting largest volume of
building permits in the first half of 1915. Only four cities

in the United States exceeded Los Angeles and onlv nine

exceeded San Francisco in permits issued during that
period.

+ * *

BOHAN COMPANY PICNIC
E. R, Bohan & Company, paint and varnish manufac-

turers, maintaining four stores in Los Angeles, treated

150 employees and their families to a picnic last month
at El-Merrie-Del, Kagel Canyon. It was a huge success.

ALL METAL FIRE DOORS

HighGrade Sheet MetalandKalamein Work

HRE PROTECTION PRODUCTS CO.
3117 TWENTIETH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

.*<V<

l^ime to 'Design

the LIGHTING

'HE light-

ing system is vitally impor-

tant and should be de-

signed before wiring is

done. Now, while the

plans are before you, call in

a representative of this

company. If you want un-

usual and beautiful light-

ing effefts this is the thing

to do.

Estimates and special de-

signs cheerfully fiirnished.

Fixtures made according to

specifications. Telephone

or write for our de luxe-;

booklet, "The Fine An of

Lighting."

Tcm^'Tmewmco.
fighting£quipment
818 SouthJipteroa Street

LOS ANGELES
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BRAND
Tub Filler and Shower

NARBLE
— and its correct treatment and installation are

matters requiring expert craftsmen. Our splendid

organization is alwavs at the service of

the architect and the builder.

JOSEPH
NUSTO SONS-KEENAN

CONPANT
5}5 North Point, San Francisco

1064 S. Broadway, Los Angeles 1430 Webster St., Oakland

"The California"
FIG. 27

This fixture is a completely assembled and tested

unit—ready for installation.

The "Shasta" All-China Spout (Fig. 35) may be

used on this combination if desired.

Standard Brass Casting Company
Aianufacturers of High GraJt Plumbing Brass Goods

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

The Byron Jackson Improved

Sewage Pump
ns

ps

sewage ejector, built for

wet or dry pit service,

and duplex, is proof

t the many troubles so

entlv associated with
used for such service.

pump is so designed that

no sewage comes in

contact with either

the shaft or the bear-

ings. It is proof against

misalignment. Perfect

lubrication assures

long life.

And back of thepump
is ByronJackson serv-

ice and an experience

in pump design and
production that ex-

tends over half a cen-

turv.

Byron Jackson Pump Mfg. Co.. Inc.
Factor)' and Main OflSce, Berkeley, California

Branches:

San Francisco. Los Angeles. Visalia, Salt Lake Citj-. Portland, Ore.
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PLUMBING MANUFACTURERS CONSOLIDATE

AS A result of the consolidation of two large Western

plumbing fixture manufacturers, the Washington

Iron Works of Los Angeles can now supply the largest

and most complete line of plumbing fixtures made in the

West, it is reported from the general offices.

The products of the big seven-acre factory of the West

Coast Porcelain Manufacturers, of Millbrae, California,

manufacturing vitreous china fixtures, will now he mar-

keted in Southern California under the brand name of the

Washington Iron Works of Los Angeles, pioneer Pacific

Coast manufacturers of porcelain enameled fixtures.

According to G. B. Schneider, General Manager of the

Washington Iron Works, the union of the two companies

products will form the most complete line of plumbing
fixtures made on the Pacific Coast. The line of vitreous

china ware made by the West Coast Porcelain Manu-
facturers, includes toilets, lavatories, urinals, etc., while

the Los Angeles plant produces porcelain enameled bath

tubs, lavatories, urinals, sinks, and laundry travs.

"The first and most important effect of the consolida-

tion is the extension of the Washington Guarantee to un-

clude vitreous china fixtures," Mr. Schneider said. "Ef-

fective immediatelv we give the same guarantee on

vitreous china fixtures as we do on porcelain enameled
fixtures. In brief, this guarantee, signed b\' both the

Washington Iron Works and the plumbing merchant,

agrees to replace, free of charge, any Washington fixture

which develops any defect after installation. Every im-

portant fixture in the bath room, kitchen and laundry is

now fully protected by this guarantee.

"Those who know about the defective, non-guaranteed

plumbing fixtures which have flooded Southern California

will welcome this guarantee as the most important step

which has vet been taken to protect home builders.

Plumbing merchants throughout Southern California are

able to supplv these guaranteed fixtures immediatelv,"
Mr. Schneider explained.

"The vitreous china fixtures of the West Coast Porce-

lain Manufacturers have won praise throughout the West
for their fine quality and they have been installed in

thousands of homes and buildings on the Pacific Coast.

The capacity of the two plants is more than 1,700 fix-

tures daily, it is announced, and over 750 men are em-
ployed. The two factories, which cover io'4 acres, con-

sume over 2.00,000 pounds of raw materials daily. In

volume and value of output these consolidated plants

form one of the leading manufacturing organizations on
the Pacific Coast.

* * *

CONSTRUCTION LESSONS FROM SANTA BARBARA
(Conctnued from page <,)

Bearing walls and otlicr walls of unit masonrv construction shall be

tied together at the level of each floor line from outside to outside of

the structure, by continuous iron rods or by other bonds of equivalent
value, and shall also be tied to all vertical partition walls wherever
possible.

Veneer finish, cornices, and ornamental details shall in everv case be
bonded into the structure so as to form an integral part of it. This
.ipplies to the interior as well as the exterior of the building.

Bracing. Bracing for lateral forces shall be calculated to resist the
stresses set up in each bent by the acceleration or equivalent lateral

pressure, taking account of the moments of inertia or the area, as the
case might be, of the entire structure above the bottom chord of the
t":nt- * * *

San Francisco, reporting a June building permit total

of $4,661,014, shows a 14% gain over the May record, a

19% gain over June of last year, and increases of 10% and

39%, respectively, over the figures for June, 1915, and
June of 192.2.. * .t *

Portland'sJune record of $4,771,02.0 in building permits
established a new high record for that citv. It shows an
increase of 103% over June, 1914.

_STRADL1L_
HARI7W7717 ^I^MPANV

THE NEW
ydttd

^BETTER
^BUILDING

V PAPER

—STRAULE—
HARI7W97I7 WMPANY

^.h. BR^WN, PRESII7ENT
'^AKLANt?, TALIF^RNIA
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Haws Model No. 3A
There is a Haws model for every

architectural purpose.

HAWS SANITARY
DRINKING FAUCET
^/-^Vf 'DA Xr"V »*0» HARMON ST.^V^I^lX^rVr^ 1 BERKELEY. CA.L. USU.SA.

Sullivan Roo/ing Tile Fastener
Patent Pending

Sullivan Roofing Tile Fasteners make a better

job. They eliminate the 1x3 wood strips, sav-

ing time, labor, and material. Eliminating the

wooden strips prevents broken tile caused by

nailing.

These time-, money-, and tile-saving fasteners

are made of No. 11 galvanized wire, packed

1000 in a carton, and weigh 13K pounds per

1000 packed. Price on application.

PLANETT
MANUFACTURING CO.
Second and Grove Sts. ' Oakland, California

Liberty Bank Building, San Francisco. H. A. Minton, Architect
Ornamental Iron Entrance and Bronze Teller Cages

Show True Craftsmanfhip.

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON &.
BRONZE COMPANY

SIXTEENTH STREET AND SAN BRUNO AVE. - SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
TELEPHONE MARKET loii

I

M.

CABINETS

STYLE E
I

to recess u'ilh

open {rocket

helow.

XJESS Cabinets and Mirrors are built to

the highest standard ofworkmanship
and finish.

While cheaper goods are made there is nothing
equal to ours, at the prices we ask. Seekers for
good cabinets are invited to ask us to demonstrate
this, by submitting samples for comparison.

See Sweet's Index; or write jor illustrated booklet.

HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO.
Makers of Hess \A^eWed Steel Furnaces.
1218 S. Western Avenue, Chicago
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Hemmings & Starts

Architects and Engineers

Lindgren & Swinerton,
Inc.

Builders

New Elks Building at Sacramento

'"'"'''T^""CannonsFace^rkk
Of the Georgian Type Colonial Architecture finished in Cannon's

Italian Orange Pink Face Brick with black recessed mortar joints,

Knoxville flist colors, this splendid new 14-story home of the

Sacramento Lodge of Elks wi 11 undoubtedly be equal to anv lodge

building in the country.

It is a work of real pride for Cannon & Co. to be associated with
the architects and builders in its construction.

CANNON & CO., Sacramento
''Makers of America' s Finest Face Brick'

DISPLAY ROOM
NO. 400 FORUM BUILDING, SACRAMENTO

REPRESENTATIVES
SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND BUILDERS ' EXCHANGES
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ESTATE or MR. GEO. L. PAYNE, ATHERTON,CALirORNIA
Page Protection Fence on Redwood Posts

^\ n^E FURNISH and install Page Protection

^''l/ Fence for Schools, Playgrounds and
Parks, for Tennis Court Enclosures, Cemeter-

ies, Estates and Industrial Plants.

We carry a large stock of Fabric, Gates,

Fittings, Posts, etc., in our Warehouse at

Tenth and Harrison Streets, San Francisco

Experienced Fence Engineers and Erecting Creivs at Your Service

PHONE: HEMLOCK 3080

(L^merica's
J^irst wire,
yence~1885"

Sole Distributors for Northern California

F. H. SKELLENGER
Depanmeot Manager

Catalogs containing Detail Drawings and Specifications will be sent on request

Ingot Iron

^^he only wire
Jence made cf
ZArmco Sn^otJron.
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BRANCH BANK BUILDINGS
4bY HARRIS ALLEN, A. 1. A.]>

HE Branch Banks illustrated

in this issue have been chos-

en more or less at random
from fortv odd such build-

ings, erected bv one Bank
and designed bv one archi-

tect.

This is quite a remarkable

record. What makes it even

more notable, is the ^enerallv high character of

architectural design and construction, the ex-

cellent quality of material and workmanship.
No accident, this; but obviouslv a definite

LIBERTY BANK, MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
H. A. MINTON, ARCHITECT

policy, consistently carried out, even as other
policies which have shared in building up the
Bank to its present extraordinary prestiage.
It is interesting to observe, in this connection,

the care taken in every plan, no matter how
differently shaped the lots, to keep close the con-
tact between officers of the bank and customers,
the comfortable circulation provided for public
use, the easy access to safe deposit vaults.

The architectural treatment, quite logicallv,
consists of Italian Renaissance Motifs used in a
dignified manner, without excess of ornament
and equally without dullness or stereotvped
repetition. Details are well designed—crisp and
"lively"—and well executed. Color is used
sparingly and successfully. With few excep-
tions, a lofty, graceful arch is used for fenestra-
tion, with delicately wrought metal frames and
grilles. Such buildings are creditable to anv
neighborhood, and the Bank of Italv and Mr.
Minton are both to be congratulated upon the
results of their professional relationship.

* * *

HOME-BUILDING INCREASES
COMMENTING On building and home ownership activi-

ties. President E, G. G^race, of Bethlehem Steel Cor-
poration, savs:

"Building and construction activities in this country
absorb nearly one ton in every five of the production of
iron and steel, being exceeded in steel consumption only
by the railroad industry. Building operations interest us
not only because they thus provide an important part of
the steel market and affect the steadiness of our opera-
tions, but also because of their connection with the desire
each of us has to own a home.
"Since the World War building operations throughout

the country have increased from three and one-half bil-
lions of dollars in 1919 to over five billions in 1914. De-
layed building has been credited for much of this ac-
tivity, but it is possible that new factors have now en-
tered the building industry which are just as important as
delayed building held over from the war.
"Increased buying power during the past ten years, has

made it possible for people in this country to realize to
an increasing extent the desire to own their homes. Home
building has accounted for nearly one-half of building
operations during the past year. It is not only a question
of housing, but of more and better housing. A demand has
grown for additional space, for modern conveniences, for
room for gardens and space for children to play in safetv.
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ARCHITECT S DRAWINGS, COLLEGE AVENUE BRANCH, BANK OF ITALY, BERKELEY ,CALIFORNIA.

H. A. MINTON, ARCHITECT
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BUILDERS OF INDUSTRIAL PLANTS SUCH AS THE ONE PICTURED
HERE ARE REALIZING MORE AND MORE, THE IMPORTANT
PART PAINTING PLAYS IN PLANT EFFICIENCY. QUALITY PAINT-

ING AT MODERATE COST WAS ESSENTIAL IN THIS SAN FRANCISCO

PLANT OF THE OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY ' P. J. WALKER CO.,

BUILDERS ' A.QUANDT & SONS, PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.

ALL INTERIOR CONCRETE SURFACES FINI HED WITH "BARRELED
SUNLIGHT," GRANOLITH AND ENAMEL.

"Co-operation for Quality"

A-OyANDT • er •SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET ' SAN FRANCISCO ' 33 I9 CENTRAL AVENUE ' LOS ANGELES

•s[ PAINTERS AND DECORATORS ' SINCE 1885 ]«

QUANDT QUALITY IS AVAILABLE FOR
THESMALLJOBASWELL ASTHE LARGE
'OUR OPERATIONS ARE STATE-WIDE'
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ENTRANCE DETAIL, COLLEGE AVENUE BRANCH, BANK OF ITALY, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA.

H. A. MINTON, ARCHITECT
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ARCHITECT S DRAWINGS, COLLEGE AVENUE BRANCH, BANK OF ITALY, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA.
H. A. MINTON, ARCHITECT
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BANK OF ITALY BUILDING, LOS ANGELES MORG AN, WALLS & CLEMENTS, ARCHITECTS

Southern California Chapter, American Institute of Architects, in recognition of "Merit inDes.gn and Execution of Work," awarded the Certificate of Honor to ofir Tropico Pott nes
for the terra cotta of the Bank of Italy Building, Los Angeles.

GLADDING - McBEAN - &^ CO.
660 MARKET STREET. SAN PRANCISCO ,OS PEUZ BOULEVARD ^oS. P. TRACKS, LOS AXOELES
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^ close ut of thefrieze of architectural terra cotta which ler^ds A LL terra COtta USed itl
a touch of real distmctton to the SruSure " " one of the most ^^ / I , .. r i

•
i

pleasing in the west, "^he figures (in color) stand out in (jy± the Walls OI thlS hand'
l"*i relief some Seventh Street home

of Young's Market in Los
Angeles was produced by this company. It presents another example of
the diversified service Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company lends to build'

ers—the most complete of any institution of its kind in the West.

This company was established in 1887. During these many years it has

built a reputation for quality—and this reputation it intends to maintain.

Ghas. F. Glummer

S'lrchitect.

"0^eSiandardof_Qualiij in Cla)>Products*

L*A*fressed BrickCo
ENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR FROST BLDG
Secondand Broadwo)} TRinity 5761

LOS ANGELES

lACE BRICK HOLLOW TILE ROOFING TILE TERRA COTTA REFRACTORIES
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RTDtOUT BRANCH 6ANK OF ITALY - MARYSVlLLtCAL

ABOVE—architects' DRAWINGS-RIDEOUT BRANCH, BANK OF ITALY, MARYSVILLE, CALIFORNIA

BELOW—VENTURA BRANCH—BANK OF ITALY, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA

H. A. MINTON, ARCHITECT
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BANK OF ITALY, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA H.A.MINTON, ARCHITECT

Rgmona RgofJile
Beautif *> Versatilittj Permanence

The use of Architectural Terra Cotta imparts

a beauty of color and detail, a dignity and
grace not obtainable in any other building

material. It is light, strong and of unexcelled

permanence—these features alone

meaning economy

%

NCLARK&SONS
MANUPACTURBR8 OP

ArchiteMural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brick,"Ramona' ' Roof Tile and Kindred Clay Produds

III-I16 NATOMA STREET • SAN FRANCISCO
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H. A. MINTON, ARCHITECT
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BEAUTY
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SAFETY
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16urHome
and n>urCar
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WE'D ALL DRIVE the same little car if first cost alone deter-
mined Our choice of automobiles. But because of other equally

important considerations, some motorists find it more economical to
drive cars costing ten times as much.
Most of us would live in brick houses if we properly considered all

the items that enter into the cost of building and maintaining a home.
The brick house because of its freedom from depreciation and upkeep,
is the cheapest permanent home you can build.

The great number of brick homes now being built in every Califor-
nia community, testify to the economy and superiority of brick for

residence construction.

CALIFORNIA COMMON BRICK
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

Send for illustrated

literature, free to pros-

pective home-builders.BRICK
FOR BETTER BUILDING-
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ASPLEHDID example of

^
hnck treatment that car'

Ties out the spirit ofthe material.

T^ote the grace of the piers with

their stone caps, the beautiful

frieze, lightened with spots of

stone trim, the pendant arches,

resting on the corbels, and the

chimney with its ornamental

cap. The soft texture of the wall

imparted b\ the mat brick and

natural flush cut mortar joint,

which is one of the most charm.'

ing features of this building, is

lost in the small illustrations.

Ttvo Vieu's

of St. PaitVs School,

Par\ Ridge, Illinois.

James Burns, Architect

A RCHITECTSinall parts of the country
^ *- are designing beautiful face brick build'

ings. More than a hundred illustrations of

their work have been assembled in "Archi-

tectural Details in Brickwork." These half'

tone plates suggest the wide range of effects

that can be economically produced by stand'

ard size face brick. The portfolio, published

in three series, each inclosed in a folder ready

for filing, will be sent to any architect making

request on his office stationery.

"English Precedent for Modern Brickwork,"

a loo-page book, beautifully illustrated with

halftones and measured drawings of Tudor

and Georgian types and American adapta-

tions, sent postpaid for two dollars.

AMERICAN FACE BRICK ASSOCIATION
1767 Peoples Life Building • Chicago, Illinois
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Steps ' < Fine Arts Building, Mills College

Architect, W.H. Ratcliff, Jr. ' General Contractors, E. T. Leiter & Sons > Alason, Thomas Beebe

DickeyNew Step and Walk Brick

Dickey New Step and Walk Brick are of a size that

lends itself ideally to herringbone and basket-weave
patterns. Semi-vitrified, and therefore very hard, they

nevertheless cut easily, making them ideal for intri-

cate patterning. Se7idfor sa?nple.

Dickey
BURNED ClAY PRODUCTS
DICKEY MASTERHLE • FACE BRICK. FIRE BRICK

Partition Tile, Furring Tile, Paving Brick, Sewer Brick,

Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

MaJf hy

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANY<7«^ LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS, INC
Associattd Companiis

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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Liberty '^ank
2^rd and Alissioii Streets

San Francisco

T T T

H. A. AMnton, Architect

We offer co-operation

uith the Architect jor

economy and permanence

at no sacrifice of the artistic

A.Knowles
Contracting Tlasterer

CALL BUILDING ' * * SAN FRAxVCISCO
SUTTER 471 1

Maintaiuing an Organt^atioti capable oj meeting every plastering requirement
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Simons Spanish Tile

Manufactured by

Simons Brick Company, Los Angeles Walter R. Simons, President and Sole Owner
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HE recent Santa Barbara earth-

quake has revived interest in the

general subject of the resistance of

buildings to earthquakes. The sub-

ject occupied a most prominent
place in technical publications

immediately after the California

earthquake of 1906, then died

down, and was not renewed until

the Japanese earthquake of 192.5

.

Santa Barbara is of especial in-

terest, in that there is presented to the most of us, the

opportunity to see, first hand, the action of a reinforced

concrete building in an earthquake. This tvpe of construc-

tion, it will be remembered, did not exist in San Francisco

in 1906, except in floors and walls. There were many rein-

forced concrete buildings in Tokyo and Yokohama in

September, 192.3. How these buildings behaved in the

earthquake as compared to the structural steel framed
building is still a question with many of us. The studies

and conclusions of the Japanese engineers and scientists

have not yet all been made available to those unfamiliar

with the Japanese language. Our information to date is

largely based on the reports of engineers representing

manufacturers of certain building materials. These reports

while no doubt correct for the most part, cannot, for

obvious reasons, bear the authority of a report by some
national disinterested society.

The American Society of Civil Engineers has had a

special committee working on a report on the Japanese
earthquake for the past two years. The committee has a

wealth of data on the effects of that earthquake, includ-

ing all of the Japanese reports. Much of this is in Japan-
ese, and still remains to be translated, but this report is

expected to be forthcoming in the near future.

The Seismological Society of America has a "Com-
mittee on Building for Safety against Earthquakes"
which has been at work for over a year. This Committee
is composed of representatives from the Seismological

Society of America, the American Institute of Architects,

the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Board of

Fire Underwriters of the Pacific, the City of San Francisco

and the City of Los Angeles, the writer representing the
American Society of Civil Engineers. This committee is

in close touch with the special committee of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers. The report of the Com-
mittee of the Seismological Society is to be expected in

the immediate future.

The purpose of the foregoing is to show that the inter-

est in constructing buildings for safety against earth-

quakes is on the increase. We are coming rapidlv to the

realization that we must expect earthquakes of severe

intensity and that we must build for them. This interest

is not confined to California; the very recent shakes in

other parts of the United States remind us that destruc-

tive earthquakes have been felt in the past outside the

Pacific Coast States, and there is good reason to believe

that certain of these regions are seismically active.

One of the most important things in the study of build-
ing resistance to earthquakes is that all known facts be
considered, and given the balanced weights to which
they are entitled.

One of the fallacies that has been bruited about since

the Santa Barbara earthquake is that any good construc-
tion will satisfactorily resist an earthquake. Without
question, a building of any type, will, when constructed
of sound materials and honest, skillful workmanship
offer a much greater resistance to an earthquake than the
same building of shoddy materials and workmanship.
But it is futile to say merely that good construction stood
and poor construction fell in Santa Barbara. Obviously,
any construction that will stand a heavy earthquake is

good. Similarly, it is easy to say that any construction
that fell was poor. Again, the location of a building with
respect to the fault planes, and the nature of the founda-
tion material must be taken into account in rating the
building's resistance. And finally, the shock at Santa Bar-
bara does not represent, necessarily, the maximum inten-

sity that may be reasonably expected.

In the discussion of our subject, four important ques-
tions stand out.

I. \\'ill a building of any type, designed for the ordinary
loads as prescribed by a modern building ordinance, con-
structed of any of the commonly used building materials
of good quality, and with honest skillful labor, satisfac-

torily resist any earthquake that is likely to occur in

California?

2.. Can a building be constructed at no exorbitant cost

that may be confidently expected to pass through any
earthquake that, in California, is likely to occur?

3. What are the most satisfactory types of construction
for resistance to earthquakes?

4. What are the principles of design of earthquake re-

sistant buildings?

These are the questions in which the owner or prospec-
tive owner of business buildings, the architect, the engi-

neer, and the public generally, are interested.

Certain building materials are inherently unsatisfactory

to resist earthquakes. These materials are stone and ce-

ment blocks, hollow tile, brick and plain concrete. Such
masonry cannot withstand any appreciable tension. Any
building whose resistance to earthquake shock depends
alone upon these materials is likely to be seriously dam-
aged, and possibly totally destroyed, by an earthquake of
any intensity of from ^'III to X*, as measured by the
Rossi-Forel scale. Exceptions to this statement may be
quoted: in San Francisco in 1906, in Japan in 192.3, and in

Santa Barbara in 192.5. The statement, despite the few
exceptions, is generally true. The natural defects of the
materials mentioned may be overcome to a certain extent

by the use of proper bonding, mortar rich in cement, steel

band irons in the joints, proper cross ties and other well
known methods of construction. The installation of a

structural frame, designed to reduce distortion, will go
far to overcoming the natural defects of these materials,

and in some cases may completely overcome their natural
(CoQuoucd 00 Page 55)
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Concrete is " a new and more perfeft tool, better balanced to

the economics of our time than any other building material."

Never before was the variety of form, enrichment in color, that

architefture of pa§t ages secured only through lavish expendi-
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weakness. Unless the walls of a building have the strength

to resist the stresses set up in them, and can withstand the

distortion they are subjected to, they will be seriously

damaged.
In order that a building may resist an earthquake, it

must act as a unit. Every building has an individual

natural period of elastic vibration. If it is so constructed

that it acts as a unit during the earthquake, it stands a

much better chance of withstanding the shock without
damage. Conversely, a building of heterogeneous con-

struction not only is ill adapted to resisting an earth-

quake, but, from the fact that its various parts have
different periods of natural vibration, such a building will

tend to batter itself to pieces during the earthquake. It is

for this reason that buildings without a structural frame,

buildings with block construction walls and timber in-

terior are inherently unsuited to resisting earthquakes,

and the best of materials and the best of workmanship
may not avail to give them seismic stabilitv. Such struc-

tures should be limited to low heights when economic
reasons make them a necessity.

It is entirely feasible to construct a building at a reason-

able cost that will satisfactorily resist an earthquake of

the maximum intensity likely to occur. This statement
presupposes that the building is located at some distance

from a major fault plane, and is on firm soil. Any building
located on a major fault plane is certain to be ruptured,

if a slip occurs along such fault plane. Any building on a

location where actual differential displacement of the soil

occurs is almost certain to suffer rupture. Location in the
case of a building that must withstand an earthquake is

most important.

The additional cost of making a building safe against
earthquakes, provided the location is sound, over the
design for ordinary vertical loads is not great; such ad-
ditional cost will not exceed from five to seven percent

of the cost of the building as ordinarily designed, and
will usually be consideiably less. If proper provision for

wind be considered as a legitimate cost of the building,

which it always should be, then the additional strength
for earthquake resistance will be small.

Unity, lightness, elasticity and strength are the essen-

tial factors in an earthquake resistant building. The small

timber-framed building is the most satisfactory type. For
commercial and public buildings, the steel framed build-

ing, with reinforced concrete walls stands out pre-

eminently, in the writer's opinion, as the most satisfac-

tory type of building. Second, the writer places the rein-

forced concrete building, of moderate height. The build-

ing with a structural frame of steel and brick walls is

placed third, and the building with reinforced concrete
frame and brick walls fourth. Hollow-tile panel walls are

not satisfactory, in the writer's opinion.

The proper location of a building is all-important, as

has been stated previosuly. Given a proper location, what
are the principles of design to be followed? Two classes of

buildings are to be considered, the classification resting

on the natural period of elastic vibration of the building.

The period of a destructive earthquake varies from about
one-half second to one and one-half seconds, and mav be
said to average about one second. If the natural period of
vibration of the building be one second or less, it may be
classed, as the Japanese seismologist Omori has placed it,

as a "short column, being seismically weakest at the

base. If, on the other hand, its natural period of vibration

is materially in excess of one second, it is classed by
Omori as a "long column." It then appears that the

building tends to rotate about a center of instantaneous

rotation located at a point roughly at two-thirds its

height. It is then seismically weakest at a zone of which

the instantaneous center is the centroid. The Claus
Spreckels Building has a natural vibration period of i.j

seconds. The damage to the walls in the 1906 earthquake
was confined to a zone extending from the tenth to the
sixteenth stories.

Buildings of the (irst class are rigid structures, and the
force of the earthquake is to be taken as applied at the
ground, and equal to the product of the mass of the build-
ing by the acceleration of the ground. This force must be
resisted by the structural frame of the building, and the
walls, in proportion to their respective rigidities. The
methods of design are similar to the methods of design
for wind. In fact, the earthquake force may be replaced
by the computed equivalent wind, and the design then
made for such equivalent wind pressure.

Buildings of the second class must be given special at-
tention in the area adjacent to the "instantaneous center"
or the "center of percussion," as the point is often called.

The earthquake force is to be regarded as an impulsive
one, and the design made accordingly. The calculation of
shears and moments for this case is somewhat involved,
and beyond the limits of this paper. It may be said, how-
ever, that for the case of a slender, free, rigid bodv, of
uniform section, acted upon by an impulsive force at the
base, two points of maximum shear occur, one at the
base, and one at the position of "instantaneous center."
The special committee of the American Society of Civil

Engineers who reported on the damage done to buildings
in the 1906 disaster, gave as their opinion that a building
consistently designed for a wind pressure of 30 pounds
per square foot of exposed surface would safely withstand
an earthquake of an intensity equal to that of 1906. The
structural steel framed buildings which successfully with-
stood the 1906 earthquake were, in general, designed for

30 pounds of wind. The Claus Spreckels Building, at
Third and Market, suffered practically no damage to its

structural frame. It was designed for a wind pressure of
50 pounds per square foot. The San Francisco Building
Ordinance of 1907 specified a wind pressure of 30 pounds".
Today our ordinance specifies a wind pressure of but 15
pounds, and increases the unit stresses in structural steel

iij4 percent over those prescribed in 1907. It is obvious
from what has been said of the similarity of stresses due
to earthquakes and those due to wind that the connec-
tions of beams and girders to columns is most important.
The "standard" web connections for steel beams to col-
umns, while satisfactory for vertical loads, are insuffi-

cient for resistance to lateral forces. Especially in the
lower stories, all connections of beams to columns should
be able to develop the full bending strength of the beam.
Deep spandrel girders with grooved plate connections
should be employed, and diagonal bracing should be used
where possible. Splices in columns need to be carefully
designed. The steel framed office buildings erected in the
immediate years after 1906 were conspicuous by reason
of heavy bracing. The same comment cannot be made of
similar structures today.

Reinforced concrete walls should be designed for the
shears they will be subjected to. The standard six-inch
reinforced concrete wall of the San Francisco Building
Ordinance, which, by the ordinance, may be used for bavs
of 350 square feet, was never specified from any considera-
tion of earthquake stresses. In the writer's opinion it is

unsuitable for resistance to earthquakes. The mere fact
that in this standard wall, the vertical reinforcement is

less than the horizontal reinforcement, is sufficient to
show its inadequacy. The oscillating shear of the earth-
quake produces alternate tension and compression on
planes at an inclination of 45 degrees with the vertical.

This action is evidenced by the familiar X cracks seen in
the building walls after an earthquake. Los Angeles re-

quires a minimum of an eight-inch wall, reinforced in
CCoQcluded oa page 37)
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PACIFIC SOUTHWEST TRUST & SAVINGS BANK, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
CURLETT & BEELMAN, ARCHITECTS SCOFIELD ENGINEERING CO., CONTRACTORS

rrp^HE things you are striving to obtain in new
Jl^ banking quarters can be easily obtained. The

old glaring,white mausoleum marble walls have
gone, never to return. Can you conceive of more
beautiful wall finishes than Caen Stone, Indiana

Lime Stone orTravertine? These all are available

in permanent colors, stone textures, by the use of
CALIFORNIA INTERIOR PLASTIC STUCCO
and at little more than the cost of plastered

surfaces. We furnish full directions

and specifications and do
so cheerfully.

CALIFORNIA STUCCO
PRODUCTS COMPANY
340 DORE STREET

SiJii Francisco

1503 SO. ALAMEDA ST.

Los Angeles
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both faces, and such wall, the writer believes, is the

minimum which should be allowed, at least in the lower
stories.

Heavy cornices are a menace, and are almost certain to

be thrown down. Tile roofs are also a menace, and, if

used, should be thoroughly achored to the roof. The
practice of tying tile by copper wires set in the concrete

roof slab has become common in San Francisco. The
writer questions whether this method of construction is

satisfactory. Much to be preferred, in his opinion, would
be the actual setting of these tile in cement mortar, rein-

forced with suitable rust-resisting reinforcing mesh.

Heavy ornamentation is obviously unsuitable to resis-

tance to earthquakes, no matter how well tied to the

building. If safety to the public is to be assured, other

architectural treatment than heavy massive ornamenta-
tion of our office buildings must be found.

Of the greatest importance is the construction of our

schools, churches, theatres and other places of public

assemblage. We are all familiar with the economic factors

that, unfortunately, take precedence over all other con-

siderations. Bond issues for schools are found to be in-

sufficient to fulfill the promises of the school boards;

result, more schools of cheaper construction. Churches
have a difficult time to raise a sufficient sum for proper

buildings. Theatres are constructed to just meet the mini-

mum requirements of the building ordinance, in order

that the profits may include every cent possible. And the

minimum requirements of our building ordinances do not,

unfortunately, meet the requirements of safety against

earthquakes. Have many theatres in San Francisco been

designed for lateral forces, such as an earthquake brings
into play? Yet the cost of the additional bracing would be
slight, as compared to the cost of the building.

Structural steel and reinforced concrete stand out as the
most satisfactory of all the non-combustible materials in

resistance to earthquakes. But both structural steel and
reinforced concrete must be properly designed to satis-

factorily function in this respect. The light structural

steel frame, designed from considerations of vertical loads
alone, is by no means "earthquake proof." The next
earthquake of destructive intensity, sure to come, will

take its toll of such structures.

The stresses set up in a building are quite similar in

their nature to those due to wind. The wind force on a

building is proportional to the area of the exposed wall
of the building; the force of the earthquake, other factors

being constant, is proportional to the mass of the build-

ing, and, consequently, to its weight. The distribution of

the force of the earthquake to the various parts of the

building is dependent on the construction.

Finally, the proper design of an important building for

resistance to earthquakes is a problem worthy of the best

engineering study. Rough assumptions will not suffice,

and the "valor of ignorance" will not save the building

when the time of stress occurs.

Our building ordinances need to frankly recognize

earthquakes, and to provide such restriction as will re-

move public danger. Evading the issue by prescribing

wind pressures in lieu of earthquake forces will not
suffice; witness the San Francisco ordinance. Architects

and engineers must lead in seeing that our building ordi-

nances cover the risk to which our cities are subjected.

THE SANTA BARBARA CITY HALL
«[bY E.KEITH LOCKHARd}»

Architect

THE Santa Barbara City Hall, built during the year

1913, is a building of approximately 7000 square feet

area on each floor. There being a basement or ground floor

which is full storyin height on about one-half of its exter-

ior wall space and above this ground floor is a main floor

and a second floor making practically a 3-story building.

In general it is T-shape in plan and at one of the in-

terior angles of the T is a stair well with reinforced con-

crete walls and steps from the basement floor to the roof.

Next to the other interior angle of the T is a superim-

posed vault with reinforced concrete walls and floor slabs.

This also runs from the basement floor to the roof.

The general construction of the building is, from the

footings to the first floor level, reinforced concrete col-

umns, exterior walls and floor slabs. From first floor up
to the roof the exterior walls are 13-inch brick, interior

columns, floor and roof slabs are reinforced concrete. The
floor slabs are of joist construction carefully designed and
detailed for positive and negative bending moments. Also
each slab is tied to the walls by a continuous girder of

reinforced concrete around entire exterior of building.

Interior partitions are of hollow clay tile anchored to all

concrete columns and brick and concrete walls with cor-

rugated iron anchors iz inches o.c. vertically. The

mortar for hollow tile and brick work is a one-to-three
mixture of cement and sand, with 12. percent hydrate
lime in bulk added to the cement. The reinforced concrete
was carefully designed and detailed and was thoroughly
inspected as it went in. Steel mats were used in footings
and a heavy welded mesh was used in the basement floor

which was laid directly on the ground. The columns are

reinforced with vertical bars and hoops. Girders and
beams were carefully designed and detailed for positive

and negative bending moments, and the shear was taken
care of by bent stirrups.

The entire exterior walls are plastered with a cement
plaster. The roof, part of which is tile and part gravel, is

framed on top of the roof slab with wood framing and
sheathing. However, the portion of the roof over the
Council Chamber, which is tile, is framed with steel

trusses, wood purlings and rafters and steel joist are used
for the ceiling over this portion.

In general, we believe that in this building, as well as

various other buildings handled through this office which
withstood the severe test of the recent earthquake in

Santa Barbara, that careful design and inspection have
made up the qualities which any building should have to

withstand such emergencies.

According to W. R. Fawcett, secretary of the Pacific

Clay Products Co., the trend of large building construc-

tion is toward face brick. He points to many conspicuous-
ly beautiful large buildings erected during the last few
years and says they form a fresh note in building design

because of their rich color, which does not dim and lose

luster.

For every month since May of last year, Portland, Ore.,
has reported a substantial gain in building permits over
the total for the corresponding month of the year before.

Its August total this year was $3,544,110.
* * *

S. Charles Lee, Architect, is now located at 530-31
Petroleum Securities Building, Los Angeles.
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It's a long haul from the basement to the

top floor. The loss of heat by the central

heating plant method is appalling.

With Pacific Gas-Steam Radiators, heat is

generated right in the room when it's used.

Maximum heat from the fuel and maximum
heat in the room. Healthful,wholesome,hot
water heat!

In hundreds of buildings on the Pacific Coast

this new method of furnishing adequate,

individual, localized heat has been specified

by architects.No other system so well suits

California's climate.

Pacific Heating Engineers ^vill give you
complete information on Gas-Steam Radia-

tors or any other type of gas heating, for in-

clusion in your plans, if you will just write

for it. There is no charge nor obligation.

Here are the Five Leading
Types of Pacific Gas Heating
Appliances— they ventilate

while they heat.

Pacific Pressed Metal
and Cast Iron

Radiators

Aq exclusive air cinruUtioo sys-

rtem—de%-cIops grcaier heat ac a

1$% saving in pas. Sturdier

construction. Specia! features.

Pacific Gas-Steam
Radiators

Provide steam heat at lower
cost than a central steam
heating plant. Autotnatic

control.

Pacific

Floor Furnaces

.\'o basement needed. Just

tun3 a key A pilot light ig-

nites the gas. Instant heat.

Two different systems of

heating and air circulation

are scientihcally combined
to give greater heat with less gas.

Pacific

Unit Furnaces

Installed in basement or

recess and supplies heat

through pipes to all

rooms. Upstair? control.

.\utomatic temperature

regulation if desired.

Pacific Gas
Recess Radiant

Heaters

Furnished in any desired

hnish. .\n air duct sup-

plies aconfinvous stream

of fresh air to the tlame. Outer casing is always

Pacific GasRadiator
CompanyGas Heating Headquarters

1740 W. Washington St., BEacon 2190; 616 W. 8th St., MEtropohtan 2398
Factor)' and Foundrj-, 7541 Roseberr)- St., Los Angeles Branches in principal Cities of Coast

Cf ^ 1\0
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MODERN HEATING AND VENTILATING PROBLEMS
I

RANGES AND COOKING EQUIPMENT
4BY THOMAS B. HUNTER

J-
Hufiter lir Hudson, Consulting Engineers

Author's Note—This is the first of a scries of informative articles regarding the selection and installation of modern tvpcs of cooking,
water-heating and space-heating equipment. The second will appear in the November issue.

11
V DESIGNING a home, we all ap-

preciate that the modern kitchen

IS quite as important as any room
in the house. \\'e all recognize that

It must be clean, the cooking ap-

paratus must be convenient and
l.ibor-saving. Cooking must be

safe, dependable, healthful and
easily controlled with a minimum
of effort. What fuel best meets
these requirements?

All domestic science classes of high schools and cooking
schools, or nearly all; the kitchen departments conducted

for experimental purposes by the Ladies Home Journal

and other recognized national authorities; the hotels,

hospitals and restaurants—wherever good cookery is the

first essential—use gas ranges.

Let us accept, then, that gas is the ideal fuel for use in

the modern home kitchen; that it is not only the scientific

way, but the cleanly and economical way, to prepare

food. We come, then, to the question of how the designer

of a home should go about it to insure that the occupants

of that home may have the advantage of the most modern
cooking, water and house heating methods. Many archi-

tects are giving as much thought to the kitchens thev

build as to any other part of the house, and some carry it

so far as the specifying of the proper type of range and
heater to be used.

In this connection, a friend remarked to me not long

ago; "Why, my kitchen is the most pleasant room in my
house—and the most sensible. With its tiled sink drains,

immaculate floor, enameled walls and convenient modern
fixtures, and its spick and span enameled gas range, an

oven which makes it unnecessary to stoop; thermostatic

control so that a complete and appetizing meal may be
prepared and left to cook automatically while we enter-

tain company or go for a ride, it is a model of efficiencv.

"You professional men who have to do with building

ought to insist on every home you build nowadays hav-
ing these conveniences. They are no longer luxuries or

experiments; they are necessities."

It cannot be denied, then, that we should give some
thought to the provisions we make for our kitchens and
their equipment. In the case of gas ranges, the minimum
flue area for the vent should be four inches in diameter.
It is better practice to provide a flue at least six inches in

diameter in order to allow for the incinerator's use at the
same time all of the range burners mavbe turned on. WTiere

a battery of ranges make use of a common flue, as in

an apartment house, the total area provided should be
the equivalent of at least four inches in diameter for

each range. Six inches is better.

Not only is the size of the flue important, but the flue

outlet should be brought to the proper height above the
roof. In every case, this height should be great enough
to eliminate down draughts entirely. It should be higher
than the highest point of the roof. There should be no
deviation from this rule and yet an investigation would
surprise you, for you would find that these important
rules are violated almost every day.

In designing the kitchen, the range should be so placed

that the lighting comes from either the right or the left.

It is not necessarv, that a vented hood be installed to carry

off the cooking odors and prevent them from penetrat-

ing the living rooms of the house, over a gas range. With
a gas range, however, it is practicable to dispose of
cooking odors by preparing odorous foods in the closed,

thermostatically-controlled oven.
Many of the newer kitchens of the most popular tvpe

provide a transom, installed just above the windows over
the kitchen sink, where it serves the double purpose of
affording additional direct daylight and permitting venti-

lation of the inside area without opening windows and
doors, with their attendant draughts.
In planning the truly efficient kitchen, the range should

be adjacent to, or directly opposite, the kitchen cabinets.
An ideal arrangement, where two cabinets are provided,
is to place the range between them and opposite the sink.
The minimum space to be allowed for a gas range is

36 X 51 inches.

It is not the purpose of the writer of this article to say
that this trade-marked brand or that trade-marked brand
of range is better than another. An infinite varietv of
satisfactory gas appliances of all kinds for all purposes is

now available. But it can not be too stronglv insisted

that the best type of gas range is that which is provided
with lids and a covered top. The greater economy, more
uniform heat, use of a single burner to supply heat to the
entire top surface of the stove, convince us that this is the
best of the many excellent ranges now offered.

There has been rapid development in design and con-
struction of gas appliances generally so there is a model
now available for every conceivable kitchen duty. Many
of them are provided with garbage incinerators: all are

designed to occupy the most compact space. The better
ones are beautifully enameled and designed to make the
kitchen a spot of brightness and cheerfulness, instead of a

place of drudgery.

The advantages of the modern enameled range with its

covered, uniformly heated top, its incinerator for the
quick and easy disposal of garbage, its }2.-inch-high oven,
its ease of regulation, its automatic thermostat control,
are too numerous to be ignored in any consideration of the
modern kitchen—the most-used room in the house.

It will be of the greatest advantage to all concerned if

the client will determine not only the kind of fuel to be
used but the type and size of the range to be installed be-
fore the plans are drawn. The real reason many mis-
conceptions regarding the use of gas and a failure to ap-
preciate its healthfulness have been permitted to grow
up in some quarters can almost alwavs be traced to
a failure on the part of the designer to provide adequate
vents and flues.

The flue is all-important. The minimum diameter for

any gas range flue should never be less than four inches,

six is better and the top of the flue above the roof should
never be lower than any part of the roof. Where patented
chimneys, installed in short lengths, are used, it should
be insisted that the joints be closed tightlv. Where the
rectangular shapes of this type of flue are used the cross
sectional area should be slightly greater than the area of
the circular ones given, to assure adequate capacity for

carrying off exhaust gases.

Where there is an instantaneous, or storage, \vater
heater, additional flue space invariably should be pro-
vided but, of that, more in the next article of this series,

when water heaters will be discussed.
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TO BUILD FORA

Suikl PermanmUy!
EVERY YEAR the land on

which you are now buildmg

will increase in value. But, un-

less you build wisely, your im-

provements will deteriorate. If

you would make a real profit

years from now— build with

Pacific Face Brick and insure

the beauty and longevity of

your building.

. . . Pacific Clay Products' brick ex-

perts will help you create a dis-

tinctive architectural effect from
the many colors, tones and com-
binations available in Pacific Face
Brick. Then, as your building
grows older, you will have the
satisfaction of watching its colors

deepen and grow richer while the
value ofyour building—as well as

your property—increases.

pacific Clsyproducts
SUITE 650 CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE BLDG.

1151 SO. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES

Telephone TRinit>' 3621
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ultimate seating capac-

ity of the Stadium. 75.-

000. South end. as sh^wn
in photfigraph of zv^rk-

i/ig modil. is planned as
the site ofa memorial to

the Chicago men who
lost their lives in ihg
World War.

•Architects: Holabird &
Roche. Chicago. En^i-
neer: Lynn J. White of
the South Park Commis-
sioners, Chicago. Con-
tractors: Blome-Sinek
Construction Co., Chi-

? \
Cut cast stone

supplied hy
Beneant Stone
Corporation,

NtuYori,
Chicago,

MoiitreaL

Ancient Greece in Modern Concrete
To those who still believe that the architectural beauty of the ancients

can be expressed only in traditional materials, Grant Park Stadium,
Chicago, will be a revelation.

This monumental structure takes you back to "the glory that was
Greece." And it is done entirely in concrete. This includes the columns
and other exterior architectural details, all of which are of cut cast stone.

Thus beauty, as well as construction, is made permanent.

Grant Park Stadium is only one of a great variety of structures that im-
pressively demonstrate the wide range of adaptability concrete offers to

the architect— a range not within the possibilities of any other material.

* * *

Ifyou are interested in receiving additional data on concrete in stadium

construction, address the nearest ofl&ce listed below. Ask for leaflets

S-112 and S-104.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A National Organization to Improie and Extend the Uses of Concrete

COLUMBL'S DETROIT LOS ANGELES NEW ORLEANS PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON DALLAS INDIANAPOLIS MILWAUKEE NEW YORK PITTSBURGH SAN FRANCISCO

ATLAhTTA CHARLOTTE, N. C. DENVER JACKSONVILLE MINNEAPOLIS OKLAHOMA CITY PORTLAND, OREG. SEATTLE VANCOUVER, B. C.
BIRMINGHAM CHICAGO DES MOINES KANSAS CITY NASHVILLE PARKERSBURG SALT LAKE CITY ST. LOUIS WASHINGTON, D. C

Our Booklets arc sent frit in the Vnittd Stain. Canada and Cuba only
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CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA SCHOOL
4 BY HARRIS ALLEN, A.I. A. }•

A.RMEL-BY-THE-SEA is some-
times called "The Land of Un-
suppressed Desires;" it is certainly

a Paradise for Artists, and while it

holds many mortals like the rest

of us, it is also the haven for some
immortals. To describe Carmel
adequately requires an apprecia-

tion of the simplicity of life there,

for its residents are international

in taste and refinement, free in

thought and action. A school for its children should in

some measure typify the atmosphere of this place, so

when the architect, John J. Donovan, was commissioned

4 -ij^.

9 *

u,. 4l_j k-j

I' ^K**^^''^04
h

to solve this interesting problem he was impressed with
the thought that simplicity, quietness, the domestic
quality of a home, should be the governing motives.

This is not easy to accomplish and yet adhere to the

recognized standards of lighting, hygiene and facilities

for group education. If it were possible to limit the class

numbers to five, ten, fifteen or even twenty, no doubt the

architecture of schools would be simpler and would ex-

press more the intimacies of the home, but when class-

rooms require seating from thirty-five to fifty-five, the

problems of adequate lighting, ventilating and unit space

volumes enter into the problem, and considerably affect

not only the plan but the composition of the architecture of

the exterior. This is true as well in orienting the building.

CCoDcludcd on Page 45)

1 rn

.
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The things that make or mar a bath-

room have been carefully studied by

Crane designers. They have approached

the problem with a full and exact un-

derstanding of not only the architect's

viewpoint, but of the builder's as well.

The architect seeks beautv and grace

combined with utility. The builder

wants economy of space and a definite

return in selling value. This is par-

ticularly true now that the demand is

for houses with extra bathrooms. It

explains the unusual interest architects

take in Crane fixtures, designed in a

broad range of compact styles to save

space without sacrificing service or

beauty, at prices within reach of all.

Just the suggestions you have been

looking for may be pictured in our free

color book on bathroom arrangement.

Every architect will find it interesting

and helpful. Write for your copy.

CRAN E
^•IdJiess all inquiries to Crane Co., Chicago

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
Branches and Saiei Officei in One Hundred and Fifty Cities

National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New York, Atlantic CitY, San Francisco and Montreal
IVorks: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton and Alontreal

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK. SAN FRANCISCO. SHANGHAI
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING. 3S6 BEAyER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

CRANE-BKNNETT. Ltd., LONDON
C!I CRANE: PARIS, N.\NTES, BRUSSELS

1855 . . CRANE V .A. L V E S I Q 2
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NATIONAL BUILDING LABOR SURVEY
45

OTWITHSTANDING the tremen-

dous volume of building, there are

indications that the period of ris-

ing wages in the construction in-

dustry is nearing an end, according

to a national building labor survey

made public by S. W. Straus iS^ Co.
Current building labor condi-

tions are summed up as follows:

(i) National movement for high-

er wages seems definitely checked

for the present.

(i) W'age rates show greater stability although there is

still some slight upward tendencies.

(3) No indication of a general movement to reduce

wages and onlv few cities report any downward revision

of scales.

1(4) Longer agreements being signed by contractors that

will tend to stabilize the industry.

CO Except for several jurisdictional disputes, labor is

(.iirly tranquil.

6) Building labor is well employed and only an De-

cisional shortage of skilled craftsmen is reported.

7) Bonus pavments and practice of contractors bidding

j.iinst each other for men have largely disappeared.

8) Unskilled labor maintains high rates, although sup-

pl\' being increased by slackness of factory employment.

9) Bulk of common labor supply needed for building

industry being furnished by Canada and Mexico, as imi-

ijration laws have considerably reduced supply from
Europe.

^loj Apprenticeship schools steadily increasing supply

of skilled building craftsmen.

"While the wage changes reported during the last

month still show an upward movement among the build-

ing trades," said the Survey, "the number of increases is

insignificant compared with previous months this year

and in the last four years. The majority of increases that

were granted were reported from cities where the wages
being paid are not up to the level of larger cities where
the maximum rates set the pace for the industry.

"Reports from all sections of the country indicate that

the period of rising wages is drawing to an end, as there

are very few increases being recorded in cities where high
wage levels exist.

"Today a building program is going forward that

would have been seriously handicapped for want of labor

in the years of 152.1 and 192.3, when bonus payments,
labor shortage and material scarcity was disrupting the

building industry. The practice of contractors bidding
for men has largely disappeared. Only an occasional

shortage of plasterers, bricklayers or carpenters is re-

ported. It appears to be the disposition of the contractors

to renew present scales and there is no indication of any
general movement to reduce wages. There is a growing
tendency on the part of employers to make two or three

year agreements instead of one year contracts because it

is felt that the longer agreements will tend to stabilize

the industry.

"Both laborers and employers are showing a disposi-

tion to peacefully adjust their differences although con-

tractors are increasing their resistance to demands for

higher wages. Diplomacy is taking the place of strikes

and lock-outs and the industry is proceeding without any
serious disturbances. Aside from the jurisdictional dis-

pute existing between the bricklayers and plasterers in

New York, Chicago, Washington and Detroit, and the

controversy between the carpenters' and bricklayers'

unions, the labor situation is fairly tranquil compared
with other years.

"Reports from various sections of the country indicate

that the supply of both skilled and unskilled labor is

ample to meet the needs of the industry, except in a few
of the larger cities such as New York, Denver and San
Francisco, where there is a slight scarcity of bricklayers,

plasterers and carpenters. Many cities, such as Atlanta,

Baltimore, Birmingham, Dallas, Kansas City and New
Orleans report a surplus of both skilled and unskilled

labor.

"The supply of common labor has been considerably

augmented during the last few months by the slackening

of employment in industrial plants. On the other hand
the restrictive immigration laws have reduced, to a con-

siderable extent, the supply expected from Europe and the

bulk of common laborers needed for the construction in-

dustry is being furnished by Mexico and Canada. More
common laborers are leaving than are coming to the

United States since the recent immigration law became
operative. There were 17,908 common laborers admitted
from July, 1914, to April, 192.5, as against 97,886 during
the same period a year previous, but 44,750 left the coun-
try during the same time, making an actual deficit of

16,841.

"The release of thousands of laborers due to the slack-

ening of factories has, however, had a tendency to benefit

the building industry. Availability of this supply has re-

duced the common labor rate of the Nation to 53 cents per

hour compared with 56cents per hour injuly, 1914."

* * *

CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA
(ConcludcJ from page 4})

The plan shows four classrooms and a kindergarten.

The classrooms will seat approximately forty-five pupils,

while the kindergarten will care for thirty. The building

is located on a hillside and faces the playground on the

East. The classrooms have south and east light, which
is most favorable, because the mornings are usually over-

cast with the fog from the Bay. The sloping site prompted
an open court where the smaller children might plav and
gambol; it also permitted the east section of the building

to be two stories in height, thereby providing a fine play
room space in the basement section of this wing.
The roof will be of tile and the walls stuccoed with

color. The plaster will have a rough texture and bright

colors will predominate, which, with the setting of pine

trees and foliage into which the building nestles, should
prove interesting.

The "Pacific Coast

Architect
Invites and welcomes
suggestions and com-
ments from its readers

Address

13 14 Claus Spreckels Building

San Francisco, California
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The Shops,Koh IcrVi ! \age

Another ofAmerica's notable com-
munity developments is Kohler
Village. An illustrated brochure
describing this miCTesiing union ot
civic and industrial enterprise will

gladly be sent upon request

"Group" houses in \iariemont. near Cincinnati. Ohio, designed h? Chas. F. Cellarius. Cincinruiti,

Resident Architect. Town plan by John Nolcn, Philip W. Foster, Associate, Cambridge, Moss.

MARIEMONT, the new village now in course of

development in a happily situated region just

beyond the corporate limits ot Cincinnati, is a forward'

looking interpretation of modern city-planning principles

applied to a small self-contained community.

Though primarily intended as a residential district for

wage earners of various economic grades, the houses,

built and projected, are remarkable for their architec-

tural quality and tor the character of their construc-

tion and appointments.

Kohler Enameled Plumbing Ware is being used, again

demonstrating the suitability of this admirable ware—
of highest quality but no higher cost— tor installations

of large scope.

KOH LE R CO., Tounded 1873, KOH LE R, Wl S.

Shipping Point , Sheboygan ,V\^s.' branches in Principal Citits

KOHLERofKOHLER
Enameled Vlumbing Ware



<Aesop to Date

ONCE there was a Fancy Dress Party with
nice Prizes for the best costume. A Pretty

Girl named Barbara made herself a stunning

Spanish Outfit, but one of her Parents (who
must have had a dash of Puritan blood) said

:

"You don't look like a Decent Amurrikan
Girl" and insisted on her wearing a Gingham
Apron over the dress.

At the Party, Barbara's friends were Extra

Nice to her (in that Sympathetic Way). But
when a Strange Girl named Mayme came in all

made up to kill like a Regular Carmen, the

Men all Buzzed around her like Toreadors

Rushing the Bull, and the Judges gave her the

Prize.

Moral: Compromises may prevent trouble,

but they don't Win Prizes.

* * *

Vree Engineering Service

THE "Western Architect" prints an inter-

esting report on "Free Engineering Services

submitted by a joint committee of Chicago
architects and engineers. After giving specific

complaints from various sources, it draws fairly

definite conclusions, from which we quote:

"Engineers, architects, manufacturers and
contractors should co-operate, insofar as pos-
sible, to eliminate objectionable practices,

whereby unfair advantage is obtained on the

part of one at the expense of the other, or

where the buyer may be imposed upon.
"It is perfectly evident that there is no such

thing as free engineering. There must be a

sufficient remuneration. It is in the interest of

all that this remuneration should be fair and
open. An exorbitant remuneration should not

be concealed in the price of the article or de-

vice. . . .

"No consulting engineer or architect should
fail to advise himself regarding available equip-

ment by consultation with the manufacturers'

experts. There is no other way to apply cor-

rectly the best devices to the required service.

However, no self-respecting engineer or archi-

tect will secure from a manufacturer the design

of a structure or a part of it, under an implica-

tion that a purchase will be made from the

manufacturer, and then turn over to the client

the result of this work as his own."

Opportunityfor Service

OCTOBER brings again the annual outcry

against losses by fire, and the observance

of "Fire Prevention Week." Perhaps this does

good; it seems to be one's duty to urge its ob-

servance; yet the total of fire losses keeps

mounting hugely, year after year.

The suggestion come from one of our corres-

pondents (that he is connected with the manu-
facture of cement makes it none the less inter-

esting) for a movement to strengthen building

codes; if not to the requirement of loo percent

"firesafeness," at least to the insistence on fire-

safe construction in schools, theatres, hotels,

apartment buildings, all structures housing

human beings for some length of time.

We are quite in accord; but in view of the

"construction lessons from Santa Barbara,"

which we are publishing in series, we would
urge that requirements for earthquake -resisting

methods should be added.

To architects, engineers, and responsible con-

tractors, separately and jointly, is offered the

opportunity for public service of great value.

For without their strong and continued urge,

ordinances are not likely to be improved.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS
THE United States Civii Service Commission an-

nounces open competitive examinations for Engi-

neer, $3,800; associate engineer, $3,000; assistant engi-

neer, $1,400. Tlie entrance saiaries are as sfiown, promo-
tion may be made in accordance witfi civil service rules.

Competitors will not be required to report for examina-
tion at any place, but will be rated on their education,

experience and fitness; and writings to be filed with the

application. Receipt of applications for the positions

listed will close October 2.0, 19x5. Full information and

application blanks may be obtained from the United

States Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C, or

the secretary of the Board of U. S. Civil Service Exam-
iners at the post-office or customhouse in any city.

* * *

The Board of Trustees of the Inglewood Schools has

decided to use Pacific Vented Gas Radiators, according to

A. J. Hartfield, president of the Pacific Gas Radiator

Company of Los Angeles.
* * *

John C. Austin, F. A. I. A., and Frederic M. Ashley,

A. I. A., Architects, are now located at 605-610 Chamber
of Commerce Building, Los Angeles.

* * *

Sales of hydrated lime in 1914 were valued at $15,199,-

846, an increase of 7 percent in quantity, and 8 percent in

value, over the preceding year.
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The Symbol of a Service
This sack with its blue and red stripes may be regarded as the symbol of a

service. For Plastite—the product thus distinctively packed—is a cement
having not only all the properties of plain Portland, but the desirable addi'

tional properties of water-titeness and great plasticity. The architect can,

therefore, definitely include Plastite in his specifications in the full assurance

that the owner's best interests are being served. The builder and plaster'

ing contractor can order Plastite with the knowledge that it is standard for

all purposes where a water-tite cement is necessary, and its plasticity makes
for his convenience and economy . The ow^ner who sees the blue and red sack

on the job is assured that the best material known is going into his building.

His satisfaction will increase, because with the passage of time, stucco or

concrete made with Plastite becomes harder, denser, and even more impet'

meable. ((And this distinctive package is also a protection against mistakes.

Plastite performed its part in creating the beautiful and unique "French Village" at Cahuenga
and Highland Avenues in Hollywood. This delightful bit of old France was conceived and executed

by Pierpont and Walter Davis, architects, for the Davis Da'elopment Corporation. A fine double-

page photo of these houses will be found in the October issue of "plastite progress"—a monthly
magazine issued in the interests of better building. A copy will be sent to you free upon request.

Riverside Portland Cement Co.
72,4 South Spring St. LOS ANGELES TRiNITY 5951



SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
OFFICERS

J. S. Fairweather, President

John Reid, Jr., Vice-President

AlbertJ. Evers, Sec.-Treas.

'''OCQCtt'^

DIRECTORS

Earlb B. Bertz, three years

Will G. Corlett, three years

George W. Kelham, two years

Arthur Brown, two years

J. Harry Blohme, one year

William Mooser, one year

HE next meeting will be held Tues-

day, October io, 1915, in the

rooms of the San Francisco Archi-

tectural Club, 77 O'Farrell Street,

at 6:30 p. M. Dinner will be served

at 75 cents a plate. Election of

officers for the ensuing year will be

held. Be sure to attend this meet-

SEPTEMBER MEETING
The regular meeting of the American Institute of Archi-

tects, San Francisco Chapter, was called to order by
President Fairweather at 7:45 p. m., on Tuesday, Septem-

ber 15, 192-5, in the rooms of the San Francisco Architec-

tural Club, 77 O'Farrell Street. The following members
were present: Morris M. Bruce, Earle B. Bertz, John
Reid, Jr., J. S. Fairweather, S. Schnairtacher, Harris

Allen, Ernest Coxhead, William Bliss, AlbertJ. Evers.

MINUTES
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as

published.

OLD BUSINESS
The Secretary reported that he had been unable to get

action on the question of newspaper racks and had re-

turned Mr. Uhl's check to him.

COMMITTEE REPORT
Mr. J. Reid, Jr., reported progress in the work of the

Industrial Committee.
The Committee on the Allied Arts Exhibition in New

York, April, 19x5, reported a deficit of $63.33, which
was paid from the Chapter treasury. The report was re-

ceived and placed on file.

NEW BUSINESS
The Secretary read a communication from the Post

Office Department, urging all architects to provide letter

boxes and letter slots to serve residences, building and
offices. Mail will not be delivered where proper receptacle

is not provided.

A letter from the Chicago Chapter dated June 30, was
also read. This letter is as follows:

"Will you be kind enough to extend to the mem-
bers of the San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A., a most
cordial invitation from the Chicago Chapter, A. I.

A., to join us at lunch at the Architects Club, 1801

Prairie Avenue, whenever a visit to Chicago will

permit."

The Secretary read a letter from O. R. Thayer, regarding
the practice of architecture by others than licensed archi-

tects. Moved, seconded and carried to send a copy of the

letter to the Industrial Association and the Builders Ex-
change.
A letter from Mr. E. C. Kemper regarding the increase

of Institute dues was read to the Chapter. After some dis-

cussion it was decided to let the matter drop.

The Secretary reported that he had followed through
the matter of the funds of the defunct San Francisco

Society of Architects and that Mr. Guttcrson had given
him definite information that the funds were voted for

some other purpose.

The Nominating Committee, consisting of Mr. Earle B.

Bertz, G. F. Ashley, E. B. Hurt, S. Schnaittacher and

J. S. Fairweather, nominated the following members for

office for the ensuing year: President, John Reid, Jr.;

Vice-President, Harris Allen; Secretary & Treasurer,

AlbertJ. Evers; Directors for 3 years, J. S. Fairweather
and W. C. Hays.
Directors Bertz, Corlett ,Kelham and Brown have un-

expired terms to fill.

The President called for nominations from the floor.

There being none, it was moved, seconded and carried

that the nominations be closed.

Regional Director Schnaittacher reported on the pro-

posed Regional Conference and Institute Directors meet-
ing for next December 3rd, 4th and 5th.

Moved, seconded and carried to refer the matter to the

Board of Directors of the Chapter in co-operation with
the Regional Directors.

Mr. Harris Allen brought up the question of revised

ordinances covering better construction for earthquake
safety. Moved, seconded and carried that the Secretary

write to the American Society of Civil Engineers and
Builders Exchange regarding a joint committee for re-

commendations regarding the San Francisco building

ordinances.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

AlbertJ. Evers, Secretary.

DURANT HEATING SYSTEM
ONE of the most palatial residences in Southern

California is being built by R. Clifford Durant, mil-

lionaire motor manufacturer, for his mother. According
to A. J. Hartheld, president of the Pacific Gas Radiator
Company, of Los Angeles, he is elated because ten Pacific

Unit furnaces will be installed in the basements and
operated from upstairs by electric thermostat. Koerner &
Gage are the architects and the home, which is located

opposite the Doheny estate in Beverly Hills, will possess

every convenience, including swimming pool, bowling

NEW ANCHORED BRICKWORK
BERGWALL anchored brickwork is the name adopt-

ed by the Port Costa Brick Company for a new form

of patented construction, just announced. Bricks with
hollow spaces are laid in the wall in the usual manner and

tied with galvanized metal clips. Walls may be of solid

or hollow construction. It is claimed for Bergwall con-

struction that it has the solidity of ordinary brickwork,

plus positive anchorage and that it provides damp-proof
surfaces for plastering. Detailed information may be ob-

tained from the offices of the company, 808 Sharon Build-
in (t ^'in Pr-inncrn
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Athens Athletic Club, Oakland
Architect, Wm. Knowles, San Francisco, Oakland

Construction Engineers, MacDonald & Kahn, San Francisco
Painting and Decorating, Heinsbergen Decorating Co.,

Los Angeles, Oakland, San Francisco

oflrchjiecture and Athletics
have joined hands in the erection of the Athens Ath-
letic Club, Oakland, an architectural masterpiece.

We are proud to have had a share in its completion.

Perma-Ligfit
Wall Finishes and Enamels
have been used throughout in the decorative scheme.

Made exclusively by

HILL.HUBBELL & COMPANY
Paint Specialists

EXECUTIVE OFFICES AND WORKS, SAN FRANCISCO
Los Angeles " Oakland " Seattle " New York
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SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB
MEMBER ARCHITECTURAL CLUBs" TRANSFER SYSTEM WESTERN STATES HEADQUARTERS: SOCIETY BEAUX ARTS ARCHITECTS

Carl R. Schmidts, President

Ernest E.Weihe, Vice-President
Theo.E.Ruegg, Secretary

Ira Springer, Treasurer

Directors: Lawrence H.Keyser Lawrence Stier Harry Langley

MONDAY E\'ENING, September
14th, in the quarters of the San
Francisco Architectural Club, there

was held an Atelier banquet to

celebrate the conclusion of the sea-

son and to do honor to the two
patrons, Mr. Ernest Weihe and
Edward Prick. It is due to the de-

votion and untiring efforts of these

two gentlemen, both recently re-

turned from extensive studies in

the famous French national school of architecture, and to

their inspiration that the atelier has risen to its present

high plane of excellency.

The season just closed has probably been one of the

most successful in the recent years of the Club, not onlv
from the standpoint of number of drawings submitted,

but also in the consistent improvement in the quality of

work and per centage of awards received.

Following the banquet there was held a pre-view of a

carefully selected and arranged exhibition of all the best

examples of work that had been submitted in the various

problems and classes during the season. The exhibition

was opened to the general public the following evening
and continued throughout the remainder of the week.
The principal motive of the committee in charge of ar-

ranging the exhibition was to arouse interest in the

Beaux Arts Institute of Design and to acquaint all those

who are not members with the wonderful work that this

organization is carrying on in bringing to the young
draughtsman and student deprived of college training,
the practical equivalent of such training in the principles
of design and presentation.

Invitations were extended to all interested high school
students to attend the exhibition so that they might have
a better knowledge of how they can further their educa-
tion after leaving school, if they expect to immediately
start their training in an architectural ofHce.

The San Francisco Architectural Club is also sponsoring
two other projects of inestimable value to the younger
draughtsman. One is the organization of a class for the
study and presentation of the Orders under competent
instruction. This is for the novice whose knowledge of
the fundamentals is not sufficient to enable him to enter
upon the real Beuax Arts work.
Co-related with this class is a series of illustrated lec-

tures on the early history of architecture, conducted by
Messrs. William Charles Hays and Warren Perry, of the
faculty of the University of California.

The first lecture of the series was held at the club rooms
on Wednesday evening, September 13, and others are

being continued at weekly intervals. Entry into either the
order class or the lectures may be made at any time and
those interested may obtain information relative to them
from the secretary of the club at yjOTarrcll Street, San
Francisco.

AN IMPROVED CEMENT PRODUCT
BY HOWARD NEAL

Plastite Departmenr, Kiveriide Fortland Ctmcnt Company

BEFORE announcing Plastite to the trade, two years

of research work were completed. It has now been
used successfully in the Southwest for nine months. Plas-

tite is a cement having all of the desirable properties of

plain Portland cement. It makes a mortar or a concrete

mix that is more plastic and which cures into a concrete

that is watertight.

The research work conducted before introducing it to

the trade including highly technical laboratory study and
practical field tests. \Valls were actually made with the

new material. Back of the work done by our laboratories

will be found a wealth of data and experience gained
from fifteen years of successful use in Europe.

Plastite embodies an entirely new form of waterproofing
since no resin, paraffines, fats, soaps or other oily sub-

stances are used. A colloidal mineral is ground with a

high grade portland cement clinker. These are reduced to

extreme fineness. Plastite will average 91 through a loo-

mesh screen.

A large tonnage is being used for exterior stucco as well
as for concrete. Plastite is especially suitable for the

scratch and brown coats of exterior stucco because the

mortar spreads easily and sets free from curing cracks.

Many reservoirs, swimming pools, etc., have been built

of this material successfully.

No extravagant claims are made for Plastite. But it has
been proved that it does make a very plastic mix, that it

provides a really watertight mortar or concrete which
has all the strength of standard portland cement.

CALIFORNIA BATH POPULAR
Los ANGELES is the birthplace of a bath-tub which

G. B. Schneider, general manager of the Washington
Iron Works, declares has set a world record for sales. It is

known everywhere as the "California" model. It was
formerly made with separate sheets of white enameled
metal on the sides and ends. Mr. Schneider says that one
of his designers conceived the plan of using tile and,
since there was no limit to the type and kind of designs
which could be worked in, its popularity was great and
the model was adopted by other leading manufacturers
until thousands of them have been installed in homes,
hotels and apartments.

* * *

Clark-Mills Company, Ltd., consulting merchandising
engineers and advertising counsellors, announce the re-

moval of their offices from 1615 Broadway to the entire

second floor of the Elfen Building, 440 17th Street,

Oakland.
* * *

Hollow, reinforced concrete walls moulded one course
upon the other, eliminating all joints or unions, which
gives them, when completed, a solid monolithic mass
reinforced with steel, both horizontally and vertically,

are gaining in popularity in various parts of the Coast.
They are built by the Linthwaite System, Inc., 308 N.
Vernon Avenue, Los Angeles.

* * *

The volume of August building permits in 369 towns
and cities of the United States established a new record
for that month, with a gain of 38 percent over August,
1924.
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califcornia
California

'^hiteTinC
(trade name) PINE

California
SugarVin^

Fine, delicate grain

and soft.easy cutting,

noQ-splitting texnire

permit cutting sharp,

dear profiles and
edges.

Grain of California

Pines willnot "raise"

to disfigure or cause

cracking or chipping
ofpaint or enamel

surfaces.

Soft texture saves
time in cutting and
fitting the locks and
butts, thus effecting

great savings in cost

of installation.

''The

GreatAmericanDoor"
SOMEONE has referred to doors made of

California Pine as "the great American
door," because so many of America's well-

built homes have doors of this fine wood.

The large sash and door manufacturers

make extensive use of California Pine. They
say that no other woods meet so well the re-

quirements for door ser\'ice and window-sash

service—the two most exaaing general uses

to which any soft: wood can be put.;.

One of the largest of these manufacturers

whose doors are specified by architects and
builders in every seaion ofthe country states

in his book on doors:

". . . . doors made of solid California Pine,

a soft, close-grained, weather-resisting wood.

It has more of the qualities of the old Nonh-
ern Pine than any wood being cut today in suf-

ficient quantities to provide for the produaion
of soft wood doors. It is a wood suitable for

paint or stain and in our judgement is the best

wood from which to make solid doors. . . .

Large panels usually swell, shrink or check,

but these axe made from carefully seleaed

California Pine and true economy results in

the purchase of the better articles."

That California Pine Doors meet the most
exacting service requirements is proved by the

fact that more than 5,000,000 such doors are

installed every year in American buildings.

If you have not received a set of our Infor-

mation Sheets on California Pine, let us send

them to you. You are also invited to corres-

pond with our Wood Technologist, formerly

with U. S. Governm_ent Forest Products Lab-

oratory at Madison, Wisconsin, and now con-

neaed with this association.;.

California White and Sugar Pine Manufacturers Association

685 Call Building • San Francisco

%AUii fnJuctn d/California vthite fir, e\UFORNiA dolglas fir and caufornia incexse cedar
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BATCHELDERTILES

ta4 doorway of Spaniah type in a Santa 'Barbara Home~^
Soule, 3\iurphy and Hastings, oArchitects 11

RCHITECTS who have used Batchelder

Tiles are delighted with their unusual

adaptability... their happy faculty for

armonizing with any decorative motif.

Batchelder Tiles are unique in that they have

no glaring highlights, no flashy, flamboyant

colors; rather their color tones are rich and sub-

dued, like tapestries mellowed by age.

Literally hundreds or original and distinctive

designs are included in the Batchelder line...

tiles for fountains, mantels, pavements, wains-

codngs, baths, etc.

See Sweet's Catalogue or write for complete in-

formation.

BATCHELDER-WILSON COMPANY
2633 Artesian Stseet, Los Angeles
101 Park Avenue, New York City
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WATER-
PROOF
FIBRE
BOARD
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MASTIC
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BEVELED
WOOD
STRIP
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DOVETAILED
INTER-
LOCKING
KEY

WIRE
NETTING

TfiJs Method of Building
Stronger Walls at Lower Cost has
Created a Sensation in California !

All over California the percentage of
new homes built with Bishopric Base
is mounting month by month!

San Francisco found Bishopric Base
25% cheaper than lumber sheathing!

Long Beach found it 241% stronger!

Los Angeles has been using this new
wall backing for years. In every city in

California Bishopric Base is rapidly

gaining preference such as it has en-

joyed for 18 years in Eastern cities.

Scientific construction is the reason for

Bishopric's success. Strong fibre board,

proofed against weather and vermin

with asphalt mastic, in which is im-

bedded doubly-beveled lath. This forms

the famous interlocking dove-tail joint

which grips the stucco with an iron

grasp.

Investigate this nationally used wall

backing. In Los Angeles it can be seen

in hundreds of homes. In San Francis-

co, test homes are now ready for in-

spection. Send for data file with com-
plete information and samples for your
use in making up specifications.

BISHOHRIC MFG. CO. of CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles Offices. 6M-626 East 62nd Street. Phone AXridge 9108

San Francisco Distributors. Meyer-Muzzall Co., 60 California Street

Bishopric Base
SEE *--^af LOCKS^^ia^ THE

F"!:,t!^^t resides, we regommend

i^^CEMENT'
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VALUABLE TECHNICAL BOOK
ONE of the most intelligently treated tcchical works

that has been issued in recent months has just been

published by the Hill-Hubbell Company. It contains a

fund of valuable information that has never been gathered

before and it is published in the most compact and con-

venient form for engineers and architects.

It is entitled "Modern Practice in Tank Protection,"

and its wide scope of usefulness is indicated by its chapter

headings: "Acid Tanks," "Brine Tanks," "Concrete

Tanks," "Expansion Joints," "Oil Storage Tanks,"
"Tank Cars," Tank Steamers," "Water Tanks," "Prin-

ciple of Painting Iron and Steel" (on tanks and steel sur-

faces of any kind).

The preface of this new book sets forth that it embodies

a generation of experience in meeting difficult paint con-

ditions on the part of the Hill-Hubbell Company, which
during the four years of the shipping boom, from 1916 to

1910, treated the tanks of 544 steamers. The book was
written by Mr. R. H. Hubbell, and the company deserves

credit for subordinating the mercantile aspect of the data

to the evident determination to produce a handbook of

genuine helpfulness to all interested in "tankology."
Mr. D. W. Boylan, who has charge of its distribution,

announces that it will be supplied free of charge to those

interested upon application to the company's San Fran-

cisco office. He also advises that this is the first of a series

of helpful publications and that one is in preparation for

the architectural profession.
* * *

GLADDING, McBEAN & CO., MOVE
GLADDING, McBEAN & CO., who celebrate this

year the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the

firm, announce the removal of their San Francisco ware-
house and display rooms from 147 Minna Street, to 1155
Harrison Street, near Eighth Street.

The new location gives far greater space for the storage,

handling, and display of their various lines of clay prod-

ucts, and is far more accessible, having team entrances on
three streets and a ten-car spur track.

The site occupies nearly half a block. Opposite the

office and display room, which are situated near the cen-

ter of the plant, there is a miniature garden with lawn
and shrubbery, designed for the display of garden pottery

and furniture in a natural setting. Architects and others

interested are urged to visit the new plant of Gladding,
McBean & Co.

* * *

Standard Soapstone Corporation announces that it has
today completed its organization under the Laws of the

State of New York, with a capitalization of $1,575,000,
of which $1,000,000 is paid in. The Company has taken
over the entire assets and business of the Phoenix Stone
Co., Inc., which was organized three years ago by W.
Wallace Benjamin, in association with Charles O. Heydt
and F. A. Benjamin, who have carried on and developed
the business.

* * *

Beverly Hills, with $907, 1
50 in building permits during

August, shows a gain of 87 percent over the same month
a year ago.

ALL METAL FIRE DOORS

HighGrade Sheet MetalandKalamein Work

HRE PROTECTION PRODUCTS CO.
3117 TWENTIETH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

cArtists
and practical painters,

as well.—

•

(«2Many of the branch
Banks of Italy, designed

by Mr. H. A. Minton,
Architect, and shown in

this number, have been
decorated by Faggioni
Company Studios. The
modern bank must have
beauty, but it must be

practical, too—So it is

with theatres. Some of

those we have decorated

are

:

San Francisco

Oakland

Sacramento .

Fresno

Pacific Grove
Honolulu . . .

Orpheum
Golden Gate
Castro
Excelsior
and many others

Orpheum
New Franklin
Parkway
Palace
and many others

Senator
Capital
Godard
Kinema
Grove Theatre

Princess

(«5A prominent San Fran

cisco architect writes us

:

' 'It gives me great pleas-

ure to compliment you
on the artistic and effi-

cient way in which you
carried out my color
schemes and ideas."

May we serve you, too?

FAGGIONI
Company Studios
Intertor Decorators and Painters

OFFICE AND STUDIO

160 SOUTH PARK STREET
PHONES ' GARFIELD 585O ' KEARNY 41 I

Beauty a n d Ch a r ac t er i n Eve ry Job We D o
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_STKABLE_
HARI7W79F ^VMPANV

THE NEW
/Mid

^\ BETTER
'^BUILDING

' PAPER

HARI7W7yi7 \:7MPANy
^AKLAN[7. TALIF^RNIA

Plan Ate /O*

rr

When
Planning or writing

Specifications

for

Homes and Apartments

have a copy of

The New
Architects Handbook'

of Built-in Fixtures

as a reference

Write foryour new revised copy

'-inFurniture

Manufactured under patents by

BUILT-IN FIXTURE COMPANY
2608 San Pablo Ave. Berkeley, California
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BRICK CONSTRUCTION BUREAUS
IT IS reported hy the Common Brick Manufacturers

Association of America that there are now complete

information bureaus upon the use of brick in 16 of the

leading cities of the country. Engineers are employed in

these 16 groups to help the architect and builder with his

problems and to give dependable information and esti-

mates of cost to prospective builders. Other groups are

being formed and it is planned to have such an informa-

tion bureau in every important city in this country and

Canada.
* * *

BLEMISH IS NOT A DEFECT
BLUE stain, according to the Research Department

of the National Lumber Manufacturers Association

is not a defect. In a statement just issued, it says: "By
recognizing that blue stain affects lumber only in its ap-

pearance, and by accepting blue stained lumber for uses

where appearance is not important or, when it is im-

portant, where it can be painted or stained, architects and
builders will be doing their share to reduce one of the

important present economic wastes in lumber distribu-

tion."
* * *

ROOFING TILE FASTENER
The Sullivan Roofing Tile Fastener is a new device just

being introduced to the building trades by the Planett

Manufacturing Companv, of Oakland. Made of No. 11

galvanized wire, the tile fastener hooks through the usual

nail hole and the other end, pointed for the purpose, is

driven directly into the roof sheathing, eliminating wood
strips or wire.

The PlanettlVIanufacturing Company also makes furr-

ing devices, including Crowe's Furring Staples and Gem
Furring Nails. They make practically all the oven slides

for gas stoves manufactured on the Pacific Coast.

Another of their products is the Planett All-Wire Ant-

Proof Cooler Shelves, which are extremely sanitary, easy

to clean, and give complete ant protection. They also

manufacture other household and refrigerator shelves.

This company was established in Oakland three years

ago and is now doing a very satisfactory business, selling

its products all over the United States. M. B. Thrift is

president and F. E. Planett, secretary and treasurer.

* * *

It is announced that the firm of Lehmann & Wuehr-
mann, Architects, El Paso, Texas, has been dissolved.

William G. Wuehrmann, A. I. A., will continue practice

at the office which was established in 1919, at 505 Two
Republics Building, El Paso.

Long Beach, California, issued 341 building permits

during August, totalling $6,016,0x9 in costs, the highest

monthly figure in that city's history.

Henri Polignac, French architect in Hollywood under

special commission to build movie sets, is using face

brick generally and is quoted as saying that with the

various color tones, it is possible to create practically any
effect desired.

* * *

The largest order of its kind on record, according to

J. W. Ford, Jr., president of the Bishopric Manufacturing
Companv, has been placed. It is for a full trainload of

composition flooring material. Over 513 tons, or enough
to fill eleven 50-ton cars, is being shipped. It will be used

in a magnificent new country club being built by a group
of wealthy Mexican aristocrats a few hundred miles be-

low the American border.

PROPER
LIGHTING

'DEAL light-

ing of a home or place of bus-

iness is brought about by at-

tention to detail. And that is

our forte. Turn your lighting

problems over to us. Our rec-

ommendations coSl you noth-

ing. We will work out appro-

priate and beautifial lighting

effefts—furnish estimates and

designs.

Have you seen our de luxej

booklet "The Fine Art of Light-

ing." It is yours for the asking.

Telephone or writer.

fighting£quipiment

m Southjisueroa Street

LOS ANGELES



Pacific Porcelain Enamelid Iron Laundry Tray G-S40

Would you wash your
face in the same tray you
wash your clothes?

You could if it was a Pacific Por-

celain Enameled Iron Laundry
Tray. Its smooth, white surface

is easy to keep spotless— just

wipe out and rinse.

But you wouldn't wash your face

in any unglazed laundry tray.You
would see the scum and the ab-

sorbed moisture and filth from
previous washings. Their foul or

musty odors would repel you.

From the standpoint of sanita-

tion and comfort it is as impor-

tant that the sink your clothes

are washed in be as clean as the

lavatory in w^hich you wash your

face.

specify Pacific Porcelain Enameled
Iron Laundry Trays

Trade Msrk Rcgiicered

PACIFIC
PLUMBING FIXTURES

PACIFIC SANITARY MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Offices: 67 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

Factories Richmond and San Pablo, California

Branches Los Angeles, Oakland, Portland, Seattle

"T^HE high grade of Hess Snow-White Steel
*• Cabinets is recognized by leading architects
and owners everywhere.

Nothing fixier can be found for hotels, apartments
and dwellings.

Our representatives in the principal cities are
pleased to demonstrate their quality by submitting
samples. Write for illustrated booklet and prices.

See Sweet's Index, page 1902 and 1903.
HESS WARMING &. VENTILATING CO.

Makers of Hess Welded Steel Furnaces.
1218 S. Western Avenue, Chicago

f

i

NARBLE
— and its correct treatment and installation are

matters requiring expert craftsmen. Our splendid

organization is always at the service of

the architect and the builder.

JOSEPH
NUSrO SONS-KEENAN

CONPANY
535 North Point.San Francisco

1064 S. Broadway, Los Angeles 1430 Webster St. .Oakland
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ONCRETE MADE WITH ATLAS PORTLANL>
CEMENT IS THE COMPLETE
ARCHITECTURAL MATERIAL

The builder of a home, the manufacturer adding to his plant, the

contractor, the architect, the engineer, supervising and erecting

the structures that guarantee today's civilization—each is helped

or hindered by the extent to which any material gives him per-

manent substance, form and color— with economy. Since its

iscovery a century ago, concrete has demonstrated its substance. Wherever strength

id permanence are essential, concrete has been tried and proved.

oncrete made with Atlas Portland Cement makes possible decorative effects as beautiful

id varied as those produced, in more costly materials, centuries ago so perfectly that they

scame standards of excellence for all time. And such concrete is an economic possibility

)r any structure, large or small.

.tlas Portland Csment, either in its normal gray tone or in pure white, by utilizing

jiored aggregate, opens complete color possibilities for concrete and at a price w^ithin the

:ach of all. And this color, rich and sumptuous in a public structure or delicate and sub-

ued in the more modest home, is economical in first cost, and permanent.

tlas, through the development of the rotary kiln, estabHshed a dependable standard for

ortland Cement, and effected such economy in manufacture that it has become available

Dr all types of construction. Atlas Portland Cement is actually cheaper today than it w^as

lirty years ago, and consequently concrete construction is comparable in first cost to less-

srmanent types of buildings.

ut the foundation of its lasting utility as a building material for all kinds of construction

its substance, first ctandardized and made generally available by Atlas, "the Standard by

'^hich all other makes are measured."

between the ^_AtLii plants and the user there is but one distributor—the building material dealer—who

brings ^tlas to the public cheaper than by any other method, ^ny architect, contractor or prospective

builder is invited to write this Qompany regarding the possibilities of concrete, made with <^tlas.

^,ATLAS
PORTLAND CEMENT Company

25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

CHICAGO BIRMINGHAM INDEPENDENCE, KANS.
oAtl/K DI-ITI ADCr DI-ITA ROCTOM CX I r*I TTC I .PC MOTMFQ nAV-rniM OMAHA

(*H^,V^

cAtlas White
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California Steel Casements
throughout this building

r

LATHAM SQUAKK BUiLDlNG
In/iTSfiiion, Sixlr,ti/h, Ttlr^riiph and Hnuui'Udy

(),il:/iin,{, (.'tilifftrn/ij

MAURY 1. DIGGS,
Afi liiti\-r ijnii Suptr'iutfudinl

of (.'ons/ruc/iott

All "California Steel Casements" and
all "FactoryType" windows, are manu-
factured of Copper Bearing Steel.

TELEPHONE HEMLOCK 3080
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THE JEWEL OF ARCHITECTURAL CONSISTENCY
BY HARRIS A

ITH but a single exception, the il-

lustrations of Soule, Murphy and
Hastings' work here shown are

conceived in the spirit of "Medi-
terranean architecture" which is

'so appropriate for Santa Barbara,

and which the public-spirited leaders of that

community are endeavoring, with considerable

success, to have generally adopted in the work
of reconstruction now well started.

Even in that exception, the well-known resi-

dence of Mr. F. L. Baxter (so charming that it

received a gold medal award from the Southern

California Chapter of the Institute), we find the

interior treatment distinctly Spanish in type, and

by no means inharmonious with its envelope,

French though it be. The simplicity, vigor and
picturesqueness of its farmhouse prototype are

delightfully reproduced; it must have been fun

to build it, and it must be very pleasant to live in.

So much for a digression from type which is

surely pardonable from any standpoint. The rest

of these buildings vary onlv in degree. Some are

irregular and informal, some carefully balanced,

dignified; through all the compositions runs a

spirit of robustness, a sturdy substantiality that

LLEN, A. 1. A.J}

marks the work of this firm with a distinct char-

acter.

Take their commercial buildings. It is not al-

ways easy to convince an owner that a structure

intended for business should have any apparent

structural stability. To them, the ideal shop is a

roof floating over acres of plate glass. Mr. Soule
[Concluded nn page 41]
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DESIGNING AGAINST EARTHQUAKES
f BY DR. BAILEY WILLIS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY])

President Seismological Society of America

HE Santa Barbara earthquake has called

attention to various defects of archi-

tectural design as well as to those of

structural weakness. The architect may
and in certain cases did predetermine

the failure of the building in the ac-

cepted sketch of the ground plan. (Ar-

lington Hotel.) In other locations he

did not recognize the dangerous conditions inherent in

an unavoidable plan and did not provide strength to

oppose them. (San Marcus building.) By contrast, in

certain examples we see that the simplicity of the ground

plan and the conditions of construction imposed by the

purpose of the structure led directly to a safe type (U. S.

Postoffice).

To many it mav be a new thought that there exists the

possibility of foreseeing how an earthquake will act on

a structure. Our efforts to do so will no doubt be advanced

by future studies. But even so we can now arrive at sug-

gestions that are not without value. Let us see how far

we can get with our present understanding of the origin

and nature of earthquake vibrations.

Let ABCD represent a portion of a fault plane under-

ground and let O be a point on that plane from which an

earthquake impulse starts in the direction OP. Let EFGH
represent the foundation of a structure so situated that

the impulse strikes it at the point P. Then the effect on
the structure will vary according to the angle at which
the elastic impulse of the shock impinges on it. At right

angles to the wall the full force of the blow will be ex-

perienced. At an oblique angle the effect will be partial,

being limited to that of components of the initial force,

tending to produce shear or torsion.

A single ray of vibrations is in an actual earthquake
only one of an indefinite number, starting from innumer-
able points on the area of the fault plane, many square

miles in extent. Mathematically seismologists distinguish

a definite focal center, but we are here dealing with the

vibrations that radiate from the fault which acts as a

sounding board. Moreover from every point of such a

plane the rays diverge in every direction.

The effect is to set the solid rock vibrating according to

a very complex svstem of waves, crossing one another in

all directions, canceling one another where crest and
[t'liiilinued on page 47)

EARTHQUAKE-RESISTING FOUNDATIONS
I BY G. SIACCI, CIVIL ENGINEER, AND EDWARD GLASS, ARCHITECT |

Editor's Note: The authors of the following article, Messrs. G. Siacci, an Australian Engineer, graduated from the University ot Rome,
and Edward Glass, Architect, from the University of Pennsylvania, have both had extensive experience with buildings in earthquake countries.

The great bulk of work carried out by Mr. Siacci, as Consulting Engineer in Egypt, Australia and New Zealand, made him known as an

expert in foundations in difficult soil.

Mr. Glass, in association %vith Mr. Thomas Smith, carried forw.ard as Architects considerable earthquake resisting construction in Guatemala.

^^'^^Sl

ii
HE effect produced by an earthquake is

in direct relation with the acceleration

of the horizontal movement, which is

a movement ofshort duration, of masses

of earth going and coming very rapidh'

m one main direction. Such directions

varv from one moment to another and
from place to place according to the

geological structure of the soil. In some cases the direc-

tion is not quite horizontal, but emerges by a slight angle

with the horizon. In such cases there is a vertical com-
ponent, which, however, is of no importance when com-
pared with the main action of the horizontal movement.
There are sometimes earth upheavals occurring along

lines of weak resistance but it is a well-known fact that

the undulatory character of the waves is primarily hori-

zontal. An idea of such waves may be had by imagining

a basin full of water when shaken. The crests of the water
waves may be compared to the upheavals of the earth.

It is generally well-known how the earthquake phe-

nomenon manifests itself. It begins with tremors result-

ing from distant waves traveling very fast from great

depths. The velocity of the vibrations of these waves in-

creases as they come up to the surface.

It is evident that the shocks on a building situated in

the seismic area are first received by the foundation,

thence transmitted to the building. It follows that the

chances of safety for a building depends, in the first

instance, on the resting capacity of the foundation to

stand the first and subsequent shocks. It is clear then

that foundations should not only be designed to distri-

bute the load upon the ground. They must have also re-

sisting capacities to lateral shocks. Better than resisting,

thev should be able to absorb shocks. In fact, if shocks

could be absorbed like in automobiles, buildings would
be totallv immune from earthquake disturbances.

The kind of foundation we have imagined that would,
in our opinion, answer the above requirements is a rajt

of reinforced concrete. Its structure would be like that of a

multiple and geometrical honeycomb with upright

truncated cylindrical cells from 3 to 6 feet in diameter

and from 5 to 9 feet high, measured outside the two
horizontal slabs. These slabs are to be reinforced with
wire nets placed in two directions. Their thickness

would vary according to the upward and downward
pressures. The shell of each cell or ribs of the structure

would be 8 inches thick at the base and 4 inches at the

top. Their reinforcement would be both vertical and
spiral.

The cavity would be filled with sand graded in such a

manner as to reduce the voids in the sand to a practically

irreducible minimum.
We claim that this type of structure will realize not

only great economical advantages as a footing for build-

[toncludi'd on page 46]
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RESIDENCE OF MRS. E. M. SEURMELMEYER, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
SOULE, MURPHY AND HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS
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Experience and Tradition

WE ARE AN OLD FIRM AND HAVE HAD MUCH EX-

PERIENCE IN PAINTING AND DECORATING IN ALL

BRANCHES. EXPERIENCE COUNTS FOR MUCH BUT

IT CAN BE HAMPERED BV TRADITION. THAT A THING

MUST ALWAYS BE DONE IN A CERTAIN WAY JUST

BECAUSE IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN DONE IN THAT WAY

IS NOT OUR INTERPRETATION OF "EXPERIENCE AND

TRADITION." A WILLINGNESS TO ADAPT WHAT WE
HAVE LEARNED TO THE SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF

ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS ACCOUNTS, IN A MEAS-

URE, FOR THE E\'ER-GROWING DEMAND FOR

QUANDT CRAFTSMANSHIP IN MODEST COTTAGE OR

TOWERING SKYSCRAPER. "EXPERIENCE" GIVES US

CONFIDENCE— "traDITIOn'' GIVES US QUALITY.

"Co-operation for Q^uality"

A'OyANDT • £T •SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET ' SAN FRANCISCO '. 3 5 I 9 CENTRAL AVENUE*' LOS ANGELES

[ PAINTERS AND DECORATORS ' SINCE 1885 J

QUANDT QUALITY IS AVAILABLE FOR THE SMALL JOB AS WELL AS THE LARGE.

OUR OPERATIONS ARE STATE-WIDE
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RESIDENCE OF MR. WILLIAM S. SPAULDING, MONTECITO, CALIFORNIA

SOULE, MURPHY AND HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS
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CAMPBELL, CALIFORNfIA, UNION GRAMMAR SCHOOL W. H. WEEKS, ARCHITECT

Schools of "Beauty

THK West leads the nation in appreciation of cul-

tural values in education. W itness the wide range

given our architects in nearly every community in

planning beautiful schools.

Beauty in temples of learning, as an important aes-

thetic influence, is as old as the first academic grove of

the ancient Greeks.

It has never been more valued, nor more universally

applied, than today, here in our West.

Beauty of design is lost if it is not expressed in beauti-

ful materials.

The school sho^in is roofed u-lth Latin Tile

The architectural detail is in Terra Cotta

GLADDING, McBEAN & CO.
General Office: 660 Market Street, San Francisco

Los Angela Office: Los Feliz Boulevard an J S. P. Tracks

Seattle Office: Dexter Horton Building

Portland Office: U. S. National Bank Building

Oakland Office: Twenty-second and Market Streets
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DANK OF ITALY, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA H. A. MINTON, ARCHITECT

Architectural Terra Cotta

The use of ArchitecturalTerra Cotta imparts

a beauty of color and detail, a dignity and
grace not obtainable in any other building

material. It is light, strong and of unexcelled

permanence—these features alone

meaning economy.

*«

N-CLARK-&-SONS
MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectiinil Teira Cotta, Pressed Brick, "Rainona" Roof Tile and Kindred Clay Prodmis

II2.-I16 NATOMA STREET - SAN FRANCISCO
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RESIDENCE OF A. M. AND L. E, JOHNSON, MOUNTAIN VIEW AND SEAVIEW AVENUE, PIEDMONT, CALIFORNIA

Rgmona BgofJile
Beautif * Versatilitij * Permanence

Set amid colorful surroundings of lawns,

flowers and trees, a variegated Ramona

Tile Roof attains its greatest beauty. Its

natural fire blend is particularly adapted

to the roofs of large suburban homes

and country estates.

N-CLARK-&*SONS
MANUFACTURERS OF

Arcbitenural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brkk:'Ramo>,a' Roof Tile ami Kindred Clay Prodm'Js

II2.-I16 NATOMA STREET • SAN FRANCISCO
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THE ROOF of the

new Science build-

ing,University ofSouth-

ern California, showing
the Red Granada Roof-

ing Tile, random laid

with 'laced' valleys.

oArthur Harris, 'T(pofing Contra6lor

John'T*arkinson & Donald Parkinson

oArchite&s

^e Standardof^taUij m Clay Products'

hA'fressed BrickCo
ENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR FROST BLDC
Secondand Bwadwajf TRinity 5761

LOS ANGELES 152
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RESIDENCE OF MR. W. E. HODGES, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

SOULE, MURPHY AND HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS
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Deta'd Brick Wall,

Senator Theatre^

Sacramento

Leonard F. Starks,

Architect

Mathezvs Construction Co.,

Contractors

This Brick ruffled on broad side
Architect Leonard Starks economized in

the face brick veneer laid over the con-

crete of the Senator Theatre, Sacramento,

by ha\'ing the brick laid up with the broad

side exposed.

A special Dickey buff Face Brick, with the

broad side ruffled, was furnished tor the

purpose. The grille was also made by Li\--

ermore Fire Brick Works, Inc.

The Dickey stocks of Face Brick contain

many distinctive tones and textures.

When architects are unable to find among
them just the brick desired, we often

manufacture special Face Brick to order.

Dickey
BURNED CIAY PRODUCTS
DICKEY MASTERTILE • FACE BRICK. • FIRE BRICK

Partition Tile, Furring Tile, Paving Brick, Sewer Brick,

Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

M.hh ty

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANY am! LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS. INC.

Associated Companies

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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KESIDENCE OF MR. r. L. BAXTER, SANTA BARBARA, CAL.rORNIA
SOULE, MURPHV AND HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS
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RESIDENCE OF MR. KENDALL ROGERS, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
SOULE, MURPHY AND HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS
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The Furniture Mart, Chicdgo, Illinois

Henry Raeder, Architect, !7^. Max Dunning and George C. Jslimmons & Co., Associates

THE Furniture Mart is one of the out'

standing buildings that are extending

the commercial section of Chicago "north

of the River."

The exterior walls are of a warm gray,

textured face brick, laid in a flush cut natural

mortar, w^ith the hori2;ontal joints one'half

inch wide and the vertical joints slightly

less. The trim and ornamental features are

of a slightly lighter gray Mat Glazed Terra

Cotta with quite a strong mottled and tex'

ture treatment, thus producing a most

pleasing and effective color harmony.

You will find many splendid examples of

the modern use of face brick in "Architec

tural Detail in Brickwork," a portfolio of

many halftone plates, showing various treat'

ments of the brick wall surface, ready for

filing. It will be sent postpaid to any archi-

tect making request on his office stationery.

"English Precedent for Modern Brick'

work," a locpage book, beautifully illus'

trated with halftones and measured draw
ings of Tudor and Georgian types and

American adaptations, sent postpaid for

two dollars.

American Face Brick Assocl\tion
1767 Peoples Life Building ' Chicago, Illinois
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gACH year in Am-
erica preventable

fires claim 15,000 hu-
man lives and prop-
erty worth more than
half a bilUoa dollars.
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that coutd tiave
been prevented^

"pVERY time the clock ticks 60 seconds $1000 is lost in
*^ this country by preventable fires—enough to pay the
French war debt in eight years— more than enough to pay
the annual salaries of all the school teachers in America.

And the frightful thing about these fire losses is that they
are absolutely preventable. Buildings burn only when they
are built of combustible materials. We like to blame high
winds, careless smokers and rats gnawing matches under
floors—but we continue to pile up fuel for the flames when
we rebuild.

We are the only civilized country in the world that has still

to learn that fireproof construction is the only economical
safe construction. Brick has driven the Demon Fire out of
Europe. Gradually brick is teaching California that the only
way to avoid fires is to build against them. Brick is burned
in the making—it never can burn again.

CALIFORNIA COMMON BRICK
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Los Angeles San Francisco

RICK
FOR FIREPROOF BUILDING
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u^Qminations
the sign of inferior tile

AT a superficial glance all roofing tile may look pretty

xA- much alike. But there are vital difierences that do
not always show on the surface. It is necessary to break

a tile and see how it is made in order to judge its true

worth as a roofing material.

Laminations are caused by defective manufacture in

which the center of the plastic clay column moves
faster than the sides. This gives a finished product built

up of layers with pockets and air spaces between, giv-

ing a w^are inherently w^eak and porous.

We guarantee each and every tile of our manufacture
to be free from laminations and blisters.

Simons Spanish Tile

SIMONS BRICK COMPANY • LOS ANGELES • WALTER R. SIMONS, PRES. AND GENL. MGR.
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SANTA PE TICKET OFFICE, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

SOULE, MURPHY AND HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS
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Colors

of
France

Pierpont ^ WaUer S,

Davis, Architects y are

the creators of this

delight f ul bit of
French architecture.

The French Village,

at Cahuenga and
Highland Avenues, is

fin-shed in California

Stucco.

/->1ALIFORMA STUCCO is consistently first and final choice
V>< where variety and permanency of coloring are important. A
twentieth century renaissance in the architecture of all nations is

possible with California Stucco. It gives designer and contractor
alike a new confidence in stucco construction and positive control
over the elements, for California Stucco c;/dm-cs. There is no stucco
more universally used by the leaders in the building world. Cali-
fornia Stucco is the by-word for first grade stucco construction from
coast to coast. Month by month stucco yardage is increased the de-
mand for stucco grows—largely due to'our development work in the
interests of plasterers who use California Stucco. Our laboratories
are continually striving for new textures and tints while California
Stucco applied years ago continues to build confidence in its per-
formance in every type of construction. This is in-built quality that
cannot be sacrificed by a single bag of inferior product. Each bag of
California Stucco is perfect stucco insurance. Eliminate guesswork

in stucco results and build forever with California Stucco.

California Stucco Products Co.
Los Angeles, California

SAN FRANCISCO
C;i]if<)rnia Stucco

J*roducts Co.

340 Dore St.

SEATTLE, WASH.
California Stucco Co.

of Washington

4523 Shilshole .\ve.

SACRAMENTO
California Stucco

Products Co.

29'8 J St.

EDC.EW.VFER, COLO.
California Stucco

Products Co. of Colo.

West Colfax and
Wadsworth, Route :

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Calitornia Stucco

I'roducts Co.

I 31 5 Walnut St.

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
California Stucco

Products Co.

of New England
41 1 Waldcn St.

PORTLAND, ORE.
California Stucco Co.

of Oregon
210 Thompson St.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
St. Louis Material &

Supply Co.

314 North Fourth St.

CASTLE SHANNON,
VA.

Cretcstone ItuiKlers'

Supply Co.

liox 555

CH.ATTANOOG..\, TENN.
Dixie Concrete Products

Company
1013 James Bldg.
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Cut cast Stone

iupplied b'

B:mau I Stone

C'-Tpuraticn.

Stu YiTK.

Chicago,

AitKtnaL

Ancient Greece in Modern Concrete
To those who still believe that the architectural beauty of the ancients

can be expressed only in traditional materials, Grant Park Stadium,

Chicago, will be a revelation.

This monumental structure takes you back to "the glory that was
Greece." And it is done entirely in concrete. This includes the columns

and other exterior architectural details, all of which are of cut cast stone.

Thus beaut}', as well as construction, is made permanent.

Grant Park Stadium is only one of a great variety of structures that im-

pressively demonstrate the wide range of adaptabilit}' concrete offers to

the architect— a range not within the possibilities of any other material.

* * *

If you are interested in receiving additional data on concrete in stadium

construction, address the nearest office listed below. Ask for leaflets

S-112 and S-104.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A National Organization to Improte and Extend the Lies of Concrete

COLVMBUS
BOSTON DALUS

ATLANTA CHARLOTTE, N'. C. DEVVER
BIRMIVGHASC CHICAGO DES MOIN'ES

DETROIT LOSANGELBS NEW ORLEANS PHILADELPHIA
INDIANAPOUS MILWAUKEE NEW YORK PITTSBURGH SAN FRANCISCO

JACKSONVHLLB MINNBAPOUS OKLAHOMA CITT PORTLAND, OREG. SEATTLE

KANS^SCITY NASHVILLE PARKERSBUSG SALTLAKBCITY ST. LOUIS

VANCOUVB«, B. C.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Oar Bctktelt trt ml fnt /a ikt UiiltJ Stalii, Camads ami Cmit tmly
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FRANKLIN SCHOOL, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA. SOULE, MURPHY AND HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS
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Perma-Light Wall Finishes
Were used throughout in all the abo\e architectural landmarks recently

erected, with the exception of eight floors in the Pacific Gas and Electric

Company's Building (which were divided among several other makes).

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

xecutive Offices and Works
San Francisco HILL, HUBBELL & COMPANY

* Paint Specialists •

LosAngetcs * Oakland - Portland

Seattle New York
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BUTTRESS PLASTER LATH
Makes Walls and Ceilings

of Enduring Charm

To be sure of securing walls and ceil-

ings which, by their flawless beauty

and charm, emphasize the perfection

of a home, it is necessary to have the

plastering done over a strong base

which will not absorb moisture, swell,

crack, or buckle.

The appearance of the finished inter-

ior depends largely on the skill of the

plasterer. Therefore he should not be

handicapped by a poor base to work on.

Buttress Plaster Lath is made of gyp-
sum rock plaster, compressed for
strength between two sheets of tough
paper. This strong "solid" lath pro-

vides an ideal plastering base and as-

sures walls and ceilings that are insu-

lators against heat and cold, practically

sound-proof, and lOO per cent more
fire-resistive than wood lath and plas-

ter construction.

Prevents Unsightly Cracks and Broken Plaster
Because it is "cured" in the manufacturing process, Buttress Plaster Lath does
not buckle nor shrink after being applied. Its use, therefore, prevents the ap-
pearance of ugly plaster cracks in the walls, ceilings and corners. Nor will
plaster applied to this material leave a spotted surface, even in the driest
weather. Specify it on your next job and note the beauty of the finished work.

SOLD BY ALL BUILDING MATERIAL DEALERS
Write for Free Sample and Descriptive Circuhir

About Biatress Plaster Lath

Buttress Manufacturing Co*
7110 South Alameda Street

Los Angeles California
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Sidings that look

well and ''stay put"
The house with California Pine siding

stands as a permanent display of the archi-

tect's good judgment-).

Siding ofCalifornia Pine, not only looks

well to start with, but holds its shape, lays

flat without warping or end-shrinking,

twisting or splitting. That is because of

the remarkable cellular construction of

California Pine, and its susceptibility to

perfect seasoning.

Builders and carpenters, likewise wel-

come the specification of California Pine

siding. The builder, because this siding is

obtainable in all the various forms, of

standard widths and lengths—the carpen-

ter, because California Pine siding is so

easy to cut, fit and nail securely to the

sheathing. All of which makes for good

workmanship without waste of time^.

Then, as to painting— this light-color-

ed, soft pine is easy to paint. The brush

Carpenters like Cali-

fornia Pine siding
because it's easy to

cutandfit.and makes
for good workman-
ship.

Cork-like texture
holds nails tightly
and prevents split-

ting even with nails

driven close to edge
or end.

Paint flows evenly
and spreads smooth-
ly on California Pine.

It holds paint well
and the coat stays
smooth.

moves along readily while the paint flows

evenly and spreads smoothly. California

Pine holds paint—the coat stays smooth,

because of freedom from pitch and grain-

raising tendencies.

If you have not received a set of our

Information Sheets on California Pine, let

us send them to you. You are also invited

to correspond with our Wood Technol-

ogist, formerly with the U. S. Government

Forest Products Laboratory, at Madison,

Wisconsin, and now connected with this

association,;.

California White and Sugar Pine Manufacturers Association

685 Call Building • San Francisco

f^iiO t>r(JliCerf (/ CALIFORNIA * HITF IIR CALK OR MA POIGl.AS 11 K ( ALIKORNfA IN( t N'SJ < IIIAK



EDITORIAL-

What Price Advertising Glory?

SPEAKING to a business club recently, the

representative of a large advertising agency
stated that out of one billion dollars spent this

year in advertising, half would be wasted.

That wasted wealth about equals our annual
fire loss. It is of too much consequence to be for-

gotten— to be ridiculed— to be condoned. What
proportion of it goes into casual, spasmodic
"special editions" in connection with the build-

ing industry which serve no purpose but to flat-

ter someone's vanity and which hardly ever suc-

ceed in that, since they are seldom well done,

can only be guessed at.

Such an amount put back into the factories for

the improvement of conditions and service and
quality, or put into intelligent and truthful

spread of real information to consumers, would
be of incalculable benefit to the country.

Hopeless as individual protest or action may
seem, it is an obvious obligation, and must have
a cumulative effect. As far as this journal is con-

cerned, this is our creed; we believe:

That an advertisement should be truthful.

That it should give or offer definite, accurate

information concerning:

I . What the article or service is.

z. How it is used or performed.

3. Where it has been used or performed.

4. Scientific or official data as to merit.

5. Latest improvements or devices.

That it should be attractive in appearance,

concise and easily read

.

That a journal should not knowingly publish

the advertisement of any firm or person un-

worthy of patronage.

On the receiving end of the message, we may
add, we believe the reader should appreciate the

effort made to assist him to an intelligent choice

of materials and workmanship, and should co-

operate by approval or criticism. Constructive

comments are very welcome.
* * *

The Architect and the Earthquake

DR. BAILEY WILLIS of Stanford University,

president of the Seismological Society of

America, has been jocularly called a "wizard"
because he managed to be "present in person"
when the earthquake visited Santa Barbara last

June. However that mav be, it was a fortunate

circumstance that rh is thoughtful scientist should

be on the ground to add first-hand observations

to the vears he has devoted to a studv of seis-

mic disturbances. And it is fortunate, too, that

Dr. Willis is not only a profound student but has
the ability and the will to express himself clearly.

We believe that every architect will find the art-

icle by Dr. Willis, "Designing Against Earth-
quakes," in this issue of real value. For our
part, we feel complimented, indeed, that this

distinguished scientist should choose the Pacific

Coast Architect as the medium in which to

convey his thoughtful paper to the profession.
* * *

A European Pilgrimage

ARCHITECTS and appreciative laymen— not

±\_ such rare birds as some architects think

—

will be interested in the tour to be conducted by
Albert Kelsey, F. A. I. A. The record of Mr.
Kelsey as an architect and educator, his service

to the Institute, his personal charm, have made
him well known to the profession. The manner
in which he proposes to lead this pilgrimage is

unique and stimulating to the imagination.

"To revive the lost art of conversation, by con-

ducting a series of causeries suggested by what
we are to see ... I must make the old familiar

'high spots' more interesting than they have
ever been before. After that I can conduct to new
and unfamiliar places in a spirit of adventure.

... A leisurely, dilettante tour for those in-

terested in the rare, the precious and the beau-

tiful; and especially for those who will delight

in taking part in good conversation amid inspir-

ing surroundings."

Starting from New York, February 15, North
Africa, Sicily, Italy and France will be visited,

reaching New York again May 15 . All arrange-

ments will be made by the Temple Tours offices.
* * *

Opinions Are Welcomed
AMONG letters we received in connection with
l\. the series of "Construction Lessons from
Santa Barbara" was one from Mr. Edward Glass,

an architect of high standing in San Francisco,

in which he expressed some divergence from the

opinions of one of our contributors. An answer
was sent, telling him that if he cared to put his

ideas into form for publication, we should be

glad to give them space. The pages of this jour-

nal are open to any discussion tending to the

good of the profession and to the improvement
of building construction. The article giving his

views was prepared by Mr. Glass, is printed in

this issue and will be found well worth serious

consideration.
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Ask the nearest building ma-

terial dealer for Booklet on

Plastite, also complete plans

and specifications for swim-

ming pools and reservoirs.

^Xet it rain—let it pour^^

The Plastite house is waterproof. No gale can drive the

water through its dense, hard walls. Neither cold nor heat

can affect it. Once put in place, Plastite is there to stay!

The wall is in reality a slab of watertite, reinforced concrete.

Plastite protects permanently— because it grows harder,

stronger, more watertite, as the years go on. Plastite meets

favor Tvith plasterers because it mixes and trowels so easily,

and cures firm and uniformly, w^thout "craze" cracks.

Architects may specify Plastite with the certain knowledge

that its use means complete satisfaction to the owner.

Our illustrated magazine, "Plastite Progress,"

will be sent on request.

Riverside Portland Cement Co.
714 So. Spring Street LOS ANGELES TRdjity 5951



SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MONTHLY BULLETIN
OFFICERS

John Reid, Jr., President

Harris Allen, Vice-President

Albert J. Evers, Sec.-Treas.

'ccci^r

DIRECTORS

J. S. Fairweather, three years

\V. C. Hays, three years

Earle B. Bertz, two years

Will G. Corlett, two years

George W. Kelham, one year

Arthur Brown, one year

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, November 17,

lois in the rooms of the San Francisco Architectural

Club', 77 O'Farreil street, at 6:30 p. m. Dinner will be

served at 75 cents per plate.

OCTOBER MEETING
The Annual Meeting of The American Institute of

Architects San Francisco Chapter was held on Tuesday

evening October lo, 192.5, in the rooms of the San Fran-

cisco AVchitectural Club, 77 OTarrell Street. The meeting

was called to order at 7:45 by President Famveather.

The following members were present

:

Harris C. Allen, Chas. F. Maury, Morns M. Bruce,Jas.

H Mitchell Svlvain Schnaittacher, Ernest Coxhead,

Louis C. Mullgardt, Lewis P. Hobart, P. J.
Herold,

Rudolph Herold, G. F. Ashley, S. L. Hyman, Earle B.

Bertz, W.-C. Havs, E. H. Hildebrand, J. S. Fairweather,

J.
Reid.Jr., A.J. Evers.

REPORTS OF OFFICERS

President Fair^veather read his report for the year

Moved, seconded and carried that the report be received

and placed on file.
. , u

Report of the Secretarv-Treasurer was read by the

Secretarv. Report of the Board of Directors, Education

Fund was read bv the Secretary. Moved, seconded and

carried that these reports be received and placed on hie.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
Chairman Harris C. Allen reported for the Committee

on Architectural Relations and Publicity.

Chairman S. Schnaittacher reported for the Committee

on Competitions.
r 1 ^ •

Chairman Coxhead reported progress for the Committee

on Plan of Washington and Environs.

No reports were received from the following;

Committee on Regulations, Laws and Building Report;

Committee on Historic Monuments; Committee on War

Memorials; Committee on Education and Small Houses;

Committee on Membership.

REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE
Chairman John Reid, Jr., reported for the Committee

on Industrial Relations.

NOMINATION FOR HONORARY MEMBER
Letter from Otto Kleemann, stating that he is retiring

from practice was read bv the Secretary. Moved, seconded

and carried that Otto Kleemann be made an Honorary

Member of the Chapter without further payment of dues

after the current year.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

The candidates of the Nominating Committee were

read bv the President, as follows: President, John Reid,

Ir Vice-President, Harris C. Allen; Secretary and Treas-

urer, Albert J.
Evers. Directors: J. S. Fairweather, three

year's; W. C. Hays, three years.

Moved, seconded and carried that the Secretary cast

the ballot. ^ , ^ „,
(Directors Earle B. Bertz, Will C. Corlett, George W.

Kelham and Arthur Brown are serving unexpired terms.)

NEW BUSINESS

President Fairweather turned the chair over to Presi-

dent-elect John Reid, Jr.

Moved, seconded and carried that the retiring ofticers

be tendered a vote of thanks for their untiring efforts

during the past vear.

A communication from Pittsburgh Chapter, regarding

the jail designed bv H. H. Richardson, was read to the

Chapter. Moved, seconded and carried that the Board of

Directors communicate with the proper authorities ask-

ing that the problem be studied with the idea of saving

Richardson's work.

Letter from the Builders Exchange, regarding adding

percentage to bids for distribution, was read. Moved,

seconded" and carried that it is the sense of the Chapter

that it would be inadvisable and impracticable to add a

percentage as requested, and that the matter be referred

to the Industrial Relations Committee for reply.

A letter from the Builders Exchange regarding the segre-

gation of lathing from plastering in the specifications,

was read. Moved, seconded and carried that it be re-

ported as the sense of the meeting that this segregation

is a matter of choice varying with the type of the work.

The subject of the visit of the Board of Directors of the

Institute was brought up by Regional Director Schnait-

tacher. A letter from President Waid was read by Mr.

Schnaittacher.
. , , r-i jj-

The meeting passed a vote of thanks to Gladding,

McBean & Co. for keeping the sketches and photographs

of Mr. Jesse Stanton on exhibition for the meeting.

Mr. Hildebrand reported the serious illness of August

Headman. Secretary was instructed to write to Mr.

Headman with Chapter good wishes.

There being no further business, the meeting ad)ourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert J. Evers, Secretary

* * * '

NATIONAL A. I. A. OFFICERS COMING

A visit of unusual importance to the architectural pro-

fession on the Pacific Coast will be made early next

month. The national ofticers and directors of the Ameri-

can Institute of Architects will visit the Coast, reaching

San Francisco December 8th. They will remain in San

Francisco two davs and plans for their entertainment

include motor trips and an informal dinner at the Bohe-

mian Club to which all architects of the vicinity will he

invited. This is a rare occurrence and will afford oppor-

tunity to meet many of the national leaders of the pro-

fession.
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Another Endorsement!

Long Beach Tests Prove Bishopric Base
241% Stronger Than Sheathing!

Up
and down the Pacific Coast official

city tests are proving that Bishopric
Base makes walls twice as strong as l-inch
sheathing. In San Francisco, Bishopric
Base is the only patented wall backing
permitted. In Long Beach the city testing

board found it 241 per cent stronger than
ordinary lumber sheathing. Many other
California cities are adopting this new,
better way to build stronger walls.

And in the East, Bishopric Base has been
a leader for 18 years in all big cities!

Remarkable strength is only one virtue
oi Bishopric Base. The dovetailed inter-

locking key—the strongest mechanical

key known to science

—

locks stucco or
plaster to the wall, preventing cracking,

buckling or sagging. Asphalt mastic,
which cements the doubly-beveled lath

to the fibre board, renders this Base proof
against wind, rain, heat, cold and vermin.

And yet. Bishopric Base actually costs less

in most cities!

We have prepared a complete Data File

and working sample which will help you
in drawing up plans and specifications.

Request them by letter or telephone and
they will be mailed at once. Bishopric
Mfg. Co. of California, 604-626 E. 62nd
St., Los Angeles. AXridge 9108.

3!gMMtMl^l^!!L^g!fe^ }^^^ ^^^j^S^'S^^'c^.th^Sgrg^Sgj^



TECHNICAL BUILDING QUESTIONS ANSWERED
|[bY PAUL W. PENLANdJ

Ktstiircii Engiatrr, Blue DitinKiiiilCompany, Los Angties

A RESEARCH DEPARTMENT FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF READERS OF

THE PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT. ALL INQUIRIES ARE WELCOME.

0. Who pavs the compensation insurance on a building?

A The Contractor pavs the compensation insurance

on a building bv taking out a policy or assuming full

liability. However, there are cases where the owner

takes out a policy and this relieves the contractor of

further liability.

0. Is compensation insurance part of the cost?

A. Yes, the contractor charges compensation insurance

to the cost of each individual job.

jg. Is it necessary to put a preservative on Cedar

shingles?
.- ^ , ,

•

A. No, the lasting qualities of Cedar shingles are

second onlv to Cvpress; however, the life of shingles

may be prolonged by dipping them in linseed oil or

creosote.

p. What is the status of a lien hied against a property

on which there are already a mortgage and trust deed?

A If lien is tiled before recording of mortgage and trust

deed the lien shall take preference. If mortgage and trust

deed are recorded before filing of lien, they shall take

preference.

Q. Doesjhe California Housing Law require a rear

yard for one-familv dwelling?
' A No, unless the building is so designed that the rear

yard is required to serve as a light court for one or more

living or sleeping rooms.

Q. I am building a home of seven rooms and know a

contractor who will not charge me for the plans I in-

tend to inspect the job regularly to see that he fills the

contract. Will I get the desired results to obtain a livable

home for mv family or should I employ an architect?

A. The value, from start to finish, of an intelligent and

conscientious control of the multitude of details, by a

competent architect should be given the greatest con-

sideration in the building of your home. To produce a

THE JEWEL OF ARCHITECTURAL CONSISTENCY
[Continued from page 5]

and his associates have been able to convince many prac-

tical investors that a building may show the solid sub-

stance of its construction and still be so attractive in

design as to constitute a business asset. This is not only

a feather in their own caps, but a big help to their pro-

fessional brothers and, indeed, to the community, \\hen

it is added that these buildings are as strongly built as

they look, and went through the recent earthquake with

no damage worth mentioning, it is evident that virtue

has been rewarded, and will doubtless reap further re-

wards in good season.

Among the residences here shown, the smaller ones are

the more attractive. Whv is this so often the case? Archi-

tects are always bewailing the limitations of expense

and picturing the beauty possible to an open purse; and

then the cottage turns out a veritable gem, while the

mansion is cold and lacks " character' M I must not be in-

terpreted however, as criticizing such houses as those

for Mr. Spaulding and Mr. Hodges, for they do have

character, and very respectable it is; there is nothing

either too thin or too heavy; they are dignified and well

proportioned; however, I like the smaller houses better.

home, no matter how small, of charm and character, one

that is planned economically and conveniently, requires

great skill and much experience. In addition, the plans

and specifications should be figured in a competitive way

by reliable contractors and the architect should be re-

tained for supervision.

Q. My basement concrete floor has cracked in one spot

and the finish is coming off. What is the best way to

repair it?
r n i

A. Thoroughly scrub and clean the spot after all loose

particles are removed. If the base is not jagged, roughen

It. Soak the surface, but leave no film of water. Select, for

patching material aggregate, the same as the original

floor and mix the same proportions as originally used.

Apply with pressure to obtain a good bond. Then do not

disturb until the patch has hardened. While curing, cover

with a 3-inch layer of wet sand.

Q. Are small knots a detriment to lumber for framing

a house?
,

A. Small knots are not objectionable if they are sound.

If the knots are large, the strength of the timber is yer\-

much reduced, and" if loose or dark in color, they will

ultimately fall out, loose knots being the stubs of dead

branches.

p. How should a closet be lighted?

A. Closets should be provided with an outlet directly

over the door in a horizontal position or vertically against

the ceiling. It should never be placed in a position such

that inflammable material may be placed against it. This

lamp may conveniently be controlled by a door switch

which throws on and off the current as the door is

opened and closed. It is always advisable, however to

equip the lamp with a pull chain socket in order that

the lamp may be turned off in case the door is to be kept

open any length of time.

One building in a class quite by itself must not be over-

looked, in which are housed the firm's own offices. It is

even happier than the pictures indicate, for it is impos-

sible to get a photograph from the angle of the sketch.

The trees, which interfere with the camera, serve to make

the effect all the better to the eve. Inspired by the pictur-

esque homes of tillers of the soil inRomancelands,itseryes

well as quarters for the designers of homes and gardens.

A ticket office for the Santa Fe Railway is worth men-

tion for the success with which the idea of attractive

service to the public has been expressed.

It is fortunate that in this period of vital concern to

Santa Barbara the voung men who compose this firm

should be in the full' tide of their professional activity.

August G. Headman, a well-known architect of San

Francisco and the founder of the San Francisco Archi-

tectural Club, succumbed to a long illness October iS.

He was only 42. years old and his untimely passing is

keenly regretted bv his many friends in California.
*- * *

L. ]. Hendv, 1060 Bush Street, San Francisco, wishes to

receive manufacturers' catalogues of all kinds and is par-

ticularly interested in those pertaining to garages, pumps

and light machinery.
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Californiums

Climate
calls for Localized heat!

It's a rare day in California that re-

quires 24-hour heat. Take the chill

off the room in the morning and the

sunshine will do the rest, i i months
out of the year!

It is folly to keep a hig central plant

steamed up night and day to keep an
office huilding comfortable.

Individual, localized heat from Pa-
cific Gas-Steam Radiators is the solu-

tion. When the tenant wants heat, he
gets it,—clean, healthful heat in just

the right amount. When he has
enough, expense stops. No wasteful
central plant to heat up, then cool off.

This is the new accepted method for

California buildings. Get details to-

day from a Pacific Heating Engineer
for inclusion in your next plans. Send
the coupon at once.

^cific GasRadiator
1740 W. Washington St., BEacon 2190; 616 W. 8th St., MEtrobolita^ 2398Factory and Foundry, 7541 Roseberry St.. Los Angeles. Branches in principal Cities of Co;s;:

Here are the five leading types of Pacific Qas Heating Appliances. The>. ventilate ^vhile the^' heat
Pacific Pressed

„ Pacific Gas Pacific Floor Pacific Unit Pacific GasSteam Radiators Furnaces Furnaces Recess Radiant
Heaters

Metal and Cast
Iron Radiators

Nil basement needed. Just
turn a key. A pilot light ig-

svstem—develops eieater heat Provide M.-,ni heil .r l„„,.r "r'Jl *I;/''^\
'"*""" '"'"'; '""""''' '" basement or re- Furnished in any desired fin-

al a 25 per cent saving o h ; te ,ra ste, h

'''«"<•"'. «s™s of cess and supplies heat through ish. An air duct supplies a

gas. S^rLr construcS. e ing . ,""'a ,00 s ™ Si
"1 v'o^ir I 'r„?:'^

p.pes ,0 all rooms. Upstairs continuous stream of fresh

Special Features. (.onlrol

.lutom.ii.L sue. t.hcalU combtned to give control. Aul t.c tempera- air to the fiame. Outer cas-
«'™"'' ""' """ l«s gas. ture regulation if desired. ing is always cool.

An exclusive air circulation

ips en
i5 per cent saving lit
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MODERN HEATING AND VENTILATING PROBLEMS
II

INSTANTANEOUS AND STORAGE WATER HEATERS
|[bY THOMAS B. HUNTER

]|

Huf.ter & Hudson, Consulting Enginrirs

Authors Note -This is the second of a series of informative articles regarding the selection and installation of modern types of cooking.
Author Note.

ll^^,^^^,;^^ ,„d ^pace-heating equipment. The third will appear in the December .ssuc.

MONG practical men concerned with

actual installations of instantaneous,

automatic or automatic storage gas

water heaters, it seems to be agreed

that the flue or vent is of the utmost

importance. Yet these same men will

tell you that engineers and architects,

^ in designing new buildings, frequently

fail to provide proper sized flues or neglect to carry the

connection from heater to flue at a proper angle.

Where much of the misunderstanding of flue require-

ments arises is in the fact that many seem to regard the

flue as a mere vent to carry away the fumes. This is not

its onlv function. It takes air to make fire burn and it is

necessarv, therefore, for the flue to be large enough to

create suflicient draft to draw thru the heater the re-

quired supplv of air. But it is also necessary that the top

of the flue be'carried high enough above the roof—at least

rw'O feet above the highest point of the roof—and pro-

vided with some form of top to prevent down draft.

What is the minimum flue area for the instantaneous

automatic tvpe of gas water heater? In every case it should

be at leasc'six inches in diameter, except for the small

i-gallon and i', -gallon per minute heaters where a flue

five inches in diameter is permissible. But for the popular

Vgallon and 4-gallon tvpes, a six-inch flue is required.

For a 6-galIon per minute heater, the flue should be not

less than seven inches, and for an 8-gallon heater at least

eight inches.

It is, of course, a dangerous practice to carry the vent

from the water heater into the same outlet as that used

bv a coal stove or furnace, or a gas range, with the built-

in kitchen heater. If flue conditions are such that conden-

sation is not quicklv eliminated, a permanent drain should

be provided. This should be done with any of the larger

tvpcs of instantaneous water heaters in any event.

There is no denying that one of the outstanding develop-

ments in the gas appliance field has been the growth of

gas water heating. Within the recollection of many of

the present generation who have not yet reached middle

age, the Saturdav night bath was an ordeal.

Manv can recall the dav when the old galvanized or

wooden tub sat vawning in the place of honor in the

middle of the kitchen floor, while the decks were cleared

for action. The familv wash boiler, buckets, kettles and

pans covered the top of the red-hot kitchen range and

steam clouds rose like incense to the God of Cleanliness.

The family waited in various states of preparedness in

the sitting-living-dining room. Generally, the children

came first, or rather "they didn't come—they were

"rounded up and dragged"—squirming to the brink of

the tub while the elders of the family wrestled in the

super-heated kitchen filling more kettles and pans with

water to be heated for the next victim. Father came next

to last and when weary Mother got her turn, she took

what partlv heated water was available, slithered across

a floor weil-smeared with soapsuds and laved her tired

body in water that was just as much too cold as the first

baths had been too hot.

Contrast these none-too-remote Saturday nights with

the convenience and luxury of even the most modest

modern home when every member of the family may now

have unlimited hot water instantly at the turn of the

faucet, any dav or any night. One cannot view these two

pictures without a sense of gratitude to the gas industry

for the tremendous strides it has made. All that the

user needs to know about any of the modern heaters is

"Turn on the faucet," provided that the engineer or archi-

tect has done his work properly.

And those of us concerned with the designing of homes

owe it to our profession and to our clients to see that this

great convenience is properly installed so that it will

function with the greatest efficiency. To secure the best

possible service the" hot water piping should be designed

and installed to provide continuous circulation thru the

system. With this hot water is available instantly at all

fixtures. This will usually add only a few feet of one-half

or three-quarter inch pipe. This should be used with either

an instantaneous or storage type heater. The entire system

of hot water piping, including any storage tanks, should

be covered with asbestos or magnesia covering, the cost

of which will be saved in a few years by the saving in gas.

We must study the capacity required and make sure that

it is sufficient to meet the maximum demand based on

baths per person, housework, dish-washer, washing

machine and other hot water demands.

We must not permit the installation of an instantaneous

hot water heater where the water pressure is less than 15

pounds at the highest fixture or where the gas pressure is

low. (Some authorities consider 15 lbs. water pressure

sufficient but 2.5 lbs. is better.)

Where there is low water pressure or low gas pressure,

we must influence our client to install a storage system.

Heaters of this type operate independently of variations

in gas or water pressure and maintain water at the exact

temperature for which the thermostatic moment valve

control is set.
1

• j u
We should remember, after we have determined the

type and size of gas water heater to be used, to place the

heater in such a location as to insure the shortest distance

of water travel between heater and faucets.

The gas line should be run direct from the meter and

should be of sufficient size.

There is no question that proper determination of the

size of the heater to be installed does not always receive

the thought and care that it should. Some storage heaters

with a capacity of 18 gallons of hot water are being in-

stalled where 60 gallons should be provided. With most

of the storage systems, they recuperate completely, after

depletion of hot water, inside of half an hour. But, as

often happens, when three members of the family want

to use the bath at almost the same time and the tank

capacity is onlv xo gallons, the first gets 10 gallons of

hot water, the second ten gallons that is only lukewarni

and the third is out of luck. Every heater should be of

size sufficient to take care of any needs that might arise.

Between lo and 60 gallons capacity there is scarcely any

diff'erence in first cost or maintenance cost when divided

over a period of years.

Many of the modern apartment buildings of tour, six

and eight apartments are installing individual instan-

taneous hot w^ater heaters in each apartment. The first

cost is cheaper than with a central water-heating system

and the individual heater is much more satisfactory to

[Concluded on page 46]
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Economize
with Hoyts

New Model 30
The Hoyt Automatic Water

Heater, New Model 30, has creat-

ed widespread interest among the
leading Architects, Contractors
and Plumbers.

Low First Cost
Simple construction and few

complicated parts reduce manu-
facturing costs, allowing us to

sell this heater for $60, installed.

It combines the qualities of

Beauty, Durability, Service and
Economy — features which are

vital to a high-class heater.

Economy
The water is heated but once

—

when it passes through the coils

as the faucet is opened, and is

ready for immediate use. An un-
limited supply of hot water is

available, with no waste.

Show Rooms in principal cities

in California

WATER ^ HEATER
HOYT HEATER COMPANY
2146 E. 25th Street, Los Angeles
285 G'Farrell St., San Francisco

EARTHQUAKE-RESISTING FOUNDATIONS
[Continued from page 6]

ings, on account of the cellular construction, but also a

considerable degree of flexibility, which is what we most
need to have in a foundation to stand and absorb earth-

quake shocks without distortions or disintegration.

It seems to us that such structures can be made typical

and standard for earthquake countries like ours and be
adaptable to all classes and kinds of buildings of a certain

magnitude. This is possible by altering the general di-

mensions in each case, say the size of the cells and the
general reinforcement.

No consideration for concentrated loads are necessary
for transmitting them through the piers to the soil

below. Previous to the building of the raft, care should
be taken to consolidate the ground where required, es-

pecially in those points of heavy concentrated loads. Such
consolidation, partial or total, would be made by the
incorporation in the soil of piles or other materials in

order to increase locally the density and, consequently,
the bearing power of the soil.

We do not expect that this very brief description, out-
lining the typical foundation we suggest for earthquake
areas, will be accepted by all the Engineers and Archi-
tects, especially by those who want fundamental formulas
more than theoretical considerations or at least exhaus-
tive and well conducted experiments, but we will be glad
if this sketch of ours will serve to induce others to work
out this important problem even in a very different way
and along lines of their own experiences.

Of course, for the smaller types of buildings it will be
possible to modify the ideas suggested by us by causing
the various footings to be tied together in such a way
that the building will swing as a unit. The average build-

ing, although well tied and braced above the ground, is

designed primarily for gravitational stresses only. They
are not designed to resist the lateral dynamic forces.

Further studies of this important problem, by our Cali-

fornia Engineers and Architects, would be very welcome,
for we must learn to build in our part of the country in

such a manner as to resist such disastrous earthquakes as

the last one of Santa Barbara.
* * *

MODERN HEATING AND \ENTILATING
[Continued from page 45]

tenant and owner because it assures the small user of hot
water that he will not be paying for the heating of water
used hv his neighbors. The maintenance cost is, of course,

eliminated and the operating cost to each tenant very low.
In this article an effort has been made to point out, in

a general wav, some of the more important rules for gas

water heater installation, but not infrequently the in-

dividual installation offers its special problem. The en-

gineer and architect has available detailed instructions

with diagrams and specifications from many of the

numerous manufacturers of gas water heating appliances

and nearly all of them maintain excellent installation ad-

visors who are practical men, eager to serve you without
charge. The wise architect will make use of their services.

The wiser he is the more often he will call upon them.

For proper installation is the real key, and the only key,

to completely successful hot water heating with gas.

((FyeR-Wall"
ALL METAL FIRE DOORS

HighGrade SheetMetalandKalameinWork

FIRE PROTECTION PRODUCTS CO.
3117 TWENTIETH STREET. SAN FRANCISCO
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NATIONAL MONTHLY BUILDING SURVEY
PREPARED BY S. W. STRAUS & CO.

INPRECEDENTED building activities

CDiitinuc throughout the greater part of

the country with no indications of an

immediate let-up. September piermits

and plans filed in 369 leading cities and
towns showed a gain of nearly 40 per

cent over the same month last year and
I 17 per cent for the nine-months period

ended September 30.

While gains are fairly general a somewhat spectacular

situation exists in New York City where there was a 91

per cent gain over September last year. For the nine-

months period, however, New York is only 11 per cent

ahead of 1914.

The South again led all sections of the country. Miami
established a record of unusual interest, ranking eleventh

among the cities of the United States in building activ-

ities since January i. The fourteen principal cities of

Florida reported building permits of $15, 582.,131 for

September as against $5,447,341 for the same month last

year. Birmingham, Ala., Louisville and several of the

larger Texas cities also displayed great activity. The
indications seem to be that the ensuine winter will

witness a continuation of extensive building operations
in many parts of the South.
For the first time in the history of the country, the 15

leading cities passed the $1,000,000,000 mark for the
three-quarters period. In Boston more than $10,000,000
of plans were filed in September, giving that city fifth

place with a gain of more than 170 per cent. St. Louis,
Pittsburgh, Portland,Ore.,KansasCity,Seattle and Buffalo
also reported greatly increased volumes ofcurrent building.

THE LABOR SITUATION
The situation in the building crafts was reported gener-

ally well stabilized. The settlement of the jurisdictional

dispute between the international union of bricklayers
and plasterers was looked upon as an important factor.

No acute shortage of labor was reported and employment
conditions seemed to be in a very wholesome condition.
In Florida many contractors were working their em-
ployees nine and ten hours a day, the wage scale for
skilled mechanics ranging from $12. to $15 a day with
time and a half for work in excess of the standard eight-
hour workday. Notwithstanding the abundant construc-
tion now in progress in Florida contractors there reported
that sufficient labor was available.

DESIGNING AGAINST EARTHQUAKES
[Continued from page 6]

trough meet or augmenting the effect where crest and
crest or trough and trough coincide.

You can-'simulate this tangle of radiant waves by
causing a pane of glass, which should be firmly clamped
at one edge, to vibrate by drawing a violin bow across

its free edge. If the glass be covered with sand the grains

will arrange themselves in patterns, showing that there

is order where we would expect chaos. In the case of an

earthquake the arrangement assumed by the combina-

Figiirc I. Diagr.ini of an earthquake ray

emanating from the Santa Ynez fault.

tions of elastic waves is in three dimensions instead of

two as on the glass and it is so modified by variations in

the local resilience of the rocks that we could not foresee

the distribution of local maxima and minima even if we
knew just how the energy would be radiated from the

vibrating fault plane.

At first sight it would seem as though we might just

as well throw up our hands and continue to go it blind,

designing buildings without reference to earthquake

faults. But some reflections on the situation in Santa

Barbara would suggest otherwise.

The elastic energy radiated from a fault plane dimin-

ishes in intensity very rapidly with the distance. Other
things being equal, the shortest line from a fault plane

to a building will be the direction of propagation of the
most effective wave striking that building. In the case
of a vertical fault, like ABCD in Fig. i, this will lie in

a line perpendicular to the fault plane, which will be on
a level with the structure as MP. If the fault plane lies at

a low angle, as in Fig. i, the most effective wave will
occupy a correspondingly steep position, as OP, and
houses on the surface above such a fault will experience
a vertical motion. Other rays will be projected from the
front, as XY, and there will be those which when looked
at in plan will appear perpendicular to the course of the
fault. \'ertical and the low angle faults both took part
in the activity at Santa Barbara.

The low angle fault, shown in Fig. i, represents the
Mesa fault at Santa Barbara. Fig. i, the diagram of a high
angle fault, may stand for the Santa Ynez fault. The
former lies south of the railroad tracks, surrounding the

"Mesa" and dips southward under the Santa Barbara
channel. The Santa Ynez fault skirts the base of the
mountain range of the same name, running east and west.
The activity of the Mesa fault was demonstrated in two

different ways. A resident of a house situated as indicated

in Fig. 2. felt a vertical vibration and saw the tiles march
B

Figure i. Diagram of the Mesa fault.

down the roof as they were jolted up and down, without
violent lateral motion. Buildings on State Street, on the

contrary, were struck by a wave which advanced nearly

horizontally.

State street runs northwest and southeast, approxi-

mately parallel with a section of the Mesa fault and about
a mile from it. The buildings, facing northeast and south-
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fFor centuries Good Plastering has helped 11

to express the ideals of the Architect. Jj

r^b

AN EDUCATIONAL
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
Of Particular Interest to Architects

RECOGNIZING the important place plas-

. tering has held in building operations

throughout the centuries, the architectural pro-

fession will appreciate the value of the edu-

cational publicity campaign on the Importance

of Good Plastering now being conducted by

the Blue Diamond Company. Advertisements

in newspapers, in magazines and direct-by-

mail, addressed directly to the building public,

are stressing the necessity of conscientious

Plastering Craftsmanship, and the folly of

careless, skimped plastering.

The Blue Diamond Plastering Campaign
has nothing to sell but an Idea—an idea that

will benelit the entire building industry—the

idea of quality uorkmanshif rather than dan-

gerously lou- prices.

The builder is being told, frankly and
fearlessl}", what he should know about plaster-

ing—what Good Plastering means to him
structurally, artistically and economically. He
is being told how for centuries Good Plaster-

ing has been a medium for the expression of

architectural ideas, and how a demand for

cheap plastering will handicap the architect's

efforts. He is being counseled to cooperate

with his architect to obtain the Good Pl.is-

tering he needs.

Watch the Blue Diamond Plastering adver-

tisements appearing in Los .Angeles newspa-
pers every Wednesday.

BLUE DIAMOND COMPANY
Fireproof Building Materials.

1650 Alameda Street • Los Angeles

Thii hookht^ ttlling the builder

"What He Should Know About
Plastering" contains 24 pages of
interesting pictures and text. V\'e

u-ill gladly furnish architects uith

copies for distribution to clients.

west, had their parapet walls thrown into the street.

The effect was sudden and violent. A wave, propagated
northeastward, struck the foundations and threw the
fronts out to a distance from the building line. That wave
emanated from the front of the Mesa fault, as the writer

Figures 3a and 5b. Diagrams of the San Marcus Building in plan

and elevation showing the reaction of the two wings upon the

corner [a] and the couple under which the corner collapsed [b].

understands it. Its action could have been foreseen and
the walls might have been tied into the frames of the

stores and banks in such manner that there would have
been but little damage. Fortunately there is good reason

to believe Santa Barbara will profit by its sad experience.

Turning our attention to the Santa Ynez fault we may
first take note of the evidence which shows that there

was an impulse that was propagated southward from its

surface. Whether it originated there or was reflected back
is a question we need not consider here. Its effect on an

automobile which was running southeast down Stat3

street caused the driver, an engineer, to look back to see

who had run into him from behind. In so doing he saw
the San Marcus building fall.

What had happened? A strong earthquake ray or im-

pulse had come from a northwesterly or northerly direc-

tion and had driven the foundations of the San Marcus
building southward with the ground in which they were
set. Fig 5 a. The two wings opposed their inertia to the

movement and offered a resistance equivalent to a force

applied at the level of the center of gravity, that is some-
where near the level of the second story ceiling. The
structure was thus subjected to the action of a couple,

Fig. 3 b, the weight of both wings was thrown upon the

column at the corner, and the column collapsed. We may
pass over the weakness known to have affected the re-

sistance of the concrete. Even if the strength of the con-

crete had been up to standard it may be doubted if the

corner could have stood up under the excessive load
[Continued on page 5 1 ]
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HOLLOW BUILDING TILE AND SANTA BARBARA
([by CHARLES W. MEIGHAN

][

OLLOW building tile's ability to with-
stand violent earthquake shocks, when
properly laid up, is set forth in a report

of the Santa Barbara earthquake which
has been issued by the Hollow Building
Tile Association, Conway Building,

Chicago, Illinois. The report which is

3 presented in attractive booklet form
and contains many graphic illustrations was prepared by

Joseph K. Moore, consulting engineer. Hollow Building

Tile Association, and M. B. Reilly, district manager.
Pacific Northwest Brick Manufacturing Association. The
report is being brought to the attention of engineers and

architects by Mr. N. A. Dickey of the California Brick

Company of San Francisco.

As is inevitable in disturbances like that which took
place in June at Santa Barbara, a great mass of misinfor-

mation manages to get into circulation, in first reports.

Too frequently, the building industrv has seen some gen-

eral disaster such as that at Santa Barbara seized upon by
manufacturers of one kind of material to find fault with
a competing kind. An overzealous enthusiast for rein-

forced concrete construction, for example, seizes upon
an isolated building of brick, which was not properly

designed in the first place, where foundations were in-

adequate, where walls were not properly tied and tells the

world or as much of it as he can get to listen: "Ah, ha!

All the brick in town fell down!" He neglects to point

out that scores of other structures of brick, which were
properly designed and properly constructed, came through
without injury. And, too often, the brick man has followed

similar tactics with reference to some other material with
the result that the building industry is left with a mass of

claims and counterclaims and no more real information

than it had in the beginning.

Happily, Santa Barbara has seen less of this sort of

thing than has been the case in similar upheavals in the

past. It is true that in the first excitement of the disaster

and for several days immediately following it, many
misstatements found their way into the lay press. But
the various material men now have alert, forward-

looking associations and these associations, with scarcely

an exception, have had men of unquestioned professional

integrity conduct their investigations.

The result of all this has been that some really worth-
while lessons have come out of Santa Barbara and it

seems to be generally agreed by all manufacturers of

building materials of whatever kind that it is distinctly

up to themselves to see that all building is done right

and that all materials, if properly made and properly

used, will serve the purpose for which they are intended.

The stucco man no longer insists that stucco is the only

material; he is willing to admit that there are occasions

when a brick or even two might be used to advantage.

The brick man does not deny that there are times when
stucco has its uses, the hollow-tile maker concedes that

there are materials at least as good as his for certain

purposes and the really hopeful thing is that all of them
appear to be united on the broad, general principle that

proper construction will stand, the other kind will fall

and that it is the duty of all to work for good building

in general.

Such is the underlying theme of most of the reports of

various associations that have come from Santa Barbara

and the very interesting report of the Hollow Tile Asso-

ciation is no exception. Messrs. Moore and Reilly point

out that there were no failures of load-bearing walls

constructed of hollow building tile at Santa Barbara.

They give many specific instances, such as the Christian

Science Sunday School, the Cottage Hospital, the Edward
Lowe, Max Fleischmann and other residences, the Buick

Garage, Nash Garage and County Hospital, where tile

came through practically unscathed, and say that this fact

is remarkable when it is considered that only a few
buildings were constructed of load-bearing tile which
would have passed the A. S.T. M. specifications, the rer

mainder of the buildings being built of partition tile

which is not designed or manufactured for load-bearing

work.
The report is profusely illustrated and quite convinc-

ingly shows that where there were building failures, the

fault was not of the tile hut, in some cases, due to failure

of the framework to meet the shock. The report points

out that cement lime mortar is a necessity for good tile

construction, and says:" With this knowledge it is highly

important that the producers and distributors of tile do
not call their work done when their materials are sold,

but see to it that their materials are properly used and

are bonded together with proper mortar."

And, here again, we see the awakening of an enlight-

ened attitude on the part of all manufacturers that they

"do not call their work done when their materials are

sold" but regard it as a duty to see that those materials

are properly used.

The conclusions drawn in the Hollow Building Tile

Report, which is well worthy of a place in the files of

any architect and which may be obtained from Mr.

Dickey at 604 Mission Street, San Francisco, are as

follows:

"When the history of the Santa Barbara disaster is

finally written it will prove to be a history of poor con-

struction, poor design, poor application of materials,

and poor mortar. This is the consensus of opinion of all

the prominent architects who have visited the scene,

and it is also the opinion of the discerning public. No
material completely withstood the shock, but of all the

materials that were used, hollow tile probably gave the

least financial loss.
'

' In discussing the matter with one prominent insurance

engineer the statement was made that if steel frames had

been used and curtain and partition walls had been made
of hollow tile, instead of a disaster, the Santa Barbara

earthquake would have been an interesting experience.

Business would not have been interrupted, and while a

few tile would have been shaken and dislodged they

could easily have been replaced, and the losses would
have been at a minimum. The writers of this report feel

that this statement is largely true, but there would still

have been an excess of damage because of poor work-

manship and especially poor mortar."
* * *

TO CORRECT AN ERROR
Through one of those inadvertent typographical errors

which will creep into any magazine occasionally, the

words "Ramona Roof Tile" were substituted by the

printer for the words " Architectural Terra Cotta" which
should have formed the heading of the advertisement of

N. Clark & Sons in our October "issue. The advertisement^

corrected, appears in the current issue.
* * *

BRICK OUTLOOK GOOD
There is now every indication that 192.5 will be a banner

year in the brick industry, marking not only a record

amount of brick made and sold, but noteworthy also be-

cause of the remarkable development of the industry to

better serve the public.
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RAYMOND
GRANITE

/ f Architects, now, more

than ever before, recog-

nize in Raymond Granite

the greatest of building

stones.

Raymond Granite is to-

day almost automatically

specified for the majority

of fine building projects

of the west.

There is no substitute for

granite—and Raymond
Granite affords the archi-

tect a stone that is at once

beautiful, economical and

everlasting.

This organization would

be glad of the privilege of

submitting further facts.

Raymond Granite is quarried

at Knowles, California, where

exists one of the largest de-

posits of this high grade
granite in the world.

The Raymond Granite Com-
pany is the only company
dealing in the trade marked
Raymond Granite. It is the

largest and oldest company of

its kind in the west.

RAYMOND GRANITE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

CX3NTRACTORS

GRANITE • STONE ' BUILDING ' MEMORIAL
\ I'OTRKRO AVKNTE, S.^V FR.ANCI>CO

I V%0 fAl-MKTTU STRKKT, L(»S ANGKI.ES

GOOD TASTE
in Lighting

EW people

realize how much depends

on a well thought out plan

for lighting the home. The
beauty of decorations and
fine furnishings is often

marred by negleft of this all

important phase of home-
building.

This Company specializes in

the art of lighting. Its men
are thoroughly grounded in

the theory and praftice of

lighting design-j.

Have you seen our de luxe

booklei-i "The Fine Art of

Lighting?" Telephone-^ or

write for a copy.

Jighting&juipment

m SouthJigt4eroa Street

1 LOS ANGELES
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JUDICIAL CONSTRUCTION OF ARCHITECT'S CONTRACT
f BY LESLIE CHILDsJ

HE question of the amount of fees, and
the manner of their pavment, is usuallv

so plainly stipulated in contracts in-

volving architectural work that there

is little room for after dispute in rela-

tion thereto. However, regardless of

how carefully a contract of this kind
may be drawn, conditions may there-

after arise in the subject matter of the contract that

throw doubt upon how the different provisions of the

agreement are to be construed.

As an illustration of how easily a situation of this kind

may arise the Kentucky case of Dittoe et al. vs. Morgan,
2.68 S. W. 1065, is worthy of examination. The facts and
circumstances which culminated in the action were, as

taken from the report, in the main as follows:

In this case the defendant owned a building lot and
desired to erect thereon a business house of the value of

$2.0,000. With this in mind he emploved the plaintiffs,

who were architects, to draw the plans and superintend

the construction of the building. This contract was in

writing and the portion of it that dealt with the compen-
sation of the plaintiffs provided:

That the plaintiffs were to be paid a sum equal to 7 per

cent of the total cost of the construction of the building;

that upon completion of the working drawings and speci-

fications 3 per cent was to be paid; that upon receipt of

bids an additional ij^ per cent was to be paid; and that

the remaining i"2 per cent was to be paid as the work
progressed. The contract further provided;

"It is also agreed that, until a definite estimate is fur-

nished the architects, charges shall be based upon the

proposed cost of the work, * * * It is further agreed

that in case the work is abandoned before completion,

the architects shall be reimbursed for the amount of

labor performed prior to such abandonment, in accord-

ance with rates established by this contract."

The plaintiffs went to work under this contract, drew
the plans and specifications, and upon their approval by
the defendant advertised for bids. A number of bids were
received but since they ranged from §35,000 to §65,000
they were rejected. The plaintiffs made an effort to have
the bids scaled down, but the lowest bid they succeeded

in getting was $30,000. In view of this, since the defend-

ant intended to put hut $2.0,000 into the building, the

work was abandoned.

Now up to this time, it appears, the defendant paid the

plaintiffs $600 on account of their services as architects.

Following the abandonment of the work the plaintiffs

submitted a final bill in the sum of $1,350, from which
they intended the payment of $600 to be deducted, which
left a balance of S750.

In arriving at this amount, the plaintiffs took the posi-

tion that since thev had prepared the plans and specifi-

cations, and submitted them to bidders, they were en-

titled to the first two installments of the contract, namely

3 per cent and 1^2 per cent respectively. In accordance

with this, then, the plaintiffs claimed 4' 2 per cent com-
mission based on the amount of the lowest hid received,

namely, $30,000. This of course made their total com-
pensation $1,350 as claimed by them.

The defendant declined to pay this bill, and set up that

the plaintiffs undertook to secure a bidder for the work
at $10,000; that since they failed in this he was not liable

to them for anything, and that he had already paid them
more than they were entitled to recover.

The plaintiffs thereupon brought the instant action to

recover the amount thev claimed as due under the con-

tract. Upon the trial of the cause in the lower court a

judgment was rendered in favor of the defendant. From
this the plaintiffs prosecuted an appeal to the higher
court, and here in reviewing the record and stating the
question before it the court, in part, said:

"As it is admitted that the plans and specifications as

drawn were accepted as satisfactory, and were sent out
and bids submitted thereon, and no objection at any time
raised thereto, it is clear that the plaintiffs had taken
the first two steps in their contract and were entitled to re-

cover 4>2 per cent commission therefor, as herein provided.

A question arises, upon what amount shall this be based?'

"

Following the above statement of its conclusions as to

the right of the plaintiffs to recover on a 4!^ basis, and
the raising of the question of what sum this was to be

based upon, the court turned to the provisions of the con-

tract. And here in reasoning on the question involved,

the court, among other things, said:

"Accepting this as a basis, plaintiffs were entitled to

recover 4" 2 per cent of $2.0,000, or $900, subject to a

credit of $600, and the court should have peremptorily
instructed the jury to find a verdict in their favor for

$300. Wherefore judgment is reversed and the cause re-

manded for proceedings consistent with this opinion."
* * *

DESIGNING AGAINST EARTHQUAKES
[Continued from page 48]

thrown upon it in a manner not at all anticipated by the
designer. But it may be hoped that the new structure to

be built on this site will be adequately strong.

The Arlington Hotel presents a somewhat different il-

lustration of the effect of a stress couple due to unfor-

tunate design. The weakness was inherent in the design

of the ground plan. The structure consists of three sec-

tions, namely two wings aligned north and south and a

central section. Fig. 4. The blow which was struck from
the north by the initial impulse drove the foundations
south. The north wing swayed northward and recovering

swung south. It struck the east end of the central build-

ing, which was also swaying. The times of swinging
peculiar to each of the two structures, according to the

distribution of weights, the relative dimensions, and the

rigidity of either, were not the same. The slower pen-

dulum, which in this case was the central section with
the heavy water tank in the attic, was struck by the more
rapidly swinging pendulum, the north wing. The blow
was struck below the belt, so to speak, the center of

gravity of the wing being below that of the central

section. The latter therefore doubled over.

At the same time the western end of the central section

was being battered by the south wing, though with less

effect because in the absence of the water tank the periods

of vibration of the two sections were less unequal. The
central section was thus shattered at both ends and was
also subjected to torsional stresses as the blows at oppo-
site ends in opposite directions synchronized.

If this analysis, based upon an examination of the

building and such evidence as there is regarding the

nature and direction of the shock, be correct, the Arling-

ton failed because the ground plan provided the forces

with a destructive opportunity. Assuming that adequate
reasons existed to compel the choice of that particular

plan or of one similar to it, the architect might forcfend

against a similar disaster in either one of two wavs. He
might brace the several sections so rigidly and tie them
together so firmly that they would swing as a unit; even
so, however, the central section would be liable to severe

torsional stresses. [Conciu<te<i on page ,-5]
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Whitco
Insures Longer

Life to the Sash

The weak spot, and

the place where sag

is most likely to de-

velop in a hinged
sash, is at the joint

between the stile

and the rails, on the

hinge side.

A Sash Fitted

With Whitco
Cannot Sag

' ^ ' The fact that

Whitco supports
the sash, at both top

and bottom, at a

point well beyond
the joint between
the stile and rail —
which is the weak
spot when casements

are hung on butts

—

'The Easy Hardware"
Insures Dependable Installations

Outside of the \viniio\\' easily cleaned fri

Manulactured by

ithln.

MHlHBrffiiiFMf
MANUFAQURERSWHARDWARE^ SPECIALTIES

365 Market St.. San Francisco - 1868 Lemoyne St., Los Angeles

All Hardware Dealers Cirry Whitco Casement Hangers

Makes the Sash Self-Adjust-
ing. No Hinges or Ad-
justers are required. It is

Non-Rattling. No Special
Sash or Frame Detail Re-
quired. May be Installed
to Swing to Right or Left.

Sullivan Roofing Tile Fastener
Patent Pending

Sulli\an Rooting Tile Fasteners make a

better job. They eliminate the 2x3 wood
strips, saving time, labor, and material.

Eliminating the wooden strips prevents

broken tile caused by nailing.

These time-, money-, and tile-saving

fasteners are made of No. 1 1 galvanized

wire, packed looo in a carton, and weigh

-3/^ pounds per lOOO packed. Price on
application.

PLANETT
MANUFACTURING CO.
Second and Grove Sts. • Oakland, Calif.

PUMPS For Every
Need

The Byron Jackson Pump Mfg.
Co. is one of the oldest and larg-

est manufacturers of pumps in

the West. Our extensive plants

It West Berkeley, Los .Angeles

and \'isalia are devoted exclus-

ively to pump manufacture and

design.

Byron Jackson pumps
are built to meet ever\-

service and requirement

filled by pumps. Dem-
onstrated efficiency,

economy and dependa-

bility over long years

have given this com-
pany's product a domi-

nating position w h e n

pumps are being con-

sidered for any need.

Byron Jjc^son lit/ Pit Sump Pump

Byron Jackson Pump Mfg. Co., Inc.
Factory and Main Office, Berkeley, Oilifomia

Branches:

San Francisco,LosAn geles.Visalia, Salt Lake City,Portland,Ore.
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Or he might separate the sections, making each one a

distinct, independent structural unit with a rectangular

ground plan. Let each such unit be ship-bi/ilt, tirmly tied

together and braced within itself; let the space between
it and the next section be twenty or thirty inches; and
let necessary walls or floor connections between sections

be so constructed that they will not transmit shock from
one section to the other and if crushed may be easily re-

placed. Light walls of metal lath and cement plaster and

a bridge with sliding ends to connect floors would serve.

^ Figure 4. Diagram of the Ariington

5 Hotel, sliowing the plan

of the buildings.

This analysis of the effects observed in Santa Barbara
considers the wave which radiates from the fault surface

and is propagated out from it. It is known as the longi-

tudinal wave and is a phase of the vibrations usually not
considered the most dangerous. Greater destructive ef-

fects are attributed to the transverse vibrations, which
occur in a direction at right angles to the ray of the longi-

tudinal wave. The longitudinal wave, advancing at the

rate of approximately three miles per second, strikes the

blow that is often compared to the shock of a heavy
truck. It heralds the advent of the terremoto and passes on.

The transverse vibrations then ensue, vibrating in any
plane at right angles to the path of the ray and continu-

ing for some seconds or minutes. They thus set up in

every building a swaying motion like the movement of

an inverted pendulum. Each building has its own period

of swing depending upon the height of the center of

gravity, the proportions of the dimensions in plan and
elevation, and the elastic resistance or rigidity of the

structure. The injurious effects are seen in the distortion

of frames, the shearing of columns, the cracking and
shaking down of walls. They are to be provided against

by braces and ties. The longitudinal wave, on the other

hand, is to be expected in a line at right angles to the

fault plane and will produce a shear in the foundations

accompanied by the development of a stress couple situ-

ated in a vertical plane and so oriented as to tend to

throw the building toward the fault. Provision should be

made against damage by this action, and to that end the

architect should know in what direction to look for the

nearest active earthquake fault.

In general it may be said that the major faults run par-

allel with the trends of the mountain ranges. But there

are diagonal faults branching from the greater ones

which, though of minor consequence geologically, may
be sources of danger to buildings. The Mesa fault, to

which a large part of the destruction accomplished in

Santa Barbara may be attributed, is an example of this

kind. The Fault Map of California, published by the

Seismological Society of America, gives the principal

known faults throughout the major part of the earth-

quake districts of the State, and reference may be made
to it for general information. In cases of importance, as

for instance in the location and design of a school build-

ing, the question of the locations of faults should receive

special consideration, and the services of a competent
geologist might well be employed to determine them.

TJESS Cabinets and Mirrors are matchless in
^ their satiny snow-white coats; hand rubbed

in the manner the finest furniture is finished. Best
polished plate glass mirrors, brass handles and
hinges, heavily nickel plated.

They are suitable for the finest bathrooms,— low
enough -n price for the moderate price builder.

Specify then\ and please your client; See Sxfeet's Catalogue.

HESS WARMING & VENTILATING CO.
Makers of Hess Weided Steel Furnaces.
1218 S. Western Avenue, Chicago

MARBLE
—and its correct treatment and installation are

matters rec^uiring expert craftsmen. Our splen-

did organization is always at the service

of the architect and the builder.

JOSEPH
MUSTO SONS-KEENAN

COMPANY
535 North Point, San Francisco

1064S.Broadway,LosAngeles • 1430 Webster St., Oakland
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Haws Model No. 7B
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Liberty Bank Building, San Francisco. H. A. Minton, Architect

Ornamental Iron Entrance and Bronze Teller Cages
Show True Craftsmanship.

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON &.

BRONZE COMPANY
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TELEPHONE MARKET lOlI

The
present

preference

is for

all white

silent

closets

The all white closet combina-

tion enhances the beauty of

every bathrooin— the silent

action is a most desirable

feature.

The Hygieno de Luxe has the

endorsement of America's
most prominent medical au-

thorities. Its bowl is only

thirteen inches high and al-

lows the body to rest in the

natural hygienic position.

7V/t' Hygieno dc Luxe Is tJic

finest toilet obtainable.

PACinc
PLUMBING FIXTURES

Tr,ido M.irk RtBistfrcd

PACIFIC SANITARY MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Ofifices: 67 New Montgomery St.. San Francisco

Factories: Richmond and San Pablo, California

Branches: Los Angeles, Oakland, Portland, Seattle
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Never before a book like this!

The Washington Iron Works zvas

est-dblished in 1896. Porcelain
enameled fixtures are tnade in the

Los Angeles plant—vitreous china
fixtures in the Millbrae plant. A
written guarantee agrees to replace

free of charge any Washington fix-

ture which dez'clops any defect

aft^r installation. Washington
Guarunteed Plumbing Fixtures are

installed in the Biltmore Hotel,
New Rosslyn Annex, New Cham-
ber oi Commerce Bldg., Pacific

Mutual Bldg.; Coit Hotel, Oak-
land; Athens Athletic Club, Oak-
land, and hundreds of other prom-
inent buildings on the Pacific

Coast.

"piFTY new ideas for designing bathrooms

—

kitchens—laundries

!

The first real "text book" on sanitation for

modern homes.

One hundred twenty pages of real informa-

tion on the design, furnishing and cost of

these important rooms.

Your drafting department will find this book
a source for many new ideas.

We'd like to place a copy in your files for

reference and for your use in explaining

plans to clients. Any Plumbing Contractor

can furnish you with a free copy—or any

plumbing supply house salesman—or aWash-
ington salesman—or write the Washington
Iron Works, 1 141 Mateo Street, Los Angeles.

Telephone TRinity 6661.

Sold Only Through
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PlttmUng Merchant^
Protects You
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEW PUBLIC UTILITY BUILDINGS
BV HARRIS ALLEN, A. I.

HE modern relationship between
public utilities and the public is

strikingly illustrated bv the three

buildings recently completed in

San Francisco for the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company and the

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company. Not
alone is every consideration shown for the con-

venience and comfort ot the public—that con-

siderable portion of the public which will use

these buildings for the transaction'of business—
but consideration for the public in a larger sense

IS shown by the pains which have been taken in

the matter of architectural character.

To say that the new buildings are a credit to

the city means little or nothing. The significance

lies in the fact that these public utility com-
panies have giyen, it not carte blanche, at least

a very liberal latitude to their architects in the

matter of purely esthetic values, so that these

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. BLDG., bAiV FRANCISCO

BAKEWELL AND BROWN, ARCHITECTS

Structures stand out as ornaments —one may say,

indeed, as monuments— to the city which they
serve. A justifiable pride in achievement, a com-
mendable public-spiritedness, a perspicacious

busmess acumen, are all quite certainly indicated

in their erection.

Nearest to the "utilitarian" idea is the smallest

of the three, the business office building of the

Telephone Company (but itself of considerable

size). Most conservative of the group, dignified

in character, sedate in treatment, it is by no
means stereotyped or even severe. Details are

well designed and executed, if somewhat delicate

in the upper stories for the massive colonnade
below, fenestration is interestingly marked, color

and texture of material are pleasing. The com-
bination of public service and business require-

ments is well indicated.

An opportunity for more divergence from con-

vention, and for a more brilliant touch in orna-
ment, was afforded the architects of the Pacific

Gas and Electric Company. An eighteen-story

building on a conspicuous corner of a wide
street, for a power company which could supply
flood lighting of the entire structure, gave a

chance for treatment which could be unique,

even spectacular. No one can deny that the result

is brilliantly successful and that no canon of

good taste has been violated. Granted that it is

a masonry design, hence subject to the criticisms

of modernists who contend that the construction

of a building should be expressed by its envelope,

and so in the nature of a "tour de force," the

fact remains that it is an extremely clever solu-

tion of the problem. It satisfies—and educates

—

the public, for the perfection of proportion, and
detail is beyond criticism. Seldom do we see such
excellent modeling of sculptural ornament. But
it is the coherence of the mass which constitutes

its special architectural excellence.

Last to be completed has been the Coast Divi-

sion building of the Telephone Company. As the

great pile has been slowly taking shape and the

black steel skeleton has been gradually clothed

with white, a profound, increasing interest has

grown in the public mind. This is not confined

to the layman; I will admit for mvself, and I
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suspect it IS true ot the profession generally, a feeling of

uncertainty existed for some time. The effectiveness of its

silhouette was unmistakable from the start, but the nov-

elty of its treatment, in line and detail, required a degree

of study and familiarity.

Time—even these few brief months—has done its work.
To me this building is now a thing of beautv. Its long,

lofty lines of piers and mullions, its subtle breaks of

outline, diminishing upwards, the delicate accent of its

eagle-crested tower against the blue sky, lead to in-

spiration.

Here is a surprising combination of massive strength and
airy grace. Contradictory as that sounds, the building is

emphatically a unit. From sidewalk to cornice (or crown-
ing members, for there is no "cornice'" as such) the verti-

cal motifs are unbroken until they flower into the inter-

lacing finials which mark each setback of plane. Of the

same color and texture, the horizontal panels and features

act as a bond, strengthen the feeling of unity in design.

Again, the value of scale has been preserved in details of

ornament, working to the same end. This required cour-

age, even daring, but to use the conventional forms of

ornament would have been dangerous if not fatal.

It will be noted that a distinctly Oriental quality

characterizes the detail. In a building erected at "The
Gateway to the Orient" this may be justified sentiment-

ally, but I am inclined to think it justifies itself. Take,
for instance, the grille in the main entrance arch, which

PACiriC GAS AND ELECTRIC CO. BUILDING
BAKEWELL AND BROWN, ARCHITECTS
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COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PAC. TEL. AND TEL. CO.

MILLER & PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS.

A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE

will probably be described as Gothic by many, but which
is unquestionably Chinese in design and detail; and the

lobby inside, whose ceiling was inspired in pattern and
color by a fragment of marvelous old Chinese brocade,

with a background of faded plum color against which
the figures glow softly in dull blues and greens and
yellows. On the floor a broad interlacing geometrical

tile pattern echoes these shades in a more subdued form.

One receives a pleasant shock on entering this lobby, to

find a treatment so in accord with the feeling of the

exterior; a stylistic setting, no matter how dignified or

magnificent, would have sounded a false note.

In the remaining few rooms which have other than
severs utilitarian treatment, there is also this adaptation

of Oriental motifs and coloring, handled sparingly and
skillfully. The practical and technical features of the

interior are an integral part of the architectural problem,

but are being described elsewhere in this issue. I will only
sav here that with all the complication and perfection of

its structural and mechanical equipment, the cost per

cubic foot of this great building compares favorably with
that of many smaller ones.

Rodin was wont to criticize most buildings as lacking

in "profile." From near and far, from the water which
surrounds the city and from the hills which dot its area,

the profile of the Telephone Building adds its monumental
accent to the mass profile of San Francisco—and this,

perhaps, is what gives us most reason for praising its

creators.
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THE "LAST WORD" IN MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
ffiY J. LESLIE meek]

HE remarkable completeness and moder-
nitv of heating, mechanical and elec-

trical equipment are a source of delight

to everyone conversant with such things

visiting the new Coast Division build-

ing of the Telephone Company. Seldom
does one see such openness, cleanliness

j and practical utilitarian value combined
in such compact and accessible form as are to be found at

basement and subbasem.ent levels. Too much praise can

not be bestowed upon architects, engineers and those

responsible.

The equipment lavouts were designed by Miller &
Ptlueger and A. A. Cantin as architects, with Atkins &
Parker as mechanical engineers and Simonson & St. John
as electrical engineers. The installation is really "the last

word" in equipment lavouts and is well worthy of study

bv all professional men confronted with similar problems.

Space precludes detailed description in this article of the

mechanical features and installation, but the following

condensed description gives one an idea of the complete-

ness and utility of the devices installed in basement and
subbasement:
Two A. S. M. E. standard Stirling type water-tube

boilers in one battery, each rated at 400 B. H. P. at 150
pounds, working pressure, operated by a five-horsepower

electric motor-operated crude oil burner automatically

controlled. These boilers operate under regular operating

conditions at from three to fifteen pounds pressure for

heating purposes and for emergency operation furnish 12.5

pounds steam pressure for the operation of the 100 H. P.

power turbine to operate emergency hre pump.
The boilers are also equipped with vacuum steam atom-

izing oil burners for emergency operation when electric

current is not available.

One automatic ico H. P. electric motor operated 4-stage

6co-foot head fire pump operating at 500 G. P. M. at

500-foot head and 750 G. P. M. at 350-foot head. This
pump maintains a 50-pound water pressure at roof Siam-
ese hose connections automatically; but under ordinary
nonfire conditions, this pressure is maintained and hre and
sprinkler system water supply is furnished by an auto-

4
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SUB-BASEMEN'T INSl ALL.\TION, COAST UlVlilON ULILDIM,
P. T. & T. CO., SAN FRANCISCO

maticall}- operated electric accumulator pump and air-

pressure tank located in tower tank room. The fire pump
is also directly connected to a 100 H. P. steam turbine for

emergency operation when electric current is not avail-

able. The water supply for the fire pump is obtained from

—

One 150,000-gallon water storage cistern located in the

subbasement. This storage water is supplied bv a deep
well pump operating on a 185-foot depth deep well. This
cistern is also the source of water supply for the toilet-

flushing water system.

One incinerator boiler, equipped with a crude oil burner.

This boiler can be operated as a low-pressure auxiliary

for heating.

Two automatic electrically operated vacuum return and
boiler feed pumps operated on heating svstem.

Four automatic electrically operated house water pumps
interconnected for variable operation on the three cold

water supply systems.

One emergency steam boiler feed pump for boiler opera-

tion when electric current is not available.

One water softening and filtering plant reduces Spring
\'alley water to zero softness.

One water sterilizing and cooling plant consisting of
an electrically operated ozone water sterilizer. One make-
up and one circulating triplex pump automatic electrically

operated and pumping pure water through a cooling tank
of the carbon anhydride 6-ton capacity refrigerating

equipment, supplying 45-degree water to the cooled

drinking water svstem throughout the building, through
cork-covered piping to bubble and glass fountains and
faucets.

Two hot-water heaters, supplying hot water to the two
hot-water systems by gravity head. All hot-water supply

except main flow lines is brass piped and fitted throughout.

Two sewage ejectors, automatic electrically operated,

for basement and subbasement sewage, leader and rain-

water disposal.

Two 10 H. P. automatic electrically operated air com-
pressors connected to compressed air system required by
elevator service, garage, etc.

Two electrically operated oil pumps, for oil supply from
oil storage tank to oil burners.

One machine shop for plant and building equipment
repairs. All machinery direct connected to motors.

Automatic heat-control system, tank signal systems,

motor control systems, automatic hre system, pressure

control panels, steam flow-meter, etc.

\'entilating system. All basement and subbasement
rooms have mechanical ventilation, including boiler and
switchboard rooms.
Main electrical switchboard room contains switchboard

panel groups consisting of 34 panels for interior lighting,

power, elevator service, exterior flood lighting, tire

alarm, watchman's call system and main service.

All equipment mentioned is of the latest design for effic-

ient and safety operation bymanualandautomatic control.

The lighting distribution system is of single phase,

sixty-cycle iio-iio volts, three wire, for services and
feeders, and 1 10 volts, two wire, for branch circuits.

A. C. power distribution system is three phase sixty

cycle, no volts, and single phase, no volts, with four

wire services and two or three wire single or three phase
branches.

D. C. power distribution is 110-140 volts three wire,

with three wire service and two wire and three wire
feeders and branches where required.

The Butte Electric Equipment Co. of San Francisco were
[Concluded on page 6yJ
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Photogrjfh ny G.iorii'i M^uiin.

COAST DIVISION BUILDIXG, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
MILLER & PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS. A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE
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COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
MILLER & PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS. A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE
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Photogr,iJ^h by G^ihrid Moulin.

COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

MILLER & PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS. A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE
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COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
MILLER & PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS. A . A . CANT I N , ASSOCI ATE . LINDGREN&
SWINERTON, BUILDERS. FROM SUB-DASEMENT FAR BELOW STREET LEVEL
TO THE FLAGPOLE FOUR HUNDRED NINETY FEET ABOVE, EVERY PAINTING

AND DECORATING OPERATION IN THIS NOTABLE BUILDING WAS
PERFORMED BY QUA NOT CRAFTSMEN.

"Co-operation for Q^uality"

A-OyANDT-er-SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET ' SAN FRANCISCO ' 53 I9 CENTRAL AVENUE ' LOS ANGELES

\ PAINTERS AND DECORATORS ' SINCE 1885 |

Quaiiilt quality is at ai lablt for tht small job as will as the large . Our operations art Stati-widc
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^n Acnieuement
in Crdftsmanship

THE PAINTING AND DECORATING REQUIREMENTS IN

THIS GREAT NEW TELEPHONE BUILDING RANGED

FROM THE WASHING OF THE VAST EXPANSE OF THE

EXTERIOR THROUGH ALMOST ALL KNOWN DEMANDS

THAT COULD BE MADE UPON THE MODERN PAINTER

AND DECORATOR. QUAN DT C RAFTSMEN SUCCESSFULLY

PERFORMED EVERY OPERATION, WHETHER IT IN-

VOLVED SIMPLE STANDARD WORK OR "bLAZING A

NEW TRAIL," WITH THE SCIENTIFIC AND HIGHLY

TECHNICAL APPLICATION OF THE EVERLASTING LACQUER

> FINISH, USED HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME ON SO LARGE

A SCALE IN A BUILDING OF SUCH MAGNITUDE ANY-

WHERE IN THE WORLD. FROM THE MERE WHITENING

OF THE WALLS IN THE BASEMENT TO THE ELABORATE

VERSICOLOR DECORATION OF THE MAJESTIC ENTRANCE

LOBBY, WHETHER THE TASK WAS ONLY ROUTINE OR

WHETHER IT CALLED FOR ALL THE SKILL AND ARTISTRY

OF A MASTER CRAFTSMAN, WE GAVE TO IT THE BEST

WE HAD. AND EVERY BIT OF OUR WORK WAS

COMPLETED ON SCHEDULE TIME.

"Co-Operation for Quality"

A-OyANDT • Cr •SONS
374 GUERRERO STREET ' SAN FRANCISCO '3319 CENTRAL AVENUE ' LOS ANGELES

f PAINTERS AND DECORATORS ' SINCE 18S5 |

What wt hat'i Itanitd in tht study and amplication «f Lacquer is

available to you. Let us send you an a^ual sample of Lacquer a!

used m the Telephone Building. A poslcard requesl brings it to you
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DETAIL OF ENTRANCE, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO. BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

J. R. MILLER AND T. L. PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS. A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE

WO Structures that have put their spell upon
beauty -loving San Francisco—the Palace of

Fine Arts and the Telephone Building. The
first was a World's Fair fairy-dream. This

is a dream made everlasting in Terra -Cotta.

GLADDING • McBEAN • & • CO.
GENERAL OFFICE: 660 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

Los Angeles Office: Los Feliz Boulevard and S. P. Tracks

Seattle Office: Dexter Horton Building

Portland Office: U. S. National Bank Building

Oakland Office: Twenty-second and Market Streets

£
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Gjhriel Moulin.

DETAIL OF TOWER, COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO., SAX FRAKCISCO,
CALIFORNIA. MILLER & PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS. A. A. CANTIX, .\SSOCIATE
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DETAIL OF UPPER STORIES, COAST DIVISION' DLILDIXG, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TLL. . ., ^O.
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. MILLER & PFLLEGER, ARCHITECTS. A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE



PUBLIC LIBRABY

PACIFIC COAST ARCHITECT

r

Phntoirarhs 4v Gihrifl M.:^l:-i-

ABOVE, DETAIL OF CRESTING; BELOW, ELEVATOR LOBBY; COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PACIFIC TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. MILLER & PFLLEGER, ARCHITECTS. A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCI.\TE
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Photogrjpk by Gabritl Moulin.

MAIN ENTRAN'CE DOORS, COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. MILLER Si PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS.
A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE
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Photograph hy Gahrirl Mouh

ELEVATOR LOBBY, COAST DIVISION BUILDING, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. MILLER «c PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS.

A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE
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PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO. BUILDING • SAN FRANCISCO
Miller & rducycr and A. A. Cnntin. Assoc. ArcHitccts A. Quandt &. Pons, Painters

HE new Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. Buikling

stands out as a great monument on the rapidly changing

San Francisco skyline. Fuller products play no small

part in this great architectural achiexement. Pioneer

White Lead was usecl exclusively and glass tor the entire build-

ing was furnished by W. P. Fuller & Co.

W. P. FULLER & CO.
301 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

Tliirtv-two brniidics in iwcnty-six Pacific Coast and Intcrmouiuain Cities

Factories at South San Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland

FULLER
PAINTS ^m VARNISHES

PIONEER. WHITE LEAD
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SHEET METAL PRODUCTS

mi

ELEVATOR FRONT, COAST DIVISION BUILDING
MILLER&PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS, A. A. CANTIN, ASSOCIATE

HOLLOW METAL DOOR AND TRIM
COAST DIVISION BUILDING

HOLLOW Metal Trim, Ele\ator Fronts and Cabs
tor the Coast Di\ision Building of the Pacific

Telephone and Telegraph Co., San Francisco, manu-
factured and installed by the FordercrCornicc Works.

Sixteen hundred and twenty-five Campbell Solid

Metal Window Frames and Sash for the Cc^ast Divi-

sion Building furnished and installed by the Forderer

Cornice Works.

Forderer Cornice Works
Executive Offices and Factory:

Potrero Avenue and Sixteenth Street, San Francisco

Los An^'clcs Office:

927 W. M. Garland Building, 9th and Spring Streets
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SHEET METAL PRODUCTS

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC BUILDING

BAKEWELL & BROWN, ARCHITECTS

ELEVATOR FRONT
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC BUILDING

SHEET Metal Work, Nonpareil Skylights, Hollow

Metal Doors and Trim and Met-Elec Base for the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company Building, San

Francisco, manufactured and installed by theForderer

Cornice Works.

Campbell Metal
Windows

Nonpareil Skylights

Sheet Metal Work

Met-Elec Base

Baked Enamel Finish

Hollow Metal Doors

and Trim

FoRDERER Cornice Works
Executive Offices and Factory :

Potrero Avenue and Sixteenth Street, San Francisco

Los Angeles Office

:

927 W. M. Garland Building, 9th and Spring Streets
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THE PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC CO. BUILDING
BY CHARLES W. MEIGHAN

ilOTABLE among the office buildings

which have reared their noble heads to

the San Francisco skx'line during the

past year is the distinctive division

headquarters of the Pacific Gas and
Electric Companv. A large office build-

ing v\nth extensive frontage on a street

as wide as Market street and extending

1 8 floors above the street level afforded ample opportunity

for distinguished architectural treatment and it seems to

he generallv agreed that Bakewell & Brown, the archi-

tects, have made the most of their opportunity.

Treatment, constructive and progressive, utilitarian but

none the less impressive, has given this large and im-

portant public utilitv building a definite character al-

readv quite positivelv established in the public mind and

certain to become more permanently fixed in general

esteem with the mellowing of time. For, in architecture,

not like so manv other things, one can not say that

"familiarity breeds contempt." On the contrary, famil-

iaritv inspires something akin to love in the case of

well-designed and carefully executed buildings.

That this is the case with the Pacific Gas and Electric

Companv building, or with other of our fine new semi-

public buildings, many "a man in the street" who sees

it dailv can testify. It seems to me, as a mere layman, that

this creation of a fine building which causes men, even

in the rush and hurry of crowding for a ferry, to pause

for a moment and, almost subconsciously, to catch their

breaths with the sheer loveliness of seeing an old friend

in a new play of light or shadow, of creating so useful

a thing as a great public utility building and yet giving

it so much of outward beauty that it takes on, with time,

a character, an identity and as much a personality as a

sentient being, would compensate in great degree the

architect whose creation it is, for the many things that

reward other artists, vet are denied him.

We have been long accustomed to expect sermons in

stone in our temples, epics in marble in our palaces,

poems in brick in our auditoriums, but it is a recent and

happy development, and typically American, that we are

coming to be given these same artistic harmonies in

structures of cold steel and concrete and stone and brick

and all the other materials which go to make up the

complex modern business structure.

One of the most successful solutions of the office build-

ing problem has been the simple grouping of a multitude

of elements into a few divisions so that the essential

unity is not lost. The modern American structure, be it

office building, warehouse or even grain elevator, has as

its basis some traditional architectural style and its

scheme of composition is such that when the many com-
plex parts are completed the building is a single unit.

In the Pacific Gas and Electric Company building this

unity has been accomplished bv the division of the struc-

ture into a high and important base, a general shaft and,

hnali\-, a crowning motive.

In a general way the composition was arranged to be

in harmony with the adjoining Matson building, while

an effort was also made to have certain contrast to that

building and to adopt a scale and mass which would by
such contrast show the semipublic character of this build-

ing and give it an identity of its ow'n.

The entrance is marked by the story of the power
industry, framed bv two massive figures Keystones re-

curring over the first-story arches serve to carry the

interest around the two facades and lead up to the central

motive and its larger keystone.

The base of the building runs up through three stories

to be in keeping with its neighbor. With the height of

the first story and the large spaces of the first and second
stories, this becomes a natural and effective arrangement.
The main shaft between the base and the crowning mo-
tive, stripped of all ornament, becomes a great pedestal

for the columns and arcade of the fourteenth and fifteenth

floors. Uniform distribution of windows over the entire

surface makes them but incidents in the general mass, so

that they merely give texture to the shaft and do not
count as separate units.

In marked and happy contrast to the simplicity of the
treatment of the shaft are the base and crowning motive.
The base with its deep reveals and consequent deep
shadows is colored by ornaments sparingly used and
placed with nice discrimination. The arcade at the top is

broken up so as to give a brilliant play of light and
shadow and the varying planes and surfaces of walls and
columns give an impression of richness. Arch forms,

decorations and mouldings are used in both base and
arcade.

In the entire scheme there is complete accord between
the actual spaces and the architectural treatment and the

architects have achieved their result with no sacrifice of

practical requirements to architectural requirements, or

rice versa.

For the most part, the interior plan is similar to that

of any logical modern office building. The offices are well

lighted and well arranged. Those departments which are

in closest touch with the public are placed on the first

floor. The entrance leads directly into a large and hand-

some vestibule running parallel to the front of the build-

ing and at either end of this vestibule are found the

entrances to the main departments of this floor. The
elevator lobby is ample and well proportioned. Treatment
throughout is simple and dignified. From the second to

the sixteenth stories the typical floors all have the same
general arrangements. The executive offices, with lobby

and corridors paneled in oak, are located on the four-

teenth floor. The sixteenth floor is set back for archi-

tectural reasons and there is a balcony or promenade
around this story. Here are located the employees' rest-

rooms, restaurant and library. The color scheme of the

entire building is singularly appropriate and harmonious.

The limits of space preclude in this article anything like

a complete description of this building, even if the writer

had the ability to give such a description, which he has

not, but it is hoped that from this brief mention of some
of the "high lights" of the architectural treatment, the

reader has gained at least an inkling of the general

excellence of the structure.

To satisfy one's own esthetic sense, to please those who
are to occupy a structure and provide adequately for their

daily requirements and to give to the public at large a

creation which stimulates the imagination and inspires

a greater respect for beauty— these are no mean achieve-

ments and it can not be denied that these things Bakewell

& Brown have done in this modern laboratory of public

service.
* * *

UNIQUE FLORIDA HOME
The residence of J. F. Bernet, which has recently been

completed in Coral Gables, Florida, is one of the most
unique homes ever built in this country. Designed after

the Mediterranean style by J. Mack Sawyer of North
Carolina, the house has been constructed without the

use of wood, nails or screws except in the doors and

kitchen cabinets. The cost was $75,000. \

I
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Photograph by Gabriel Moulin.

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO. DAKEWELL AND BROWN, ARCHITECTS
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MAIN ENTRANCE, PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO.

DAKEVVELL AND BROWN, ARCHITECTS
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PhotogTjph by Gabrigl Moul

CEILING PANEL, PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO.
BAKEWELL AND BROWN, ARCHITECTS
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BUSH STREET BUSINESS OFFICE, PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND Tl I I (IK Mil LH , s W FRANCISCO. BLISS & FAVILLE, ARCHITECTS

Architectural Terra Cotta
The architects of all the prominent buildings finished this year for the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph

Company in California have in each case specified Architectural Terra Cotta for use on the main facades.

The above is one of several of these prominent buildings for whicli we made the Terra Cotta.

N-CLARK-&-SONS
MANUFACTLIRERS OF

Architectural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brick,"Kamona" Roof Tile and Kindred Clay ProduCs

III-I16 NATOMA STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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Photograph by Gabriel Moulin.

BUSINESS OFFICE, PACIFIC TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO., SAN FRANCISCO. BLISS & FAVILLE, ARCHITECTS
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^.^.p he truly"CALIFORJVIAN''
' 'rn Bmldinss must have

«>-

The New
Montebello
High School

Manu/acturers of

Face Brick

Fire Brick

Sewer Pipe

Electric Conduit
Flue Lining

Drain Tile

Stoneware

Visit display of larf^e

brick panels in yard at

325 North Avenue 23
Los Angeles

0'/9ALIFORNIA is a colorful state. Its g
.i^^kd^^backgrounds have developed a new
architecture — the dominant note of whi
color. To be genuinely "Califomian"

—

ing the beauty of their environment— mode
buildings must be colorful.

... To assure the permanence of the colors you
choose — you must use face brick. Face brick

alone matches the splendid settings of Califor-

nia's outdoors.

. . . Pacific Face Brick is made in such a variety of
distinctive colors that an architect may create desired

effects and combinations as easily as though he were
choosing his tones directly from a California landscape.

. . . And with the passing of years, the colors of Pacific

Face Brick will not fade. Age makes them even more
attractive— while the sturdy, enduring strength of face

brick construction knows no time limit.

PACE BRICK 9>s» ELECTRIC CONDUIT «x» VITRIFIED SEWER PIPE «^ STONE WARE <r« AND OTHER CLAY PRODUCTS

(s^x pacific OsfrProducts
\\ SUITE 650. CHAMBER ^aitf'f^fe^ ii";i sn UROAnwAV.. ^650,CHAMBER

\^ g«. OF COMMERCE BLD&
1151 SO. BROADWAY

UDS ANGELES
IrU^hoDc TRuuc> >62l
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SKETCH, BUSINESS OFFICE, PACIFIC TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO., SAN FRANCISCO.

BLISS & FAVILLE, ARCHITECTS
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RESIDENCE OF L. B. HAM, I4OO LAKE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
E. E. YOUNG, ARCHITECT. WILLIAM HEIDENREICH, MASON

Face Brick Walls backed with Dickey Mastertile

The cost of Face Brick walls is substan-

tially lowered by backing the brick with

Dickey Mastertile instead of solid

masonry.

Dickey Mastertile has the iire- and de-

cay-resistance inherent in burned clay.

Its air cells make it approximately half

the weight of solid masonry.

Each 8-inch Dickey Mastertile takes the

place of six brick in the wall. Half as

hcaiy— 5i.\' times as large! This means a

sa\ing in cartage and handling, a saving

of weight, a sa\'ing of one-third to one-

half the labor, and one-half the mortar

in setting up the wall. No furring is

ordinarily necessary, the plaster being

applied directly to the tile.

This method of wall construction is

finding ever-increasing favor with

architects.

Dickey
BURNED CLAY PRODUCTS
DICKEY MASTERIILE • FACE BRICK ' FIRE BRICK

Partition Tile, Furring Tile, Paving Brick, Sewer Brick,

Step and Walk Brick, Drain Tile, Flue Lining

Made hy

CALIFORNIA BRICK COMPANY Oixd LIVERMORE FIRE BRICK WORKS. INC.

Associated Companies

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
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Plwtosrufh by G.tbriel Moulin.

DETAIL OF LOWER STORIES, BUSINESS OFFICE, PACIFIC TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO., SAN FRANCISCO.

BLISS & FAVILLE, ARCHITECTS
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ABOVE, DETAILS OF EXTERIOR. DELOW, FLOOR PLANS. BUSINESS OFFICE, PACIFIC TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO. BLISS & FAVILLE, ARCHITECTS
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The Logic of Specialization
It is no mere coincidence that a new standard in the

field of Wall Finishes has been set by

Perma-Light
Wall Finishes

Specialization counts more than ever today. Our
reputation has been built upon our success

in solving painting difficulties.

Made exclusively hy

HILLHUBBELL & COMPANY
Paint Specialists

EXECUTIVE OFFICES AND WORKS • SAN FRANCISCO
Los AnUeles Oakland • Portland • Seattle • New York • Tulsa

©
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PRELIMINARY STUDY FOR RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO. GEORGE W. KELHAM, ARCHITECT
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It's Mostly
in the Burning

^X/*0 matter how excellenMie clays or

—
' how scientific the design, many

an otherwise good tile is worthless

because it was not properly burned.

It's in the burning that good materials

ind design often go for naught.

\

^QUl

Under-IP^^ed tile is fragile, porous

and totall>^Minnt lor use. ce su^e tne

tile you use wid approve isj^^ml-burned

—you can bmsurei^j'^foiir tile carries

the hall-marl^-^^imons."

SIMONS
SPANISH TILE
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Rendtrtd hy R. E. Riggi.

PRELIMINARY blUDV fOR NtW OLYMPIC CLUB BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO.

BAKEWELL & BROWN, ARCHITECTS
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portion of
the New Christian Sci-
ence Church, South
Normandie Street, Los
Angeles, showing its

Roof of

CLAY
SHINGLE
TILE

This form of roof con-
struction lends itself to
a wide variety of archi-

tectural treatments. A
beautiful roof forever.

^Building designed by

SKeyer & Holler, Inc.

'Ofi£ Stafidai-dnf^iahij in ChtPmkds'

LA'Prme^ BrickCo
ENTIRE SIXTH FLOOR FROST BLDC
StcomlmdBmattwaf TRinity 5761

LOS ANGELES

1

FACE BRICK

I

1

HOLLOW TILE ROOFING TILE TERRA COTTA - REFRACTORIES
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1855 . . CRANE VALVES 1925

%
ytr

CRANE BEAUTY IN THE OPEN; CRANE OUALITY IN ALL HIDDEN FITTINGS

NOW! A KITCHEN SINK AND LAUNDRY TUB IN ONE FIXTURE
Architects instantly sense the many ad-

vantages of this ingenious double-duty

fixture. For the growing group ofdwell-

ings without basements, it provides laun-

dry convenience in the kitchen.

To large houses and apartments, the

roomy tub under the removable nickel-

silver drainboard contributes additional

ment to launder just a few pieces or

dainty personal belongings. Ihe sink

and tub are both roomy; the swinging

spout convenient; the legs adjustable to

the user's wish and height.

washing facilities. Saves messing-up the

A little folder describes this combined
sink and laundry tub, with the drain-

board that also serves as a tray. Write

for a copy of booklet A. D. 22, today, or

bathroom or running down to the base- ask anv responsible plumbing contractor.

CRAN E
^JJtcis a/l inquiries to C'J'.c Cc, Oucago

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
Branchti and Sales Ojftcti in One Hundred and Fifty Ciliet

National Exkihil Rooms: Chicago, New York, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal

ff^orlts: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton and Alontreal

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, SHANGHAI
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

CIUNE-BENNETT. Ltd., LONDON
C!J CRANE: PARIS, NANTES. BRUSSELS

\



SANTABARBARACONSTRUCTION LESSONS

IV

THE CALAMITY AT SANTA BARBARA"
fBY EDWIN BERGSTROM, A. I. A.

^^ \m,^

i T Jj«^

1

[jHE stories of the damaged buildings of

the Santa Barbara earthquake of 191'^

could be written without leaving the

swivel chair in Los Angeles. To one
who has studied the calamities in San
Francisco, Calexico, El Centro, San
Bernardino, Hemet, San Jacinto and
Inglewood there is little new offered bv

the runicd streets. The stories of these disasters and the

lessons to be learned from them were written for every

architect and every layman after each of those calamities.

But the story and its lesson is just "news"— it is stale

with the telling. The architect and the engineer neglect

to put the lessons into practice and the owner seems al-

ways willing to "take the chance," because it is cheaper

to gamble with the forces of Nature than to spend the

money to build right.

Judging bv the cross-sections of many of the buildings

which are exposed after the earthquake, many times it

looks as if the architects, engineers and the builders did

not understand, or at least did not put into practice, the

simplest fundamental principles of construction and too

often it has been perfectly evident that there had been

little or no intelligent supervision of the work of con-

struction. When supervision had evidently been given,

in manv instances it must have been very laxly performed.

Incompetent supervision by the architect and engineer

has been found bv every owner and every contractor; too

manv of the architects especially do not seem to have that

knowledge of practical building which enables them to

know what to look for and what to prevent in building

construction work. Far too often is it true that the

supervision of the architect is a professional pretense.

The calamity of Santa Barbara, like all the others, is

an indictment of the business of building; of the architect

or engineer who designs the flimsy framework through

ignorance, through fear of losing the job if he designs

substantially or because he lets the owner, the material

man or the contractor inveigle him into cutting the

structural framework even to the limits of safety under

normal stress; of the contractor who skins and skimps

and cuts every corner, and takes out of the building what
little of the factor of safety may have been left by the

architect and the engineer; of the banker who loans the

money intrusted to him on the security of flimsy con-

struction; of the owner who will endanger life and limb

of his tenants and those who pass his property in order

to save the dollar that may mean safety to all. How many
architects and engineers are there who will refuse to go

on with the job rather than design a building to its

lowest possible terms of safety?

The materials of construction no doubt will be con-

demned because of this calamity. The failure of the

spindling concrete columns and unbraced frames will be

laid to the tile filler walls or to the thin brick filler walls

or to the thick brick filler walls, as the case may be. It

all depends on what you are attempting to prove. Brick,

tile, concrete, all jumbled together in the same building;

walls two feet thick tied and bonded to walls six inches

thick; walls of brick 150 feet long and four stories high

held together by sand and wood. Is it any wonder that

tile fails, brick fails, concrete fails, steel fails, when the

designer or the builder expects concrete or tile or brick

to develop tensile strength or to hold together when the

adhesive material is but sand that crumbles between your
fingers? Materials failed not because of inherent weak-
nesses, but because of their unintelligent use and combina-
tion and poor workmanship in erecting them. The well-

designed, honestly built, intelligently superintended,

reinforced concrete framework did not fail in Santa

Barbara or elsewhere whatever were the materials in the

filler walls! The steel frame honestly riveted and tied and

supported did not fail. Buildings of tile, fragile as is that

material, are standing uninjured. Even the lowly concrete

block can show an absolutely uncracked example in the

midst of the surrounding failures in Santa Barbara. Do
not let anyone persuade you that the failures were due to

the materials used. Use any materials you desire, but use

them intelligently. Give each of them a chance to develop

its natural stress. Do not expect a compressive material

to take a tensile strain. Do not blame a tensile material

if it fails to come through in times of stress when you
have used up all its strength in doing its everyday work.

Do not expect a wall of blocks to stand if you do not

fasten one block to the other. Do not expect a building to

stand unwavering when the ground all about it and

under it is weaving and writhing. Do not expect that

your spindling, unbraced building will not rack more
than the substantial, well-braced structure, even if it be

but one story high. Brace and tie the materials of con-

struction together and use as few different kinds of

structural materials as you can in any one structure. It

is always hard to tie two dissimilar materials together.

How much harder it is to tie together a jumble!

The manufacturer of the material usually has done his

job well; perhaps the building would have been better

if he had continued his responsibility over the use and
treatment of his material.

Keep the lines of strain and thrust going straight

through your buildings, without offsets, and use beams
and girders to carry these strains and thrusts. Do not be

misled into using any methods of construction which
are not founded on the old fundamental methods of carry-

ing loads. Do not expect that a solid mass of material,

however well tied it may be to a thinner mass, will not

develop troubles at the juncture any more than you would
expect a great mass of building to be tied to a small mass

without developing some degree of failure in the smaller

mass. The direction of the earthquake movement in Santa

Barbara was so nearlv parallel with the axes of many of

the buildings that the behavior of the various masses of

buildings with reference to each other was perhaps a

new lesson taught by Santa Barbara. In the damage
caused by this earthquake in most of the larger structures

can be clearly read the story of what happens when a

large mass is in contact with a small mass.

The lesson that has been t:iught by the earthquake in

the elements of design of the framework of the building

is thereby brought directly into the larger element of the

plan design and the architect should use the utmost

discretion in arranging the elements of his plan with

respect to its masses and to the crushing that will in-

evitably take place at the juncture of varying masses.

'R.^rinl^d from liutUtin Atlu-d Arcilitectt' Attoci>ition oj Lot AllgfUl.
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The Day of Individualized

Heat Has Arrived

!

In office buildings and apartment houses

everywhere architects are specifying individ-

ual heating units for each room.

No wonder, for nothing could be more prac-

tical Heat where andwhen you want it! That's

the cry of owners and tenants.

The day of the expensive central heating plant

has passed in California. Better results and
greater economy can be gained through Paci-

fic's proved method of individualized heat.

October was the biggest month in the history

of the Pacific Gas Radiator Company—3000

installations in one month! This is proof that

Pacific's policy and products are right.

Pacilic Heating Engineers will give you complete infor-

mation on Pacific Gas Steam Radiators or any other

units of the complete Pacific line for inclusion in your

next plans. Write, or telephone BEacon 2190.

Here are the Five Leading

Types of Pacitic Gas Heating

Appliances— they ventilate

while thev heat.

Pacific Pressed Metal

ahd Cast Iron

Radiators

An exclusive air circulation

s* stem — develops greater
heat at a 25% saving in

gas. Sturdier consirucliun

insures longer life.

Pacific Gas-Steam
Radiators

Provide steam heat :i

louer cost than a cen:

steam heating plant. An:
matic control. Individ.,

operation.

Pacific

Floor Furnaces

No basement needed.
Just turn a key. A pilot

light ignites the gas. In-

stant heat. Two differ-

ent systems of heating

and air circulation are
scirntiiically combined to give greater heat
with less gas.

Pacific Basement
Furnaces

Installed in basement
or pit and supplies
heat through pipes to

all rooms. Vpstairs

control. Automatic
temperature regulation

desired.

Pacific Gas
Recess Radiant

Heaters

Furnished m any de-

sired finish. An air

liuct supplies a coa-

licsh air. Outer casingtmuims str',3111 i

is always cool.

Pacific GasRadiator
Company!Gas Heating Headquarters

1740 W. Washington St., BEacon 2190; 616 W. 8th St., MEtropolitav. 2398
Factory and Foundry, 7541 Roseberry St., Los Angeles. Branches in principal Cities of Coast.
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MODERN HEATING AND VENTILATING PROBLEMS
III

PRACTICAL METHODS OF SPACE HEATING
f BY THOMAS B. HUNTER |
Hunter & Hudson, Consulting^ Engintas

Author's Note.—This is the third of a scries of informative articles rct;anling the selection anJ installation of modern types of cooking,
water-heating and space-heating equipment.

ROPER ventilation has been emphasized
in every article of this series and it

must be said again that this occupies

a place of primary importance in anv
discussion of gas-fired space heating
equipment. Lest the reader get the im-
pression that undue stress is being placed

on ventilation in connection with our
heating problems, the following simple facts may well

be stated:

The reason we should use only those tvpes of appliances

which discharge their products of combustion to the

outside through adequate chimneys or vents is that air

is not a simple substance but consists of a mechanical
mixture of nitrogen and oxygen by volume.
Oxygen, as we all know, is one of the most important

elements of the atmosphere. It is in action in the chemical

process of combustion and also in the physiological

respiration of human beings. It supports life. Carbon
dioxide, nitrogen, water vapor ana small amounts of

other gases are nearly always found when fuels are

burned, ivhether they be gas, coal, wood or oil. Carbon
monoxide, a deadly gas, is also formed if the combustion
is incomplete. With gas burning appliances one of the

principal reasons for venting is to carry off the water
vapor which makes the air oppressive and causes "sweat-
ing" of walls, windows, etc., if not removed. The amount
of this water vapor formed on combustion of oil gas is

between 5 and 6 gallons to each 1000 cu. ft. of gas

burned. It is therefore not only necessary but vital to

discharge these products through a chimney so that

they will not contaminate the air which the occupants

of a room must breathe. An interesting discussion of the

necessity of venting gas burning appliances will be found

in the California State Board of Health weekly bulletin

for November 14, 1915.

In space heating with modern appliances to utilize gas

as a fuel, there are so many methods and appliances

available that a detailed discussion of selection and

installation might well till a volume or two instead of the

limited space of this brief article.

Briefly, the multitude of appliances available to the

engineer or architect, where gas is the chosen fuel, may
be divided into the following groups:

I. Warm-air furnaces.

1. Steam and hot water boilers.

3. Miscellaneous small appliances.

(a) Floor furnaces.

(b) Radiant fires (vented).

(c) Radiators (vented).

Taking the first group, it has been definitely established

that the warm-air furnace which burns gas as a fuel is

an absolutely safe, convenient, sanitary and quick-heating

type of equipment. It supplies fresh, pure, warm air to

any or all rooms without the air coming in contact with
gas flame or fumes. The electric control lights the furnace

and regulates it for low, medium or full heat.

The proper installation of a furnace is even more im-

portant than the selection of a good piece of equipment.

An official standard code of general installation speci-

fications for gas-hred vvarm-air furnaces has been compiled

by the Gas Heating Engineering Committee of the Gas

Appliance Society of California and this code gives the
details regarding proper installation. It should be in the

hands of every person concerned with design or installa-

tion of these systems. Since it is available to every one
interested in the subject, the writer does not feel that it

is necessary to discuss at length such details in this

article. But it should be stated that a good warm-air
furnace installation must contain a furnace of adequate
size, as centrally located as possible, a carefully designed
and constructed system of warm air distributing ducts

and registers, and a cold air intake connecting the house
to the furnace. Insulation of hot air ducts, using at least

'4 inch asbestos air-eel, is essential, yet it is often neg-
lected. Dampers in the various air lines are desirable.

A properly designed chimnev is essential. The vent

connection from the furnace to the chimney should be

as short as possible and provided with a drip-T. It should
also be provided with a draft hood unless the drip-T

serves as one. Copper pipe is recommended for all vent

connections. Should there be no chimney to connect to,

vent must not simply terminate outside of house, but a

good flue should be built on outside, and extended well

above roof of house to insure a good draught; and pro-

vided with an A-top or equal to prevent down-draught.
It is highly important to have a good vertical flue to

connect to and the use of copper pipe, or equal, for the

vent connection, adds only a few dollars to the cost but

many years to the life of the job.

Rate Gas Con. per Hr. (cu. ft.) . . 50 100 150
Minimum Size Vent Connection. . 3 in. 4 in. 4 or 5 in.

Rate Gas Con. per Hr. (cu. ft.), , . 2.00 300 400 600
Minimum Size \^ent Connection. . "; in. 6 in. 7 in. 8 in.

Advantages of the warm air system are: low first cost

of installation, heating combined with ventilation, adapt-

ability to light or intermittent service and to sudden

changes in outdoor temperature, low cost of operation.

Steam and hot water systems are available in a multi-

tude of types and sizes to meet every requirement. That
they are among the most satisfactory methods of heating

known today, thousands of these systems in California

homes and offices will testify. Much of their popularity

is due to the following advantages:

Most durable and long-lived system of heating with
lowest depreciation and maintenance cost; steam, vapor

and hot water systems are not affected in circulation and
transference of heat by wind pressure, radiators may be

designed to harmonize with the architectural rendering

or color treatment of any room, or may be set behind

ornamental grilles. Any of these systems easily lend

themselves to automatic control; radiators in rooms not

in use may be turned ofl^. With gas steam or hot 'water

systems, there is neither noise, smoke, dust nor fire

hazard.

So far we have touched upon only the larger installations

for heating an entire home or building and we have not

mentioned the infinite number of smaller appliances such

as floor furnaces, vented radiant fires and vented gas

radiators which occupy no small place in any considera-

tion of this problem, especially in California where the

heat requirements of the small home, office or apartment

are not so much for a great amount of heat as for indi-

vidual heat which can be instantaneously controlled to

[Concluded on page 72]
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Kitchen and Serving Room Equipment for

Employees' Cafeteria, Pacific Telephone

and Telegraph Company Building

I
manufactured 71

andinstalled hy if

Montague Range &l Furnace Co.
376 SIXTH STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

Over 40,000 Square Yards
Battleship Linoleum

Furnished and installed diroughout Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co.

and Pacific Gas and Electric Co. buildings

by

D. N. & E. WALTER & CO.
Wholesale Since 1858

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
BONDED FLOORS CO., INC.

Linoleums * Carpets * Shades
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON REQUEST

562-72 Mission Street • San Francisco
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VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION IN TELEPHONE BUILDING
f BY E. P.

Otis Elcmtor

ERTICAL TRANSPORTATION in the

new Coast Division Building of the

Telephone Company is furnished hy
nine Otis signal control elevators. These
elevators are of the multivoltage, micro
drive, gearless traction type. Thev are

located in two banks, one on either side

of the main lobby. One bank has four

elevators traveling to the twenty-sixth floor and one to

the twenty-seventh floor. The other bank has four ele-

vators traveling to the twenty-second floor with provision

for a fifth elevator to be installed when necessitated by
increased tenancy of the building. The speed of the

elevators is 700 feet per minute. This increase in speed

has been made practicable through the use of signal

control. The following paragraphs briefly describe the

system

:

When the passengers enter the car and call their floors,

the operator presses corresponding buttons on a bronze
panel which contains two rows of buttons indicating

the stops in the up and down directions. As these buttons

are pressed they record the stops on the floor selector

which is a part of the controller. The controller will then

cause the car to stop at the floors recorded, when the car

is traveling in the proper direction.

At the starting signal, the operator moves a lever which
causes the pneumatic door operators to close both the

hatchway and car doors. The action of the elevator is now
automatic until the doors have again been opened. As
the doors close and lock, the car starts, and accelerates

rapidly to full speed. When the car is within a few feet

of the nearest landing for which a call has been recorded,

the main motor slows down and the micro drive levels

the car with the floor, and as the car stops, the doors open.

After the operator has again moved his lever the action

is repeated, continuing in the same manner until the

end of the car's travel. If, however, a waiting passenger

has pressed a button in a hall, that stop is also recorded

on the floor selector, and the first car approaching in the

proper direction will stop.

When the car reaches the end of its trip the mechanism
controlling the direction of travel is automatically re-

ford|
Company

versed and the elevator is readv for the return trip. The
operator may also mechanically reverse the direction of
travel at any point, if he falls behind schedule.

Pressing the proper buttons for passengers announcing
their floors and moving the lever which controls the
closing of the doors are the only duties of the operator
which concern the ojieration of the elevator. The multi-
voltage control insures uniform acceleration and retarda-

tion, which are adjusted for the greatest speed which
will not be disquieting for the passengers. The micro
drive levels the car with the floor and holds the level

while the car is at the landing.

During loading or unloading, the hoist ropes stretch or

contract slightly, but if the platform moves more than
a quarter of an inch, the micro drive returns it to the

floor. The signal control stops the car at the proper floor

and opens the doors, whether the call has been recorded
from within or without the car. When the stop has been
recorded from the hall, the floor selector affected is that

of the first car approaching in the proper direction. This
car will automatically stop unless it has a capacity load,

and the operator presses a special button which will allow
his car to continue its travel and at the same time transfer

the signal to the floor selector of the next following car.

The added service afi^orded by the signal control elevator

is apparent. The operator is relieved of remembering
floors, stopping his car and opening doors. He can there-

fore use his time to speed up traffic to and from the car.

Automatic stopping permits a greater rated speed. Auto-
matic leveling of the car with the floor eliminates the

time lost in making false stops. Automatic opening of the

doors reduces the time for this operation to about half

that required for manual operation. Each of these opera-

tions insures a slight saving of time, and repetition at

each landing makes a saving of many seconds in the

round-trip time, and a shorter interval between cars.

Multivoltage control automatically increases or de-

creases the voltage which various conditions require, thus

reducing power consumption. Smooth operation and the

elimination of false starts and stops reduce wear and tear.

The design and rugged construction of the signal control

reduce maintenance.

RARE ARCHITECTURAL BOOKS

ACOLLECTION of two hundred and fifty rare foreign

architectural books has just been received from

Europe by The Rapid Blue Print Company of Los Angeles.

The books will be on display and for sale at their estab-

lishment during the months of December and January.

The collection, mostly of out-of-print books, contains

many titles very difficult to obtain and some exceedingly

rare first edition copies, such as '"Le Grand Durand,"
Letarouilly's "Edifice de Rome Modern," "Le Vatican

Et La Basilique," etc. Other interesting titles are " Bau-

kunst Spanien," by Junghaendel, "Prisse d'Avennes

—

L'Art Arabe" and" Ysendyk Documents Classes."

This is the first real opportunity the architects of Cali-

fornia have had to examine at first hand such a collection,

and undoubtedly the exhibition will be well attended.

In the short period of eighteen months, this concern

has acquired a library of over five hundred titles. With
the 150 in the exhibit, these make the finest architectural

library west of Chicago.
* * *

Arthur W. Angel, Architect, Los Angeles, announces

the removal of his office to 3400 East Fifth Street.

VAULTS IN NEW BUILDINGS
AMONG the many vaults to be installed in the new

Coast Division Building of the Pacific Telephone &
Telegraph Company, by the Hermann Safe Co. of San
Francisco, the largest on the 19th floor for use of the

treasury department is 18 feet by 15 feet. It is lined with
'2-inch steel lining, the doorways are of the latest

design. This vault contains 60 steel lockers.

The Hermann Safe Co. also manufactured and installed

all lockers, etc., for the P. G. & E. Building, San Fran-

cisco. The Hermann Company operates the only safe and

vault factory on the Pacific Coast. They have installed

vault equipment in more than 500 banks and many of

the large office buildings and pride themselves on close

cooperation with architects.

According to statistics compiled by G. B. Schneider,

manager of the Washington Iron Works, pioneer plumb-
ing fixture manufacturers, there are at least 50% more
bathrooms in the houses built in the last five years than

there were in houses built during a similar period a decade

or so ago.
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BATCHELDERTILES

j^ATCHELDER Tiles are primarily artistic in their conception. Their rich.fl^
v.nEi.L»EK. 1 ues are primarily artistic in their conception. Their rich,^^ soft tones and distindive designs add a subtle variation of color and texture

to the Italian type of mantel shown above.

BATCHELDER-WILSON COMPANY
2633 >»vrtesian Street, Los Angeles 101 Park Avenue, New York City
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SOLVING THE TELEPHONE INSTALLATION PROBLEM
I BY C. W. BURKETT, C. E.

Pacific Tcltphoii! and Telegraph Co.

N the constnictioii o( new buildings the

instalhition of a telephone system is just

as important as the pkimbing instalhi-

tion. As a ruk, telephone companies do
not install telephone cable conduits in

buildings. The builder himself must ar-

range for all such work that is to be

done, as the telephone companies will

only install such materials as thev can remove and salvage

in case the building is torn down.
Sometimes after a building is nearly completed con-

siderable work has to be torn out to provide for an

adequate telephone svstem. Conduits are built that are

not sufficiently large, and another mistake often made is

when the telephone companies find they are expected to

pull cable around several corners. This would be possible

with wire, but not with cable.

In line with this general practice the telephone engineers

have designed a special underlloor duct system for the

Telephone Building at 140 New Montgomery street, San

Francisco.

In taking up this problem they found that over 1,100

people were to be housed initially, increasing to x.ooo

people within eight years. It was estimated that initially

it would he necessary to care for some ii.ooo to 13,000

originating telephone calls daily. In addition to wires for

telephone service, wires for messenger and stenographer

signals must be installed. The job was to give all of this

service without having any loose or visible wires or

cables in the offices or in the hallways; that is, to have

ample telephone and signal service wires available every-

where—all hidden from view and readily installed and

removed.
To accomplish this, channels or underlloor ducts were

constructed as part of the floor slab and so spaced as to

be available at any point, not only for the initial occu-

pancy, but at anv time during the life of the building.

Underfloor duct is usually placed in the fill, but in this

case no fill was used, so that duct was installed in the

concrete slab. The engineers determined the maximum
telephone service required by floor areas and then pro-

ceeded to locate the duct runs so as to be available where

TYPICAL INSTALLATION, COAST DIVISION BLDG.,

P. T. & T. CO., SAN FRANCISCO

required.

FLOOR JUNCTION BOX CONNECTING BRANCH DUCTS,

COAST DIVISION BLDG., P. T. St T. CO.,

SAN TRANCISCO

Because of the number of wires to be provided for and

the thinness of the floor slab it was necessary to have

made a special semielliptical duct having a height of

two inches. The finished slab is 5 inches thick with i

inch of concrete below and 1 inches above the duct.

The ducts radiate from wall distribution boxes located

at convenient points just above the baseboard, and at

intervals in the duct run permanent floor outlets with

removable covers flush with the finished floor are pro-

vided. These outlets also serve as junction boxes where

necessary.

Holes are drilled in the floor over the duct line where

service is desired and fittings installed through which the

wires and cables are pulled to the desk or table where the

telephone or signal button is located.

A NEW "UNDERGROUND SKYSCRAPER"
Negotiations have been completed for what is to be the

world's largest office building on the entire block,

bounded by Lexington Avenue and Depew Place, 4}rd

and 44th Streets, New York. Seven complete stories of

the building will be entirely underground; thus estab-

lishing a new record for an "underground skyscraper."

The underground building will stand in a gigantic cavern

torn from the solid granite of Manhattan Island in what
will be one of the world's most notable engineering feats.
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SAN' FRANCISCO HEADQUARTERS, THE EGYPTIAN LACQUER MFG. CO. MILLER & PFLUEGER, ARCHITECTS

G. P. W. JEXSEX, CONTRACTOR AXD BUILDER. A. QUAN'DT & SONS, PAINTERS ANT) DECORATORS

I

i

t^";^j«.'L'ILT FOR SERVICE, our new general office and ware-

f* -i*^^ house otfers a practical demonstration ot the uses to

'H ^ S'/^^
which Egyptian Lacquers may be put. \X'e cordially

|
Qfei.f^^j

) invite you to visit and inspect this building. 'i:' For nearly

titty years we have been supplying fine lacquers for industrial

uses. The value, utility, ease and speed ot application, and beauty

of Egyptian Lacquer were responsible for its extensive use in the

new Coast Division Building of the Pacific Telephone and Tele-

graph Co., San Francisco, and elsewhere. *»' Our service bureau,

consisting of highly trained men, is at your disposal. I

The Egyptian Lacquer Mfg. Co.
1050 HOWARD STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK • CHICAGO LOS ANGELES

EGYPTIAN LACQUERS—''Everlastingly Beautiful"
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LACQUER—AND THE NEW TELEPHONE BUILDING
jl BY GEORGE

A. QuailJl

\'E of the important problems which
the architects of the new Coast Divi-

sion Building of the Pacific Telephone
& Telegraph Co. were called upon to

solve was that of the decoration of the

interior. Time was an essential factor,

yet the finishing of the miles of steel

trim used in the great building, includ-

ing metal windows, door casing and base and hundreds
of walnut and oak hardwood doors with holly and ebony
inlay must be richly decorative, easily cleaned and per-

manent.
Since much wood, iron and metal work exclusive of that

used in buildings had for years been finished with lacquer

and as several of the newlv constructed buildings in

Eastern cities were reported to be finished with this old

material used in this new wav, a searching investigation

of the possibilities of lacquer was decided upon.
Nitro-cellulose lacquers, a by-product of^ gun cotton,

reduced with amvlacetate and fortified bv the addition

of resinous varnish gums were new so far as the painting

contractor was concerned. Samples of all the different

manufactured lacquers were obtained and exhaustive

tests were begun, pending the time when actual applica-

tion might be begun. Manv of these tests required weeks
of careful observation. Pliable metal, as well as the actual

iS-gauge molded steel casings to be used in the Telephone

Building were coated with many different metal primers,

fillers and lacquer enamels and when dry and thoroughly

seasoned, put to the most severe bending, hammering
and abrasion tests as well as to exposure tests from the

elements. These tests were much more severe than would
ordinarily be possible on the usual accepted varnish or

enameled finish surfaces.

But even with the information obtained by these ex-

haustive tests, our organization was not completely

satisfied, so to check up eastern reports and obtain such

facts as were available as to the whole problem of the

application of lacquer, Mr. Fred Quandt of our firm went
East and made a first-hand study. He discovered that at

that time, March, 1915, no building of any consequence

in the United States had been completely finished with

nitro-cellulose lacquer and the report as handed in from

his observations ofeastern conditions was not enthusiastic.

However, our own tests and experiments and the

methods we had developed proved so convincing and

encouraging to ourselves as well as to the architects and

the engineer of the Telephone Company that it was
decided that lacquer under the methods of application

we devised was the only material that could be used

successfully under the working conditions in existence:

dampness, wind and dust, limited time for drying and for

completion of the building. The strict time schedule

adopted was adhered to in every way, a result that would
not have been possible except for lacquer, because lacquer

thinned to proper consistency, rightly applied with a

nicely adjusted spray outfit or air brush upon a firm, hard

foundation, sets immediately. Work may be handled

within zo minutes after its application. \'olatile thinners

used to reduce lacquers, amylacetate or methyl acetate,

commonlv known to the layman as "banana liquid,"

evaporates instantly when exposed to the air.

It was discovered in the course of our researches into the

whole fascinating subject that lacquers are of many
makes and qualities. Like the Irishman's whisky, all are

good but some are better than others. The advantages

of a quality lacquer are mainly found in its quick setting

E. covell|
cr Sons

and drying. It is possible to apply two or three coats in a

day when nccessarv. Its hard drying porcelain-like finish

presents a full, round lustrous coating of great beauty
that will stand severe abrasions, and constant washing
with strong alkaline solutions such as janitors usually

employ. It may be rubbed to a handsome dull finish or

polished to a mirror-like surface. Lacquer enamels are

available in practically all colors.

After completing this large undertaking with this

material, it is our belief that lacquer finish has come to

stay and while it is true that early failures were reported

in the automobile industry, most of these were due to

ignorance regarding the character of the material used or

carelessness in preparation and faulty workmanship in

application. Just in the last six months, great improve-

ments have been made by lacquer manufacturers in the

chemical composition of lacquers. Naturally we feel a

certain pride in having had a part, with the architects,

engineers and the Telephone Company in achieving

results so gratifying, thus blazing a new trail in interior

decorative treatment which will be followed by much
more widespread use of lacquer for similar purposes in the

future.

Lest one get the impression from this discussion of

lacquer that it is the only material used in the interior of

the Telephone Building, it should be stated that our

organization was also called upon to execute a great

vanetv of other work, using the more formal and gener-

ally known methods of decoration throughout this struc-

ture. Bold and daring color combinations in the main

entrance lobby, extremely decorative use of paint in the

highly ornamental cafeteria and decoration of the audi-

torium and directors' rooms have all been highly praised

and offer abundant proof that we do not believe lacquer,

useful and beautiful as it is for the purposes for which it

was here used, will supplant all materials for all purposes.

In decorating of all buildings, paint has its place and so

has varnish and enamel and all other materials. But that

lacquer will come to be more and more in demand in

meeting certain requirements maybe confidently predicted

.

* * *

Baranger Studios, Inc., announce their establishment

in a new home. Mission at Orange Avenue, Pasadena,

California.
* * *

Suggestions for hotel lighting are contained in a new
booklet published by the National Lamp Works of the

General Electric Co.', Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
* * *

A comprehensive booklet on "Water Softening" has

been published bv the National Lime Association, 918

G Street N. W., Washington, D. C.
* * *

"The Low Cost of Dignity and Beauty" is the title of

a booklet just published'by the Plate Glass Manufacturers

of America. An added feature of interest to all architects

is a glossary of terms used in specifications for plate glass.

* * *

California Common Brick Manufacturers Association

announces the removal of its offices from 811 Sharon

Building to 931 Monadnock Building, San Francisco.

Mr. R. W. Tempest, consulting engineer, remains in

charge.
'' * * *

R. R. Irvine, Architect, San Francisco, has moved to

larger quarters at 747 New Call Building.
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Residence of Fletcher CouherJ, Jr., 6140 Momwgside Drive, Kansas City, Mo.; Selhy H. Kurjiss,

Architect, Kansas City; Kohler Plumbing Fixtures fumnheJ hy U. S. Water 6f Steam Supply Co.,
Jobbers. Kansas City; installed by C. W. Herold Pfumhmg & Heating Co.. Plumben, Kansas City

A J^otdble Community

The modern conception of the
'city plan" is shaping the growth —

in orderly beauty and civic purpose
—of Kohler Vdlage, where Kohler
plumbing fixtures and private elec-

tric plants are made

THE Fletcher Cowherd Co., Kansas City, Mo., builds

tine homes, equipping them, almost always, with

Kohler Plumbing Fixtures.

In building for himself, the vice-president of this com-

pany, Fletcher Cowherd, Jr., made the same selection.

His home on Morningside Drive has Kohler Ware in its

five bathrooms and in its kitchen.

This beautiful ware has a special distinction, conferred

by grace and dignity of design and by rare quality of

enamel—always identified by the name "Kohler" faintly

tused in the immaculately white surface. Yet it costs no
more than any comparable ware.

It is a sound choice, this Kohler Ware, alike for the man
who builds to keep and for him who builds to sell.

There is genuine satisfaction in specifymg it.

KO H L E R CO., TourJed 1873 , KO H L E R ,W I S.
Shipping Point, Sheboygan ,Wis. • "Branches in Principal Cities

KOHLER OF KOHLER
T^lumhing Tixtures
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THE TERRA-COTTA IN THE NEW TELEPHONE BUILDING
f BY RICHARD PROSSER

])

M designing the Telephone Building the
architects, Messrs. Miller, Pllueg'er &
Cantin, were faced with unusual prob-
lems, the solution of many of which
was found in terra-cotta. It is not
enough to say that the completed struc-

ture is a great architectural achieve-
ment—it is acknowledged to be one of

America's most beautiful buildings.

The structural problems presented uncommon features,

in that no piHng was used for the foundation, the struc-

ture being carried on a continuous mat of reinforced

concrete. Every pound of structural weight that could be
saved made the foundation problem that much easier to

meet. This is where the light weight of architectural

terra-cotta became an important factor. Through its use,

a considerable saving in foundation and in structural

steel was effected. If the building had been faced with
stone instead of terra-cotta, the weight of the facing

would have been about double.

The economy of terra-cotta as a building material is

admirably illustrated in the rear elevation of the Tele-

phone Building above the twenty-second floor. The struc-

ture is L shaped, but an addition is contemplated which
will make it U shaped. Accordingly, the light court walls
are faced with an enamel brick, which blends perfectlv

with the warm gray tones of the matt enamel terra-cotta

with which all other exterior walls of the building are

clothecT However, the brick extends onlv to the twenty-

second story, above which the architects repeated the

design of the other facades. This could be done econom-
ically because the clay could be pressed from the same
moulds for all facades.

To the layman perhaps the most obvious success of the
architects was the solution of their problem in terms of

beauty. What is not so obvious to the lay eye is that

terra-cotta was the medium used to interpret the exquisite

design, for the man in the street firmly believes that the

building is faced with granite. Even poets fall into this

error, as witness Thomas Watt Tyler, who published a

poem in the Call recently entitled: "A Praver in Stone
and Steel." Mr. Tyler pays tribute to the architect in

this fashion:

' For he who dreamed this dream has heard the song
That God was singing when God fashioned life

—

The song the stars still sing the years along.

The song the lightning sings in thunder-strife.

Taking some Stone and Steel and Glass and Wood
He fashioned beauty: And his work is good."

The poet, however, is hardly to be blamed for mistaking
this terra-cotta for stone. As the years go by this stone-

like quality will be still more pronounced as "time and
storm set their wild signatures upon it."

The terra-cotta of the Telephone Building was all manu-
factured by Gladding, McBean & Company at their Lin-

coln plant. The enamel brick for the light court walls

was made by the Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCTS IN THE TELEPHONE BUILDING
I BY JOHN K. STEELE J

fi \9^\

te

m.

IHETHER it was a policy of the owners,
the builder, the architects, or a combin-
ation of all three, a marked disposition

to utilize Pacific Coast products and
Pacific Coast sub-contractors was evi-

dent from the inception to the com-
pletion of the Coast Division Building

of the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph

Co., San Francisco. The tremendous quantities of mate-

rials and appliances available were evidence, too, of the

increasing industrial facilities of this section.

One of the largest of the undertakings was the supplying

of the sheet metal work, hollow metal, fire doors,

elevator fronts and cabs, all of which were fabricated and
installed by the Forderer Cornice Works of San Francisco

and Los Angeles.

It is said that the hollow metal trim supplied for base

and picture moulding by this organization was in the

aggregate several miles in length.

The 111 hollow metal elevator fronts as well as the

elevator cabs themselves were built and installed by the

same company. The advantages of this type of elevator

door are said to be their lightness, making them much
easier on the hangers, on the opening device or on the

operator. They are also said to be faster, an important

factor where high speed is an essential as in the vertical

transportation installation in this building, they make
air control of their operation possible, they possess added

safety factors and being finished in baked enamel, eff^ect

a saving in maintenance expense.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that the

modern tendency in elevator door construction seems to

be toward solid doors instead of doors of glass. This per-

mits the operator to devote undivided attention to the

operation of the car without being distracted by happen-
ings or visible objects outside the door of each floor

passed, and helps therefore to speed up vertical traffic.

But still more important is the fact that it eliminates the

often expensive finishing of the entire interior of the

elevator shaft and puts an end to the constant mainte-

nance expense of keeping every inch of visible shaft clean.

The Forderer Company responsible for these large metal

work installations in the Telephone Building also com-
pleted the installation in the Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

Building, San Francisco, of 135 1 Campbell windows.
Nonpareil skylights, Met-Elec base, baked enamel finish

and hollow metal doors and trim throughout the structure.

FELCHLIN COMPANY CHANGES
The firm name of the R. F. Felchlin Company, Archi-

tects, Engineers and Managers of Construction, has been

changed to Felchlin, Shaw cSc Franklin. Offices are now
maintained in the Commercial Exchange Building, Los
Angeles, as well as in the T. W. Patterson Building,

Fresno, California.
* * *

DRAFTSMEN FOR NA\^AL CONSTRUCTION

The United States Civil Service Commission states that

a number of naval establishments are in need ot drafts-

men in connection with naval construction. Full informa-

tion and application blanks may be obtained from the

United States Civil ServiceCommission,Washington, D.C.
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The
Hermann Safe

Co.
224-246 Fremont Street

San Francisco, California

Manufacturers of

Fire and Burglar Proof

Vaults and Safes

installed all vaults

in the new

PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH CO. BUILDING

PACIFIC GASAND ELECTRIC
CO. BUILDING

STANDARD OIL BUILDING

MATSON BUILDING

SPRING VALLEY WATER
CO. BUILDING

AND MANY OTHERS.

More than 500 banks in the State of

California use our products.

Specifications and estimates gladly furnished

CONSTRUCTION OF EL MIRASOL BUNGALOW'S
BY E. KEITH LOCKARD

The El Mirasol Bungalows are one-story buildings of a

rigid wood frame type with concrete foundation upon
which a redwood plate or mudsill is bolted. The floor

joists rest directly on this plate and on intermediate

girders supported by underpins on concrete piers.

The exterior walls are built of 2.x4-inch studding i6

inches on center, extending in one length from the mud-
sill to the top of the parapet wall, ribbon boards being
cut into these studs to carry the wooden ceiling joists and
roof framing. The exterior is sheathed solid with Jg-inch

Oregon Pine sheathing covered with water-proofed paper
and over this is securely nailed heavy galvanized iron

chicken wire and finished with cement plaster. The rough
flooring is "g-inch and the finished floors are the same in

thickness.

Interior studding is 1x4x1 6-inch on center and all stud

walls are braced and blocks used for fire stops. Partitions

between rooms are sound-proof with a laver of Celotex.

All inside partitions and ceilings are lathed with wood
lath and plastered with hard wall plaster. Ceiling joists

are wood and the roof is framed with wood rafters, the

loads from which are carried directly on partitions and
the roof is sheathed solid with "s-inch wood sheathing
and covered with built-up asbestos roofing. Over this roof

IS constructed a board covering for insulating purposes,

making an additional air space between the roofing and
this boarding. Special care is taken throughout in re-

gard to nailing, spiking and tying all structural members
in the best workmanlike manner. This I believe to be the

reason for the notable wav that these buildings have
withstood the recent Santa Barbara disaster.

* * *

The death of Mr. ^'i^gil G. Marani, chief engineer of

The Gypsum Industries, Chicago, occurred November i.

Ornamcncal Iron Entrance and Bronze Teller Cages
Show True Craftsmanship,

FEDERAL ORNAMENTAL IRON &.

BRONZE COMPANY
SlXTtENTH STREET AND <.AN BRLNi> .AVE. - SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

TtLtl'iU'Nt MARKET 101 I
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THE TELEPHONE BUILDING EMPLOYEES' CAFETERIA
I BY M. M. XERVAjI

ORTUNATE, indeed, are the employees
in the new Coast Division Building of

the Telephone Company, for a model
cafeteria of great convenience and
beauty has been provided for them on

the twenty-second floor and it is one of

the most attractive features of a build-

ing replete with features designed to

make for the comfort of^its occupants.

A rare combination of beautv and utility is achieved in

the cafeteria. Situated so high above the city's traffic, the

view is delightfuL Everv modern convenience for good
cookery and for expeditious serving of a large number
of persons in a short time is provided. The designers have

succeeded to a remarkable degree in obtaining a compact
arrangement for the preparation and serving of food and

so concealing and subordinating it to the more attractive

features that once one has passed to a table, the serving

table and all the machinery of food preparation is lost

to view.

The ceiling and wall surfaces of the room are finished in

transparent glazes over a plain painted ground. But the

hand-made glazed tile wainscoting installed by Malott

& Peterson of San Francisco makes the room a riot of

color. The rich warm glazed tile is profusely and happily

used throughout the dining hall, while the inside of the

terra cotta piers dividmg the windows from the exterior

have been beautifullv decorated with a harmonious vase

and folfated design somewhat on the style of the early

Italian Renaissance. Soft greens, blues and warm bright

vellow and orange tones are used in the vivid decoration

of these piers.

Passing from the beautiful to the practical, which in

this case (thanks to the ingenuity of the architects) is

scarcely a step, one finds an extremely complete and

cleanlv kitchen with the most modern equipment possible.

The contract for building the serving tables, plate racks,

cooks' and bakers' tables has been executed with great

care bv the Montague Stove and Range Company. "Their

experts have followed a method of construction which
precludes dirt, water or moisture getting through cracks

or joints at anv point. The installation is sanitary.

Two serving tables, each about xi feet in length, have

been installed. As an integral part of their equipment,

they are supplied with the usual refrigerators, warming
table, shelving, garbage receptacles and built-in trays

for coffee urn and similar utensils.

For all table tops and doors to cabinets, refrigerators

and garbage receptacles, monel metal was used.

Tile walls installed by Malott & Peterson in the

kitchen as in the cafeteria proper, butt tightly on top of

a right-angle bend of monel metal, which drops down
from this point to the level of the table top, forming an

apron of solid sheet without joint or crack. At the outer

edge of the table top this metal has again been bent at

right angles. Such a type of construction allows all water

or other liquid to drain off directly to the floor.

No raw edges of metal are left. There are no ordinary

joints throughout the installation. \\'here a joint has

been necessary around doors or at other points, a clean

weld has been made and the metal polished to an even

surface.

Ports for accommodation of trays and silver are fitted

with shelves of the same metal and doors built into the

tile wall. In every case extreme care has been taken to

close all joints so that no moisture can seep back of or

under trays.

The practical convenience and beauty of this cafeteria,

A CORNER OF THE EMPLOYEES CAFETERIA, COAST DIVISION

BLDG., P. T. & T. CO., SAN FRANCISCO

with its kitchen a model of cleanliness and practical

utility and its serving room and dining-room a colorful

spot of great beautv, should pay dividends to the Tele-

phone Company in more contented employees.

LE BRUN SCHOLARSHIP
THE executive committee of the New York Chapter

of the A. I. A., as trustees of the traveling scholarship

founded bv Pierre L. Le Brun, announces a competition

for the selection of a beneficiary. The program will be

issued about December 30, 1915, calling for drawings to

be delivered about March x, 19x6.

All those wishing to enter the competition should

arrange at once for nomination by a member of the A.

[. A. Nomination blanks can be had of the secretary of

any chapter, or of the Le Brun Scholarship Committee.

Nominations should be sent so as to be received before

Januarv i, 19x6, by Le Brun Scholarship Committee,

Room 1 61 8, 19 West 44th Street, New York.

OIL BURNER BULLETIN
A x8-page bulletin, thoroughly covering the methods and

procedure in oil burning testing wherever the burners

are fired under boilers or in warm air heating plants, has

just been issued by the American Oil Burner Association,

350 Madison Avenue, New York City.
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ITALIAN H1LIJ5IDE HOME, PATTERNED AFTER A RARE OLD RESIDENXE IX SOUTHERX ITALY. BL'ILT

HOLLYWOOD AXD FIXISHED WITH CALIFORNIA STUCCO TO SIMULATE THE ORIGIXAL

Romancing . ... in Stucco
GALIFORXIA STUCCO perpetuates the genius of the romanc-

ing architect. It knows no geographical bounds in its interpre-

tation of architectural influence. Its permanent coloring, precise

texture and enduring quality allows the designer every liberty in

specifying a tinish, and simplifles the plasterer's problem in meeting
that speciflcation. That is why, from coast to coast, Cal'ifor/iiti

Stucco is the ultimate choice wherever stucco is purchased on the

basis of low cost per years of service instead of low cost per bag. To
justify this confidence, The California Stucco Products Company

constantly strives to improve its product and increase

the demand for stucco yardage.

CALIFORNIA STUCCO PRODUCTS CO.
1503 So. Alameda St., Los Angeles • 340 Dore St., San Francisco

SEATTLE, WASH.
California Stucco Co.

of Washington
4)Z} Shilshole Are.

DENVER, COLO.
Heimbecbcr Bros.

1 1 Guardiui Trust BIdg.

.^LLENTOU X. PA.
Hollywood Building Block Co.

North Ph-mouih Are.

SACR.\MENTO
California Stucco Products Co.

2918 J St.

5.\LT LAKE CITY, ITAH
Utah Stucco Products Co.

<yo7 Continental Bank Bldg.

CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
California Stucco Products Co.

of New England
4H Walden St.

PHRADELPHIA. PA.
California Stucco Products C j.

807 Chestnut St.

PORTLAND, ORE.
California Stucco Co.

of Oregon
210 Thompson St.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
St. Louis Material it

Supply Co.
}I4 North Fourth St.

CASTLE SHANNON. PA.
CretesttHie Builders*

Supplv Co.
Bo« 555

CH.ATTANOOGA. TFNN.
Dixie Concrete Products

Company
loi ; Jamrs Bldg.

INDLWAPOLIS, IND.
R. A. Shelhom

College .Ave. and 49th St.
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A BIT OF EGYPT BROUGHT TO CALIFORNIA
f BY CLliMENT WOODWARD |

DEFINITE answer to the question:

"Can a modern warehouse be a work of

art" is found in the completion of the

new San Francisco offices and head-

quarters of the Egyptian Lacquer Mfg.
Co. at ic^o Howard Street, San Fran-

cisco. Miller & Pflueger were the archi-

tects, G. P. W. Jensen the builder and
great praise has been bestowed for the successful manner
in which this bit of the architectural glorv that was
Egypt's has been brought to a commercial neighborhood
and given it a note of beauty and distinction.

The executives of the company have extended a cordial

invitation to the architectural profession and to all others

interested in building and decorating to visit their estab-

lishment and those who have accepted the invitation

have found much worth while. For while the structure

itself is interesting for its architectural treatment and the

happy combination of the beautiful and the practical, the

growing importance of the value of lacquer and lacquer

enamel and its tremendous possibilities makes any study

of the subject not only of practical help but almost

necessary, if one is to keep up with the procession.

The Egyptian Lacquer Mfg. Co. is more than 50 years

old and has been supplying its wares from offices in New
York, Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles for many
years, but it was not until the recent extensive use of

Egyptian lacquer on hollow metal trim, windows and

door frarties and on hardwood doors and elsewhere in the

Coast Division Building of the Pacilic Telephone cSc Tele-

graph Co., San Francisco, that its possibilities for solving

interior decorating problems were fully realized.

The new building of the company on Howard street,

with the exception of the exterior, is completely finished

in lacquer enamel including walls, the trim, the ceilings,

the concrete floors, the stairways. The main entrance to

the general offices on the second floor is rendered ex-

tremely attractive by a harmonious arrangement of large

panels of lacquered hardwoods and the entire treatment

of the structure is such that it constitutes almost an

education in itself in the possibilities for the use by the

architect of this material.

Lacquer has been known for thousands of years. It is

used extensively on countless articles in daily use. To the

art of lacquering, the world owes much of the scientific

knowledge gained from the perfectly preserved objects in

the tombs of the kings of Egypt, while our museums are

filled with lacquered objects of the ancient Chinese,

Japanese and Hindus.

But it is only within recent times that the modern
demand for speed in building, for a material to be used in

decorating, which can be applied rapidly, will dry

quickly, will present an everlasting, hard surface, and
will be beautiful, has turned the eyes of the designer and

builder to lacquer. Although there are in Los Angeles six

buildings in which the entire metal trim was finished

with lacquer more than 18 years ago, it is really only

within the last year that the modern and better lacquers

have been applied on any scale so lavish as that in which
this company's products were employed in the Telephone

Building, making its occupancy possible months earlier

than would otherwise have been the case.

Lacquer and lacquer enamels are indispensable in the

metal industries, being used for the prevention of tarnish

and oxidation caused by atmospheric changes and to pro-

duce unique and beautiful finishes.

They are important in the finishing of wood, imparting

a clear, lasting finish and excluding the entrance of mois-

ture, eliminating all possibility of warping and swelling.

Over 8qo hardwood doors in the Telephone Building

reveal the manner in which properly applied lacquer

brings out the beauty of the wood, while its quick air-

drying qualities make it extremely desirable to the

builder who must conform to a strict time schedule. In

the case of the miles of metal trim in the building, its

application protects and decorates. It enhances the luster

and coats the surface with a hard, durable, waterproof

film which is impervious to the action of acids.

At a time when the demand for lacquer for modern
building requirements is growing so rapidly, the estab-

lishment of its handsome new home in San Francisco is

expected to make the new Egyptian building a Mecca for

architects and others interested in a study of the lacquer

technique.

LARGE LINOLEUM INSTALLATION
THE largest installation of linoleum ever made on the

Pacific Coast was executed in its entirety within the

past twelve months by D. N. & E. Walter & Co. Over

x5,ooo square yards of battleship linoleum was furnished

and installed by them throughout the new i6-story

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Building, and 15,000

square yards in the new 16-story Pacific Gas and Electric

Building. The best full n-inch thick Brown Walton

Process Government Standard Battleship Linoleum was
used and was neatly fitted in place by experts in the

employ of this firm.

This linoleum is said to be the most suitable floor

covering for public buildings, being durable, sanitary,

resilient, and the artistic brown color forms a splendid

ground for the massive office equipment and furnishings

generally used in office buildings.

Since executing the aforementioned orders, the Walter

Company has taken over the entire Pacilic Coast business

of the Bonded Floors Company, which comprised their

stock as well as their organization, in consequence of

which they are better equipped than ever to execute

contract orders.

Other large installations of linoleums made by Walter

& Company in San Francisco are:

2.2.-story—Standard Oil Building.

15-story—Matson Building.

16-story—California Commercial Union Building.

15-story—Medical Dental Building.

They also furnished over 10,000 square yards for the

San Francisco City Hall. This linoleum was installed

about eighteen years ago and is today in first-class condi-

tion; in fact, since the installation it has not been neces-

sary to replace a single yard.

PALACE HARDIDARE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO'S LEADINQ HARDIUARE STORE
—— Supplied

CORBIN LOCKS and STANLElj BUTTS
for boih the P. Q. & E. and the Telephone Buildinqs

581 Market Street Telephone Sutter 6063
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EDITORIAL-

East Meets West

FOR the first time in the history of the Ameri-
can histitute of Architects, its National offi-

cers and directors are visiting the far Western
chapters as a body. President D. Everett Waid
and his associates will spend two or three days

in conference with each chapter, going from
Seattle to Portland, San Francisco and Los An-
geles in turn.

Such meetings cannot but result in greater har-

mony of purpose and action, and in more definite

interest and information as to the aims and ac-

tivities of the Institute. Moreover, it is always
a privilege and a pleasure to meet men of such

character and achievements as these nationally

known architects. Their stay in San Francisco

will be from December 8 to lo.

* * *

New Schools

THE January issue of the Pacific Coast Archi-

tect will be devoted to a selected showing of

recent school buildings in California. The State

may well be proud of its progress in the housing
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;. That the average number of copies of each issue of this publication sold or

distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six mon*hs
preceding the date shown above is (This information is required from daily

publications only.)

CHARLES W. MEIGHAN, Business Manager.

Sworn to and subsci ibed before me this 29th dav of September, 1925.
(SEAL) J. D. BROWN.

(My Commission expires April 4, 1926,)

of educational facilities, both as to efficiency of

equipment and excellence of architectural struc-

ture and design. The linancial investment is very

large, but the dividends in the usefulness of

future citizens correspondingly great.

* * *

Better Ordinances

IN the Berkeley Daily Gazette recently was a

thoughtful editorial based on the calm warn-
ings of Prof. Bailey Willis, against neglecting

earthquake precautions.

An excerpt:

"The day is past when we can ignore the earth-

quake or not look forward to the time when we can

expect another. Men of science know what to expect

from the crust of the earth in our region on this

continent and in other phices throughout the world,

just as they know the sections that can expect visita-

tions from cyclones. In the latter regions the people

make no secret of the fact that they have cyclone

cellars and they streak for them the moment they

observe one of those awesome, funnel-shaped clouds.

"So why in the name of common sense shouldn't

we of California admit we are in the earthquake belt

and construct our homes and buildings as nearly re-

sistant to earthquakes as it is humanly possible to

do so? And the only way this can be effectively done
is to put restrictions into our building codes."

This attitude is sensible and timely. Amend-
ments are being made to the Palo Alto Building

Code, along these lines, and the Hrst draft of the

new Santa Barbara Code goes very fully into the

matter. Especially rigid are their requirements

for the quality of concrete and cement mortar,

the failure of which was responsible for so much
of Santa Barbara's damage.
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OFFICERS

John Reid, Jr., President

Harris Allen, Vice-President

Albert J. Evers, Sec.-Treas.
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DIRECTORS

J. S. Fairweather, three years

W. C. Hays, three years

Earle B. Bertz, two years

Will G. Corlett, two years

George W. Kelham, one year

Arthur Brown, one vear

NEXT MEETING
There will be no meeting on Tuesday, December 15,192.5,

in the rooms of the San Francisco Architectural Club,

77 O'Farrell street, on account of the special meeting
December 8.

N0\^EMBER MEETING
The regular meeting of The American Institute of Archi-

tects, San Francisco Chapter, was called to order by
President John Reid, Jr., at 7:30 p. m. on Tuesday,

November 17, 19x5, in the rooms of the San Francisco

Architectural Club, 77 O'Farrell street. The following

members were present:

John Reid, Jr., Rudolph A. Herold, Frederick H. Meyer,
Wm. C. Hays, L. B. Miller, H. E. Burnett, John J. Dono-
van, Morris M. Bruce, Jas. H. Mitchell, P. J. Herold,

Wm. A. Newman, E. H. Hildebrand, Jas. T. Narbett,

E. J. Molera, John Galen Howard, Harris C. Allen,

Ernest Coxhead, Wm. G. Corlett, H. H. Gutterson, E. B.

Hurt, Walter M. Bliss, Sylvain Schnaittacher, G. F.

Ashley, E. S. Norberg, Wm. Mooser, Earle B. Bertz,

Albert Schroepfer, James Reid, J. S. Fairweather, Louis

Mullgardt.

Mr. Reginald Johnson, Past President of the Southern
California Chapter, A. I. A., was also present.

In the absence of the Secretary, Mr. Harris C. Allen was
appointed Secretary pro tern.

MINUTES
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as

published.

OLD BUSINESS
President Reid reported, regarding the visit of the

A. I. A. directors, that, at President Waid's request, the

tentative program would be amended to omit motor ride

on Tuesday afternoon, December 8, setting a luncheon on
that day for Institute members only, to discuss Institute

business.

REPORTS
Chairman W. G. Corlett of the Committee on Practice

reported on a circular letter of D. Zelinsky & Sons con-

cerning Mr. H. H. Meyers, and offered a resolution as

follows;

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Chapter be

instructed to write a letter to Mr. Meyers, informing
him of the Chapter's approval of the principle

involved in his action regarding the contract men-
tioned in D. Zelinsky & Sons' letter.

On motion, duly seconded, the resolution was carried,

after being amended to read, "and condemns the action

of D. Zelinsky & Sons in broadcasting this letter."

Sylvain Schnaittacher,

Mever,
William

COMMITTEES
The Secretary read

appointed by the President

the following list of committees

Practice: Will G. Corlett, chairman; John Bakewell, Jr

Geo. W. Kelham, C. A. Tantau.

delations icith Coast Chapters.

chairman; H. A. Schmidt, G. F. Ashley.

Budding Laws atid Legislation: Frederick

chairman; Albert J. Evers, J. S. Fairweatl

Mooser.
Public Information and Entertainment: Harris C. Allen,

chairman; Earle B. Bertz, Edward G. Bangs.

Education and Library of Architectural Club: Warren C.

Perry, chairman; Edgar B. Hurt, Arthur Brown, Jr.

Membership: Wm. C. Hays, chairman; John J. Donovan,
Henry H. Gutterson.

Competitions: Appointment to be made later.

NEW BUSINESS
President Reid appointed Mr. Hildebrand and Mr.

Bruce to draw up a resolution concerning the death of

Mr. August G. Headman.
President Reid introduced Mr. Reginald Johnson,

former President of the Southern California Chapter,

A. LA.
A letter was read from Charles H. Gillespie, architect

of New York, concerning proposed Roosevelt Memorial

in Washington. Moved, seconded and carried that the

Secretary write to Mr. Gillespie that the San Francisco

Chapter considers that this action should come from the

Institute, not being in the province of the Chapter.

President Reid introduced Mr. John Galen Howard,
who gave the Chapter a delightful account of his recent

extended sojourn in Southern France, Genoa, Sicily,

Naples, Alexandria, Cairo, Palestine, Syria, Constan-

tinople, Athens, Venice, Provence, Gascony and Paris.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert J. Evers, Secretary
* * *

The Atlas Portland Cement Company reports that the

following materials, no longer manufactured, are some-

times found in specifications: Blanc White Portland Ce-

ment, Berkshire White Portland Cement.
* * *

B. Reed Hardman and J. L. McCreery, Architects, are

now located in the Berkeley Bank Building, Berkeley,

California.
* * *

Arthur L. Acker, Architect, announces the removal of

his office to 619 Petroleum Securities Building, 714 West

Tenth Street, corner Flower Street, Los Angeles.
* * *

TheDalzell Hatfield Galleries, 3141 Wilshire Boulevard,

invites members of the profession to an exhibition ot

sculpture depicting child life, which closes December

2.4th.
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THE "LAST WORD" IN EQUIPMENT

[Coiuludf.l fnirii |>:iyf 8]

electrical contractors, both for the Coast Division Tele-

phone Building and for the P. G. and E. Building.

The Telephone Building is divided into two sections

vertically and two riser shafts are provided for distribu-

tion. The latter is so versatile that it is possible to obtain
any commercial electrical current at any room throughout
the building for any purpose desired.

All public space lighting such as corridors, stairs, night
and tire lights, etc., are controlled from main switchboard
room. Each corridor lighting circuit has an individual

push-button control and operating signal.

Exterior flood lighting, panel switching control is such
that the 183 flood-light projectors can be divided into six

separate groups for various effects or operated as a whole
unit by a main oil switch or by six main circuit switches
from main switchboard.

The fire alarm and watchmen's call system panels, con-

trols, motor generator set and storage batteries are

located in the main switchboard room. The system is of

the presignal type and is connected to the city fire alarm
system, the presignal circuits operating alarms at special

-£}fr//e.

DETAIL OF VENT GRILLE, PACIFIC TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH CO. BUILDING

building stations t)niy. The general alarm circuits ring

alarm gongs on all floors and also the city fire alarm. A
fire alarm register records all calls and trouble bells

indicate any fault in the system.
The watchmen's call system is divided into three

groups or building sections with three register units.

Both systems operate from the same control panels and
storage batteries.
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Main Entrance Doors—Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. Building

Miller 6*. Ptluegcr, Architects. A. A. Cantin, Associate

Ornamental iron and bronze furnished in Pacific Telephone

and Telegraph Co. Building, Huntington Apartments, Elks

Building, San Francisco; and Hotel Senator, Sacramento, hy

Peerless Ornamental Iron & Bronze Co.
I52S I'olsom Street San Francisco

Millwork in the Pacific Telephone and

Telegraph Building

furnished by

Pacific Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Millwork

Main Office ; Santa Clara. California

Lus Angeles Officc:Washington Bldg. OaklandOffice: 1001 FranklinSt.

180 Stevenson Street • San Francisco

Phone Sutter 395

<(FyeR-Wall
ALL. METAL FIRE DOORS

»>

HighGrade SheetMetalandKalameinWork

FIRE PROTECTION PRODUCTS CO.
3117 TWENTIETH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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Ancient Greece in Modern Concrete
To those who still believe that the architectural beauty of the ancients

can be expressed only in traditional materials, Grant Park Stadium,

Chicago, will be a revelation.

This monumental structure takes you back to "the glory that was
Greece." And it is done entirely in concrete. This includes the columns
and other exterior architectural details, all of which are of cut cast stone.

Thus beauty, as well as construction, is made permanent.

Grant Park Stadium is only one of a great variety of structures that im-

pressively demonstrate the wide range of adaptability concrete offers to

the architect— a range not within the possibilities of any other material.

If you are interested in receiving additional data on concrete in stadium

construction, address the nearest ofl5ce listed below. Ask for leaflets

S-112 and S-104.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A National Organization to Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

COLUMBUS DETROIT LOS ANGELES NEW ORLEANS PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON DALLAS INDIANAPOLIS MILWAUKEE NEW YORK PITTSBURGH SAN FRANCISCO

ATLANTA CHARLOTTE, N. C. DENVER JACKSONVILLE MINNEAPOLIS OKLAHOMA CITY PORTLAND, OREG. SEATTLE VANCOUVER, B. C.

DlRMINCiHAM CHICAGO DES MOINES KANSASCITY NASHVILLE PAREERSBURG SALT LAKE CITY ST. LOUIS WASHINGTON, D. C

Our Booilen art itnl frte in the Vnitid Statu. Canada and Cuba only
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LOSANGELES CIVIC CENTER
[by EDWARD G. LEAF J

HE Board of Supervisors of Los Angeles
County hy official action has approved
and adopted the plan of the Allied

Architects Association. This plan, pre-

pared under contract with the citv and
the county, was presented for adoption
on January 1 of this vear, hut in order

3 to make certain that the prohlem had
been handled in the best possible manner the board de-

ferred its decision until such time as a thorough study of
the needs of the county in this respect could be completed,
and until other plans, prepared by individual archi-

tectural firms, could be examined.
The adoption of the great plan submitted by the Allied

Architects Association, after nearlv a vear of the most
intensive study of the problem, is of far-reaching sig-

nificance. It means that nearly fiftv square blocks of
decrepit and worn-out buildings, relics of an earlier dav,
are to be wiped out, and the land which these buildings
now occupy will become the property of the public, and
as such will be beautified with parks, magnihcent drive-

ways, walks, public monuments, and great public build-

ings.

The decision of the county was made necessarv bv reason

of the knowledge of the Board of Supervisors that within

the near future a number of large and important county
buildings must be erected, and that these structures

should, if the best results were to he obtained, be erected

with ceference to a definite and comprehensive plan.

In the resolution by which the Board of Supervisors

adopted the Allied Architects plan, the fact was brought
out that within the next few vears the county will require

a great courthouse, to house the Superior Courts, a

junior courthouse for the Municipal Courts, a public

welfare building, an administration building, and an

addition to the new Hall of Justice, alreadv one of the

largest and most imposing public buildings in the United

States.

The resolution states that it is essential that these

buildings be located so as to form a harmonious group;

that the cost of so locating them will be no greater than

placing them without regard to a plan; that each building

must be so placed as to provide for proper vistas and park

areas; and that in any plan adopted by the county, the

problem of traffic and the parking of automobiles within

the Administration Center area must receive the most
careful attention.

The Allied Architects plan, worked out with the

assistance of the Los Angeles Traffic Commission, and
fully indorsed by that body, meets all of these require-

ments, the resolution says, and the board has therefore

made it the official countv plan, with only the reservation

that the plan will be subject to modification, if and as

future conditions require.

In adopting this plan, the Board of Supervisors is taking

advantage of an opportunity afforded few of the large

cities of the country. A long, comparatively narrow and

gentlv rising eminence, known as Bunker Hill, extends

from the vicinity of the old Plaza, the original center of

Los Angeles, southward, to the edge of the new and well-

improved business district. Originally the fine residence

district of the city, this hill has deteriorated until it is

now the haven of the cheaper class of apartments and

boarding houses.

Under the Allied x\rchitects plan, now the official

count%- plan, this hill will be cleared and in parts regraded;

it will be surrounded with a series of great boulevards,

and sites will be provided at commanding points for

P X. ^4

This Company's

GUARANTEE

'IGHTING
fixtures purchased from the

For\'e-Pettebone Company
are guaranteed as to qual-

ity of material and work-

manship. And this guar-

antee is the pledge of men
well known for fair deal-

ing in business, for genu-

ine sincerity of purposa^.

It pays to deal with a firm

of long Standing and high

repute.

Designsfurnished. Fixtures

made to order.

TOKP&Te^CBCM CO.

lrghting£quipment

m SouthJigueroa Street

I LOS ANGELES
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RARE FOREIGN
ARCHITECTVRAL
B O O K. S

An unusual collection
of loooks interesting to

ARCHITECTS , ARTISTS,
INTERIOR DECORATORS,
IRON A^^ORKERS and
others , wHl he on dis-
play' during' December
and January ^ °s. •£

7^g RAPID BLVE PRINT CO.

818 Santee Street

Los Angeles

Haws Model No. 7A
There is a Haws model for every

architectural purpose.

HAWS SANITARY
DRINKING FAUCET
/^rf^VfOA "MX^ l*OS HARMON ST.
^-»V^-1- iXWi^ 1 BERKELEY. CA.L. U.S.A.

buildings of a cultural and semipublic character. The
administrative buildings of the various governments vs'ill

be located to the east of the hill, in the vicinitv of the
original Plaza and Plaza Church. Thus, not onlv will an
Administration Center of surpassing beauty be cr-ated,

but all of the original historic section of Los A: ties

will be suitably preserved for all time.

The plans of the Allied Architects Association, an
organization of seventy practicing architects of Southern
California who banded together to give the various
governments the best in architecture at the minimum
cost, were completed after nearly a year of arduous work
and study, and in their finished form the plans represent

the efforts of men who have devoted many years to the
study of design and composition. For this work the
association is receiving the sum of $i remuneration, the
preparation of these plans having been undertaken as a

community service, with no thought of the aggrandize-
ment of the organization or of any individual member.
Furthermore, the association will, in the future, stand
in exactly the same position as any individual architect

or architectural firms when it comes to the matter of

obtaining contracts for the architectural services on any
building to be erected in the center.

^^'hen the Administration Center becomes a finished

thing, it will stand not only as a monument to the enter-

prise and vision of the City and County of Los Angeles,

but as a monument to the unselfish service of the archi-

tectural talent of Southern California.

(Note— Reproductions of these plans were published in

the Pacific Coast Architect March, 192.5-)

* * *

MODERN HEATING PROBLEMS
[Concluded from page 53]

meet individual needs and flexible enough to meet sudden
demands for warmth or to remain idle for long periods

of time and yet be instantly available.

Radiant gas heaters should alwavs be vented or should
be installed in the fireplace, which accomplishes the

same purpose. They are safe, clean and give intense heat

at surprisingly small expense. They are instantaneous in

action. Properlv installed, they accelerate natural ventila-

tion of the room. Then there are the gas floor furnaces

which may be lighted or adjusted to give any desired

room temperature by simply touching the convenient
\alve. They are extremely flexible, highly efficient and
operate at a minimum cost. There are the gas radiators,

which should in every case be vented, which have their,

advantages and are supplanting manv central heating

plants, especially in apartments and office buildings where
they meet everv heat requirement of the individual tenant

without making it necessary to heat the entire building

at all hours, when perhaps onlv a few of the rooms in

that building are occupiea.

In conclusion, it may be said that everv new building

presents its own heating problem and certainly among
the three groups whose functions are brieflv described

here, one can find the ideal, practical type, appliance or

system best suited to his purpose.

Codes of installation have been so well standardized

and gas companies, the Gas Appliance Societv and the

reputable heating contractors or dealers maintain such

efficient specialists to give help and study in meeting any
problem that might arise that there is scant excuse for

the too large proportion of mistakes in selection and
installation which are made almost every dav bv those

responsible for the design ot new buildings. Whether
w.irni-.iir furnaces, ste.im and hot-w.iter boilers, or any
of the miscellaneous small appliances are desired, wc
should avail ourselves of the practical help of these

practical men, which is so freely offered jis.
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